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Foreword

At the end of the first chapter of The Life and Opinions of Tristram Shandy, Mrs

Shandy asks ‘Pray, my dear, have you not forgot to wind up the clock?’ to

which Tristram’s distracted father responds: ‘Good G—! Did ever woman,

since the creation of the world, interrupt a man with such a silly question?’

And once he is born, Tristram is trapped thereafter in a time-warp, his whole

life (and the book about him) muddled by time. As he says, ‘I wish either my

father or my mother, or indeed both of them, as they were in duty both

equally bound to it, had minded what they were about when they begot me;

had they duly considered how much depended upon what they were then

doing.’

Lawrence Sterne was writing in 1759. But this idea—that events at the time

of conception, or during gestation, influence not only the outcome of a

pregnancy but also the developing character of the child—has prevailed

since earliest written records. There is evidence for this in cuneiform tablets

from Sumer and in papyri from ancient Egypt. The Biblical account in

Genesis when Jacob encourages the birth of speckled sheep (probably a

genetically recessive characteristic) in Laban’s flock of pure whites, by show-

ing them black and white whittled sticks at the moment of conception,

suggests that this notion has been widely prevalent for a very long time

indeed.

The discoveries of Gregor Mendel, the gardening monk from Brno who

died in 1884, led to a more ‘rational’ understanding of inheritance. But the

implications of his work were not fully accepted until well after his death,

more than forty years after his original observations. His detailed experi-

ments with around 28,000 pea plants eventually gave birth to the idea of the

gene being the unit of inheritance, with the Laws of Inheritance named after

him. That insight, and the rising importance of the theory of evolution

promulgated by Charles Darwin, who died just two years before Mendel

(and who may have just possibly known of his controversial work), led to a

radical change in our ideas of inherited characteristics.

These ideas were not universally accepted very quickly. It took until the
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1920’s when it became widely agreed that the genetic variation in popula-

tions occurred because of mutations, or changes, in genes. Phenotypic

changes, i.e. changes in the constitution or appearance of an organism, were

seen to be gradual as a response to the pressures of natural selection which

selected those inherited characteristics that better matched the organism

with its environment. Subsequently the modern science of molecular

biology showed how the structure of the DNA with its base-pair sequences

influences the phenotype by producing specific changes in the RNA and the

manufacture of various proteins. And it also became clearer how the mater-

nal and paternal chromosomes, carrying the genes were passed to their

offspring.

But this knowledge, once accepted, led to rather determinist notions

about human genetics. It was very easy to think of a gene consistently pro-

ducing just one aspect of the phenotype, but this is far from the complete

story. Genes can produce their influence in ways that are much more subtle

than was widely understood. So it is only quite recently that the con-

ventional, deterministic view of genetic inheritance has had to be re-

evaluated. In the last fifteen years or so there has been increasing evidence

that the environment can have a much greater effect on the way genes work

than was realized in Mendel’s original concept. There is startling evidence,

too, that the environment that prevails during an individual’s early

development can radically affect later life. These early influences may be

particularly important when the individual is still inside the uterus. There is

strong evidence that many of these effects may be caused by chemical

changes in genes and may immediately alter the characteristics of succeed-

ing generations.

One compelling, recent discovery was that disease in middle or old age

could have its origins in events before birth. David Barker, from the Uni-

versity of Southampton, meticulously trawled through a huge number of

records of the births of children delivered in Hertfordshire just before, dur-

ing, and after the First World War. Most of the mothers of these children had

normal pregnancies. But inevitably, there were some hospital records of

women with complicated pregnancies. Some of their babies experienced a

deficient environment while in the uterus and were not well nourished,

being born well below normal birth weight in consequence. In general, the

babies who were born much smaller than average particularly those who

were really small, around two kilograms in weight—turned out to be at
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increased risk of ill health in later life. A far greater proportion of the adults

who started life as very small babies died from coronary heart disease before

the age of 65 years. The beginning of their life had been spent in a sub-

optimal milieu and the effort of attempting to compensate for this left them

with constitutional scars which had grave effects decades later. These babies

were, in effect, mismatched to their early environment and had tried to

adapt to survive. David Barker and his colleagues subsequently showed that

heart disease was not the only risk. They were also more likely to suffer the

related diseases of stroke, high blood pressure, and diabetes by the time they

reached middle age.

Even more remarkable are observations that the environment during early

development can produce striking effects in later generations. In 2001, Lars

Bygren and his colleagues in Sweden published studies showing how some

boys born in 1905 seemed adversely affected by their grandparents’ diet. In

particular, their grandfathers’ access to copious food, or lack of it, affected

the longevity of these boys. In an isolated, remote part of northern Sweden

there had been regular crop failures and bumper harvests in different years

between 1799 and 1880, and these had been very well documented in public

records. If the paternal grandfather had had access to copious food from a

bumper crop during the time when he went through puberty, his grandchild

—if male—was more likely to die at a younger than average age. No cause and

effect has been firmly established. Yet the higher incidence of diabetes in

these grandsons argues that a plentiful diet produced some chemical

changes in the genes on the Y chromosome of their grandparents’ germ cells

during a critical stage of early development. These changes could have

affected how the genes in their sperm expressed when they produced their

children. So the environment of the grandparent had a deleterious effect on

the boys (who carried that Y chromosome) two generations later.

This book is in part about these intriguing influences arising during devel-

opment, which so far have received too little attention. It places these

within the context of how humans evolved, because we now live in a very

different world from that which our species first inhabited. The book breaks

new ground in our understanding and will be essential reading for anybody

interested in the fascinating complexities of human biology.

It is a privilege to write the foreword to this book by Peter Gluckman and

Mark Hanson, two eminent researchers who have managed to describe their

ideas in an accessible and entertaining manner. The book is a most timely
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and innovative contribution to the popular debate about genes and the

environment. It is now becoming increasingly clear that how individuals are

matched or mismatched with their early environment and how they adapt

can have the most profound effects on their health. Those effects may not be

apparent until much later in life, and may affect the health of future gener-

ations. Though we now smile at Tristram Shandy’s curious predicament,

perhaps the ancient intuitive understanding of what influences developing

humans was not so wide of the mark. The knowledge and research described

in this valuable book presents compelling scientific evidence about this

strange but crucial aspect of our evolution and development.

Robert Winston

April 2006
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Preface

This book started thirty-five years ago, when as young trainees we went on

separate medical expeditions, one to Africa, the other to the foothills of the

Himalayas. Through those visits we learnt that significant health problems

can arise in a population through an unfortunate combination of suscepti-

bility to disease coupled with an environment which increases the risk of

that disease. What we saw on those two expeditions directed us both to

careers in medical research as a means to improving human health.

Independently, we focused our careers on a particular aspect of biology:

development. This led us on other journeys of discovery, from research in

classical physiology, through developmental biology, and now to evo-

lutionary biology and attaining a new perspective on gene–environment

interactions. It taught us how the processes of evolution and development

come together to allow humans to live well in some situations and not so

well in others. We felt the need to synthesize our ideas for a wider audience,

and this book is the result.

This book is also about journeys. They include the journey that the

human species has undertaken in its evolution, but also the journey that

every one of us has taken through our development from conception. When

we travel across time zones by air, it takes several days for our biological

clocks to readjust. Similarly if groups of people go on journeys by migrating

to new environments, their evolutionary and developmental biology may

not be able to cope well with the change and perhaps will not be able to

readjust for several generations. How well people adapt to such transitions

primarily depends on whether their biology can meet the variety of chal-

lenges that their environment poses, and this reflects how well matched

they are to that environment. The greater the degree of mismatch, as the

authors saw so clearly in people living in Nigeria and Nepal all those years

ago, then the greater the risk of disease. But many problems which humans

now face arise from less dramatic examples of mismatch. Understanding this

concept can lead to new approaches to old problems, and so we believe it to

be very important.
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So we decided to travel again, now between our medical research labora-

tories in Auckland and Southampton, to write a book about match and

mismatch—their origins and their consequences.
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Introduction

Our Bodies and our World

‘How on earth can anyone bloody-well live here? All I want to do is collapse and

die!’—this is almost inevitably your first thought if you climb or trek to an

altitude above 3,500 metres. Unless you are well prepared by having taken

the time to become acclimatized, all you can do is take two or three steps,

then pause for some gasping breaths before taking another two or three

steps, then more gasping and another two or three steps . . . it never seems

to end. You are totally unsuited—mismatched—to being at such a high alti-

tude. Yet the reality is that people do live at such high altitude, and even

higher, in the Himalayas and in the Andes, and have done so for many

generations.

The Sherpa are one such people. They are of Tibetan origin but crossed the

Himalayas to live in the high valleys of Nepal hundreds of years ago. Until

they were ‘discovered’ by the great Himalayan climbing expeditions of

Mallory, Hunt, and others in the middle of the twentieth century, they lived

in almost total isolation. Essentially their only contacts came through trad-

ing expeditions, particularly to obtain rock salt, into Tibet. The Sherpa are

Buddhist subsistence farmers living on potatoes, barley, and yaks.1 In more

recent years porterage to support climbing expeditions and trekking tourism

has changed their economy, but at a considerable cost to their traditional

society and environment. The influx of tourists has caused deforestation

because the slowly growing mountain trees have been used for firewood. For

some reason the tourists do not like their food cooked the traditional Sherpa

way over dried yak dung—although frankly the food really tastes much the

same however it is cooked over a smoky fire. The point is that the physical

and social environment of the Sherpa has changed rapidly.

But in 1972, tourism had not yet arrived in the upper Khumbu valley

which leads up to Mount Everest and down which the Dukh Khosi river

tumbles past the famous Thangboche monastery and Namche Bazaar, the

biggest Sherpa village. Thirty years ago, this valley was really only known to
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the climbing community and to a few people working with Sir Edmund

Hillary, the New Zealander who with Sherpa Tensing Norgay was the first to

conquer Everest in 1953. Hillary then chose to devote much of his life to

supporting the Sherpa people through the development of schools and basic

infrastructure, including a small hospital, bridges, an airstrip, and engineer-

ing works to protect some of the monasteries. One of us (Peter) travelled

there as a newly graduated doctor to assist a medical research expedition

initiated by Hillary. The aim of the expedition was to study major health

problems resulting from iodine deficiency—these were the price the Sherpa

unwittingly paid for living in this extreme environment with its steep ter-

rain and high snowfall. While these lofty valleys might be free from the

inter-tribal conflict and inadequate pastures which had led their ancestors to

migrate over the mountains several hundred years earlier, the environment

posed other major problems. We will tell the story of this expedition because

it illustrates some important points about human ability to adapt to the

environment, and because it sets the scene for Mismatch.

Over millions of years the Himalayan mountain range, which is very

young in geological terms, has been formed by the collision of the Indian

and Asian tectonic plates. The Indian plate pushed under the Asian plate as

it moved inexorably northwards, driven by convection in the Earth’s mantle,

generating earthquakes and pushing up the mountains. As the Himalayas

grew they were subject to repeated deluges of rain and snow. This washed

the soil almost completely free of some minerals, in particular iodine. The

result is that the Himalayan foothills are perhaps the most iodine-deficient

region of the world. All humans require some iodine in their diet, but this

was not possible for the Sherpa in their mountain environment. Even in the

mid-twentieth century, they were almost totally isolated from access to

western foods supplemented with iodine.

The expedition that Peter joined found that over 90 per cent of the Sherpa

population had goitre. This is the medical term for a grossly enlarged thy-

roid—this is a gland located in the neck just below the voice-box which

manufactures and secretes a hormone called thyroxine (or thyroid hor-

mone) into the bloodstream. This hormone is made from a combination of

an amino acid and iodine, the iodine being absorbed from the diet by the

gut. Thyroxine is essential for normal function because it determines the

body’s rate of metabolism—acting in some ways like the accelerator of a car.

If the accelerator is pushed down too far (by having too much thyroxine) the
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engine (the body’s metabolism) revs too fast. If there is not enough thyroxine,

the body’s metabolism slows down and does not have enough power to

function properly. So the result of the low iodine in the diet was that

many Sherpa had slow metabolism. The goitres that Peter saw in the Sherpa

were sometimes larger than the neck itself, giving a grotesque appearance.

Unfortunately enlarging the gland does not solve the problem—even a

bigger gland cannot make thyroxine without adequate iodine in the diet.

And so the inevitable signs of slowed metabolism appeared, such as delayed

reflexes, fluid retention, higher blood fat levels, and poor heat generation by

the body.

The secretion of thyroid hormone is controlled by a very elegant system

involving another hormone, thyrotropin, made by the pituitary gland,

which is the so-called ‘master gland’ at the base of the brain. If the thyroid

hormone levels in the blood are low, more thyrotropin is secreted and

the thyroid gland is driven to secrete more thyroid hormone. Conversely if

thyroid hormone levels are high in the blood, less thyrotropin is secreted.

This kind of control system is called a negative-feedback loop and is a

common way of maintaining constancy within a biological system.2 It is

analogous to a thermostat-controlled heater—as a room gets colder, the

thermostat signals to the heater that it must generate heat; when the

temperature has risen to the preset level the thermostat turns off, but it

clicks on again if the room starts to cool. This is not an entirely closed system

because you can change the setting on the thermostat, and in just the same

way biological systems acting through the brain’s control of the pituitary

gland can alter the requirements for thyroid hormone. But if thyroid hor-

mone levels remain low for a long time, for example because the diet does

not contain sufficient iodine, the continuously high levels of thyrotropin

also stimulate growth of the thyroid gland in a desperate attempt to make

more thyroxine. As the gland enlarges, it becomes visible in the neck as a

goitre.

Of even greater concern to the doctors on the expedition was that one in

eight of the population showed a particularly tragic consequence of iodine

deficiency, one that started before birth. In some people the lack of iodine

during fetal life drastically affected their brain development. They were born

as cretins. This is a medical term (unkindly used in a pejorative way by

people who have not witnessed the condition) for the severe mental retard-

ation associated with intrauterine iodine deficiency. Yet these Kurs (the

3
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Sherpa word for these individuals) were generally well integrated into

society and had valuable jobs. They were the water carriers—spending their

days carrying buckets of water from streams in the valleys to houses on the

high terraces.

Despite much that was known about cretinism at the time of the exped-

ition, there was still a major scientific mystery. Not all Sherpa, despite their

very low iodine intakes, showed these signs of iodine deficiency. And even

more striking was the fact that not all babies were born cretins even though

virtually all their mothers were iodine deficient. On closer examination the

mystery deepened still further. Some cretins had a particular form of cerebral

palsy which resulted from their iodine deficiency interfering with brain

development in an irreversible way. But others did not.3 Some cretins were

extremely dwarfed (less than 1.4 metres tall when fully grown) but others

were not. And some were deaf-mute whilst others were not. All these various

clinical pictures appeared to be different manifestations of the same environ-

mental deficiency: lack of iodine. And when Peter and his fellow doctors

treated potential mothers in this population with iodine injections, all the

different forms of cretinism disappeared, showing the central role of iodine

deficiency in producing them.

Lessons from the mountains

Here were some important lessons for a young medical scientist. The first

was that not all individuals show the same symptoms and signs, even when

faced with the same conditions. Clearly the potential for goitre, thyroid

hormone deficiency, and cretinism was the result of an interaction between

some intrinsic susceptibility, perhaps based on individual variations in gene-

tic make-up, and the environment in which they lived. The source of such

variations was not always clear. It might be the individuals who varied, or

their environment, or both. For example one village, Phortse, had a particu-

larly high rate of cretinism. Phortse was located away from the other villages

and made a beautiful picture after the snow had fallen, with its two-storeyed

stone houses—yaks living below, people living above—scattered across

ancient stone terraces on the side of the valley. Was the particular problem

in Phortse due to some local genetic variation predominant in the families

that lived there? Or was it due to their diets being slightly different from the

other villages? On investigation the only difference seemed to be that the

4
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villagers of Phortse ate much more barley. While the doctors could not prove

it, they thought that the barley might contain something that interfered

with thyroid gland function. This was not implausible because in Tasmania

children had been shown to develop goitre in the spring, but it then dis-

appeared later in the year, only to return the following year. The effect turned

out to be due to contamination by a chemical in cow’s milk which came

from the wild turnip that appeared in the pasture every spring.4

So the messages were clear—the environment of a population can vary in

subtle ways which may not be immediately obvious, but which nonetheless

can have dramatic effects on the pattern of disease in that population.

Not everyone has the same constitution and so not everyone responds to

any particular environment in the same way. The more we look, the more

we realize that this principle applies not just in Nepal, but across the world.

And even subtle changes in the environment can have a major impact,

depending on the nature of the change and when in the person’s life course

it occurs. This variation in our constitution and our ability to match our

biology to our environment is central to understanding how we live in this

world, and whether we remain healthy or develop disease.

The Sherpa were paying a severe price in terms of their health for living in

the high Himalayan valleys. But in many other ways as a population they

had adapted astonishingly well to this rugged place, and that is why they

stayed there. They had overcome the problems of breathlessness (unlike

Peter!) and could carry enormous loads to high altitudes. While the normal

porter’s load was 30 kg, they were able to carry a double load—and be paid

twice as much. One of the Sherpa porters on the expedition would regularly

carry a load of over 60 kg—a good deal more than he weighed himself.

He had clearly developed strong muscles as well as lungs.

But it was not just in terms of their anatomy and physiology that the

Sherpa had adapted to their environment. They had also developed over

many generations a complex social structure and a sophisticated culture.

This culture differs in many ways from that to which most of us are accus-

tomed. For example, some practised polyandry, the practice of a wife having

several husbands. Even more surprisingly, often her multiple husbands

were brothers. Such customs appear to assist the Sherpa in coping with their

extreme environment, in this case because the wife needed to have a strong

man around at home even if her other husbands were off tending the

yak herd.5

5
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For Peter’s expedition, the urgent question was what could be done to deal

with the problem of iodine deficiency in the Sherpa. This was not easy to

answer. In Europe the solution would be to add iodine to a foodstuff, as had

been done with the introduction of iodized powdered table salt. Such meas-

ures, taken in the 1920s, quickly prevented goitre in parts of the UK. The

condition of ‘Derbyshire neck’ was no longer seen. The ‘fashionable’ dis-

tended throats of young women who sat as models of doomed heroines

for the Pre-Raphaelite painters of the middle of the nineteenth century

became a thing of the past. But while powdered salt might have seemed the

appropriate way to bring iodine to the Sherpa, the researchers found that

Sherpa tradition demanded that they use rock salt brought over the high

altitude passes (about 5,800 metres) from strife-torn Tibet. There were sev-

eral strong cultural reasons which could be identified for continuing such

trade: it preserved communication between groups of the same religion; and

it was part of the expectation of the young males that they should face the

dangerous passage across the icy storm-weathered high altitude passes. Such

perspectives had to be understood in attempting to find a solution to the

problem. The doctors ended up by injecting each Sherpa with a depot of

iodine, a treatment costing only about 10 cents, which lasts at least five

years. It is a solution that has been adopted in several other remote moun-

tainous areas such as New Guinea where food-based alternatives such as

iodized salt cannot be reliably applied.

When we think about such lessons, drawn from working and living with

the Sherpa in the Himalayas, some more general biological insights appear,

and they form a starting point for this book. The first is about ability to adapt

(adaptedness). Clearly humans can live in some very extreme environments,

well away from the savannah of central Africa where we first evolved. We

can become matched to a variety of environments because, like some other

animals such as the rat and cockroach, we have broad adaptive capacity. In

contrast many other species of animal are exquisitely matched to a particu-

lar environmental niche. No one can doubt how well the emperor penguin

is adapted for a life fishing in frigid ocean waters and breeding on the

Antarctic ice shelf; or how well the cheetah is suited for sprinting at over

100 km/hour to run down an impala on the savannah; or indeed how well

the chameleon or the stick insect have perfected the art of camouflage to

make them well hidden from predators in their habitat.

The second point relates to cost. The polar bear is not adapted for life in

6
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the tropics nor the Malayan sun bear for life in the Arctic. If they were to be

transported from one to the other, they would perish. Similarly, humans

have evolved to be able to live in a broad range of environments, but none-

theless we are not infinitely adaptable. Although we can often cope at least

for a while when we get to the extremes of this range, if we try to live beyond

these environmental limits there will be a cost. So a species thrives if it lives

in an environment for which its ‘design’ matches it. The greater the degree

of mismatch between environment and design, the greater the cost. In this

book we call this the mismatch paradigm, and the cost of such mismatch is

often disease, just as the cost to the Sherpa of inhabiting the high Himalayan

valleys was goitre and cretinism. As we carried out our research, we won-

dered whether even the so-called ‘modern environment’ in which so many

of us aspire to live lies beyond the limits of human adaptedness and, if so,

how? Could there be a cost even for contemporary societies living in

developed countries? When we realized the implications of the answer to

this question, we decided to write this book.

Design for a life6

‘Design’ is a term used extensively in developmental and evolutionary

biology but unfortunately it has been compromised by its adoption by the

Intelligent Design, anti-evolutionist movement and, as a result, has been

somewhat misused.7 Our body’s ‘design’ is shaped by both the genes we

inherit and the processes of our development from an embryo to an adult.

Both the processes of evolution, which selected the genes that make us what

we are, and the processes of development are dependent on interactions

between the organism and its environment. They operate over very different

time-scales—evolution usually over thousands of years,8 development over

less than one lifetime. So understanding design requires an understanding

of how genes, environment, and development interact.

Nor is there a need to get bogged down in teleology.9 When we use words

like ‘design’ and ‘choice’ or ‘strategy’ in this book we do not intend them to

have any implications of conscious intent. They are simply code words, a

kind of shorthand to explain how evolution and development work. Design

is the net outcome of the interaction of evolutionary influences and the

processes of development, which results in a mature organism with its

particular characteristics. ‘Strategy’ refers to the pathway an organism may

7
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take in attempting to match its biology to its environment, and ‘choice’ to

situations where the actual pathway chosen has been influenced by other

factors such as environmental cues. These are no more conscious choices

than is your ‘choice’ to breathe harder if you undertake exercise or go up to

high altitude in the Himalayas.

Making the match

Humans have chosen to live in an enormous range of environments. The

Sherpa live at high altitude, the Inuit above the Arctic circle, the Fuegians—

described in rather uncomplimentary terms by Darwin in his book The

Voyage of the Beagle 10—lived at an extreme southerly latitude, the Tuareg

live in the Sahara desert . . . these are all examples of human existence in

extreme natural environments. Other populations live in threatening

environments created by humans themselves. Parts of Southern California

and the Australian outback are becoming more difficult to live in as the

underground aquifers are drained to provide water for cities and industry

and the increasingly salty soil cannot support plant growth. Nauru Island in

the Pacific sustained a stable society for over a thousand years until colonial

powers removed all the topsoil to mine the nitrate-rich guano in their vor-

acious desire for fertilizer—from being a rich vibrant society on a luscious

tropical island, Nauru is now a horrific landscape of bedrock and there is

discussion about relocating the remaining islanders to Australia or New

Zealand. The Easter Islanders lived (until they nearly all died out) with the

consequences of tree destruction on their remote Pacific island—they could

no longer build boats and so fish could not be part of their diet.11 Other

Polynesians had to live with the consequences of overcrowding on small

islands and some populations went as far as widespread infanticide to con-

trol their numbers. The Japanese fishermen of Minamata Bay had to live

with the consequences of mercury poisoning which caused tragic brain

damage to their children.12 Some soldiers who served in Vietnam may live

with their exposure to Agent Orange and it is possible that these effects are

transmitted to their offspring. The list of tragedies goes on and on. They are

all examples of how, even without migrating to remote places, we really can

make our environment challenging to inhabit.

The most serious consequences were seen in the Sherpa when the iodine

deficiency occurred during fetal life, as this led to cretinism. Similarly in
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Minamata Bay and the Vietnam veterans it was the impact of the environ-

mental crisis on the developing fetus or infant which had the most dramatic

consequences. This is a major theme of this book—that the environment we

are exposed to during our early development from a single fertilized egg, to

an embryo, fetus, and infant, can have long-term consequences.

The developmental perspective has had surprisingly little influence in

forming our understanding of the human condition. Yet embryology was a

very important component of the nineteenth-century biologists’ research,

including that of Darwin himself.13 He recognized that the complexities of

embryonic development might reveal much about how different species

evolved and related to each other in the evolutionary tree. But the enthusiasm

for embryology was lost in the early twentieth century when biology became

dominated by the growing understanding of genetics. It is only recently

that we have started to appreciate again how important an understanding of

development is to the whole of biology.14

We now understand that environmental exposures during development

are associated with choices that both predict and determine the environ-

ments to which we are best matched. Our biological processes are designed

to respond to signals coming from the environment and to induce responses

which can either be for immediate biological advantage (such as burning

brown fat, a form of energy reserve in newborn babies, to generate heat

when they are cold) or which help survival in the future. A grizzly bear puts

on a lot of fat in the autumn so that it can use this stored energy to support

body functions while it hibernates. The laying down of fat has no immediate

advantage but is done because of the biological expectation of an impending

winter. We refer to this type of biological expectation as ‘prediction’15 and

our colleague Pat Bateson has used the term ‘forecasting’ in a similar fash-

ion16—again, neither term implies any conscious intent. Animals do not

gaze into crystal balls to foretell the future, but evolution has equipped them

with the ability to gain information from their environment and use it to

adjust their biology for future advantage. The grizzly bear’s metabolic bio-

logy has evolved to be sensitive to shortening day length. And this type of

biological forecasting even starts during fetal development.

So the developing organism uses information from its environment to

make choices in an attempt to match its constitution to the environment it

forecasts it will inhabit. In the same way, when we pack our bags for a

journey we try to predict the weather we will face, and choose our clothes

9
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accordingly. If we have limited luggage, for example because we are travel-

ling by air, we make choices about what to take and what to leave behind.

Perhaps if we take an umbrella we will not take a raincoat. If we are going

skiing, we will leave behind our shorts and sandals. Similarly, the embryo

and fetus try to forecast their future environment and choose their lug-

gage—in other words, they choose what kind of adaptive preparations and

strategy will maximize their chance of reproductive success, because this is

the ultimate goal of their biological journey. If they predict being born into a

cold environment, they may develop a thicker coat of fur. This is what hap-

pens in the Pennsylvanian meadow vole, a small creature which looks like a

cross between a mouse and a hamster. Like all voles, the meadow vole grows

fast and mates within a few weeks of being born. If they are born in spring

the pups have a thin coat of fur, but if they are born in autumn they have a

much thicker coat. This difference in coat thickness is permanent and clearly

has a survival advantage because winters of the north-eastern United States

are frequently harsh even though the summers can be warm.17 More dramat-

ically, if an organism predicts that it will be living in an environment where

there will be very many hungry predators, it may invest some of its de-

velopmental resources in defence. Daphnia, also known as the water flea

because of the jerky way in which it swims, is a small freshwater crustacean

that is popular with aquarium enthusiasts as fish food. In natural ponds,

insect larvae are one of the main predators of Daphnia. But these larvae

release chemical clues (called kairomones) which give away their presence in

the pond, and if growing Daphnia detect high concentrations of these chem-

icals then they develop with a sort of body armour that makes them less

vulnerable as prey.18 In this book we will also see what happens if the organ-

ism’s forecast is wrong, when an incorrect prediction leads to developing an

inappropriate strategy, and how this leads to a mismatch. This will take us

into the realm of a new science called ecological developmental biology (or

‘eco-devo’).

So how have we become adapted to the environments we inhabit? In

part this is by natural selection, a term first introduced by Charles Darwin in

his most important book: On the Origin of Species by Means of Natural Selec-

tion (1859).19 This is the process by which organisms evolve through the

selection of variations in characteristics, sometimes called traits, which

make them more likely to survive and reproduce. Genes that influence the

expression of biologically advantageous characteristics in individuals in a
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particular environment are more likely to be passed on to the next gener-

ation, because individuals possessing them are more likely to reproduce. So

the mix of genes within a population, that is the amount of genetic variation

in the ‘gene pool’, is changed over time and the characteristics of the species

are gradually refined to match the environment.

But within a life course the environment also influences how the genes

each individual has inherited from its mother and father are turned on

and off. In the so-called ‘plastic’ phases of embryonic, fetal, and infant life

environmental influences can mould how our characteristics develop, with

permanent consequences. Evolution has equipped us with particular ways of

responding to the environment during development and as a result there is a

range of developmental choices and trade-offs which we can make; these are

used to improve the chance of a match with the environment. Depending

on the circumstances, the end result may be good or bad.

A match means two things are complementary. The shoes you are wear-

ing match but are not identical, unless you have two left feet! When we say

that two people in a relationship are well matched, we don’t mean that

they are very similar. In fact we may mean the opposite, that they under-

stand one another well and that any shortcomings in the personality or

behaviour of one are complemented by the other. When one is fed up or

tired, the other will take action to help. The relationship works because it is

dynamic, each person responding to the needs of the other in a mutually

supportive way. In this book we are concerned with such a complementary

relationship, that between the biology of humans on one hand and the

nature of the environments in which we live on the other. Each is con-

tinuously changing to an extent and there is a constant dialogue between

them. If the organism is matched to its environment, then we suppose that

it has become suited by both evolutionary and developmental processes to

be so.

The mismatch paradigm

A match does not have to be ‘all or nothing’—there are degrees of match and

degrees of mismatch, just as we might look in the mirror and ask ourselves

how well a jacket matches the shirt we are wearing. The greater the degree of

match between an organism’s constitution and its environment, the more

likely the organism is to thrive; the greater the degree of mismatch the more
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the organism has to adapt or cope. This incurs costs and these rise as the

degree of mismatch increases. If the organism cannot cope at all, then the

consequences will be a greater risk of disease or death. Mismatch can be

created by changes in either the organism or its environment. It might arise

for example as a result of a mutation in a gene essential for the organism’s

healthy life in that environment. The disease of lactose intolerance results

from a mutation in the gene responsible for synthesizing the enzyme

lactase. In the gut wall this enzyme breaks down the sugar lactose, found in

foods such as cow’s milk, making it possible to absorb it. If a person with

lactose intolerance lives in an environment where cow’s milk is a staple food,

they will suffer from chronic diarrhoea from unabsorbed sugar remaining in

the gut and they will also become malnourished.20

Alternatively mismatch can arise from the environment changing rapidly

or drastically. Sailors in the eighteenth century had a high chance of dying

on long voyages from scurvy, a very unpleasant condition in which bleeding

occurs into many of the tissues of the body. The skin shows widespread

bruising, gums bleed, teeth loosen, and recently healed wounds may break

down. Bleeding into muscles and joints causes considerable pain. Scurvy

developed because at sea the sailors’ nutritional environment had changed

from one where there was some fresh food to one in which all food had to be

dried or salted. There were no fresh vegetables or fruit until they reached the

next port, which might be months away, so their diet was very deficient in

vitamin C. The human body stores some vitamin C and it takes time to run

these stores down, but when they run out scurvy results. This is why the

disease only became apparent on long voyages. But consuming only a small

amount of fresh fruit could help. The sailors must have argued about this

issue: how could fruit be kept for months in the warm, wet hold of a ship?

The answer was to take vegetable extracts and then later lime and lemon

juice on the voyage.21 The sailors did not like the taste, preferring rum, but

sauerkraut and limes saved the day, Britannia ruled the waves and Britons

abroad became known as ‘limeys’.

While so far we have used relatively extreme, but we hope instructive and

interesting, examples to introduce the concept, much more subtle changes

in our environment can also lead to a degree of mismatch and thus have

very important consequences for human health. These will be the focus of

this book. Many humans now live in environments to which they are not

well matched and for many the degree of mismatch is increasing. Mismatch
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occurs in everyday existence in seemingly ordinary environments. And

mismatch has a cost—it turns out to be a major determinant of our social

structure, health, and quality of life. Understanding the mismatch paradigm

gives us a new perspective on what we are.
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PA R T  I

Match

Over the next five chapters we discuss what makes a match and what

can cause a mismatch. First, in Chapter 1 we will examine further the

concept of match. In Chapter 2 we discuss the various types of inherit-

ance that come together to determine our constitution, namely our evo-

lutionary and genetic histories, the processes of epigenetic inheritance,

and intergenerational behavioural and cultural influences. In Chapter 3

we move to a much shorter time scale to discuss how the processes of

development adjust what we inherit in an attempt to make the best

match with our contemporary environment. In Chapter 4 we think

about the other side of the equation, by considering how the human

environment has changed since our species first appeared about 150,000

years ago. In Chapter 5 we will show how together these various factors

place constraints on how we can live in the modern world and how they

generate situations where an unhealthy level of mismatch is more

likely.
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1

Our Comfort Zone

As we get older we develop a greater sense of mortality and we start reflecting

on whether our life has been happy, has it been worthwhile, has it been

successful? But what do we mean by worthwhile or successful? We might

think somewhat hedonistically in terms of the possessions we have accumu-

lated or we might consider longevity and quality of life as evidence of

a successful life. Then we might think of some possible lasting impressions

that we believe we have made on others. This is particularly true if we

have children, and we wonder whether they reflect the values and ideals we

have ourselves. Most of us who have children would in a sense see their

existence and their achievements as the clearest evidence of our successful

lives. Further, for many older members of society, a highly significant and

gratifying moment in their lives occurs if they become grandparents.

When biologists think about animals and successful lives they use remark-

ably similar concepts. The most important questions for them are whether

the organism has successfully reproduced and whether its progeny have in

their turn lived to reproduce. Generally biologists use the word ‘fitness’ to

describe this success.

Natural selection acts to select characteristics or traits that confer greater

fitness within a given environment. In different environments different

traits may be more advantageous. Thus after a change in vegetation pro-

duced by a change in climate, birds with blunter beaks rather than sharper

beaks may have an advantage and be selected preferentially—indeed this is

what has been observed in the studies by Rosemary and Peter Grant of the

finches of the Galapagos.1

A basic principle of evolutionary biology is that evolution is driven by

variation in characteristics within a population (that is, not all individuals

are identical), and this variation is reflected in different levels of survival and

reproductive success—so some individuals will have more offspring, others

fewer. Provided that there are genetic components underlying their
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successful characteristics, those that have more offspring will enrich the

gene pool of the next generation in this respect.

What must an animal do to have optimal fitness? The strategies needed

will vary between species, between members of the species, and between

the sexes. Much depends on the determinants of survival and reproduction.

To win in the mating game,2 the animal must survive long enough to mate,

be healthy enough to mate, and, at least in birds and mammals, be able to

nourish and nurture its offspring. There is no species in which all the pro-

geny live to adulthood. Indeed in species such as fish and insects, a very

low percentage does. In the green turtle, it is estimated that only 1 in

10,000 do. It is only in humans, whales, and a few other large mammals

that the probability of a newborn surviving to adulthood is more than 25

per cent.

Optimal reproductive performance (maximal fitness) depends partly on

the environment in which the individual lives—how scarce food is, how

many predators there are, and indeed how many competing members of the

species of the same sex there are. But reproductive performance also depends

on the constitution of the organism itself—can it survive periods of food

shortage better than its competitors, can it chase them away from its chosen

mate? Optimal reproductive performance is achieved when the organism’s

constitution matches well the environment in which it is living. The pro-

cesses of evolution will, over time, achieve this match as a species evolves.

Not every individual in the species will be matched ideally as there is genet-

ically and developmentally induced variation between individuals in any

population. Indeed it is this process of matching, occurring for every mem-

ber of the species over each generation as the species evolved, which has

created most of the characteristics of that individual species. We say most,

but by no means all characteristics, because some features may have arisen

by chance, as a result of a mutation that confers neither advantage nor

disadvantage on the individuals who possess it. For example, the distinctive

coloration of some sea shells even though they live entirely buried in mud is

likely to be such a neutral characteristic.3

And when we think about the features that contribute to sexual success,

for either males or females, we realize that many of them don’t have much to

do with survival, fighting off predators, etc. Those species (like us) which

have ‘sexual reproduction’4 generally select their mates to a greater or lesser

degree, so this process of mate choice is also very important for the pattern
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of genes which are transmitted from one generation to the next. Before we

leave for the time being the question of how the features of an individual

arise, or have been selected through evolution, we must note that not every-

thing that happens in biology has an adaptationist explanation—some

characteristics may arise as the accidental by-products of some other

unrelated adaptation or may not have any adaptational origin at all.

For example, they may result from an ancestral mutation that is neither

beneficial nor harmful.5

So a whole range of processes contribute to the reproductive fitness of an

individual, some to do with the nature of the environment, others with the

characteristics of the individual. Change the environment, and reproductive

performance is likely to fall, a phenomenon well known to zookeepers who

try to breed wild animals in captivity. But genes can also directly affect

reproductive performance. For example in the merino breed of sheep there is

a mutation called the Boroola mutation6 which leads to these sheep having

multiple ovulations, and sometimes quadruplets, quintuplets, or even sex-

tuplets are conceived. Very few of these lambs survive as they are born small

and the ewe cannot sustain enough lactation to support them on just two

teats. On the other hand animal breeders know that inbreeding can often

reduce fertility. In this chapter we will explore further how a match between

characteristics and environment is achieved, and the range of possible con-

sequences that follow if it is not. From the examples we have given it will be

apparent that the degree of match, and thus the fate of an individual,

depends in part on intrinsic factors and in part on the environment in

which that individual lives.

What genes do

There are two terms which we now have to define—phenotype and genotype.

They are important because they provide a useful shorthand which we will

use throughout this book. Genotype simply means the repertoire of specific

genes, including any small or large mutations, which an organism pos-

sesses.7 All individuals in a species have a very similar genotype, although

each gene within this genotype can vary in detail between individuals.

There are two copies of almost every gene in every cell in the body, except in

the sperm and egg which have only one copy. In all other cells, one of those

copies comes from one parent and the other copy comes from the other
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parent. The other exception to the rule concerns the genes on the sex chro-

mosomes. In mammals, the male has one X chromosome and one Y

chromosome whereas females have two X chromosomes and no Y chromo-

some. The genes on the X and Y chromosomes are generally different.

Different versions of the same gene are called alleles, so for most genes we

have two alleles—which may be the same or different, because one copy is

inherited from each parent. The difference in the alleles is caused by differ-

ences in their DNA sequence. Such differences arise because the complex

biochemical processes that maintain and copy DNA are not quite perfect.

Every time a cell divides, the DNA making up the genes has to be duplicated

by a series of enzymes which copy it, proof-read the copy and rectify any

errors. Occasionally, errors in the copying process are not corrected and if

present in the eggs and sperm they will be transmitted to the next gener-

ation. These errors are termed mutations. Some mutations have no obvious

effects, others can cause major consequences for the individual. Some muta-

tions are caused by changes in the sequence of the DNA for a single gene, as

in the case of cystic fibrosis, whereas others involve major changes in the

arrangement of DNA on the chromosome which will affect many genes, or

even an extra or a deleted chromosome. Down’s syndrome can be caused

either by an extra copy of chromosome 21 or by extra chromosomal material

from chromosome 21 on chromosome 14. Most alleles also have micro-

variation, much of which leads to only very subtle differences in gene func-

tion, if any, and can only be detected by determining the exact sequence of

the DNA. These small variations are termed polymorphisms.8 An analogy

would be two editions of the same dictionary—one designed for the USA

and one for the UK. In general, the words are the same but many show

microvariation: color and colour, center and centre, plow and plough. If

genetic terminology were applied to these dictionaries, we could consider

the whole book as the genome and each word as a gene. We would say that

the books were of the same species—they are genetically compatible, have

the same genes, and we can form intelligible sentences using words with a

mixture of US and UK spellings. However, they have different genotypes

because when the genes are expressed they can produce different effects—

equivalent to physical characteristics. We would note the presence of allelic

variation caused by mutations which have major effects on meaning when

expressed (for example, ‘jumper’ means a dress in the USA and a pullover in

the UK) and by polymorphisms which have much smaller or no real effects
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(for example, replacing ‘colour’ by ‘color’ might irritate some British readers

but it does not lead to confusion about meaning).

In contrast to the genotype, which we can never see unless we are in a

laboratory and completely sequence all the genes (that is the genome) of an

individual, phenotype describes the actual appearance of the organism. In

common parlance it is generally used to describe an obvious physical fea-

ture: individuals may be described as having a tall or a short phenotype

according to their stature. But the term phenotype can be used to describe

any set of observable characteristics, even if to observe them we have to

perform some form of diagnostic test. The biochemical phenotypes of a

person with diabetes and one without are different, and this can be detected

from the results of a glucose tolerance test. The cardiovascular phenotypes

of a person with high blood pressure and of another with normal blood

pressure are different. In general terms, the phenotype of an individual at

any stage in life will be the outcome of repeated interactions between the

genotype and the environment, from the moment of that individual’s

conception to the present. Because of this a particular genotype does not

inevitably lead to a single phenotype. In many organisms it is this set of

interactions during development that are critical determinants of pheno-

type and thus of fitness and survival. These are the processes which we call

developmental plasticity.

Rather than specifying the phenotype directly, the genetic repertoire has

given the developing organism the tools to allow its phenotypic character-

istics to be moulded and matched to the environment, rather as musicians

may perform a piece of music from a written score in different ways on

different occasions, depending on how they feel, the nature of the audience,

etc. Even organisms with identical genotypes, such as identical twins, may

be very different in some phenotypic characteristics as a result of environ-

mental influences—they are often different in their birth size because one

has been less well nourished in relation to the other in their intrauterine

existence. Recent research shows how they become progressively different in

the patterns of gene expression as they grow older because they are subject

to slightly different environments.9

The remarkable insights of Charles Darwin (1809–82) and Alfred Russell

Wallace (1823–1913) caused a fundamental change in our understanding of

how organisms interact with their environments.10 In retrospect their

achievement is even greater because they did not have any knowledge of
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how inheritance worked—the nature of genes was yet to be elucidated.11

They did not know that genes are spirals of DNA which instruct the chemical

machines inside cells how to make proteins. It is this genetic control of

protein synthesis which is the basis of all biological processes including the

amazing process of growth and development from a single fertilized egg to a

mature adult made of 100 trillion cells organized in a very particular man-

ner. A gene is a sequence of nucleotides (a form of molecule which combines

a sugar bound to a nitrogenous base). Thousands of genes are packed end on

end within a chromosome. There are only four different nucleotides used in

DNA and yet genes are made of many thousands of nucleotides joined in

specific combinations. There is a very sophisticated coding system of triplets

of nucleotides (the so-called genetic code) to determine what each DNA

sequence means, and thus which protein is made and when it is made. One

end of a gene is not used to make the actual protein, so this portion is not

‘translated’—rather it contains instructions about the conditions under

which to turn the gene on or off. This part of the gene is called the promoter

region. Other molecules, often proteins themselves, will bind to the DNA of

this promoter region and so turn the gene on or off, thus starting or stopping

manufacture of the protein. Much of the complexity of modern biology is

about how the control of these regulatory factors or transcription factors

(so called because they can induce the transcriptional activation or repres-

sion of genes by binding to their promoter region) can impact on the action

of many other genes. So complex actions can follow from a change in the

expression of one single gene.12

Variation

Selection is based on variation in appearance, structure, and/or function

(i.e. phenotype) which, in turn must be partly dependent on variation in

the genetic basis underpinning that phenotype. It was Darwin who saw

for the first time the essential importance of variation.13 Without variation

there can be no selection—life would be all or nothing. If all the mice

on an island were identical clones of each other (that is had absolutely iden-

tical genomes) and genetic variation never occurred there would be no

further evolution possible for that species of mouse because selection

would have nothing to choose between. Indeed it is inevitable that those

mice would become extinct, because at some point there would be an
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infection or some other environmental change to which all the mice would

be susceptible.

One of the most important components of genetic variation is that it

confers differences in resistance to infection, so that not every member of

the species is susceptible in an epidemic. Imagine whether the human spe-

cies could survive the anticipated pandemic of the bird flu H5N1 virus if we

all had identical genes. The flu virus is an expert at mutation which allows it

to dodge the immune responses of its hosts which are finely tuned to defend

against previously encountered versions of the virus. The reason why there

is so much concern over the H5N1 variant is that humans do not yet have

immunity to this particular strain. If the virus changes into a form that is

easily passed from human to human, the seeds of the pandemic will be

sown. Luckily (for some of us) we vary in our ability to mount effective

responses to such a virus and not everyone who gets infected will be particu-

larly ill. And fortunately for the human species we will develop immunity to

the worst effects of this strain of flu, just as we have to all the others to which

we have been exposed throughout history. If this were not so, we would

have become extinct.

Every gene contains thousands of nucleotides and these can show

variation. This leads in turn to variation in how genes are expressed and in

some cases to the protein that is made. Because of this variation over gener-

ations the gene pool of a population may change, reflecting different mixes

of this genetic microvariation in the individuals in the population and the

frequency of these variations. As a result, some of the individual organisms

within that population become quite different in their appearance (pheno-

type). As Darwin recognized, this can be accelerated by artificial selection. In

animal or plant breeding, individuals are selected by breeders over many

generations for features such as size, colour, or taste until some very extreme

phenotypes quite distinct from the wild forms can be derived. Some of the

fancy pigeons Darwin described looked very different from the wild pigeon

dove from which they had originally been selected and bred. In the same

way, the dachshund and the St Bernard might both be breeds of dog derived

from a common ancestral wolf, but their relation to each other would not be

immediately obvious to someone who had not seen a dog before. But

breeders are also familiar with the fertility problems associated with some

inbred strains. If the degree of shift in genomic make-up is so large that it

makes the individuals no longer able to interbreed with the initial founder
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line or with the descendent populations, but they can nevertheless breed

among themselves, then we have to say that a new species has been formed.

This is one of the basic concepts of speciation14 and one which was

developed by Darwin.

In every species there are enormous variations in genotype which remain

hidden. The variations in phenotype that such ‘silent’ genes can produce are

only manifest under certain sets of circumstances, which can be uncovered

by alterations in the processes of development.15 There are important pro-

cesses by which the influence of genetic variation is constrained, usually

by other genes during development, to ensure that the organism is born

conforming to the fittest design for the species. This process allows

genetic variation to persist, rather than being eliminated, but not usually to

be expressed. The latent variation remains in the genotype, and can be

expressed under some circumstances—if the environment changes and a

different pattern of phenotypic development is more adaptive. For example

the plague locust Schistocerca gregaria can either stay in one locality if there is

a lot of food available or it can migrate if there is a high population density

and not enough food. The migratory form looks very different from the

alternative solitary form—so different that if the switch between forms had

not been observed, we would think that they must be two different species.

The migratory form develops bigger wings, different mouthparts, a different

camouflage colour, and a different metabolism so as to fly to where there is

more food. It does not hide in the day but congregates in large devastating

swarms which are not very discriminating about which plants they eat and

leave devastation in their path. The signals for this choice of phenotype can

come from the mother who secretes chemical signals about population

density into the viscous plug around the eggs which she lays. When the

larvae hatch they must eat their way to the surface as the eggs are laid under-

ground. In addition, locusts are susceptible to chemical and tactile signals

from other locusts which can influence which phenotype they develop.

Thus the capacity to exhibit these alternative phenotypes is contained

within the genetic information of the locust genome but is only expressed

when food supplies are threatened.16

These processes are an important means of retaining latent genetic diver-

sity on which evolution can subsequently act. They also tell us much about

how developmental pathways are regulated and controlled. A most informa-

tive example comes from Siberia in the work of the great Russian geneticist
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Dmitry Konstantinovich Belyaev (1917–85), who in 1958 started an exten-

sive and important study of the Russian silver fox.17 In the wild all these

foxes have a silver coat colour and, as the word ‘wild’ suggests, they were

usually not tame or friendly to humans. Belyaev noticed that there was

however some variation even in this aspect of the phenotype: some foxes

were tamer than others, and behaved more like domestic dogs when their

handlers approached them. Belyaev was interested in why similar attributes

of tameness appeared in a whole range of species as they were bred. So he

classified a collection of foxes according to their level of tameness and bred

only those that were the tamest. Sure enough, within a few generations his

foxes began not only to be tame, but to look like pets: they had curly tails

which they wagged, and floppy ears, and they even developed some attract-

ive patterns of coat colour such as piebald, which would have been a very

definite disadvantage in the wild. They also began to grow to different sizes

and had different leg lengths, just like the varieties of domestic dog. Over

eight generations the processes of artificial selection had led to the influence

of a set of genes which held the code for developing the phenotype of a wild

fox being diminished. At the same time a whole host of other traits, the

genes for which must have been hidden in the genome but prevented from

expressing their phenotypic traits, appeared.

Strategies for life

Every species has evolutionarily determined strategies for life. One set of

strategies encompasses the key components of its life course: how it grows,

how and when it reproduces, and how long it lives—these are the com-

ponents that biologists refer to as its life-history strategy. Other components

define how it lives within its environment: for example, what social struc-

ture it has, what it uses as a source of food, and what methods it uses to avoid

predators. Each element of these strategies, and the interactions between

them, has evolved by selection to optimize fitness. These life-history strat-

egies are therefore intimately linked to the various environments in which

the species evolved.

Organisms have evolved to use a range of reproductive strategies. The

male Pacific salmon fights his way up the streams of Alaska, avoiding pred-

ators ranging from bears to eagles, and competes against other males to

mate. After this he is exhausted. He breeds only once in his life and then he
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dies. Similarly the male praying mantis is eaten by his mate at the end of

copulation, his final act being to provide food to support the development

of the eggs he has just fertilized. One form of angler fish turns into a parasite

on the larger female by biting into her, becoming nothing more than a

parasitic testis living off the female’s blood and dispersing sperm at the

appropriate times. Such extraordinary examples of life-history strategies

have always fascinated biologists. Darwin spent years of his life studying

barnacles,18 and specimens of an enormous number of species were sent to

him by colleagues from all over the world. He noted that in some species of

barnacle the males exists as a microscopic parasite within the female, having

no independent life and never leaving the confines of her body—a very

intimate relationship indeed!

But intriguing as these examples are, we need to remain focused on

mammals. In mammals the female must nurture her young until they are

independent because she is their sole source of food through lactation. Once

they are mobile the mother, in some species assisted by the father, must

teach the infant how to hunt or forage for food until they reach independ-

ence. In elephants and humans this takes many years. So a female mammal’s

ultimate success (or Darwinian fitness) depends on how many progeny

she has, how well they are nourished, how many reach adulthood, and,

most important of all, how successful they are in mating. Living longer will

clearly allow her to have several pregnancies and so a greater chance of her

offspring surviving. This is essential in species such as the sperm whale,

elephant, or human where a single progeny is usually born after each preg-

nancy (technically termed a monotocous pregnancy) but it is also important

in polytocous (multiple fetuses per pregnancy) and highly fecund species

such the rabbit or rat because in these species the probability of an

individual pup surviving is much less.

To female readers it may come as no surprise that the males of many

species have very differing priorities and reproductive strategies from the

females. In many herd species such as the impala or elephant seal, the male

accumulates a harem and he fights with other males for dominance in order

to retain this harem. Usually the largest male wins but he might hold his

dominance only for one season. Even to achieve that single season of mating

he must grow in strength, win in the battle for supremacy, and sustain it

through the mating season. There is an alternative strategy that we can

imagine: that is to be sneaky. We see it in operation in primates such as the
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gelada baboon. Adopting this strategy, a male remains small and insignifi-

cant. He avoids conflict with the bigger harem-owner but follows him

around and strikes up a relationship with one of the females in his harem.

This can allow him to mate with her surreptitiously.19

In other species the male lives in a stable coupling with a female for a

prolonged period. This is seen in many birds, for example swans, golden

eagles, and the wandering albatross, and in some mammals such as the

beaver. Between these extremes are other strategies, e.g. several males mat-

ing with several females in a sort of ‘free-love’ arrangement as seen in lion

prides, although the degree of ‘fidelity’ can vary enormously and there can

be very elaborate hierarchies of mating rites. Clearly male fitness can be

achieved by several strategies: multiple matings in a single season is one

such strategy; long-term support of one or several females and their progeny

is another.

Within the primate family virtually every social possibility and arrange-

ment exists. At one extreme, the orangutan is a solitary species—adults have

their own home territories and males and females only associate to mate.

Offspring are brought up by the female with little input from the male. At

the other extreme, baboons have adopted multi-male polygyny, living in

large groups of adult males and females and their offspring. The males com-

pete strongly for mating, and there is often a single dominant male, but they

cooperate to defend their territory from other groups. Subdominant males

may engage in ‘sneaky’ mating. Chimpanzees also live in multi-male, multi-

female groups, but their social interactions are much more complex. Small

subgroups, for example a female and her offspring or a male–female pair,

may split off to search for food, later returning to the main group. There are

diverse patterns of mating—for example, chimpanzee females may mate

with several males, possibly as a strategy against infanticide by confusing

paternity. Some primate species, for example the gibbon, are monogamous,

forming long-term pairs of an adult male and female with their offspring.

Gorillas form polygynous groups, with a single dominant male, possibly a

few subordinate males, and a number of females with their offspring. The

dominant male usually attempts to prevent ‘his’ females from mating with

subordinate males or with solitary males living outside the group. Con-

versely, some New World primates such as marmosets adopt polyandry,

living in groups of a single adult female with her offspring together with

several adult males with which she mates. In this situation, although the
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males cannot ‘know’ that the offspring are theirs, their best strategy is to

support the female and offspring on the assumption that this is the case.

Finally, humans are generally monogamous, forming long-term pairs and

with both parents having high investment in their children. However

perusal of the more lurid Sunday newspapers will soon provide human

examples of most of the strategies adopted by our fellow primates.

Because the human life-course strategy is based on a single child per preg-

nancy, a long period of nurturing of the offspring and a reasonably stable

pairing arrangement between parents who have joint investment in the off-

spring is ideal. It is thus critical that the parents, particularly the mother, live

long enough to support her youngest child until it is mature. In Darwinian

terms this is designed to confer greater fitness in terms of passing genes on to

the next generation. Fitness will be drastically reduced if she gives birth only

a short time before she dies. We will discuss later the idea that this may

partly explain why the menopause evolved. But we will also see the con-

sequences of humans now living much longer than did our ancestors during

our evolutionary history. Greater longevity means living healthily, being

able to support one’s offspring, and perhaps one’s grand-offspring.

Apart from the threat from viral epidemics such as influenza, which are

still very much a concern, humans are not at much risk from other species.

But we have evolved in an environment in which threats from our own

species are real. Warfare and intra-specific (human on human) violence

remains a dominant issue in our survival, both as individuals and as a species

(think ‘nuclear winter’). Sociobiologists who examine behaviour from an

evolutionary perspective (and we express some caution about how far

one can go in applying evolutionary concepts to understanding human

behaviour given our strong capacity to learn) suggest that we have

developed a range of group behaviours to reduce the threat of competition

between members of a human group. It is suggested that this is in part the

evolutionary origin of behaviour such as altruism20 and the development of

our sense of moral and ethical standards.

An artificial distinction

We don’t know whether the reader experiences the same sinking feeling as

the authors when the phrase ‘nature or nurture’ comes up. We regard it as an

artificial and unhelpful dichotomy—let us explain why. For many people
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nature means genes and nurture means environment. But this idea of nature

as inherited genetic information encompasses a very great deal: indeed, as

we shall see, not everything that is inherited is genetic. This alone shows the

limitation of the approach. The genes that we have inherited are basically

identical to the genes every other human has; what is different is subtle

variations in these genes and in the way they are expressed.

Our DNA was duplicated from the DNA we inherited from our mother and

father. In turn our parents’ genes came from the duplication of the DNA in

the single fertilized egg that made each of them, that is from the DNA of our

grandparents, and that in turn came from our great-grandparents, and so on.

About some 10,000 generations ago this takes us back to the dawn of our

species. Speciation is a continuous process21—there was no magic single time

at which our ancestors switched from being Homo erectus to Homo sapiens.22

But we can keep following our replicating generations of DNA back through

Homo erectus, to our early hominid23 ancestors, to their precursors, to the

beginning of mammalian life, and back earlier to invertebrate or even to

single-celled organisms as our origins. Indeed this is what Richard Dawkins

does so elegantly in his book The Ancestor’s Tale.24

In every reproductive event there is a chance that errors in DNA replica-

tion will generate microvariation or even larger mutations. Some such

changes are neutral, some are negative and are eliminated by natural selec-

tion, but some may be positive in a particular environment and so are

magnified. Thus within a species we can see variation become stabilized

within different environments. Over time organisms in isolation from each

other (either physically or behaviourally) may accumulate differences in

their genetic structure such that they cannot breed successfully with each

other any more. Thus two new species can evolve from the same ancestral

species. Humans and the apes, the gorilla, chimpanzee, bonobo (pygmy

chimp), and orangutan, all evolved from a common ancestor. Our paths

diverged from the ancestors of orangutans about 12 million years ago, from

gorillas 7 million years ago, and from chimpanzees and bonobos about

5 million years ago—all relatively recently in evolutionary terms. We can use

the similarities and differences in DNA to map our evolutionary history

since life first appeared on this planet and we can also use it to map the

relationships between groups of humans as they migrated out of Africa

about 65,000 years ago and spread across other continents. It is not surpris-

ing that we share more than 95 per cent of our DNA sequence with our
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closest relative, the chimpanzee.25 More surprising however is the fact that

we share more than 40 per cent of our genome with fruit flies and 20 per cent

with roundworms.26

This variation in gene structure can greatly affect the way we respond to

our environment. For example the rare condition maple syrup urine disease

arises from an underlying gene defect which makes it impossible to metab-

olize some amino acids (isoleucine, valine, leucine) properly. The excess

amino acids and their inappropriate metabolites pass into the urine. The

urine of the newborn baby smells like maple syrup—a rather unique way to a

diagnosis. Untreated, this condition will soon lead to brain damage and

death of the baby. Once diagnosed, if the baby is placed on a diet free of the

offending amino acids it can grow up relatively normally. Unfortunately it is

a very difficult diet and this is frustrating for the families and dangerous for

the infant. But here is an example of a disease which could be considered

genetic but at the same time is environmental, because when the child is

placed on an appropriate diet there is no disease. The point we are trying

to make is that it is entirely illogical to consider biology in dichotomous

terms of genes and environment—all of biology is based on the continuous

interaction of both.

These types of interaction are particularly evident with respect to

environmental factors acting through development. How much calcium

gets from the mother to her fetus to build its bones depends on her diet, her

environment, and placental genes. If she has a low vitamin D level, either

because of a poor diet or because she avoids sunlight,27 the offspring will

have brittle bones, but this brittleness is even more likely to occur if the fetal

side of the placenta has a particular variation in the gene controlling trans-

port of calcium across the placenta, leading to less calcium being available to

the fetus.28 So gene expression, behaviour, and diet all interact in determi-

ning how much calcium is deposited in the baby’s bones. Such interactions

between genes and environment are the basis of developmental plasticity.

Recent discoveries show that the very structure and activity of DNA itself

can be altered within our lifetime by processes that we will describe in detail

later in this book, themselves triggered by the environment. Suffice it to

say here that the chemical structure of DNA can be modified at particular

control points in its sequence, which can have enormous consequences for

which genes are switched on, which off.

So the environment can influence the chemistry of DNA, not by changing
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the genes but changing whether, and by how much, they are expressed.

These effects can be lifelong. So while it has become fashionable in biology

to talk about gene–environment interactions the term becomes rather

meaningless—just as does nature vs. nurture—when we examine it more

closely. Because the environment may have altered the switches which form

part of the genes, it is really very difficult to say what is gene and what is

environment. The most important environmental signals that can induce

this epigenetic change are those that occur in early development, and this is

the first hint that our developmental history has an important part of creat-

ing our individuality. We hope that it is now clear why we believe that

focusing our attention on more holistic concepts such as ‘development’ is

more useful than perpetuating the debate about nature vs. nurture.29

Selecting for success

Unless one is interested in the role of one specific gene, it is helpful to think

of the whole organism as one unit, one member of a species that interacts

with its environment. It is that interaction that determines its fate.

One of the most debated questions in evolutionary biology in the twen-

tieth century was whether the genotype or the phenotype is selected by the

forces of evolution. At first, the answer seems obvious: the environmental

forces act to select the phenotype, because this constitutes the characteristics

of the individual and it is these upon which survival and reproductive suc-

cess depend. But then on the other hand isn’t it the genotype that is passed

from generation to generation? Because selection results in useful character-

istics being passed on to the next generation, won’t it be the small variations

in the genotype that lead to the diversity of forms upon which selection can

act? So here we go again—getting embroiled in another nature vs. nurture,

gene vs. environment debate. And, once again the truth is that both sides

of the argument are correct. Genotypic variations produce a range of pheno-

types and it is these that are selected by environmental pressures. To the

extent that phenotypic characteristics are based on the genes, the pheno-

type ‘stands in’ as a surrogate for the genotype. This was the accepted dogma

for most evolutionary biologists for most of the twentieth century.

But once we insert the dimension of development the inherent over-

simplification contained in this dogma becomes apparent. It is not easy to

understand how an undifferentiated fertilized egg knows how to differentiate
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into a mature organism, with all the characteristics of the adult. There was

much debate over the extent to which this was genetically determined

(‘programmed’) and to what extent environmental influences could modify

the developmental trajectory. This problem stayed in the ‘too hard’ basket

until two great thinkers, Ivan Ivanovich Schmalhausen (1884–1963) from

Russia and Conrad Waddington (1905–75) from the UK, gave it an experi-

mental and theoretical basis, but their important ideas were largely lost in

the subsequent genomic knowledge explosion. For with the genomic revo-

lution came the discovery of all sorts of ways of looking at genes in early

development. The science of developmental biology became almost entirely

focused on how genes control various aspects of embryonic development

and the processes by which the cells of the early embryo divide and then

become specialized, so that ultimately an organism is formed with over 200

different types of cell in distinct organs and systems. It has taken time to

move from a purely genetic, programmatic view of development to a more

complete view of how evolutionary principles and environmental effects

interact during development. It has really only been in the last few years that

a new, integrated understanding has emerged from the nexus between

evolution, genetics, developmental biology, and ecology.

So far we have talked of the phenotype as if any particular characteristic

was selected for in its mature form—to an extent this is true; the phenotype

of brown eyes stays constant throughout life from when they first develop.

But in many cases selection acts not on the characteristic itself but on the

capacity to change in response to the environment, that is with the ability of

the organism to adapt. This was a fundamental point to emerge from

Schmalhausen, Waddington, and more recently from others studying

developmental plasticity.30 For example, if an animal lives in a fluctuating

thermal environment, selection will act on its capacity to adapt and cope

with that range of thermal environments. By analogy, you don’t select a

central heating system on the basis that it will generate a fixed amount of

heat. A 10 kw heater might not give out enough heat in the winter but it will

generate too much in the summer. You select a system that can give out

variable heat and even reverse its cycle and cool, and so adjust heat output in

relation to the environmental conditions.

Warm-blooded animals, including humans, cannot cope in very hot cli-

mates unless they can lose heat or are insulated from it and cannot come out

on cold nights unless they can generate and conserve heat. Camels tolerate
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very hot days and cold nights in the desert better than a naked human could

do because they have more extensive mechanisms to cope with extremes of

hot and cold than we do. So during its evolution the characteristics of the

camel have been selected on the basis of its ability to adapt to a broad range

of thermal environments in the short term. But it cannot live for long in a

very cold environment—it does not have the capacity to conserve heat in

the cold except transiently overnight.

This concept that selection acts on the capacity to adapt leads directly to

the idea of a ‘comfort zone’—the environmental range over which the

organism can adapt and still be reproductively fit. This zone does not have

sharp boundaries—the more the organism moves from its optimal environ-

ment, the greater the cost it is likely to incur. The organism thrives best

within the optimal part of the zone but may still be able to cope, albeit not

thriving so well, at the boundaries. Indeed, many animals including humans

move to the extremes of their comfort zone or even beyond it at least transi-

ently. They take risks by going outside safe limits to compete with others, to

find a mate and reproduce, to explore, or to escape from other threats. But in

the longer term, living outside the comfort zone may mean that the animal

cannot fully adapt—there will be a cost to being in such an environment and

fitness may become compromised. Thus the Sherpa could live in an

environment that created a greater risk of severe disease; but while many

could adapt and live successfully in the steep mountain valleys, albeit at the

price of developing a goitre, others could not and paid the price in severe

developmental disruption to the brain. We can summarize our argument

by saying that natural selection works to pick out the individual members

of the species who have inherited, or who have developed, the appropriate

ability to adapt and who can match their life course better to the environment

they inhabit.

So much for the theory, but are there ways in which we can see it operat-

ing, or test it directly? There are indeed. The tiger snake is a particularly

vicious reptile that lives in Australia and its off-shore islands. Snakes have

jaws that have a kind of double hinge, allowing them to swallow small

mammals, eggs, or birds whole. It turns out that some tiger snakes have big

jaws, others have smaller jaws, but these big-jawed and small-jawed varieties

live in different regions of Australia. The assumption for many years was that

these were two different genetic strains of tiger snake, in the same way that

giant poodles and toy poodles are different genetic strains of dogs which
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have different expression of the genes regulating the secretion of a hormone

that regulates body growth.31 So the logical explanation was that there were

genetically different populations of tiger snakes with different expression of

the genes controlling jaw growth. But clearly the different-sized jaws allow

the snakes to eat different-sized prey. If tiger snakes lived in an environment

where all their potential prey were large but their jaw size was small they

would soon die out. In such an environment snakes with slightly larger jaws

would be favoured by Darwinian selection and any genetic mutation that

induced a slightly larger jaw size would be preferentially selected. Perhaps

that is what had happened and that is why there were only large-jawed

snakes where their prey were larger. On the other hand, if snakes lived in an

environment where the prey were small, what advantage would there be in

having a large jaw size? Growth uses energy and resources, and these would

have been wasted in growing a larger jaw than necessary. In this environ-

ment, snakes with smaller jaws would be more efficient, and mutations that

led to smaller jaws would be favoured.

The crucial role of early development

But recent experiments by Australian scientists32 have shown that jaw size is

not only determined by genetic factors but also by influences from the early

environment. If the young from a population of small-jawed tiger snakes are

given large prey, they grow up with large jaws. Here we can clearly see that

the characteristics of the adult organism, and so its capacity to live in a

specific environment, have been determined not only by genes but also in

part by influences operating in its early environment. We suspect that future

research will identify genes which determine the speed and size of jaw

growth; or perhaps we will find that environmentally induced epigenetic

changes in DNA structure perform this task. Either way, it means that some

snakes are capable of altering their development to become big-jawed in an

environment with large prey. Evolution has selected a tiger snake genome

that conveys the ability to adapt to a range of prey sizes which this species

encounters in the different environments it inhabits.

This is all very well, but does it apply to humans? It may do, because there

are similar examples in human history. Malocclusion is a problem caused

by having a lower jaw unsuited in shape and proportion to the upper jaw.

It makes it hard to chew and is uncomfortable.33 It is a relatively new
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phenomenon in the human—we do not find it in skeletons until after the

seventeenth century. After that time it appears even in genetically stable

populations which have not been changed by incoming migrants, suggest-

ing that its appearance is not simply due to a new genetic variant turning up

in the skeletal records. It is thought that the appearance of malocclusion is

due to a change in infant diet from one which was coarse to the blended diet

typical of modern infant foods. Because bone and muscle stay plastic

throughout the period of growth and respond to the mechanical forces upon

them, if there had been less chewing, there would be less stress and strain on

the jaw and its growth would be impaired, leading to malocclusion. We were

designed to have coarser diets than we do now. The price is in orthodontists’

bills.

Developmental plasticity

Plasticity is a term used in biology to reflect flexibility in form and structure.

Some tissues are plastic throughout life. For example, the size of many

muscles can increase or decrease throughout the whole of life in response to

changes in the extent to which they are exercised. This flexibility is con-

tained within each muscle fibre. But other aspects of the body can only be

altered during critical periods of development—for example the number of

muscle fibres in the heart is determined in humans during fetal life and is

not subject to further modification in later life. The process of flexibility

which occurs in early life only during critical periods is known as develop-

mental plasticity.

Developmental plasticity is a fundamental mechanism for adjusting an

organism’s characteristics during development to match its environment,

particularly when an environmental change is more than very transient. It

allows structures to develop differently and gene expression to be adjusted,

in part by epigenetic means, in accord with the environment the organism

senses during its development. Such processes can lead in some species to

quite distinct forms of the same organism developing, even though they are

genetically identical. This is called ‘polyphenism’. This is very often seen in

insects such as honey bees. They are worth considering a little further here,

because there has been much research on them.

Honey bees have a very rigidly defined social structure which allocates

tasks to different members of the hive. Worker bees and queen bees come
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from the same genetic stock and are both female, but which type of adult bee

an individual develops into depends on how the larval form is fed. If fed the

nutritious royal jelly made by special glands of the nurse bees in the hive,

the larva will mature into a queen bee. She is able to reproduce, but has

underdeveloped mouth parts and a relatively small brain. She also has large

venom glands and squirts rectal fluid at her adversaries—not a friendly indi-

vidual really. She does not work and is not adapted for food gathering. In

contrast, the worker bee develops from a larva that is fed high-protein ‘brood

food’ as well as some nectar and honey. A worker bee larva is also exposed to

a different level of chemical signals (pheromones) from the queen. Workers

have basket-like structures on the hindlegs for carrying pollen, a barbed

sting likely to discourage predators and useful for hive defence, mouthparts

suitable for foraging, and a large brain. But they are usually sterile. The

workers travel enormous distances (estimated to total 50,000 miles and visits

to more than one and a half million flowers to make a single jar of honey for

our breakfast table) and retain detailed memories of the location of flowers

and other landmarks. When they return to the hive they perform sophisti-

cated dances to signal to other workers where they have been and what they

have found. These dramatic differences between the adult types of female

bee in the hive—the queens and the workers—are all triggered by exposure

of the same female genotype to different types of nutrition and pheromones

during development. They are essential to the survival of the honey bee in

its environment and, because they are flexibly induced during develop-

ment, they carry the ability to modify the numbers of queens and workers to

meet changes in the environment from year to year.34

In other species, developmental plasticity may be less dramatic but none-

theless adjusts the phenotype to be matched to the environment in which

the individual is developing. Unlike many other amphibians, spadefoot

toads live in hot and arid regions. They breed in temporary ponds and sur-

vive the daytime heat of the rest of the year by digging burrows with their

specially adapted hind feet which give them their name. Two species of

spadefoot toad live in the same ponds in the Chihuahuan desert in Arizona.

The way that the tadpoles develop from the egg in each species depends on

the amount and type of nutrition available, but also on the numbers of

tadpoles of the other species present. As they develop, the tadpoles grow

mouthparts which are better suited to being either carnivorous or omniv-

orous, the former for eating each other, the latter for eating detritus in the
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pond. The carnivorous form (or morph) of one species is induced preferen-

tially to the detritus-eating form of that species, especially under stress such

as high population density, and vice versa for the other species.35 This gives

them both a very effective mutual survival strategy. If food is scarce and the

tadpole numbers are high, this signals to them that they must change their

development. The result is that the carnivorous tadpole form of one species

increases and the omnivorous form of that species decreases. The opposite

happens in the other species. Like Jack Spratt and his wife in the nursery

rhyme, where he could only eat lean and she only fat, both spadefoot toad

species have developed a strategy to ensure that their tadpoles get food.

Spadefoot toads are also interesting because the influence of their

environment in early development does not end at the tadpole stage. Under

optimal conditions in the pond, the tadpoles will develop to a certain size

before they metamorphose to become toads, developing legs and lungs and

losing their tails and gills. If the food supply in the pond is poor, or worse

still if the pond starts to dry up, they must metamorphose early or die. Early

metamorphosis is the best adaptive strategy under these conditions, but as

so often it carries a price. Metamorphosing precociously means that the

toads that leave the pond will be smaller. They are less able to compete with

bigger toads from other ponds for food and for mates and, being smaller,

they are easier for birds and snakes to catch and eat. Having successfully

survived the immediate challenge of a poor environment during their tad-

pole phase, they now must face the price in terms of a tougher life as adult

toads. The key point in this example is that the toad does not change its

basic structure, as did the honey bee, but nonetheless responds to environ-

mental signals during development in a way that has lifelong repercussions.

The trade-off in body size has consequences for survival and on the capacity

to reproduce. Such trade-offs are a common feature of developmental

responses to environmental signals. It is an example of developmental

plasticity of a type that has echoes in humans.

So while all biological processes have genetic processes underpinning

them, the characteristics and the survival skills of the organism are not

solely a function of its genes but the end result of how that organism has

developed through sequential gene–environment interactions. Those inter-

actions earlier in life influence how the whole organism will be able to

respond to its environment at subsequent stages of its life course. These

concepts are fundamental to an ongoing revolution in thinking about
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life-history theory and developmental biology. When considered in these

terms it is not so surprising that early environmental influences, even if

quite subtle, can have effects which can be magnified considerably later.

This is especially true if the environmental changes occur in embryonic life,

having major influences on the outcome of pregnancy and indeed on the

rest of life.36

What is selected?

So the processes of selection include not just determinants of mature

appearance but also of the capacity to adapt and, in a similar vein, the cap-

acity to demonstrate flexibility or plasticity in response to environmental

variation during development. These processes attempt to attain a good

match between the phenotype of the individuals in a population and their

environment, provided that environment is stable or varies in a predictable

manner (e.g. with seasonal changes). Hence we see across the natural world

all sorts of good matches between environments and the phenotypes of

those organisms that inhabit them. Birds have beaks shaped perfectly for the

type of food they eat. The oyster-catcher has a long sharp beak suited to

probing in the sand, the vulture a blunt tough beak useful for tearing meat

off a carcass. The famous different species and subspecies of finches of the

Galapagos Islands have different beak shapes to cope with the different types

of nut and seed that they eat. Other organisms have evolved characteristics

to make it easier for them to collect their food or to keep them safe from

predators: the polar bear is white to make it harder for the seal to see its

approach, the stick insect has the appearance of a twig to make it harder for

a hungry bird to find.

The fundamental issues which Schmalhausen and Waddington raised are

yet to be fully integrated into current thinking, and there remains ignorance

(even among biologists we regret to say) of the important differences

between selection for defined phenotypic traits and selection for the capacity

to adapt to environmental challenges which in turn leads to phenotypic

change. Let us look at one further example to explain the problem. The

rabbits of Australia all derive from a single stock released in the late eight-

eenth century to provide food for the early settlers from Britain. Now they

are plague pests throughout Australia. The rabbits in northern Australia have

longer ears than the rabbits of southern Australia.37 This is adaptively logical
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because the ears are the major way by which rabbits lose heat and so longer

ears are appropriate for a hotter climate. But did rabbits with genes for longer

ears survive better as they migrated north? Was it selection of this trait that

gave them greater fitness, so that any short-eared rabbits which migrated

north perished? Or was it that the few rabbits which were imported had

genes which conferred a capacity to adapt through the processes of deve-

lopmental plasticity such that those born in warmer northern regions grew

to have longer ears and those born in the colder south grew shorter ears?

The tiger snake clearly provides an example of the latter form of induced

phenotypic difference, but for the Australian rabbit we do not know. Natural

selection can work over very short time frames38 under some circumstances

but it is not always clear what is being selected, a defined characteristic itself

or the capacity to change it in order to adapt. To settle the issue we would

need to take long-eared rabbits southwards, and short-eared rabbits north-

wards, to see what happens to the ear length of their progeny—whether

changes in the length of the ears happen in a short time or over many

generations, and whether the animals are born with different ear lengths or

develop them according to where they are living.

Specialists and generalists

The examples we discussed above illustrate the power of evolution over time

to match organisms to their environment. But these examples highlight

another feature of the diversity of life. The better adapted to an environment

an organism becomes, the more its life is likely to be confined to that

environment. It may not do well outside that environment, because it does

not have the appropriate adaptations. The anaconda does not have a pheno-

type that equips it to live in the tundra and the arctic skua could not survive

in the Amazonian basin. Many organisms have evolved to live in very spe-

cific niches. The giant panda can only live in a narrow environmental niche

between 1,200 and 3,300 metres in coniferous forests where the few species

of bamboo it feeds on are found. We can only speculate on the selection

process that put the panda in this situation, but the result is that its survival

is at great risk as this bamboo becomes increasingly scarce. Similarly the

koala can only live in parts of Australia where the blue gum tree grows. In

many species of insects and invertebrates the environmental range for

which they are adapted can be geographically very small. These are all
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examples of ‘specialist’ species where the degree of match between the

environment and the organism is so close that the possible range of

environments in which it can thrive is very small.

One way of thinking about this is that these specialist species are designed

to live within very narrow comfort zones which are defined by the physio-

logy of that animal—i.e. how well it can adjust its biology to meet vari-

ations that occur within the environmental zone—and the range and nature

of such fluctuations in environmental conditions. So the optimal part of the

comfort zone is not just determined by the environment but also depends

on the adaptive ability of the species. The species is certainly able to cope

with small changes in the environment, but a large unexpected change may

be catastrophic.

But there are organisms that can somehow live in a very broad range of

environments. Often we humans think of such organisms as pests, because

instead of choosing to live outside, in what we see as their natural environ-

ment, they feel just as much at home with us. The common cockroach, rats,

and mice are familiar examples—they can be the curse of households almost

anywhere. Even the sly fox, so at home in the countryside, survives very well

in many large cities by nocturnal scavenging in garbage bins. But arguably

the most generalist species of all is Homo sapiens. Humans somehow manage

to live in the Andes and near the Dead Sea, in the rainforest and in deserts. A

baby has even been born to a woman working on the Antarctic peninsula.

The skyscrapers of New York and the yurts of Mongolia—could one imagine

more different environments? Yet to those who live there, both are very

much home.

So far we have used the term ‘environment’ without being clear what it

encompasses. It is not only the obvious physical environment (wet, dry, hot,

cold, high or low altitude, mountain, plain, etc.) but the broader organic and

social environment as well—the types of food available, the types and num-

bers of predators, competition with other species, population density, social

structure and the capacity to find a mate, the burden of parasites, etc. All of

these and many other environmental factors affect the capacity of that

organism to grow, be healthy, and reproduce.

Just as environments vary, so does the capacity of organisms to adjust and

respond to such environmental fluctuations. There is always an extreme of

environmental conditions which will exceed the adaptive capabilities of a

particular species, but that extreme may be surprisingly well tolerated by
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another species. Generalist species such as humans have a broad capacity to

adapt or cope over a range of environments but may not be so well equipped

to live in a particular environment as a specialist species. But it is important

to distinguish between thriving in an environment and surviving or coping in

that environment. Trade-offs which can affect our health and reproduction

may have to be made once we move away from the centre of our comfort

zone. The greater the shift from the environment at the centre of the comfort

zone, the greater are the changes in physiology and behaviour needed to

cope, until at some point significant costs appear. A panda can live in

London Zoo but it does not thrive there nearly as well as in the bamboo

forests of China—the environment is certainly not conducive to reproduc-

tion, much to the frustration of the zookeepers (and probably also the

panda). A polar bear can survive in a temperate zone but again does not

thrive. Whilst one of the authors was able to work at over 4,200 metres in the

Himalayas, it cannot be described as pleasant and even the Sherpa do not

normally live as high as this. Yet the climber gasping his way up a slope on

Everest beyond this altitude may look up to see bar-headed geese flying

overhead. How do they do that? They are adapted for their specific

environment and have highly efficient lungs, flight muscles, and oxygen-

carrying mechanisms in the blood which have evolved as a specialization to

such a lofty environment. The deserts of the south-western USA are home to

the kangaroo rat, a seed-eating rodent that hops on two legs just like its

much larger namesake, although it is not in fact a marsupial. The kangaroo

rat is so highly adapted (and selected) for life in waterless conditions that it

requires no drinking water at all.39 Normal carbohydrate metabolism gener-

ates both carbon dioxide and water, so the kangaroo rat can survive on its

metabolically produced water provided that it has food. But humans cannot

live in deserts unless they have access to water. So while we can cope in

many environments successfully, we are not highly matched to some very

specific extreme niches where other specialist species can thrive.

Being adapted

Living successfully for humans as for other species means being well

matched to the environment—that is, living in the comfort zone. Humans

largely deal with the physical environment by modifying it. We are not

the only species to do so. The termite’s mound is intricate and designed to
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control temperature inside despite wide fluctuations outside—termites are

brilliant air conditioning engineers. And the beaver’s lodge is well insulated

to provide a warm home in the winter and to protect against predators.

So does this mean that humans, like these other species, are well adapted to

their environment?

To answer this question we need to be clear about what we mean by

‘adaptation’. Evolutionary biologists use it strictly to refer to the results of

selection which led to a match between the organism’s constitution and its

environment.40 But it can also be used by physiologists to include very short-

term adaptive responses, such as the processes of control of our internal

environment (technically termed homeostasis): we sweat when we are hot

to lose heat, we reduce urine output and become thirsty when dehydrated,

and so on. Bringing the two extremes of time scale together, adaptation can

be seen as the result of evolutionary processes operating over many, many

generations to select the genetic determinants of the life-history strategy,

the mature phenotype, the adaptive and homeostatic capacity, and the pro-

cesses of developmental plasticity—each designed to improve the degree of

match between the organism and its environment.

Much environmental change occurs in an unpredictable manner, or over a

shorter time frame than evolution can deal with. In these circumstances the

organism must try to cope with the change as best it can. It may be equipped

with a number of structural and physiological devices that help to match it

to the environment. So it may succeed to a greater or lesser extent depending

on the degree of environmental change and its adaptive capability. Alter-

natively it may have to migrate to an environment to which it is better

matched. Or it might attempt to change the environment. To address the

question of how well humans are adapted to their environment we need to

consider each of these strategies in turn.

Outside the comfort zone

Humans have a tremendous ability to modify their behaviour and their

environment in order to cope in a wide variety of environments. But as we

move further and further from the centre of our comfort zone, the potential

costs rise. If we are lost in the mountains after a skiing accident and cannot

put on extra clothes, we try to keep moving in order to keep warm. This will

mean that we will expend more energy and will need food and water more
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quickly than if we had been able to keep still. An alternative strategy would

be to dig a snow hole to shelter from the elements. This could be the safest

plan at night, but it means that we do not attempt to get back to safety at

that time and may not be so visible to rescuers. Calculating the cost of

adopting a particular coping strategy under such circumstances can be quite

difficult, and making the wrong choice may be fatal.

Sometimes we cannot fully adapt and this brings a cost. Goitre is the

adaptive response the Sherpa made in an attempt to return thyroid hormone

status to normal. In some cases it worked at the relatively minor cost of

leaving the individual with a disfigured neck. In other cases the adaptive

response was inadequate, with the serious consequences of low thyroid

hormone levels and cretinism. Our research showed even more subtle adap-

tations that explain why some Sherpa were not affected by the symptoms of

hypothyroidism. Thyroxine, the main thyroid hormone, comprises one

molecule of an amino acid joined to four atoms of iodine. This is the main

form that circulates in blood, but the active form of thyroid hormone only

has three atoms of iodine attached—the fourth atom being removed in the

body’s tissues before the hormone is activated. But we found that in the

Sherpa the big goitrous thyroid gland made the three-iodine-atom form of

thyroid hormone in preference to the normal four-atom form.41 This meant

that for a given intake of iodine the gland could make more active hormone

and secrete it directly into the bloodstream. For some individuals this was

adequate to prevent the symptoms of hypothyroidism developing. This is

a form of intrinsic adaptation by the body in trying to cope with iodine

insufficiency in the diet.

When humans migrated progressively northwards from their ancestral

home in the African savannah, they moved into colder climates where the

average daily amount of sunlight fell. Occupying these new habitats in

Europe and even further north gave advantages in terms of opportunities to

hunt, and later to cultivate some simple crops and domesticate animals. But

it also brought new threats. For example the low exposure to sunlight, espe-

cially in the winter months, reduced the production of vitamin D, which is

made in the skin by the action of sunlight which converts a precursor mole-

cule found in our diet into the active form of vitamin D. Vitamin D is vital

for many body processes, notably the deposition of bone during develop-

ment. People who have chronically low levels of vitamin D during develop-

ment suffer from rickets, and this is associated with skeletal deformity. Older
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adults who are vitamin D deficient are more likely to suffer brittle bone

disease (osteoporosis) and even minor accidents produce fractures. This had

not been a problem in Africa as sunlight levels were high throughout the

year, and our ancestors had evolved to have dark skins as the melanin pro-

tected against the other harmful effects of sunlight. In moving north we

needed to evolve to have paler skins, filtering out less of the sun’s rays and

optimizing our production of vitamin D. The cost of this strategy is that

there is a higher risk of skin cancer in people with paler skins, triggered even

in Europe during the summer when the sunlight exposure can still be high.

We do not need to extend this discussion further here, but it illustrates the

point that humans as well as other animals have to trade off the advantage

of one strategy—opting to live in a colder climate—against the possible

longer-term costs of that strategy—behavioural changes in lifestyle in the

winter and a higher risk of skin cancer. Such trade-offs have formed an

important way of thinking about human ageing and we will return to them

later.

Move or improve

One set of ways in which organisms can respond to changes in their

environment, if these changes take them out of their comfort zone, is to

change that environment. The most obvious way this happens is through

migration. We usually think of this in terms of the feats of migration that

some birds demonstrate: in following the summer the arctic tern migrates

over 35,000 km a year between the Arctic and the Antarctic. But some

mammals migrate too. The humpback whale migrates down from the

southern Indian Ocean to spend the Antarctic summer feeding on small

crustaceans called krill. In the winter they swim over 2,400 km north to

mate or give birth. But there are also more subtle, and slower shifts which

species make. With climate change the geographical zone in which the pon-

derosa pine in New Mexico can thrive is shifting.42 In turn this affects the

distribution of insects and birds that have evolved to be matched to the

distribution of these plants. The study of these ecological changes is a major

way of defining global changes in climate. For example the basking shark is

thought to be moving its habitat northward as rising sea temperatures

change the levels of the plankton which it eats.

Humans are excellent migrators. Much of this has been produced by a
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change in the environment—overcrowding and limited food supply is

thought to have driven much of the great Polynesian migration. And the

distribution of Homo sapiens and Homo neanderthalensis in Europe between

60,000 and 30,000 years ago was driven by the changing glaciation of

the last Ice Age. Even modern-day nomads such as the Tuareg move con-

tinually to allow their livestock access to food, permitting them to survive in

marginal environments.

But for humans there is a further strategy that has been even more import-

ant: why move to a different place when we can change the environment

without moving? The development of fire, clothing, housing, and hunting

tools were all hominid technological advancements which made it possible

to live in a broader range of environments, and indeed to thrive in them.43

Without these developments, the Inuit could not live in the Arctic regions. It

is true that other species can also manipulate and create their own environ-

ments to a certain degree. The honey bee and the termite create their own

environments in which to live and breed. Some termites have even

developed a form of agriculture in which they keep aphids to milk as a way

of generating their own in-house food supply. These specialized adaptations,

from physical structure through to behaviour, enable different species to

occupy different niches in the world.44

The reason humans have been such a successful generalist species is in

large part due to our skill at technical innovation, allowing us to create

housing and access to food even in disparate and changing environments.

Humans continue to live in the Sahel even though it has changed from

savannah to semi-desert in a relatively short time, particularly over the

last few hundred years due to colonial over-farming. Another form of

environmental manipulation humans have used involves the range of social

structures we possess. These changed dramatically when agriculture was

introduced because it required living in settlements, the development of

specialized skills and of trade with other communities.

So humans have changed their social structures and other aspects of their

lives to permit them to live in an enormous range of environments. But has

there been a price for having this innovative capacity? What has been the

cost of these changes for us? At first sight the answer might be: not much,

because humans have done much more than just eke out an existence in

their environments. In many of these environments they have thrived. We

are after all a highly successful species. But perhaps the cost, the payback for
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successful adaptedness has been covert—this will be the subject of Part II of

this book.

Failure

A very gross mismatch may be totally beyond the capacity of an individual

to address. If it cannot address it and cannot move to a more favourable

environment, and if this problem is also faced by other members of its spe-

cies, then the future looks bleak—they face extinction. The fossil record

which so inspired the Victorian geologists, and which was key to Darwin’s

development of the concept of the origin of species by natural selection, is

full of evidence of species that no longer exist. The best-known and most

dramatic examples of extinction, such as the dinosaurs at the close of the

Cretaceous period (about 65 million years ago), were central to this think-

ing. The cause of the dinosaur extinction is not known, but a massive aster-

oid collision with the Earth is the most likely explanation. The more gradual

geological changes of glaciation and uplift were crucial to the ideas of Dar-

win and his contemporaries and originated in the gradualist thinking of the

great geologist Lyell.45 Indeed Darwin wrote a book on the origin of coral

reefs. Darwin had recognized the capacity of such changes to isolate groups

of animals which would create a condition in which selection could act

differently in different populations and lead to divergence and eventually to

the generation of new species.

Any case of extinction on however small a scale, e.g. the loss of one species

of tiny invertebrate, can be seen as an example of a point in time when the

adaptive capabilities of that species were exceeded by the demands placed

on it by its environment. Sometimes the environmental change may have

been very slight, and it may have been simply the combination of a series of

pieces of ‘bad luck’ for the species—a good season for breeding among its

predators, the dominance of rivals for a food source, a small fall in tempera-

ture with poor growth of a plant food, etc. The effect for that species was no

less dramatic than the effect on the dinosaurs of the asteroid impact on the

Yucatan peninsula, which changed the face of much of the globe in a very

short period of time.

The speed and timing of the evolutionary changes—loss of one species

and origin of another—has been studied in great detail by those examining

fossil and other records. It led to an acrimonious dispute between those
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believing in a gradual process of evolution and those who argued that it

occurred in rapid shifts separated by longer periods of quiescence.46 We are

not going to join this debate here, but in any case we do not have to go back

to the fossil record to find examples of extinction. The dodo was a large

and plump flightless bird which lived in large numbers on the island of

Mauritius. The island was uninhabited until the Portuguese and the Dutch

arrived in the sixteenth century. The dodo had no fear of humans, in fact it

appeared to be intrigued by them and the birds made little attempt to

run from the sailors who eventually hunted them to extinction—indeed,

they mistook its curiosity for stupidity and its name is derived from the

Portuguese for stupidity. The extinction of the dodo was accelerated by the

impact of other animals which were introduced such as the dog. Within

eighty-three years of being first discovered, the dodo was extinct. The recent

loss of many other species (more than 800 in the last 500 years, according to

the World Conservation Union, and that is likely to be an underestimate)

has much to do with an environmental effect—namely, the spread of

humans to all parts of the world. The consequent changes in habitat are

dramatic, due to our overexploitation of resources, introduction of invasive

alien species, and climate change. Present rates of extinction are about a

thousand times higher than the ‘natural’ rate estimated from the fossil

record. This makes the effect of humans on other species comparable to that

of the asteroid collision that led to the disappearance of the dinosaurs 65

million years ago.47

Extinction it seems has been no less a part of our evolutionary history. We

now know that the migration of Homo sapiens from Africa 65,000 years ago

brought us into contact in Europe with members of Neanderthal species,

who also took their origin from Homo erectus but who had migrated earlier to

Europe and had apparently thrived there.48 We can imagine the con-

sequences when the Neanderthals, who were so firmly established in their

environment, met members of Homo sapiens with their greater innovative

skills and ability to make sophisticated tools. So far as we know these two

primitive hominids did not (or could not) interbreed. Their competition for

food and shelter sites echoes many other scenarios throughout evolutionary

history. The end result was the extinction of the Neanderthals.

The extinction of a species is obviously a biological failure for that species

but the other alternative, moving to another environmental niche, may not

be an option particularly for a specialist species. A more favourable niche
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may already be fully occupied by species or variants that are highly adapted

and successful. Specialism may carry with it an in-built risk or hidden cost,

because it limits the ability of a population to move outside its niche. Taking

one adaptive path on a journey through place and time may rule out the

option of taking other paths later.

Where are we?

Our environments have changed in many ways since humans first evolved.

Are we just coping or adapting, and if so at what costs? Like other organisms,

when we are no longer matched to our environment we must either adapt or

pay a price by coping if we want to avoid extinction. That is the case in the

goitrous Sherpa women who could still reproduce but unfortunately often

gave birth to cretins. They were left to live life coping with their environ-

mentally induced neurological defect. The Malinke people of the Gambia

have to cope with extremely cyclical weather conditions—part of the year is

very wet and is associated with famine, and only part of the year is associated

with good agricultural production. Not surprisingly the incidence of disease

in the hungry season is much higher than in the harvest season. Further,

Gambian women who are pregnant during the hungry season give birth

to smaller babies, who in turn have a greater risk of infant morbidity and

mortality. These babies do not live as long when they become adults.49

Thus in humans, as in other species, there is an inherent cost to having a

constitution designed for one range of environments and yet living in

another. In many cases coping in humans is manifest as illness. Such mis-

match is a major cause of much ill health and we will return to this concept

later in the book. Sadly the cost of living in an environment, including a

partially man-made one, mismatched to human biology is paid every day in

both the developed and developing world in many thousands of lives.
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2

Where Have We Come From?

It is always an enjoyable experience to wander into a pub in the Sussex

Downs: it provides a friendly welcome, a place to relax, drink a beer, and

engage in conversation with the locals. Once, we met an old farmer sitting

by the fire, his dog snoozing peacefully at his feet. After the usual comments

about the weather (what have we inherited to make this the inevitable first

topic in any social interaction with strangers?), the conversation turned

inevitably to what each of us did and why we were there. The farmer replied,

‘Why am I here? I’m here because I live in the village and the other pub

down the road is noisy and serves a lousy pint of beer.’ This wasn’t quite the

answer we expected but it served to move the conversation on. Equally his

reply might have been, ‘What do you mean, why am I here? I was born here,

I’ve lived here all my life and I’ll probably die here. Why would I want to be

anywhere else?’ But he could have also replied, ‘Ah well you see, my ances-

tors came over with the Normans so my family has lived hereabouts for

nearly a thousand years.’

The farmer’s three answers are all equally valid but refer to very different

aspects of his journey to that particular pub at the point when we met. In

referring to his ancestors, he was alluding to a long-term history of the

people and events that led up to his life. In saying that he grew up in the

village, he was referring to his own personal history. And in his comments

about the pub down the road, he was explaining his presence in terms of

some short-term environmental choice he has made.

Inheritances

Our experience in the Sussex pub illustrates the point that we can look at

ourselves from very different time perspectives. Our DNA had its origin

some 3.8 billion years ago in some crude primordial chemical mix that

started replicating and has replicated ever since. It is the ultimate ancestor of
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all living things and has continued in an unbroken line ever since.1 It was

the capacity to replicate DNA that was the starting point of the continuum

of life. The forces of evolution moulded the information contained within

the replicating DNA to lead to the millions of current and extinct species of

plants, algae, invertebrate and vertebrate animals. The first mammal evolved

some 250 million years ago and the first hominid some 6–7 million years

ago. From this ancestor arose a plethora of descendent species and from one

of these, archaic Homo sapiens eventually evolved about 150,000 years ago.

Then around 65,000 years ago some of these people walked out of Africa,

and began to colonize other parts of the world. About 10,000 to 5,000 years

ago, depending on our geographical origin, our forebears started to settle

and engage in agriculture.2 But our grandparents were only born between 60

and 150 years ago (depending on our age) and our parents only 35 to 100

years ago. And the egg that ultimately made us was formed when our

mothers were embryos and their ovaries were formed.

So, depending on the perspective we want to take, we can see ourselves as

carrying almost 4 billion years of inheritance, or only a few decades of

inheritance. And what we inherited is not only the replicating DNA that

forms our genes refined by about 3.8 billion years of evolutionary selection

but other forms of inheritance from our parents and grandparents and from

the society that we live in, and these other forms do not directly involve our

genes.

This raises the question of what we mean in biology by the word ‘inherit-

ance’. One loose definition would be that it concerns those characteristics

that run in families. A very tight definition (which actually excludes some

forms of inheritance noted above) would say it is the transmission of genetic

information from a parent to daughter generation. Geneticists have long

been interested in familial or clustered patterns of disease. By studying these

they hope to find the genetic basis for many diseases. But although adult

onset diabetes has an ‘inherited’ risk component in that it tends to run in

families it does not have a strict genetic inheritance pattern. Obesity has an

even weaker genetic basis, although there are some rare purely genetic

causes of both it and diabetes. But the origins of much obesity and diabetes

clearly involve other factors, some of which can also be ‘inherited’, albeit in

a manner different from a purely genetic mechanism. Eating and exercise

habits are often similar within a family and this can be reflected in a com-

mon environmental contribution to the development of obesity or the
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appearance of diabetes. Often the two interact: those with a genetic predis-

position may be at greater risk of diabetes if they eat excess calories and do

not exercise enough.

So sometimes a familial trend may have both a genetic and a non-genetic

basis or no genetic basis at all. A cluster of cancer across generations of the

population surrounding Chernobyl does not necessarily suggest common

genetic inheritance because common exposure to a toxic environment

could be involved. But it could have a secondary genetic component because

radiation can cause mutations in the DNA of the sperm in men exposed to it,

and so cause effects in at least the next generation.

There are other less immediately obvious ways in which environmental

effects can be passed across generations. People living in the Afar highlands

of Ethiopia have lived in very deprived conditions for generations but when

they move, say by being airlifted to a developed environment, they bring

with them some biological memory of the deprived environment they left

behind. We can see this because they are more likely to get diabetes as a

result of going through a rapid nutritional transition from a poor to a rich

environment. This risk for diabetes is not simply because they have genes for

diabetes—it cannot be that simple because their risk of getting diabetes was

low when they lived in the Ethiopian highlands. Instead their nutritionally

poor early environment has affected the way that genes operate when

they are later exposed to a rich environment and this effect can sometimes

be passed across generations. This phenomenon can be termed epigenetic

inheritance and is one of the most intriguing stories of modern biology, albeit

one with a highly controversial and politicized history.3 We believe that the

epigenetic revolution in biology will turn out to be as important as the

genomic revolution epitomized by the sequencing of the human genome.

Indeed it has potentially even more far-reaching implications for human

medicine.

Another form of inheritance does not involve genes at all—it is purely

cultural. Many types of behaviour in a family can be transmitted from one

generation to another. For example one of us has a son who has the bizarre

habit of chewing bits of newspaper then spitting paper balls across the

room—so did his late grandfather! Is this a genetic trait, or just a boy imitat-

ing his grandfather? How much of the current epidemic of obesity has its

origins in parents establishing dietary and activity (i.e. lack of exercise) pat-

terns in their children? This non-genetic but nonetheless inherited risk of
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disease is not really different from our preferences for certain sports, our

religious beliefs, and our political views, which can be influenced in positive

and negative ways by those of our parents. Few people would say that there

are genes for cricket, for Jainism, or, thankfully, for fascism.

Much of the focus of medical research in the last fifty years, and particu-

larly over the last decade, has been on the repeatedly stated dogma of

genetic causation as the basis of most disease. But it is not always that clear-

cut—much of what happens to humans in health or disease has cultural,

developmental, and epigenetic components, and some of these influences

are definitely inherited. It is for these reasons that we are concerned by the

limited perspective created by the continuing dominance of the genocentric

view, which underestimates the role of environment and development as

determinants of risk of disease. Knowledge of the sequence of the human

genome (and from a research point of view equally importantly those of the

mouse, fruit fly, and roundworm) is without a doubt an enormous intel-

lectual and technical achievement that has fuelled a new biological know-

ledge explosion. It has certainly soaked up a great deal of research funding

too. But it is not everything—far from it.

In this chapter we will look at the various types of inheritance, using the

perspective of the very different time bases over which they operate, and

discuss the processes underlying them.

How evolution works

Bishop Wilberforce was shocked by the popular inference taken from

Darwin’s Origin of Species that suggested that we were descended from apes.

The echoes of the famous debate in Oxford between the Bishop and Thomas

Huxley over the theory of evolution have reverberated many times since; in

the ‘monkey’ trial in Tennessee in 1925 of a young teacher (John Thomas

Scopes) for using a textbook in his biology class which mentioned evolution,

to the Dover School Board trial in Pennsylvania in 2005 over the teaching of

Intelligent Design as a scientific theory. Actually the Bishop missed the

point: we did not descend from apes, we and apes and mice and rats and

sharks and toads and cockroaches and mosquitoes and the sea-slug and the

earthworm all share common ancestry in some primordial single-celled

organism. Before that, its ancestors had emerged from even more primitive

organisms which had the ability to replicate but which may not even have
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possessed DNA. The ultimate origins of life, if it is defined in terms of repli-

cating DNA or RNA, remain speculative and rank with cosmological issues

of the origin of the universe as one of the big unanswered questions of

science—they may never be answered.

But if we make it easy for ourselves and use the first replicating DNA as the

beginning of our continuous line of descent then the unit of our inheritance

is the gene and the process of determining that inheritance is evolution.

Evolution works by selecting those genes that lead to increased capacity to

reproduce in the current environment at the expense of alternatives which

do not. The key point is that there must be variation so that some organisms

are more likely to reproduce successfully (that is pass their genes to the next

generation) and others are less likely to do so. Thus the three fundamental

tenets of Darwinian evolution are variation, selection, and inheritance.

There are two related but distinct forms of selection. Natural selection

occurs when the genetically based characteristics of the individual give it a

survival advantage in one particular environment: when it is well matched

to that environment it will be more likely to reproduce and pass these genes

on to its progeny; if it is not as well matched to its environment it is less

likely to pass on these genes. As a result of the continual operation of this

process, the gene pool in the population changes. The process is generally

considered slow but need not always be so.4 When change is slow it is partly

because things other than genes influence the characteristic being selected,

but also because many traits have multiple genetic influences—for example

there are well over 100 genes involved in generating jaw shape.

There are less than 25,000 genes in the human genome but infinitely more

complexity in how the body operates. Some of that complexity is induced by

the complex network of interactions in which a number of gene products

can interact in generating a characteristic such as jaw shape. Some of it is

produced by the complexity of the regulatory machinery which turns genes

on or off, or adjusts their level of activity in different circumstances, and

some of it exists because genes can produce different protein products by

mechanisms operating both at the level of DNA and in the complex process-

ing of the protein products of gene expression. Key components are regula-

tory (or transcription) factors, themselves products of gene expression

which regulate the action of other genes—a bit like the stops on an organ

which, in various combinations, influence the sound made by the keys and

pedals. So whilst genetic variation partly drives that component on which
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selection can work, other factors are equally or even more important in

generating this variation in any particular characteristic: among the latter,

developmental and environmental influences are critical.

If the acacia trees in the savannah are tall then those giraffes with genes

associated with development of longer necks will be positively selected, as

these giraffes can eat better, be healthier, and are more likely to reproduce

while those with shorter necks are more likely to be undernourished and

succumb to illness. This is the classical description of natural selection at

work, here selecting giraffes with longer necks. It is important to note that

the giraffe was only selected to have a long neck because it gave an advan-

tage in the environment in which it lived. The okapi, which is phylogenetic-

ally very close to the giraffe, has a much shorter neck because the important

feature of its environmental niche was not the height of the leaves in the

trees but the supply of shrubs and grasses closer to the ground. We use the

example of the giraffe because of its historical echo. Darwin wrote about it

and one suspects that this was because earlier proto-evolutionists such as

Lamarck had already done so.

Jean-Baptiste de Monet, Chevalier de Lamarck (1744–1829), was an ori-

ginal thinker, a botanist, taxonomist, and polymath of revolutionary

France at the end of the eighteenth century. His ideas have often been

misquoted—indeed the idea most associated with him was not his own.

His originality was not recognized at the time, especially by his rivals, and

he ended his life discredited and in relative obscurity. His ideas are most

often simplified to the view that the stretching of the neck which the

giraffe would undergo during its life as it tried to get the juicy leaves at

the top of the tree, might make its neck slightly longer; this attribute

would be passed to its offspring, whose necks would also be longer. And, if

they stretched their necks further still, they would pass on this in turn to

their offspring. This concept is termed ‘the inheritance of acquired charac-

teristics’.5 There is absolutely no scientific support for this theory—but

Lamarck was one of the first to attempt to explain how hereditary pro-

cesses could play a role in generating the similarities and the differences

between species. But while acquired characteristics cannot be inherited,

there is considerable evidence that environmental conditions affect charac-

teristics which can in turn pass information to the next generation about

the environment. There is now an unfortunately named (neo-Lamarckian)

but scientifically important concept6 that environmental memory might
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pass across generations—but in a quite different and important way that we

will soon discuss.

Before we leave the giraffe it is important to note that more recent obser-

vations have suggested that the basis of the animal’s long neck might actu-

ally be a different form of selection—sexual selection.7 Male giraffes have to

compete for mating rights, as do the males of many species. They do so by

fighting for supremacy in a process called clubbing. In these battles the

competing males swing their heads at each other like clubs. Here the long

neck makes the head a very dangerous weapon, like a hammerhead on the

end of a long shaft. Sometimes these fights are lethal. The giraffe with the

longer neck will have a better club and is more likely to win the supremacy

battle or the battle to impress the female and hence to mate.

This second form of selection, sexual selection, was the subject of another

of Darwin’s very important books: The Descent of Man and Selection in Rela-

tion to Sex (1871) which is often overlooked because of his magnum opus, On

the Origin of Species by Means of Natural Selection (1859), but in which many

ideas which form the basis of current evolutionary understanding take root.

Sexual selection has the same fundamental basis as natural selection—that

favourable characteristics are more likely to be passed on to the next gener-

ation. But what determines whether they are transmitted depends on

whether they make the individual attractive to members of the opposite sex

or more dominant, and hence increase the chance of a successful mating.

In most species not every male has the same opportunity to reproduce,

unlike the females. In some species like the giraffe the male that is able to

mate establishes dominance over other males—so the characteristics of the

males that establish that dominance become magnified over generations.

Darwin spent much time worrying over this concept—why these traits

occurred in males alone and were not manifest in the female. He did not

have the advantage of knowing the chromosomal and hormonal basis of sex

determination, which in mammals allows a gene on the Y chromosome to

induce testis formation, testosterone production, and thus the male to

develop characteristics different from the female. A good example is the

magnificent antlers of the red deer stag (they do not grow in the hind), used

in competitions between stags to determine mating dominance during the

rutting season. Such selection is also the basis for the gender difference in

body size seen in many species—the males have become larger because they

have been selected for bigger size by winning the battle for the right to mate.
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In some species such as the angler fish and the elephant seal the difference in

size between the male and female can be enormous. Such size differences

may also represent the result of selection processes concerned with competi-

tion between the sexes, because the life-course strategies of males and

females can be different yet they may compete for limited resources.8

But in some species it is not male brute force that determines mating

success but rather active choice by the female. Her choice may not be based

on physical manifestations of his strength but on her judgement of his

appearance. It is difficult not to be anthropomorphic in this discussion. Is

she judging her potential mate on some aesthetic basis? It might for example

be his coloration, as in many species of bird such as the mallard duck, or in

fish like the guppy where it is the iridescent blotches on his flanks that she

appraises. It need not even be a physical characteristic, but might be some

behavioural activity such as the dance of the male great crested grebe, the

collection of coloured objects in the nest built by the male bowerbird, or the

song of the male canary that influences female choice. Surveys in magazines

often seem to conclude that one of the attributes women most value in

choosing a male partner is his sense of humour.

Alternatively a female may assess the appearance of the males as a surro-

gate for some characteristic that she perceives as giving value to her or her

potential progeny. The best-known example of this is the length of the pea-

cock’s tail, the longer tail of the cock attracting the hen. It is believed that

this evolved through sexual selection, but equally it can be seen how it helps

the peahen to identify a strong male as one that has the physical strength to

carry such a heavy tail around. He would appear more likely to sire strong

progeny.9

Another classic example of sexual selection carried to extreme is the Irish

elk. This remarkable animal was neither particularly Irish nor an elk—it lived

throughout Eurasia and was the largest known species of deer, standing

2 metres high at the shoulder and with antlers 3.5 metres across. It died out

about 10,000 years ago, after the end of the last glacial period. The reasons for

its extinction are unknown, although predation by the expanding human

population of that time is most likely—and with those massive antlers, evad-

ing hunters in a world of increasing vegetation growth might have been

difficult. Its antlers look impressive but were most probably used as courtship

displays to reflect the strength of the animal rather than as weapons, and so

sexual selection would have acted to increase their size still further.10
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Both male and female characteristics may be subject to selection

pressure, depending on the extent to which the male chooses the female

and the female chooses her mate. In primates there are a wide range of

social structures—ranging from harem arrangements in the gelada baboon

to very communal behaviours in the chimpanzee that would put a

Californian swinger to shame. These differences are reflected in sexually

selected characteristics. The dominant gelada baboon male is large com-

pared to the non-dominant males in the troop. In the chacma baboon, the

red colour of the female’s perineum is a signal of sexual receptiveness and is

likely to have been a sexually selected characteristic. Likewise, in the

chimpanzee, the phallus and testes are very large relative to body size in

other primates.11

Darwin suggested in The Descent of Man that many human features may

have developed through sexual selection. Presumably the protuberant

female breast is one such selected feature; the loss of hair over virtually all

our bodies which distinguishes us from our primate cousins is generally

considered another.12 And there is a difference in average height between

males and females in all human populations, which might indicate an echo

of a mating system where there was competition among males for access to

females. Perhaps it was the dominant male in Palaeolithic13 clans that had

primacy in mating opportunities—a feature that continued into more recent

times in the droit de seigneur and in the harem-type arrangements of some

potentates in the not too-distant past.

Our genetic legacy

The first question virtually every mother asks after her baby is born, at least

if she does not already know from an ultrasound scan, is whether it’s a boy or

a girl. Unfortunately in many societies the answer to that question has

implications for the baby well beyond the colour of its first set of clothes.

They may include infanticide or assignment to a lower social status with a

reduced investment in nutrition and education throughout childhood and

adolescence.

But the answer to the question is not always clear-cut—occasionally the

doctor cannot tell because the infant’s genitalia are not clearly either male or

female. On examination there may be a phallic structure that might either

be an enlarged clitoris or an underdeveloped penis with the urinary opening
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misplaced. It may not be clear whether there is an incompletely fused

scrotum or very enlarged and partially fused labia. There has been some

major disturbance in the child’s genital development, but what sex should it

be? Either this is a chromosomal female exposed to excess amounts of the

male hormone testosterone or it is a chromosomal male in which the male

hormone testosterone is not acting properly.

When such cases occur, the parents naturally want to know much more:

how has this happened to my baby? Is it due to some event which occurred

during the pregnancy? Is it genetic? We now know much about the way in

which the sex-determining mechanisms are activated and translated into

the anatomical structures that are either male or female under normal cir-

cumstances. The male (penis and scrotum) and female (labia and clitoris)

genitalia are derived from the same embryonic precursor and, in mammals,

it is the action of hormones from the fetal testis which shifts the pattern of

development from the default—female—pattern to the male pattern. So

hormonal problems during development can result in this process being

incomplete.

The Dominican Republic is part of the Island of Hispaniola, one of the first

Caribbean islands colonized by Spain after the so-called ‘discovery’ of the

New World in 1492. One of the most unusual forms of intersex occurs here

in one extended family in which children are commonly born with ambigu-

ous genitalia. They are assigned at birth the female gender. But at puberty

they show marked growth of their ‘clitoris’ and it becomes penile in appear-

ance and they develop the male pattern of pubic and facial hair. Such chil-

dren have clearly been present in this population for many generations and

their fate and identity are well understood. Indeed the society accepts these

children and has adapted so that they have particular roles and dressing

standards before and after puberty, when they effectively go through a spon-

taneous sex change. They suffer from a genetic disorder in which the chro-

mosomally male fetus cannot make enough of the active form of testoster-

one to virilize properly in utero, although at puberty the massive increase in

testosterone enables some further virilization.14 This unusual form of inter-

sex is obviously only of importance in genetic males but it is a ‘recessive’

gene, meaning that one copy of the abnormal gene must be inherited from

the mother and another from the father for the condition to be manifest.

Such problems are more likely to arise in isolated populations where

inbreeding between relatives is more common.
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Other rare diseases can involve a ‘dominant’ gene, where inheriting only

one copy of the abnormal gene passes on the condition. For example Hunt-

ington’s disease is a form of dementia that develops in middle age. It is one

of the most tragic of diseases—the person is perfectly normal until their

thirties or forties then they progressively become totally demented. They

usually die prematurely but may have already passed the gene on to their

children. And only one parent need carry the abnormal gene. The disease is

due to an abnormal gene coding for a brain protein called, appropriately,

huntington which forms plaques in the brain and kills brain cells. While

there is as yet no treatment for the disease, knowing the gene involved

allows a test to be developed which can identify people at risk, even before

they are born. The test can be used to help make decisions about whether to

have children, or to continue with a pregnancy.

But such single gene defects leading to disease are rare. Generally very

complex hierarchies of genes work to control all essential body functions,

because many genes are not simply just turned on or off but are regulated to

be partially on or off or only turned on or off under particular conditions.

Each body function is like the mixing board of the sound engineer, although

with many more equalizers and tone control functions to play with. How

these controls are set will determine each inherent bodily function accord-

ing to the environment, just as the sound engineer will change the settings

on the mixer depending on whether the band is playing in a stadium or in a

cabaret bar. But like the sound engineer, we can only adjust the regulation of

our internal controls within the limits of our system.

The DNA sequence making up each gene can show microvariation (or

polymorphism). The basic functions of these variant genes remain the same

but the variation leads to subtle changes in the regulation or action of the

gene which nonetheless can produce significant variation in the phenotype.

Just as all violins look basically similar and function in the same way, but the

timbre of the sound produced by a Stradivarius and a standard instrument

used for teaching students are quite different because of the subtleties of the

materials used and the way the violin has been built.

Animal and plant breeders have exploited this innate genetic variation by

selectively breeding strains of wheat to improve its yield, horses for size and

strength to pull the plough, or, particularly in the eighteenth and nine-

teenth centuries, pigeons with remarkably different characteristics for show.

Charles Darwin was intensely aware of the history and success of artificial
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selection,15 and he spent much time studying both the domestication of

plants and animals and the tricks of the pigeon fancier. He expounds in the

earliest chapters of The Origin of Species on this as an introduction to his new

concept of natural selection and also wrote an entire book on the subject16

and experimented in the vegetable garden of his home, Down House in

Kent. The concept of the gene had not yet been elucidated, nor was the

molecular basis of inheritance understood. Given that he drew his major

conclusions in the absence of this knowledge, his insights are even more

remarkable.17

Unknown to Darwin, crucial experiments on the inheritance of character-

istics had been performed in Brno by the schoolteacher-turned-monk

Gregor Mendel and published in 1865. Mendel showed in the monastery

garden that crossing peas with different characteristics, for example green or

yellow, smooth or wrinkled skins, could lead to a variety of types of progeny.

He made calculations to explain his findings, based on the theory that some

characteristics were dominant over others but that they would be inherited

as distinct and independent entities. Looking back on his work we can see

that this can explain why some human characteristics are inherited in a

dominant manner (e.g. Huntington’s disease) and some in a recessive man-

ner (like the Hispaniolic intersex syndrome). The mechanisms of inherit-

ance can be much more complex, particularly because many characteristics

are not controlled by a single gene and as there are many ways in which gene

expression can be affected. But luckily the inherited traits on which Mendel

made his observations are not complicated by such problems. Mendel’s fun-

damental discoveries, which he made working with the simplest of means,

have stood the test of time as the basis for genomic inheritance.

When Mendel’s work was rediscovered in the early twentieth century, the

realization grew that the process of natural selection was compatible with

the concepts of modern genetics—an intellectual development that became

known as the Modern Synthesis or neo-Darwinism.18 Amazingly, all this

happened before the physical structure of the gene was understood. But by

1950 it was known that genes were found on chromosomes that were made

from DNA. Studies of the DNA in the nucleus of the germ cells (sperm and

eggs) showed that it was copied every time a cell divided into two daughter

cells and that the amount of the genetic material (chromatin) was divided

into two equal parts when germ cells were formed. When the sperm and the

egg combine at fertilization, the total amount of genetic material is restored
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to its full complement, present in other cells of the body. The fertilized egg is

therefore then able to divide and to start the process of development into

another individual.

The more that the implications of the concept of genes were explored, the

more all-encompassing as an explanation of much of life did it become. In

1953 the structure of DNA, the molecular basis for genetic inheritance, was

established. By the end of the century, the Human Genome Project had

completed the first draft map of the entire human genome, and maps of

the genomes of other species, from malaria parasites to cows, have quickly

followed. This escalating knowledge has understandably led to a very geno-

centric view of biology. But, while very important in advancing our know-

ledge of biology, this has also had detrimental effects. One is that it has led

to a loss of interest by much of the scientific community in other perspec-

tives such as the role of the environment and the potential for non-genomic

inheritance. The second, related problem was that the genocentric view

offered the possibility of positive, man-made selection of desirable genes in a

population and the exclusion of unwanted ones. The consequences of such

a view and the support early understanding of modern genetics gave to the

eugenics movement19 are well known. Even now there is considerable con-

cern about the application of such ideas, from the development of genetically

modified crops to designer babies.

The silence of the genes

Not all the DNA in our chromosomes codes for genes or for the regulatory

parts of genes. Some of this material represents mutated or duplicated DNA

which no longer has the necessary sequences to be activated. Some of this

extra material, sometimes called inappropriately ‘junk’ DNA, reflects

another part of our evolutionary history—our exposure to viruses. Viruses

can be made of either a strand of DNA or of RNA surrounded by a protein

coat. They do not contain the machinery to replicate their own DNA or

RNA or make their own proteins. Instead they invade a cell and borrow the

cell’s replicative machinery to do so. In this process they may occasionally

become incorporated into the host’s genome. These viral relics no longer

produce disease because cells have developed ways of switching off the

action of these viral genes. So they remain there, a record of a history of

infection at various times in evolutionary history, presumably many in
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species that antedate hominid evolution, now no longer threatening and no

longer remembered.

So cells have switches that can be used to turn off old viral genes that

have been incorporated into their genome. And they use the same kind of

switch to control their other genes in the process termed epigenetic regula-

tion—and these processes are critical to development. One common form of

these switches involves chemical modification of the DNA by adding a

methyl group (three hydrogen atoms and a carbon atom, -CH3) at specific

sites in the DNA sequence.20 Methylated genes cannot be activated provided

the methylation is in the control region adjacent to the main part of the

gene. The important point is that the sequence of DNA itself is not altered,

merely the way in which it is ‘read’, the methylation acts just as whitewash

hides a word scribbled on a wall—it hides the gene from the DNA reading

machinery of the cell. These modifications to genes are called epigenetic

effects.

While we have two copies of most of our genes, for some we only want one

copy turned on. Both copies being active may mean too much of a gene

product is produced. Normally only one copy of a gene for a specific growth

factor is active from fetal life onwards, the other being turned off.21 If there

are two genes for this growth factor active in the body then there is over-

growth of the fetus; it is born with a syndrome called Wiedemann–Beckwith

syndrome in which the child is excessively large, has low blood sugar

because the pancreas has too many cells and makes too much insulin, and is

at marked risk of developing certain cancers. In Wilms tumour, a kidney

cancer of children that starts before birth, the double dose of the growth

factor is restricted only to the kidney.22 Fortunately the tumour is readily

treatable in most cases.

When we want only one of the two copies of each gene in our cells to be

functional we sometimes silence the paternal or, for other genes, the mater-

nal copy.23 This silencing also involves epigenetic gene inactivation pro-

cesses and is called ‘imprinting’. There are not that many imprinted genes—

perhaps only 100—and many are involved in regulating growth and devel-

opment. This suggests that in some way the processes of interaction between

maternally and paternally derived genes is kept in balance to ensure the

optimal development of the fetus and infant.24 We now know that many

genes in addition to those which are ‘imprinted’ are controlled by epigenetic

processes.25
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Epigenetic processes must be an essential part of multicellular life. All the

different types of cells in our bodies have developed from a single fertilized

egg and must therefore all have the same genetic information. Yet they

have developed differently, with distinct sets of genes being switched on to

enable different types of protein to be made. A heart muscle cell must make

the contractile proteins which allow it to function. A pancreatic secretory

cell does not make such proteins, but it must have the synthetic processes

necessary to make insulin. The development of these cell types from the

embryonic stem cells which gave rise to them depends on extremely precise

switching on and off of genes that control their development. Once a

parent cell becomes a skin cell, all its daughter cells are skin cells. The multi-

plication of cells must also be controlled by genes. Some cells continue to

divide throughout life, for example the cells lining the intestines or the

cells of the skin, whilst others, such as those of the heart and the brain,

essentially cease to divide before we are born. If the genetic mechanisms

controlling cell division go wrong this can lead to cancerous growth of the

tissue.

So the switching on and off of genes permanently is a very important part

both of our evolutionary history and of our development. But this is not a

closed system. We have already introduced the idea of developmental plas-

ticity—the concept that one genotype can produce a variety of phenotypes.

This must mean that the pattern of gene expression during development

itself shows variation. Some of the changes may be irreversible—a queen bee

cannot turn into a worker bee—whereas other changes are transient. For

example in fetal life we use a different gene to make haemoglobin from the

one used after birth and this leads to a different form of haemoglobin in our

red blood cells at different stages of our life cycle. This results in mother and

fetus having haemoglobins with different strengths for capturing oxygen

and because of this oxygen is more readily passed from the mother to her

fetus across the placenta.

Environmental echoes

The close match between the features of animals and the environments they

inhabit demonstrates how much the environment moulds evolution. With-

out environmental boundaries and shifts there would be no selection—no

genetic variant would be favoured over another. Genetic characteristics are
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selected within an environment according to whether they are favourable

to reproductive success or not. To this extent over a very long time the

genetically based features of an animal reflect the environments it has

evolved in. So the now extinct dwarf elephants of Flores Island, which stood

only 120 cm tall, are thought to be a reflection of limited food availability.26

Such animals could only stay healthy and reproduce if they remained small,

so their adaptive strategy was to match their needs to their food supply.

Genes that promoted smallness were therefore selected and over time

the elephants became smaller and smaller until their body size matched the

food supply. We do not know why these elephants became extinct; possibly

it was because of hunting by humans or following the massive environ-

mental change produced by a giant volcanic eruption on Flores about

12,000 years ago.

This discussion has been about the influence of the environment over a

very long time frame and this clearly happens through the processes of evo-

lution. But in many places the environment is much more variable. Could

environmental influences at one point in time have an effect later, not over

many generations as for evolution but over shorter periods of time, say one

or a few generations? While such transgenerational effects now have a solid

basis in biology, this is a recent perception and the issue of environmental

influences on inheritance operating over a few generations has had a

chequered and confused history.

By the early twentieth century the arguments in favour of the Darwinian

position had taken hold. But we must not forget that, even in The Origin of

Species, Darwin recognized the difficulty of determining how much of a

given characteristic (he used the example of coat thickness in mammals) was

determined by long-term natural selection, and how much by more direct,

shorter-term effects of the environment. He did not go into the latter in

detail—he did not know about genes let alone epigenetic processes—but he

allowed that some form of Lamarckian mechanism might play a role.

In Russia in the mid-twentieth century the idea of the inheritance of

acquired characteristics had enormous political attraction. The agricultural

biologist Trofim Lysenko had come to the attention of the authorities for

his allegedly pioneering work on the effects of overwintering on crop ger-

mination. Like many plants, crops such as wheat grow better in the spring

if they have been exposed to frost for a period in the winter. Faced with

the problems of food production for the growing economy, especially in
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Siberia, Lysenko conducted experiments in which he artificially treated

grain with cold before planting. The results were claimed to be dramatic, and

his technique of vernalization27 held the promise of massively increasing

grain production, possibly even to the point of obtaining two good harvests

per year. Lysenko became an influential figure in the Russian scientific acad-

emy, being made Head of the Lenin Institute for Agricultural Sciences in

1948. This brought him into contact with senior officials in the Communist

Party. The position went to his head, and he made increasingly extravagant

claims about the effects that this new theory of science could deliver if

applied on a grand scale. He applied to Stalin for funds to conduct grandiose

agricultural experiments and it was years before it became clear that these

were a disastrous failure. But in the meantime the Party’s support for

Lysenko grew, in part because the concept that environment could alter the

characteristics of organisms was so alluring. If this could be done with

wheat, why not with people? Could not this new science be used to improve

the capacities of the workers, in particular to make those on state farms as

efficient as those in factories? As Lysenko’s influence grew he denounced

many of his former colleagues in science, claiming that they were not radical

enough or philosophically correctly aligned. The brilliant evolutionary

biologist Schmalhausen was dismissed, to teach in the provinces. Another

important and innovative geneticist and plant breeder, Vavilov, died under

mysterious circumstances while being deported. It was not until Stalin’s

regime was collapsing that the whole fraudulent affair came to an end,

although not without much public attention and debate.

With the benefit of hindsight the real tragedy of the Lysenko affair was not

just the exclusion of original thinkers such as Schmalhausen, who died in

1963. It was an even more destructive, and equally politically motivated,

effect which in some ways was more long-lasting. Post-Second World War

Europe was dominated by the Iron Curtain, which blocked scientific as well

as cultural communication with the West. Any information that leaked from

the USSR was treated with the greatest suspicion. After all, hadn’t the

Lysenko affair shown just how lax their scientific methodology was, and

how politically manipulated it could be? The work of Schmalhausen and

others did not reach the West until much later, and Conrad Waddington,

whose work was closest to his, seemed to know little of it. Taken together, all

these events suppressed a willingness in scientists to consider how environ-

mental factors might impact on the genetic framework, or to address the
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question of whether environmental factors acting over a shorter period than

the evolutionary time scale could be important.

As an organism is most plastic when it is developing it was logical to

imagine that environmental factors would have their greatest impact in

early development. But the science of developmental biology, embryology

as it was called then, was not linked to that of evolutionary biology. Indeed

developmental biology played hardly any role in the ‘Modern Synthesis’

between Darwinian ideas and modern genetics, and it is only in the last

decade that both theoretical and experimental work have shown that a

critical component of biology had been underestimated. Even today the

significance of epigenetic biology is only starting to be understood within

mainstream biomedical science.

Yellow flowers and yellow mice

Epigenetics is defined as the branch of biology that deals with the effects of

external influences on gene expression.28 Increasingly the term is restricted

to those processes by which chemical modification of DNA’s function occurs

by mechanisms such as methylation, without changes in the sequence of

the DNA itself. This is the intrinsic process used in development so that from

one single fertilized cell, specialized cells with quite different characteristics

form. One line of cells will become nerve cells, with one repertoire of genes

turned on, and another line of cells will become gut cells with quite a differ-

ent set of genes turned on (and others turned off), even though both types of

cells have exactly the same genotype and have originated from the same

‘totipotent’ embryonic stem cells i.e. cells which can potentially develop

into any cell type of the body. This process which is internally regulated is

critical to the normal processes of development. Here chemical signals from

other cells surrounding any cell inform it of what its role is and induce

epigenetic change. But could it be that this system can be affected by signals

from outside the embryo—that is could environmental signals operating

in embryonic, fetal, and neonatal life affect gene expression essentially

permanently through these processes of epigenesis? The answer is an

unequivocal yes, and in the next chapter we will describe how epigenetic

processes underpin much of developmental plasticity. Parenthetically,

there is much interest in the role of environmentally induced epigenetic

change as the basis of some cancers.29
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We are concerned in this chapter with inheritance. Can epigenetic change

be inherited? When one cell gives rise to daughter cells, as in the case of a

growing organ, those daughter cells have the same characteristics as the

parent cell. So daughter liver cell precursors have the same pattern of gene

expression as their parent cells—the same genes are turned on and the same

genes are turned off. In a sense this is a form of cellular inheritance and

although the biochemistry of how this happens is still somewhat murky it is

clear that the epigenetic profile of ‘on and off’ genetic switches must have

been transferred from mother cell to daughter cell.

But what about between generations of individuals? Traditionally it has

been assumed that the epigenetic ‘marks’ (or memories) that determine the

pattern of gene expression are wiped out in the processes of fertilization and

early formation of the embryo. Essentially the fertilized egg is the ultimate

stem cell and has to have the capacity to replicate and develop into the

myriad of cells that form the body. So it must have a fairly clean slate free of

epigenetic marks. It is generally thought that epigenetic marks such as

methylation are only re-imposed as the cells start to differentiate into their

various types with different patterns of gene expression. But it appears not to

be as simple as this. There are now compelling experimental data showing

that some epigenetic marks, representing the influence of the environment

on one generation, can be imparted to several subsequent generations

although the underlying mechanisms are not yet fully understood.

The idea that environmental influences can be transmitted between gen-

erations is well recognized in both plant and animal science but is still new

in medical science. The toadflax is a flowering plant in which the shape of

the yellow flower can be in two distinct forms—one rather pretty and one

unattractive. Plants with each type of flower tend to breed true. Indeed the

great eighteenth-century taxonomist Carolus Linnaeus thought they were

two distinct species. But every now and then one flower form can flip to

the other. Molecular science has recently shown that these two types of

toadflax are identical genetically—the only difference is that one gene,

which controls petal symmetry, is active in the pretty form of the plant and

inactive in the other. The mechanism involves an inherited epigenetic mark

that turns off the gene in the less attractive form.30

And there are fascinating examples of these processes at work in mam-

mals. The agouti mouse is an experimental mouse that can be born with a

yellow or a brown coat colour. The amount of yellow depends on how much
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agouti protein is expressed from the agouti gene. The amount of agouti

protein expressed is transmitted from parent to offspring, albeit imperfectly.

Whether the gene is very active or less active is controlled by epigenetic pro-

cesses—less methylation results in a lot of agouti protein being expressed.

Intriguingly recent studies have shown that changing the diet of the mother

mouse before conception and throughout pregnancy to modify the bio-

chemical pathways controlling methylation will alter the degree of epi-

genetic control of the gene, and this is reflected in the coat colour of her

offspring.31 In other experiments, also in mice, administration of hormone

disruptor agents found in pesticides interferes with sperm viability, num-

bers, and motility. Intriguingly, recent experiments show that even if the

chemical is only administered in one generation, effects on the sperm can be

seen in the third generation of progeny,32 again due to a transmitted epi-

genetic change. These are perhaps rather abnormal situations, concerning a

peculiar gene in one strain of mice or the results of exposure to rather high

levels of toxic chemicals. But recent research shows that changes in the diet

of the pregnant rat or stress hormonal exposure in pregnancy produce

changes in the physiological control systems for metabolism and blood

pressure control in the offspring and that these are mediated by epigenetic

changes in gene expression which can also be transmitted to the third gen-

eration.33 So there can be little doubt that an environmental influence on

one generation can leave epigenetic marks which can pass on to subsequent

generations.

But epigenetic processes are not the only way environmental influences

can pass from generation to generation. When a mother is undernourished

she gives birth to a small baby. If the baby is a girl, she may grow up to be

more likely herself to give birth to a small baby. Indeed, this can happen if

the undernutrition occurs only in the first part of pregnancy. Some of our

knowledge of the effects of famine on human pregnancy and the subsequent

health of the offspring comes from a tragic event during the Second World

War known as the Dutch Hunger Winter. In the winter of 1944/5, food

supply to part of the Netherlands was drastically curtailed by the occupying

Nazis as a reprisal for resistance activities. The resistance had been particu-

larly active at that time in the war in order to support Operation Market

Garden, the disastrous attempt by the Allies to capture key bridges and

transport links in the Netherlands. Part of the resistance effort involved a

transport strike. When the operation failed, the Nazis banned transport of
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food to the western Netherlands by rail. For some time it was possible to get

supplies through by canal, but the winter of 1944/5 was harsh and the canals

froze. The famine lasted some months but was quickly relieved after liber-

ation of the low countries by the Allies. Importantly, detailed medical

records continued to be kept by some hospitals and it has been possible to

follow the health of the affected population and their children over sub-

sequent generations. One of the findings from such studies was that baby

girls subjected to maternal undernutrition during the first trimester of their

gestation could be born at normal size, but when they grew up and became

mothers themselves they gave birth to smaller babies.34 Moreover, studies

from scientists in Spain suggest that girls born with lower birth weight have

a smaller uterus, perhaps because the uterus largely forms in the first half of

fetal life.35 A smaller uterus can exert more constraint on fetal growth, mean-

ing that a woman with a smaller uterus will give birth to smaller babies,

giving another biological mechanism by which transgenerational effects can

be transmitted.

Cultural legacies

But animals, particularly humans, have other ways of transmitting informa-

tion from one generation to the next. They use the power of communication

through language, teaching and learning, and behavioural training and

mimicry. This third form of inheritance is sometimes—and perhaps contro-

versially—called ‘cultural inheritance’.36 Cultural inheritance can involve

attributes being passed from one generation to its offspring (in biblical terms

from father to son, mother to daughter) or it may follow non-familial

routes—between people who are not related genetically.

On the Japanese island of Koshima, there is a colony of macaque monkeys

that have been extensively studied by scientists.37 They are fed potatoes as a

means of attracting them to sites where they can be studied. But the site is

sandy and, just like human picnickers on a beach, the monkeys prefer to eat

a potato that is not covered with sand. One matriarchal monkey, Imo,

adopted the habit of washing the sand off her potato in a stream—so she

enjoyed a sand-free snack while the other monkeys were eating their rather

gritty potatoes. But now, several generations later, all the monkeys in the

colony wash their potatoes. They have gradually learned this culinary trick

from each other and passed on the tradition of washing potatoes to their
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offspring. The same colony has shown that they could learn more. When fed

wheat grains this too got muddled up with sand. One monkey found that if

she threw a handful of the mixture into the sea, the sand sank whilst the

wheat floated and so could be scooped up and eaten. Now when fed wheat

all the monkeys in the colony sieve it and wash it by throwing it into the sea.

And so cultural change continues. Going into the sea to wash their food

made the monkeys discover that it was fun splashing around there, and so a

new macaque tradition sprang up. Some older monkeys started eating fish

discarded into the sea by local fisherman. Now no longer afraid of the water,

the local pastime for the macaque males is collecting fish from rock pools, so

it isn’t only in Homo sapiens that fishing is a favourite hobby of the male.

Here we see the complexity of cultural inheritance at work—one specifically

advantageous behaviour is passed to others including offspring, and is then

elaborated upon such that complex additional behaviour emerges.

There are many such examples of learned skills being passed among col-

onies of animals. Chimpanzees use primitive tools to fish termites out of

their mounds, but in different ways in different parts of Africa; some col-

onies of baboons will walk upright across a stream, others cross a stream on

all four legs.38 And birds adopt different nesting strategies as they learn how

to avoid predators.

Cultural changes can spread fast. But the substrate must be there. The

capacity to learn and copy must be present and this itself is genetically

determined. Over time there may be natural selection as well, so that those

animals most capable of learning are more likely to survive to breed. This we

believe is what happened in hominid evolution. The capacity to learn and

communicate became critical to the survival of the archaic hominids and

gradually they developed bigger brains to support these higher functions.

The development of the first tools by early Homo species about 2 million

years ago and the use of fire perhaps 1 million years ago were important steps

in our evolution. But the capacity to communicate in a highly sophisticated

manner by the use of language was probably the most critical step. The brain

pathways controlling speech and the formation of the larynx to make

sounds were critical anatomical developments and they must have evolved

by classical Darwinian processes.

But the nature of language and its use is largely determined by ‘cultural

evolution’. Many thousands of languages evolved and groups of humans in
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isolation from each other developed very distinct language forms. In New

Guinea alone, where valleys were separated from each other by impassable

mountains and tropical forest, there may have been well over a thousand

languages. Human languages fall into obvious groups—German and English

are related, French and Spanish are first cousins, Maori and Tahitian are

similarly linked. And languages can evolve with very different emphases in

different communities. In many aboriginal languages there are much more

complex sets of terms for specific relationships within a family than are used

in English, where we might use the term cousin to cover all sorts of complex

intra-familial relationships. The aboriginal languages reflect the importance

of the extended family unit in their societies and the various marriage

taboos that can be operative. In Albanian there are more than twenty-five

words used to describe different types of moustache39—yet the concept of a

moustache on its own would be quite foreign to the Waghi from the New

Guinea highlands for whom a full beard is a core component of their identity

and who would not have use for such descriptors. A Romanian orphan

adopted at birth to England grows up speaking English, not Romanian.

These are all examples of cultural evolution and inheritance at work.

New languages can emerge even without speech. In several deaf com-

munities people have worked out very sophisticated sign languages which

allow a full range of expression to be communicated. One recently docu-

mented example is that of the Al-Sayyid Bedouin sign language. An

extended inter-marrying Bedouin family has common descent from Al

Sayyid, who settled in the Negev desert 200 years ago and carried a recessive

gene for deafness. The first deaf children were born early in the twentieth

century. They invented a basic sign language which in turn they passed on

to their children, But 100 years later it is now a complex and sophisticated

language used not only by the 80 deaf members of the community but by all

3,000 members of it. Importantly for the study of linguistics, it is quite

distinct in its structure from the languages that surround it.40

Changing language and idiom is a clear example of cultural evolution at

play as new words or meanings can enter a language. The language spoken

on the outer Georgia Banks islands such as Ocracoke is derived from English

but is quite distinct. Pidgin is an example of a new language that has

appeared since Europeans invaded the Pacific and a common patois needed

to be developed to allow communication. Within families some words

can have a particular and coded meaning and professional jargon is not
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dissimilar. And even within one language different societies give words

different meanings—a ‘rubber’ in Great Britain means an eraser, in the USA

it means a condom—a use of words that has given many a traveller some

cross-cultural embarrassment.

There is still much debate about how to interpret the archaeological

record in relation to when language developed. Was it more than 200,000

years ago or as recently as 50,000 years ago?—there are different views

amongst palaeontologists.41 Sophisticated communication is necessary for

creative activity such as art, which appeared between 50,000 and 70,000

years ago. It is generally thought that the Neanderthal had some limited

language capacity as they lived in complex societies which involved some

collaborative and coordinated activity. But it is in modern humans, follow-

ing the great cultural explosion of some 30,000 years ago when symbolic

art as we know it and cultural practices such as burial appeared, that lan-

guage must have played an important role in driving our cultural

evolution.42

Concepts that we would now term religious most probably appeared at

about the same time. The evolution of religion is in itself a fascinating

concept—although one beyond the scope of this book—but it again demon-

strates how sophisticated concepts of belief and custom can be adopted by

a group and establish very strong behavioural attributes. It has been sug-

gested that religious practice created a set of rules that became particularly

necessary to permit groups of individuals to live in larger colonies, and form

more complex societies once agriculture and settlement were beginning to

develop.43

Today we see this cultural inheritance demonstrated in the observations

that religious and political preferences run in families. And social structures

in different societies, whether they are matriarchal or hierarchal, control

reproduction (from harems to polyandry). All these are determined by simi-

lar processes of cultural diffusion and inheritance. They generate intergen-

erational bonds which are very strong and which if broken can lead to a loss

of continuity between one generation and the next. In orthodox Jewish

families, the cultural requirement is that marriage is to another Jew. If a child

breaks with that tradition, it may well lead to the parents considering their

child as dead and conducting mourning prayers and rituals. In some soci-

eties, the horrific custom of honour killing reflects the strong commitment

to cultural inheritance over biological inheritance, and the long-running
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ethnic feuds in many parts of the world show how difficult new generations

find it to forget the wrongs done to their ancestors.

An important consideration in this book is the spread of agriculture. Agri-

culture developed independently in several parts of the world.44 But once

developed it spread, particularly in Eurasia from its site of origin in the fertile

crescent of Mesopotamia. How did this occur? Did farmers migrate from one

region to another, or did one tribe learn by observing a neighbouring tribe

and copying it, thus spreading the technology—rather as intellectual prop-

erty is transferred today on the internet. Agriculture and its accompani-

ments—with religion, social custom, and language—have been the most

important parts of cultural evolution.

But even at a family level cultural inheritance is critical to health. For

example, mothers teach their daughters how to care for infants. In rural

communities such as in the Gambia, child survival is much higher in fam-

ilies where the grandmother is there to assist the mother.45 And patterns of

childcare are transmitted within communities. During the later part of the

twentieth century there was a very high incidence of cot death, up to 8 per

1,000 live births in some places. It turned out that cot death was more com-

mon in those babies put to sleep on their stomachs, but at that time the

community wisdom was that babies are happier and are less likely to regurgi-

tate and inhale a feed if put to bed in this way. Mothers taught their daugh-

ters who then placed their own children on their tummies. Child health

nurses and paediatricians did the same. Well-intentioned cultural inherit-

ance had gone wrong. But once research showing that the risk was less if

babies were put to sleep on their backs was published, it only took a few

newspaper articles, television programmes, and an orchestrated information

dispersal campaign to parents (‘Back to Sleep’ was the slogan) to change this

cultural practice.46 How much else about child development is influenced by

cultural inheritance? Breast feeding practices in different cultures vary.

Many practices in pregnancy, childbirth, and infant care are embedded in

the cultural identity and practices of a community—yet all may have con-

sequences for the health of the offspring.
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3

When We Were Very Young

Newts and salamanders are fascinating creatures. Biologists love studying

them and in aquaria they are favourites of children. The alpine newt which

lives in lakes in southern France and Switzerland is primarily an aquatic

creature—its eggs are laid and hatch in the shallows at the lake edge and the

baby newt looks very much like a tadpole. And like tadpoles, they live

entirely in the water. But as they grow they have a choice. They can stay as

tadpoles and in that form they can be reproductively active, even though

they remain infantile in appearance. But alternatively the gill slits can close

over and these newts can live both in the water and on land. In any popu-

lation of alpine newts both forms can be found although the proportion

varies. But the lives of these two forms of the newt are very different. Inter-

estingly it is usually the bigger infants that undergo metamorphosis and

close their gill slits. But those that stay infantile, while they start life smaller,

can swim deeper in the lakes, because they retain their aquatic gills. In

deeper water there are more plankton and less competition, so as a result

they end up growing faster and they have greater reproductive competence.

But when times are tough and water levels fall, it is the newts that are

capable of spending time on land which have a greater chance of surviving.

Thus under some circumstances it is better to be a persistently aquatic newt,

at other times it is good to be able to leave one drying pond and get to

another.1

So development can be complicated: it is not just a simple linear and

automatic ‘programme’ by which the fertilized egg grows into an adult using

only the information carried in the genes. And it is not a closed process—the

newt derives information from its surroundings about population density

and competition for food and then adopts a particular developmental strat-

egy. The result is a very different life course—different growth pattern, dif-

ferent food sources, different chances of survival, and different chances of

reproductive success. The evolutionary capacity to make such choices in
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early development is found in every part of the animal kingdom from single-

celled organisms to the human. In some cases the results of the choices are

obvious—gill slits or no gill slits. In many others they are much more subtle,

but in all cases they serve an underlying purpose—an attempt to match the

organism to the environment it will inhabit so as to maximize its chances of

reproductive success.

Thus we must discard the notion that the genome is like a perfect blue-

print which lays down a set of instructions so that the fertilized egg starts a

series of cell divisions and differentiation until the organism reaches its pre-

ordained mature state. If that were the case then every individual with the

same genotype would be virtually identical, and that is clearly not the case.

Even identical twins are never identical in every respect—for example they

are generally of different sizes at birth. The blueprint analogy fails—yet it is

amazing how often it has been used. Instead we need to think of the mature

phenotype being the outcome of a cascade of interactions between the

environment and the organism which in turn depend on past interactions—

at every stage that interaction is determined by the nature of the environ-

ment, the particularities of the genome, and the previous interactions

between the environment and the organism.

When does life start?

This is one of the more politicized questions in science and medicine (we

will leave aside the answer from the old vicar that it starts after the kids have

left home and the dog is dead). It is a question given impetus by the various

political and religious debates over abortion and the limits that might be

placed on it. These are extremely important issues of personal choice, but

they do not constitute a valid scientific question. Is it when the egg and

sperm were each formed, or is it at fertilization, or is it at some arbitrary

point in the chain of development from the early embryo to a newborn

baby? Is it when the baby’s organs are formed (and what does that mean

given that there is progressive development of many organs such as the

brain until well after birth)? Is it when there is the first muscular activity

leading to limb movement, or when the first brain waves appear, or when

the fetus starts to have a sleep pattern equivalent to dreaming (but what is

it dreaming about?). Is it when the baby is capable of independent life if

delivered (at least with the support of modern neonatology and technology)?
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. . . and so on. These are not scientific questions, they are questions of

personal and community values. Scientifically, life started about 3.8 billion

years ago and since then there has been an unbroken chain of replication of

DNA through to us and also to every other living animal on the planet.2

Even arguing that life starts at conception has its difficulties. True, our full

genetic complement was not created until one of our father’s sperm entered

our mother’s egg. But the way in which sperm are formed and the way eggs

develop are very different. Post-pubertal males produce sperm continuously

throughout their reproductive lives and store it from ejaculate to ejaculate in

their seminal vesicles. So depending on the frequency of our father’s sexual

activity, the sperm that contributed 50 per cent of our genes in all prob-

ability was formed in his testes on the days before our conception. But in

contrast, all the eggs a woman possesses are formed in the first few weeks of

her intrauterine existence. So half the genetic material at conception may be

only a few days old, but the other half will be many years old.

Why is male and female production of the sperm and eggs so different?

Evolutionary biologists would reply that it is easy to see how across the

animal kingdom there is advantage in each ejaculate containing lots of

sperm so they have to be made continuously. If the female mates with

more than one male around the time of ovulation, then it is more likely that

the sperm that will win in the conceptional competition comes from the

larger ejaculate.3 It is like a lottery—the more tickets you buy, the greater

your chance of winning. In fact there are lots of cunning ways males and

females have evolved to try and deal with this sperm competition.4

The egg which contributes to the baby’s genotype has already had a long

life and may have been subject to a range of environmental factors, whilst

the sperm has probably had a very brief existence before fertilization. Is it

possible that the evolutionary advantage of the mother developing all her

eggs before she is born derives from the opportunity this presents for them

to be influenced by the environment inside the grandmother’s womb—a

sort of female memory effect? The egg from a woman who conceives in her

forties is much older than if she had conceived in her twenties. Older eggs

are probably not as robust as younger ones and may have been subject to the

ravages of ageing. This may explain why women become less fertile after

their mid-thirties. This is a biological reality that has become a social con-

cern as more women choose to delay having a family until later in life, and

then find that their fertility is not as they had hoped. The large increase in
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use of assisted reproductive technologies is directly related to this biology.

There are evolutionary explanations for why fertility starts to fall after the

age of 35, and we shall explain these later when we discuss the menopause.

From egg to body

After fertilization, the single-celled embryo with its full complement of

genes—half from mother and half from father—starts to divide rapidly, each

cell yielding two daughter cells with the same amounts of genomic DNA.

These cells are embryonic stem cells—capable of differentiation into all

the different cell types of the body by a series of further divisions, followed

by highly specific phenotypic changes. Because these embryonic stem cells

are able to turn into any cell type, they could theoretically be used to restock

the cell populations of organs in which ageing and disease has killed some

off, for example the brain of a patient suffering from dementia, the heart

following a myocardial infarct, or the insulin-making cells of the pancreas in

someone with diabetes. But sourcing stem cells for research purposes has

become a matter for major current debate. There are theoretically enormous

scientific advantages to the use of embryonic stem cells because these have

the most potential to be manipulated into any cell type. In many tissues,

such as the brain and bone marrow, some stem cells can be found through-

out life but they are older, more limited in their potential, and, like an older

egg in a woman’s ovaries, may have suffered the ravages of ageing. More

recently stem cells have been found to be present in the umbilical cord and

in umbilical cord blood and they at least allow for the concept of banking so

that cells can be matched to an individual, to be used later in their life if

need be. However it is totally unknown whether such banked cells can be

used therapeutically in the future—this is an area of active research but one

made rather difficult by the political and religious context of studying stem

cells. This is one of those impossible debates where individual belief systems

prevent a societal consensus.

Tissue differentiation involves the orderly change in the profile of genes

expressed in the cells so that they take on their particular characteristics. The

science of studying this process of differentiation is developmental biology.

And it has exploded in the last two decades owing to our ability to use the

tools of molecular biology to identify when genes are turned on in develop-

ment, in which cell, and how they relate to each other. Each cell’s fate is
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determined by chemical signals emanating from neighbouring cells. These

many individual signals are used to coordinate differentiation and further

development. This is important because the cells cannot develop individu-

ally but must relate functionally to their neighbours; a liver cell is useless if it

lies in the thyroid gland. From one cell division to the next, as some cells

differentiate in one way or another, as they move (attracted or repelled by

other cells), and as they secrete chemical signals into the milieu in which

they lie, the information originally resident in one fertilized cell is used to

develop a complex organ.

What is surprising is the discovery of how conservative evolution has

been. Many of the same genes are used to regulate development in simple

organisms like the roundworm, C. elegans, which has less than 1,000 cells in

its body, and in the human who has over 100 trillion. But after all we do

share about 25 per cent of our genes in common and we are very distant

cousins, separated from each other in our evolutionary family tree about 600

million years ago.

Within each cell, its characteristics as a blood-forming cell or as a muscle

cell or a skin cell are determined by which genes are turned on (or off) and so

which gene regulators are activated. These are the same switches we

described in the last chapter, utilizing epigenetic processes which perman-

ently alter the activity of different genes in the cell. A pancreatic cell and a

thyroid gland cell both have the same genes (we can use the word genotype

to refer to a cell as well as to an organism) but in one the genes controlling

the pathways that allow insulin to be made and secreted are turned on

and the genes that control the making of thyroxine are turned off; in the

other the pattern is reversed.

Thus the development of organs and systems proceeds in an orderly way.

Given that the processes of development must involve the genes, the idea of

a genetic ‘programme’ for development became fashionable.5 Because the

development of major parts of the body such as the limbs, wings, and body

segments of insects could be shown to be orchestrated by gene expression, it

was thought until recently that all development must be organized,

coordinated, and regulated at this level and that it was essentially immune

from external influence.
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The highways of development

Driving from San Jose to San Francisco, a satellite navigation system will tell

you to go up Interstate Highway 101. But traffic might be bad (it is California

after all) and you might divert to Route 480 and then join Route 280 to arrive

from a different direction in San Francisco. Or it might be raining heavily

and the traffic slows right down, but eventually you get there. The rain and

the traffic have acted as environmental factors that have changed the course

of your journey, but the outcome is the same—you end up in San Francisco

(although there may have been a cost to your blood pressure and equanim-

ity). But if there has been an earthquake on the San Andreas fault which

destroyed the freeway bridges you may never get to San Francisco at all—

although hopefully you can get home again. In that case your journey has

been totally disrupted by the environment.

So it is with development. Environmental factors might totally disrupt

development leading to abnormalities, gross or subtle. We have recognized

that external factors can disrupt development for about fifty years. Drugs

such as thalidomide, excessive alcohol, infections such as rubella, and ion-

izing radiation can all cause birth defects. There is currently much concern

about the many chemicals now found in our environment. Not infrequently

we read in the media of a cluster of birth defects in families living near a

chemical plant which is ascribed to the exposure of future parents to chem-

ical agents. This type of exposure has also been a concern in soldiers return-

ing from the Gulf wars. While it is difficult to be precise about how many

defects should be ascribed to such exposures, there are enough clear-cut

examples to be certain that this is a cause of birth defects. However the

disruptive signal need not be so foreign as radiation or warfare. If a mother

has extremely high levels of glucose in her bloodstream during pregnancy,

because of uncontrolled diabetes, this can be a disruptive signal and cause

defects in fetal heart development.

But in more usual circumstances, environmental factors do not disrupt

the developmental ‘programme’ but rather they tune it—the journey

still ends in San Francisco. Indeed it is these more subtle environmental

adjustments to development that create an optimal match between the

offspring and its environment. While the fundamental basis of develop-

ment lies in the genetic information contained in the conceptus, it is that

other also evolutionarily selected set of tools, the developmental plasticity
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toolkit, which allows the organism to adjust its development to the

environment around it. The purpose of these adjustments is to improve

the match. It is a matter of very different time scales—the genetically deter-

mined design assumes a gross match based on the environment that existed

as the species evolved. The developmentally plastic processes allow match-

ing with the environment existing around the time of the pregnancy and

potentially, as we shall see, with the environment that the fetus anticipates

inhabiting later in life.6

These modifying environmental signals can be present from around con-

ception until well into the neonatal period. Before birth they are transmitted

to the mammalian embryo or fetus via the mother and the placenta. In

amphibia, birds, and reptiles, and even in insects, the egg can be influenced

by environmental factors. In mammals the most important environmental

factors to consider are nutrient and stress signals because, other than obvi-

ous physical environmental factors, the availability of food and the threat

of predation are the most important environmental factors affecting an

organism’s survival.

The nutritional state can even have an influence from the very beginning

of pregnancy. Women who are very thin or undernourished at the time they

conceive are more likely to give birth to babies who are smaller or who are

born prematurely. Women who are obese are more likely to have infants at

risk of developing diabetes. Pregnancy is a time when the mother must sup-

ply large amounts of nutrients to the fetus and the state of her storage depots

at the beginning of pregnancy can determine how well her fuel supply sys-

tem will work for the remainder of pregnancy. Her nutritional state can

affect the levels of the nutrients in the fluid in the tube leading from the

ovary to the uterus, and that is the environment of the fertilized egg for the

first week after conception. It can affect the concentration of nutrients in the

inside of the uterus where the developing embryo stays for a few days before

implanting and beginning to form a placenta, and once the placenta is

formed what the mother eats and her metabolism will determine the levels

of nutrients which cross the placenta to feed the fetus. After birth the

mother’s health will affect her milk production and many other com-

ponents of her behaviour will influence her interaction with her infant, and

thus how well it is fed and thrives. All these processes, across this long time

period, allow the processes of developmental plasticity to optimize develop-

ment with a view to matching the new individual to its current and future
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environment—as always the long-term objective is to maximize the chance

of reproductive success.

For many animals risk of predation or competition from their own species

or another is important. If the risks of predation or competition are high,

stress is generated and the organism may need to have quite different strat-

egies to survive. The acorn barnacle from the northern part of the Gulf of

California usually has a feeding hole in the top of its shell. But there is a

whelk that likes eating these barnacles, and this species has a sharp spike

that it sticks through the hole in the barnacle’s shell in order to feed on it.

When the barnacle population senses that there are many whelks around,

presumably from some chemical signal, the next generation of barnacles

develops with a curved shell so that the feeding hole is at the side rather than

the top. This usually prevents the whelk gaining access.7 The barnacles sur-

vive, but the trade-off is that they grow more slowly and are less fit repro-

ductively, so when the whelk population falls (partly because they can’t get

enough barnacles to eat) the next generation of barnacles returns to their

normal form. There are many such examples of predator- and stress-induced

changes in development.8

Less dramatic stress can also induce changes in mammalian offspring.

When maternal stress hormone levels are high, they can affect the fetus and

lead to changes in development. These include changes in the way the off-

spring’s stress response system works, so that it may be more able to with-

stand living in a stressful environment. Recently, a collaboration between

scientists in Edinburgh and New York has revealed that women who were

pregnant in New York at the time of the 9/11 terrorist attack and who

developed post-traumatic stress disorder have now given birth to children

who have altered levels of the stress hormone cortisol.9 The same scientists

also have data suggesting that the period of sensitivity for changing stress

hormone metabolism for life extends into childhood. They examined sur-

vivors of the Holocaust and found that the youngest have altered stress

hormone metabolism some sixty years later.10

As the organism gets older, its capacity for changing its developmental tra-

jectory diminishes. There are real costs to maintaining plasticity, so com-

promises must be made. Imagine building the prototype of a new car. At some

point, early in the construction, it is too late for the designer to change his or

her mind and say I want a six-wheeled instead of a four-wheeled vehicle or a

diesel instead of a petrol engine. As the car is built it gets too late to change
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from having a manual to an automatic transmission. It even gets problematic

at some point to change from leather to cloth seats, or to alter the paint from

British Racing Green to Ferrari Red. The earlier changes cannot be reversed;

the later ones can but the cost gets very high. A few choices can be left to the

last minute: a CD player or a navigation system? So it is in human develop-

ment—the later in development the harder it is to change the phenotype and

at some point plasticity for many systems is essentially lost. For the car plas-

ticity for axle number was lost very early, plasticity for the gearbox somewhat

later, and for the paint and sound system later still. But plasticity for the tyres

is never lost. Similarly in mammalian development, for some organs plasticity

is lost early in fetal life—for example the primitive gonad is determined

irreversibly as either an ovary or a testis at seven weeks after conception. For

other organs such as the kidney, the number of filtering units is not fully

established until late in gestation; and for the brain plasticity extends

throughout life, but diminishes with age. There can be big species differences

in plasticity. In contrast to a human who can only develop a limb in embry-

onic life, the mature axolotl can regrow a replacement if a limb is severed.11

Now or later?

There is now a growing recognition that plasticity is largely about establish-

ing a better match between the organism and its environment—that is

ensuring the organism will live in its comfort zone. If the environment has

shifted then the organism must shift its phenotype so as to be in a new

comfort zone. We can define two forms of developmental plasticity that are

distinguished by when the adaptive advantage appears. If the environmental

conditions in early development are severe the fetus may have to make some

immediate adaptive responses just to survive. This would be equivalent to car

engineers facing a financial crisis early in the construction stages; if they will

not have the funds to finish the car according to the current plan, they will

either have to modify their plans urgently or give up the project altogether.

But most plastic responses in development are designed to tune the pheno-

type for the conditions expected in later life—we term this class of responses

predictive adaptive responses.12 This is equivalent to the car-makers being

told the kind of conditions the car will be driven in while they are building

it—it will be the same car, but its engine tuning, tyres, and climate control

system may be changed.
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The most common immediate adaptive responses are those of reducing

early growth. This type of response is induced when the supply of nutrients

from the mother to fetus is poor and the fetus must reduce its growth rate

just to survive. Another kind of immediate response is to accelerate the mat-

uration of the fetus so that it is born early. This will give an immediate

advantage if the environment within the mother is so threatening that pre-

mature delivery might be a safer bet.13 There is always a trade-off incurred

with such immediate adaptive responses. Animals, including humans, born

smaller or earlier are less likely to survive for a long time, but if they had not

made the adaptive response they might not be alive at all.

But from the perspective of understanding match and mismatch in life

after birth, our focus is on predictive responses. The embryo, fetus, or neo-

nate uses them to try to adjust its biology such that its constitution will be

better matched to the environment in which it predicts it will live, grow, and

reproduce.14 It does so by sensing its environment, using that information to

predict its future environment, and then utilizing the processes of develop-

mental plasticity so that its resulting phenotype will be better matched to

that anticipated environment. The signal might be one component of nutri-

tion, say a reduced level of an amino acid, glucose, or a vitamin, but the

response must be integrated to allow the whole organism to adapt nutrition-

ally, and survive and reproduce in an environment that it predicts will

be inadequate. It must adapt many aspects of its biology and its whole

life-course strategy to fit the predicted environment.

The better the match, the greater the chance of reproductive success. As a

gross simplification the choice can be seen between interpreting the future

world as short of food and high in competition and hence risky, or as having

abundant food with little competition and therefore safe. The strategy to

live in either world is very different. A risky world means not planning a

long life, but maturing early so as to reproduce so that the individual’s genes

pass to the next generation. A safe world gives the individual the chance to

grow larger, have more progeny, and potentially to be a bigger winner in the

game.

After birth

The capacity for developmental plasticity does not end at birth although it

becomes more limited as we grow. In many ways the neonate is as dependent
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as the fetus for information from its mother. But the human pattern of

growth after birth is unique. We are born fatter than any other species,15 and

then have rapid growth in infancy and early childhood, slower growth

through a prolonged childhood and juvenile phase, then we turn on our

reproductive hormones, enter puberty, and go through another phase of

rapid growth before finally our growth plates fuse and growth stops. So we

can divide our postnatal growth into four phases.16 The first is infancy, when

we are initially totally dependent on breast feeding for nutrition, and which

is characterized by a period of rapid growth which ends at about 3 years of

age. In traditional societies weaning normally takes place at this time. A

childhood period of slow growth follows, from 3 to 7 years of age, in which

the child is still highly dependent on maternal care for protection and

nutritional support. Then there is a juvenile stage with continued slow

growth followed by a period of rapid growth again in adolescence.

Most mammals show rapid growth after birth or weaning followed by

slower growth and sexual maturation. There is no obvious childhood

period—once no longer an infant, most pre-reproductive mammals become

juveniles which have little or no dependency on their mother for nutritional

support. But no other species, not even our closest cousins the great apes,

has an equivalent of our dramatic skeletal growth spurt at puberty although

the male gorilla will put on much weight at puberty. It has been suggested

from examination of fossil specimens that Homo sapiens and perhaps our

most immediate ancestors are the first and only hominids to show such a

dramatic skeletal growth spurt during puberty. The Turkana boy whose fossil

skeleton is the finest example of the species Homo erectus, and who lived 1.6

million years ago in East Africa, reached a height of 160 cm. There remains

debate as to how mature he was at the time when he died. He was clearly not

fully mature but whether he was 7 or 11 years old is uncertain.17 The prob-

lem is simple but the question remains unanswerable—the pattern of

growth and maturation is different in every species and we will probably

never know the pattern of maturation of Homo erectus and whether our pat-

tern of a pubertal growth spurt is unique to Homo sapiens or appeared in

any of our hominid ancestors.

So we have several questions about the unique pattern of childhood

growth: why are we so fat at birth, why do we have a prolonged childhood

phase not seen in other mammals, and why do we have a skeletal growth

spurt at puberty? The answers seem to lie in the unique trade-offs we have
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had to make to be a large mammal which walks on two legs and which has a

particularly large brain. Evolving to have a large brain necessitates that we

are born in an immature state to avoid the problems of the narrow pelvic

canal relative to the size of the head. We can see the results of the trade-off if

we think about our neurological maturity at birth—whereas other primates

have full locomotor ability at birth we are a year old before we can make our

first tentative steps and 3 years old or more before we can run to keep up

with our parents. This poses immediate problems for a hunter-gatherer fam-

ily group on the move. Until about 3 years old the infant must be carried

(and possibly suckled) in mother’s or grandmother’s arms. It is important to

remember that interpreting human evolution must be done in terms of the

environment in which the bulk of our evolution occurred—that is in East

Africa as hunter-gatherers living in very small social groups.

Our degree of maturity at birth is more compatible with fast-reproducing

smaller mammals. But we start a rapid period of brain growth before birth

and this continues unabated in the months afterwards. This brain develop-

ment must be protected at all costs and it is thought that the high-energy fat

reserves of the human neonate serve the purpose of providing an energy

buffer for this growth to continue even if nutrition is compromised.18 We

grow rapidly during infancy but then go through a very prolonged period of

childhood when we are still not capable of fully independent living even

though soon after our weaning our mother is likely to be pregnant again.

Why do we have this prolonged period of childhood development? There

are several theories; is it just a by-product of our long lifespan and generally

slow tempo of maturation? Is it to allow continued growth of the brain and

learning of life skills, or is it to allow a mother to wean earlier and rely on

other members of the clan to support the infant during her next pregnancy?19

Various anthropologists claim data to support each of these alternatives.

The juvenile phase is seen in all species of primate. Juveniles are no longer

dependent on the mother for support but they are not yet sexually mature.

Brain growth is largely complete but animals are learning the social and

other skills required for their species. They must also play a supporting role

in childcare in the colony—this is also true of humans in existing hunter-

gatherer societies. It is important that this is before they enter the sexual

competition. So once again choices about the timing of events and matur-

ational phases in the life course have had to be made during evolution.

There are enormous differences in the longevity of different species and
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again these differences relate to the various strategies they have evolved to

protect the continuity of their gene transmission. The wood mouse lives less

than two years, the African elephant more than seventy. Some tortoises live

very long lives—at the time of writing ‘Harriet’ in Queensland zoo had just

turned 175. Most animals, but not human females, have the capacity to

reproduce for most of their adult lives although in some of them repro-

ductive performance declines with age—particularly in females of longer-

lived species. There is debate about whether menopause is unique to

humans, but we will return to this in a later chapter.

Answering the question of why we age is not easy. The most commonly

held view has been that the mechanism of ageing represents the accumu-

lated impact of wear and tear and exposure to reactive oxygen free radicals

and environmental toxins which eventually lead to critical failure of some

cellular functions. An evolutionary model is provided by reference to trade-

off theory. Cellular repair and maintenance in the face of oxidative stress

and environmental toxins is an energy-consuming process. But it is import-

ant to maintain cells in good order until reproduction is complete. So a

trade-off is made—invest in cellular repair and maintenance, with its high

energy costs, in early life and through reproduction (including parenthood)

then reduce that investment.20 Irrespective of how and why we age, natural

selection will operate to select genes which favour successful reproduction

and there will be little or no selection for anything which is beneficial to

longevity once reproduction is over.21 Thus selection could act to favour

genes that give very high reproductive success even if they lead to death not

long after. This is essentially what has happened in the male salmon—

reproduce in a single episode then die. Thankfully it is not that simple in

Homo sapiens.

Patterning our lives

Guppies are small tropical fish most often seen in home aquaria, but their

real habitats are the streams of Venezuela and Trinidad.22 But all the guppies

in a stream do not look the same. Those living upstream have brighter iri-

descent spots and blotches including lots of blue while those living down-

stream are much less colourful, the spots are very small and the amount of

blue is minuscule. The ones living upstream are also larger than those that

live downstream. Why is this the case? The major threat to the guppy is from
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the larger carnivorous cichlid fish which live downstream. However, female

guppies like large colourful mates so the upstream guppies have been selected

for gaudiness and mate many times while growing to a large size before

finally being eaten. But downstream there are a lot more predators. The

guppy must be more wary and not advertise its presence. To survive the

downstream guppy has been selected to be better camouflaged, and they

stayed smaller and less obvious to the cichlid predators (although they still

have enough spots to attract females of their own species). In other words,

the life of the downstream guppy is more precarious and it has adopted a

strategy that to pass its genes on to the next generation it must live in the

fast lane. It doesn’t invest too much in growth and advertising. The up-

stream guppies can be more leisurely and grow to a larger size, which in turn

will give them an adaptive advantage. The processes that drive these differ-

ent routes for development involve natural selection which has allowed dif-

ferent populations of guppies to adapt to different environments. It illus-

trates the point that the choice in early development of a life-history strat-

egy which optimizes a match with the environment is crucial to survival.

Some environments show cyclical changes that are predictable, for

example seasonal changes. In several species of butterfly or moth there are

very different wing colorations depending on the time of the year in which

the larvae hatch. For example the East African butterfly Bicyclus anyana can

be born all year round. But those born in the wet or dry seasons look totally

different—and for years they were thought to be two distinct species. Those

born in the wet season have distinct bullseyes on their wings, but as the dry

season comes, temperatures fall and food becomes scarce. The butterflies

born in the dry season do not have bullseyes on their wings and are camou-

flaged to look like the brown leaves on the forest floor. These differences give

a selective advantage because the bullseye-patterned wings distract pred-

ators from attacking their bodies—they attack the wings instead; this is less

critical when food is plentiful, whereas in the dry season a different form of

camouflage is necessary. The different appearances have been induced from

the same genotype by environmental influences, in this case the ambient

temperature and the length of daylight, which alter the release of hormones

within the larva and control the expression of genes determining different

wing colour patterns.23

Many mammals in the wild also have to take account of the seasons. Some

of the clearest examples come from various species of voles. We have already
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described how the Pennsylvanian meadow vole adjusts its coat thickness to

the seasons. For a related species, the mountain vole of the American Rockies,

the optimal time to be born, to grow, and to mate is the spring and summer.

This is when temperatures are highest and food supply is best, so that the

voles can attain sufficient weight and reproduce early in summer, leaving

themselves in good condition to survive the winter. But the young voles

born later in the year will slow their maturation to conserve their fuel stores

to allow themselves to tide over winter—if they had matured faster and

reproduced at this time both they and their offspring would be unlikely to

survive the winter. So the vole that lives in this niche environment has

evolved a different strategy for dealing with seasonal variation. The change

in developmental trajectory is determined by day length. Intriguingly, voles

of the same species living in less extreme environments do not use this

strategy. Like the newt, the developing vole has a genetically based but

environmentally chosen set of alternative developmental pathways. The

choice is made in response to environmental signals.24

Some other animals use an even more remarkable delaying tactic—they

can push the ‘pause button’ on pregnancy—a process known as embryonic

diapause.25 Rather than implanting, an embryo can remain in suspended

development floating in the womb. This process enables the female wallaby

to be a continuous production line for young joeys. As soon as she gives

birth, she immediately becomes pregnant again. But baby wallabies are born

and attach to the pouch in an extremely immature form and all her energy

supplies are put into supporting the infant on the nipple. To help do this,

embryonic development is suspended, but as soon as the joey in the pouch

is weaned embryonic development is restarted and the next baby wallaby is

born soon after (as pregnancy is only twenty-seven days). Again she con-

ceives and that embryo is put into suspended animation until its elder sib-

ling is weaned, and so on. If the joey in the pouch is lost, the quiescent early

embryo is reactivated, implants, and resumes development. Using delayed

implantation is also a very successful strategy in the roe deer. The doe con-

ceives in summer when she is in peak body condition and thus most fertile.

But by delaying implantation she does not use up excess nutritional reserves

during winter. In the spring the pregnancy continues, allowing her to sup-

port the growth of twin or triplet fetuses when food supplies are again plen-

tiful. A wide range of other species have such seasonal diapause including

bats, armadillos, and skunks.
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Climatic and nutritional constraints on growth and development are of

paramount importance to many species, and we can see the survival advan-

tage of being able to adapt to them. As we all know, it is not only important

to be able to cope with the weather but to be able to forecast it. It is awkward

to be out on a day that turns out to be hot when you have brought an

overcoat, a scarf, and an umbrella. It is even worse, and downright danger-

ous, to be caught wearing shorts and a T shirt in a blizzard on a mountain

when a day which looked fine at the start has turned out otherwise. The key

thing about a forecast is that it is made in advance, to allow preparation for

the event before it happens. For life-course strategy, the more accurate the

forecast, the higher the chance of survival and hence of successful mating.

This predictive process begins before birth, enabling the developing

embryo and fetus to make adaptive changes before it is born, in order to be

better able to survive in the predicted environment. These forecasts must use

cues from the mother that cross the placenta to the developing organism

and inform it about the world outside. Some cues can also be transmitted to

the offspring while it is being suckled, because the infant does not face its

nutritional environment unaided until after it has been weaned. But the key

point is that the sooner the mother can inform her offspring about the world

in which it is likely to live, the more accurate will be its tuning of its plastic

response and the better will be its chance of survival in that world. So

offspring use the information transmitted from the mother during devel-

opment to predict the nature of the future environment, and to alter the

development of tissues, organs, and control systems accordingly. When the

prediction is correct, the offspring will have a survival advantage. But if

the prediction is inaccurate the offspring will be at risk by being mismatched

to the environment it will face. It turns out that even though the prediction

can be wrong and generate mismatch for some offspring, provided that the

prediction is more often right than wrong it will often be of evolutionary

advantage.26 For many of us living on islands like Great Britain or New

Zealand, we would be delighted if the weather forecast was right more than

50 per cent of the time.

We are now learning a good deal about the processes by which offspring

are able to make these predictive responses. The signal from the mother may

be a change in the level of a key nutrient, or of a hormone in the blood-

stream. For example, both in the mountain vole and in another related

species, the Pennsylvanian meadow vole27 in which the pups are born with
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different coat thickness appropriate for the impending winter or summer, it

is the changing day length during pregnancy which is the cue. The fetus

senses this because the hormone melatonin made by the mother can cross

the placenta. Melatonin levels cycle between low levels during the day and

high levels at night and are set by the length of the dark period. So when the

days lengthen in spring, the shorter periods of high melatonin concentra-

tions in the mother’s bloodstream tell her fetuses that summer is coming, and

in the autumn, when the days shorten, the higher levels of melatonin inform

about impending winter. The voles’ development is changed accordingly.

During development, several aspects of the environment are signalled by

the mother to her fetus. They include levels of food availability, the numbers

of predators around, and social conditions. Animal studies show that a

period of fluid restriction during pregnancy, to simulate drought conditions,

alters the set point of the offspring’s salt and water regulating mechanisms

to make it more able to conserve water. All these give the offspring an adap-

tive advantage in their future environment if the prediction made during

development is appropriate.

But the prediction can be wrong. The environment may have changed

between embryonic or early fetal life and postnatal life. And if the mother is

sick, if she is on an inappropriate diet, or if the placenta is dysfunctional

then the fetus might predict undernutrition in its future when in fact that

will not be the case. If the mother smokes, nutrient transport across the

placenta is inhibited by the action of nicotine28 and this leads the fetus

to make the prediction that it will live in a world of poor nutrition, and

to adjust its phenotype accordingly, when in fact there is no nutritional

limitation. We shall return to this problem in Chapter 7.

Although we have used examples of illness to make the point, the reality is

that all fetuses are making predictions about their future all the time. They

all try to optimize the match between their constitution and the environ-

ment they will face. So anything that can affect fetal development can affect

the later match. The entire life-course strategy of the organism is tuned by

those early experiences.

The right road

Comparative biologists usually think of life strategies in terms of two

major factors: food and sex (most teenagers are not so different). Different
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life-course strategies represent the result of selection, based on the degree

of the match between the biology of organisms and their physical environ-

ment, the availability of food, and the threats that exist within the

environment (physical, predation, or competition from other members of

the same species). There are basically two extreme classes of strategy that can

be adopted, and while some animals use these extremes, the strategy

adopted by most species lies somewhere between these.29 At one extreme are

animals that reproduce in enormous numbers but in which very few of the

offspring will live to reproduce. These animals normally have very rapid

development, they may have a very short lifespan as a mature adult, and

they have small body size. Insects, fish, amphibia, and many small mam-

mals such as mice follow this general pattern, albeit to different degrees. At

the other extreme are those animals which have very few progeny but invest

highly in these progeny. They show a much lower infant mortality, they

grow slowly to reach a relatively large body size, and they reproduce later in

the life cycle. Examples include the elephant, the horse, the blue whale, and

the human.

Now these basic strategies can be modified by environmental factors. For

example in a threatening environment, the appropriate response to a poor

nutritional environment for a high-volume, short-lived breeder may be to

accelerate maturation and reproduce early; even if that puts the individual

organism at risk, gene transmission has been preserved. In contrast in the

slowly maturing, later reproducer which has only one offspring per preg-

nancy, and in which maternal survival is necessary to support the juvenile

through its long postnatal development period, reproduction will be

delayed in similar circumstances; the animal must delay reproduction in the

hope that times will become more propitious. Most animals have a life-

course strategy somewhere between these extremes but humans are an

example of a very slow developer and our life history can best be understood

in these terms.

Just as in other animals, humans evolved with the capacity to make bio-

logical trade-offs in development. We show interactions between nutrition,

development, growth phases, longevity, and reproduction.30 When a human

fetus is undernourished in utero it trades off growth for earlier maturation

and a premature birth. In many species increased reproductive success leads

to shorter life in the female, another form of biological trade-off. Studies of

longevity in the British aristocracy (who are presumed to have been living in
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optimal socioeconomic conditions for their times and for whom the repro-

ductive records are relatively reliable) reveal that the more children the

queens and princesses had the shorter were their lives.31

Humans are one of over twenty species of hominid that derived from a

common ancestor who evolved to walk on two legs several million years

ago. We have some unique characteristics as a species and these define our

pattern of development. We have a big and powerful brain inside a large

skull—our brain size (1,350 cc) is almost twice that of our early ancestor

Homo habilis (800 cc) and four times that of the first hominids. Walking on

two legs necessitates a developmental compromise if the baby is to be

delivered through the pelvic canal—which, until the relatively recent devel-

opment of caesarian section, was the only way a live baby could be born.32

To be efficient on two feet requires a change in the positioning of the hips

and a narrowing of the pelvic canal—otherwise we would fall on our faces

every time we tried to walk. When we compare the human baby’s head size

at term to the width of the pelvic canal, there is not much room for error.

This contrasts with most other primates where the pelvic canal can be bigger

because they do not walk upright. Thus while a chimpanzee baby can pass

straight through the pelvic canal face forward, the human baby cannot. The

only way it can be delivered is to rotate its head to get past the narrowed

angles created by the repositioning of the hips. Consequently the human

baby is unique in not being born face forward. The anthropologist Wenda

Trevathan33 has suggested that the human infant’s chances of survival

would be greater if there was a second person present to clear the baby’s

mouth so that it can gasp for air as its head appears. Was this the evolution-

ary origin of the midwife?

Nesting mammals such as rabbits, stoats, and field mice have short preg-

nancies, and give birth to a large litter of very immature infants who need

the safety of the nest to continue their development. They cannot see, their

skin is very fragile, and they cannot walk or control their body temperature

well. But their postnatal maturation happens fast. A rat pup may not be

weaned until twenty-one days of age but it is through puberty and able to

mate only thirty to forty days later. The technical term for this type of spe-

cies is ‘altricial’ and in general these species are small with short lifespans.

Marsupials are a line of mammal for which the ancestors diverged from

those of other mammals some 150 million years ago. Their pattern of devel-

opment is even more extreme. Their offspring are essentially embryos when
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they are born. They follow a trail of chemical scent to the nipple where they

attach, then undertake an enormous amount of their maturation there

rather than in the uterus. Monotremes (the name means ‘single opening’ in

Greek and refers to the reptile-like use of a common duct, called the cloaca,

for urination, defecation, and reproduction) such as the platypus represent

an even more ancient branch of the mammals, now confined to Australia

and New Guinea. Reproduction in monotremes is unique amongst

mammals—they lay eggs rather than having any intrauterine development

but still suckle their young after hatching through primitive milk glands

that are no more than specialized patches of skin.34

Other animals, particularly the larger mammals such as the hippo-

potamus, horse, and moose, give birth to very mature offspring which, while

dependent on their mother for food, can move around, have good vision,

hearing, and muscular control, and regulate their body temperatures well.

All the apes are like this except the human. To solve the problem of the large

fetal head but narrow maternal pelvis we evolved to give birth to a very

immature baby which needed to grow its brain substantially after birth. So

unlike the other apes we are born with a rather immature brain, unable to

move, unable to seek out our mother, and totally dependent on her. This

determines the long period of infant and childhood support we require until

we are fully independent and it has influenced the type of social structure

humans evolved to allow a prolonged period of parental (usually maternal)

support.

So having big brains and walking on two feet have had their con-

sequences. Our pattern of development has been determined by the need to

strike a balance between these two competing demands and in this way

human development is no different from that of other species which also

have to make trade-offs as a consequence of the life-course strategies they

adopt. The human fetus receives cues about its environment and adjusts its

development to tune its life-course strategy. It tries to predict its future

environment. We are not infinitely plastic and this limits the environments

we are designed to inhabit. But we have one other unique attribute: we are

highly skilled at modifying our environments—we turn our attention to this

aspect of our biology in the next chapter.
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4

Things Ain’t What They Used to Be

Much of northern Nigeria has been riven by wars and repeated famines. The

further north we travel, the more arid the country becomes. The far north-

east, on the border with Niger, is mainly acacia scrub in which it is just

possible to scratch an existence by cultivating millet and keeping a few bony

cattle. The summers are hot and dry, and although the rainy season brings

relief it also turns the crumbly soil into a slurry into which the wheels of

even a bicycle instantly sink up to the axle. This region is cut off from trade,

communication, and from medical supplies. It seems to be a place so far

removed from modern life that visiting it is like taking an enormous step

back in time. Indeed this region of Africa may well be the cradle of human-

ity; recently the remains1 of the oldest known hominid, an individual nick-

named Toumai who lived about 7 million years ago and had a brain size

about 25 per cent of that of a modern human, were found there. Yet it would

be wrong to say we would be stepping back into prehistory. Even for

people living there today life is probably very different from what it was in

Palaeolithic times when Homo sapiens first evolved.

Many of the area’s tiny settlements of Kanuri tribespeople lie close to Lake

Chad. This is a veritable inland sea albeit considerably smaller than it was

in the past. A few other villages are strung out along the rivers that feed into

the lake. Beyond this, the area is virtually uninhabited, because the problem

of water—so little in the dry, and far too much in the wet season—makes

human life impracticable. With the help of international organizations and

a large investment of US dollars in the late 1960s, the solution to obtaining

a better life and prosperity in the region presented itself. A plan was hatched

to divert the waters of the rivers flowing to the lake into a system of irriga-

tion canals, permitting a continuous supply of water to new settlements

and the cultivation of valuable crops such as rice. It was predicted that the

economy would grow, making the construction of sealed roads and even an
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airport feasible. Some agencies even envisaged that Lake Chad could even-

tually become a tourist resort.

Unfortunately this solution, like many other attempts by humans to

manipulate their environment, was based on a faulty premise. It ignored

one of the main reasons why humans have always had a marginal existence

in this region. This is the tropical disease bilharzia, and it was this disease

which one of us (Mark) travelled to Nigeria in 1971 on a medical research

expedition to study. The disease is chronic and endemic and affects over

170 million people in sub-Saharan Africa. In rural Nigeria alone over 70 per

cent of children and 50 per cent of adults are affected.2 It is caused by a tiny

parasite that infests the liver and spleen, causing enlargement and slow

failure of these organs. Like many other human parasites it has a complex

life cycle and does not pass directly from one human to another. The para-

site passes its eggs from its human host through their urine and faeces.

Therefore where there is poor sanitation the eggs get into the rivers and

ponds of the area, especially in the rainy season. The larvae that emerge

from these eggs3 then infest a secondary host, this time a water snail, from

which they emerge as a free-living form, a minute worm-like creature

which can swim to find a new human victim. This might be a child bathing

in the river or a woman washing clothes on stones at its bank. This form of

the parasite can penetrate the intact human skin to get into the blood-

stream, and from there it will take up residence in the liver and spleen and

so the cycle continues. The disease spreads very effectively from human

host to human host by this strategy during the wet season. But the snail has

been a clever choice of secondary host in which the larvae can incubate,

because snails can survive drought for many months buried in soil, only to

become active, breed, and release the skin-piercing worms once the rains

arrive.

Humans will have lived with a level of infestation by the bilharzia parasite

for millennia as they drew water and washed in the rivers, or fished in Lake

Chad. This is part of the cost of inhabiting this particular area of the globe.

The developers of the irrigation schemes, which were still in a pilot phase in

the early 1970s, knew that the canals they wanted to develop would soon be

populated by water snails and that humans cultivating cash crops such as

rice in the new paddy fields would be exposed to the skin-piercing worms.

But so what? Their argument was that because a high proportion of the

Kanuri farmers already had the disease, further exposure to water would
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make little difference to its incidence. Mark’s studies in Oxford had brought

him into contact with tropical disease experts who thought otherwise. The

severity of the symptoms is directly related to the parasite load. As the

parasite cannot pass from one human to another without first infesting

the snail, the degree of ill health depends on a person’s exposure to water.

The Kanuri farmers or fishermen might already have the disease, but to an

extent their society had become adapted to this unavoidable cost of living

in this environment and their parasite loads were not usually so high that

they could not function. But once they started to work on the irrigation

scheme they spent more time in the water and the level of infestation got

substantially worse.

This sudden change in their environmental exposure and parasite bur-

den affected the Kanuri badly and the consequences were devastating;

their workload and productivity fell, previously productive men were no

longer able to work, and household income fell—with both nutritional

and social consequences. From being a community in a stable subsistence

state, a sudden change in their ecosystem would put them in a situation

dependent increasingly on external aid. Here was a community in which its

members had adapted, albeit at a cost, to a particular and marginal

environment. When their own species interfered with and further changed

that environment, it placed them in a situation beyond their inherent

capacity to cope and the consequences were severe ill health and social dis-

ruption. The Kanuri were in trouble because they, or rather other humans

who thought they knew what was good for them, had changed their

environment. Here was a paradox: humans have been a successful generalist

species because we can manipulate our environments to extend our comfort

zone; but sometimes that very manipulation has detrimental effects on

ourselves.

Manipulating the environment

Humans are not alone in manipulating and controlling their environment.

Many insects such as termites and hive-building wasps control their environ-

ments by building them. The termites of Australia’s Northern Territory build

mounds several metres high.4 These have a flat blade shape and are oriented

north–south. Many travellers have been puzzled by these so-called ‘mag-

netic’ termite mounds, but are also grateful for their navigational help in a
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vast landscape. The termites have adopted this north–south design to

maximize stability of the temperature inside the mound. The flat sides

absorb as much of the sun’s heat as possible in the early and later parts of the

day, whilst the effects of the intense midday sun are minimized because at

that time the edge of the mound faces the sun.

Most species do not build their own environment, and specialist species

are most successful within the very closely defined natural environment

where they evolved and to which they have become uniquely adapted. If

they cannot evolve or adapt to an environmental change, they may be at

risk because their adaptations have left them with a very precise and highly

specialized comfort zone. Often these ecological niches are very specific—for

example, the thirteen surviving species of finch on the Galapagos have

each adapted to their specific niche defined by the plants they prefer and the

seeds they eat and whether they prefer to be on the ground. These are per-

haps the most famous bird species in the study of evolutionary biology as

they have been extensively studied by the Grants and demonstrate various

aspects of evolution in action.5 Although specimens were collected by Dar-

win he never studied them in detail, and contrary to popular mythology

they were almost certainly not the critical components of his early think-

ing—he only made a passing reference to them in The Origin of Species, and

indeed in a problem feared by every scientist he did not label clearly which

birds came from which island and from which niche.6 Some of these birds

live on the ground and rarely fly, others live higher off the ground. These

various finches are distinguished by different body size and beak shape and

size and their preferred food sources. It is the characteristics of their beaks

that determine which seeds they can eat. These many species evolved from a

single precursor species to fill all the various niches on the islands and thus

avoid too much direct competition.7 But when times get tough, for example

after a prolonged drought, some types of seed disappear—species with beak

shapes that do not match the available seeds do poorly and within a species

those with the least suitable beak shape do not survive. Thus the weather

shifts both the mix of species and the characteristics of beak shape within a

species. Weather is generally cyclical, and so over the years the balance of

characteristics cycles with the weather. But if conditions shift too far or shift

irreversibly in one direction or another, there is a high probability that a

species will be lost. Indeed, one species of finch that Darwin collected (and it

was the only specimen of that species ever collected), the great Galapagos
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finch of Floreana Island, Geospiza magnirostis magnirostis, was extinct only a

few years later. It is probable that the reason for the extinction was the

extinction of their major source of food, although not because of the wea-

ther. These birds almost certainly lived on a local cactus with the biggest

seeds of any Galapagos cactus—their specialized niche was to be the only

bird able to feast on these large and hard seeds and their beaks had evolved

accordingly. The cactus became extinct because cattle were left running wild

on the island after a prison colony was abandoned. The finches were also

largely ground birds and would have made a tasty meal for the prisoners’

cats, so their environment was affected in a second way. So here is an

example of the extinction of one species leading to the extinction of another

specialized species that could not adapt to cope with the environmental

shift.

But whereas ‘niche constructors’8 such as the termite build their own rela-

tively constant environment and specialist species are restricted to very spe-

cific environments, humans are constantly creating new environments and

inventing new technologies to live within these environments. Technology

can allow a broad range of environments to become comfort zones. Cloth-

ing, igloos, and hunting tools allowed the Inuit to live in sustainable com-

munities in the Arctic, and floating reed islands allow the Aymara people to

live on Lake Titicaca in the Andes. Our technology enables us to construct

massive skyscrapers and underground shopping malls, where we can live all

year round at a constant temperature.

There appears to be no limit on how we can use technology to manipulate

our environment. Indeed the more recent history of our species is full of

examples of the use of new technologies, often to produce some very exten-

sive modifications of the environment, whether physical, nutritional, or

social. While this allows us to survive in environments beyond those we first

evolved to inhabit, increasingly the environmental changes we create bring

cost and that cost involves greater mismatch between our constitution and

the environment, and therefore an increased risk of disease.

But first we need to look back at how human environments have changed

during our history as a species and how humans have themselves created

much of this environmental change. In a simplistic way the early part of

human history can be seen as the expansion of humans across the planet as

they learnt how to adapt to different environments, and our more recent

history (roughly the last 10,000 years) as a period in which humans substan-
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tially manipulated their nutritional, social, and physical environments

through the development of agriculture, settlement, and complex societies.

It is the extent to which we can or cannot adapt to these manipulated

environments which interests us. To discuss this idea, we will not try to

describe human history in one chapter—we are not historians and there are

many fine books on the subject9—but as biologists we cannot talk about

match and mismatch without identifying those environmental factors

which have changed since our species evolved, because it is the issue of

whether we have the capacity to cope with these environmental changes

which determines how well we are matched to our modern world. Thus the

remainder of this chapter will focus on those elements of the environment

which have changed—and in some cases have changed beyond our capacity

to adapt and thus have generated cost. The focus will be on our unique

capacity as a species to generate technological change, manifest as altered

food supplies, longer lifespan, and living in much denser aggregations in

complex societies.

On the move

It is generally believed that the first hominids moved from a forest environ-

ment to the savannah and that it was this transition which directly or

indirectly led to the adoption of a crouching, then an upright, posture.10 The

capacity to make tools and to use fire appeared in Homo erectus on the eastern

side of the Great Rift Valley in East Africa between 1 and 2 million years

ago and the earliest member of Homo sapiens appeared in that region about

150,000 years ago.

Through this period there were major changes in the environment, and

these can be studied from ice-core samples for the measurement of charac-

teristics such as trapped gases. There were complex cyclical changes in the

planet’s mean temperature and water levels which were driven in part by

changes in the shape of the Earth’s orbit around the sun (about a 100,000-

year cycle), in the Earth’s tilt (a 42,000-year cycle), and a wobble about the

Earth’s axis (a 22,000-year cycle). These various cycles interact, and together

with changes in the sunspot cycle and factors such as continental drift

changed the pattern of ocean currents to generate substantial variations in

global climate. Cooler periods were associated with glaciation, progressing

from the poles, and a fall in sea levels as water was trapped in the polar ice—
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these were the Ice Ages. The planet’s history has been one of cyclic warming

and cooling, albeit in very irregular cycles and changing patterns because of

the range of factors involved. The most recent Ice Age began about 100,000

years ago and ended about 11,500 years ago; since then the planet’s climate

has been in a warm interglacial phase.

There were at least two important hominid migrations out of Africa. The

first involved Homo erectus about a million years ago. That hominid and

some of its descendants such as Homo neanderthalensis came to occupy a

broad range of Eurasia—from Spain to Indonesia. Did they migrate as their

population expanded or because the conditions were changing and so they

were pressured into moving to stay within their comfort zone? We do not

know. The Neanderthal and perhaps the dwarf hominid, Homo floresiensis,

possibly a distinct species recently discovered on Flores Island in Indonesia,

were the last two species of hominid to share the planet with our own

species. Until recently it was debated whether Homo sapiens arose solely in

Africa or evolved from Homo erectus and its successor species in multiple sites

in Africa, Asia, and Europe, but now genetic marker studies indicate that

Homo sapiens evolved only in Africa somewhere around 150,000 years ago.

The path of the migration of Homo sapiens out of Africa has been mapped

by magnificent detective work based on two approaches—one that allows

researchers to follow female migration and another male migration. A spe-

cial form of DNA contained in small organelles within cells called mito-

chondria is passed only from mother to daughter (because there are no

mitochondria in sperm). Conversely, the Y chromosome is passed only

from father to son.11 Knowing this gives researchers the tools to track both

male and female lineages by looking for markers and mutations in mito-

chondrial DNA in females and in the Y chromosome in males. For example,

this technology has been used to identify and track a particular Y chromo-

some pattern originating in Mongolia about 1,000 years ago which occurs

in about 8 per cent of men at present living within the boundaries of the

historical Mongol empire. The most likely origin of this lineage is suggested

to be Genghis Khan himself—who had very many children and whose

slaughter of conquered peoples caused ‘selection’ favouring his lineage.12

Homo sapiens started to migrate out of Africa about 65,000 years ago.

By 45,000 years ago we had reached Australia; even then, in the Ice Age,

this required a significant sea crossing from what is now Indonesia, and

this suggests that human technology had evolved quite substantially by
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that period. It is probable that humans only entered the Americas some

13,000 years ago when the ice had retreated to allow a conduit across the

Bering Strait and through an ice-free passage east of the Northern Rockies.13

The last significant land mass to be settled by humans was New Zealand,

where the Maori arrived by ocean canoe only 1,000 years ago, completing

the great Australanesian migration which had started in Taiwan about 4,000

years ago.

The size of the migrating groups was probably quite small, maybe ten to

fifty members who were related to each other. It is estimated that only a

handful of individuals crossed the Bering Strait and their descendants

include all the North and South American indigenous peoples. Similarly, a

very small number of individuals appear to be the ancestors to the whole

Finnish founding population.14

Throughout history nomadic bands have been able to survive by moving

considerable distances. It may have taken only 1,000 years for the whole

of the Americas to be populated from when the first nomads crossed the

Bering Strait. As hunter-gatherer populations dispersed across wider geo-

graphical areas the environments to which they had to adapt became more

disparate. Their technologies of fire, tools, clothing, building shelters, and

communicative skills essential for group hunting allowed them to do so.

The Palaeolithic human

Language has given our species the capacity to interact, to plan, and to

use technology and many experts think representational art and abstract

thinking are not possible without the evolution of language. But we do not

know when language appeared. At the time we started leaving Africa about

65,000 years ago, there seems to have been rapid development in our tech-

nological and sociological capacities, and one view is that this was linked to

the development of our mature language capacity.15 But others have argued

that language must have developed much earlier.16 Whichever is correct,

sophisticated and specialized tool use was accompanied, or soon followed,

by representational art on cave walls, the appearance of beads and other

personal decorations and carved objects. Burial of bodies together with

material objects appeared about the same time and this has been interpreted

as evidence that by then our ancestors had some beliefs such as in an afterlife

and traditions which might be considered ‘religious’.17 We can see the
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beginnings of a human culture that can fuel our imaginations. Was life now

sufficiently secure that there was time for art? Or were the long winters in

caves and the prospect of hunting in the spring, with the worry about attack

from neighbouring groups, the driving force for such art? What were the

hopes and fears of these people? Did they understand that life could be

longer, and so they buried their dead with ritual to propitiate some deity,

or was the burial a celebration of life? We will never know, but this does

not prevent us from recognizing these as important signs of a crucial aspect

of human evolution—the appearance of complex and abstract thought

processes.

This period of human development is termed the Palaeolithic and our

understanding of it is somewhat speculative, to say the least—archaeology

and palaeontology have their limitations. The Palaeolithic era ends with the

development of agriculture and settlement, which occurred in various

regions of the world between 10,000 years ago and the present (some groups

such as the Australian Aborigine did not adopt post-Palaeolithic technolo-

gies until recent times). Perhaps 95 per cent of our existence as a species

was in the Palaeolithic. However it would be wrong to assume that human

existence in the Palaeolithic was uniform—the range of environments we

occupied was broad and there were major changes, at least in tool-making

techniques and the use of art in the later Palaeolithic.

While our knowledge of Palaeolithic times is restricted to archaeological

study of the limited material available, some researchers have tried to gain

insights from studies of the few hunter-gatherer societies which remain to

this day. While societies such as those Australian and some Papuan tribes

which did not develop agriculture until European contact lived in a pre-

Neolithic state, they were poorly documented (if at all) before being sup-

pressed or exposed to modern technologies. There are still a few existing

hunter-gatherer societies, e.g. the !Kung in the Kalahari desert and some

Papuan and Amazonian tribes. But these have been squeezed to life on the

very margins of the developing world and are often displaced from their

preferred ancestral environmental range. They have been compressed into

ecosystems they would not necessarily have inhabited and thus compelled

to live in ways that have become very different from those of their ancestors.

So extrapolation from observations on such peoples back to prehistory is

very difficult.

The range of environments to which Palaeolithic humans were exposed
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was very broad, from tropical Africa to the frozen Arctic. But it is possible to

make some generalizations which help us to understand the selection pres-

sures operating on our ancestors—for example early humans evolved with-

out exposure to large groups of people with complex social hierarchies

but were equipped primarily to deal with small social groups. And they

would have had no exposure to the higher-density carbohydrate and fat

diets associated with agriculture. So there would have been no evolutionary

pressures to deal with such exposures.

One particular concept, that of the ‘environment of evolutionary adapt-

edness’, was first introduced by the psychoanalyst John Bowlby and further

developed by two evolutionary psychologists, Cosmides and Tooby,18 to

define the selective environment of the Palaeolithic, with particular refer-

ence to psychological function. They hypothesized that brain function

evolved in a modular manner and that these modules would have been

shaped by the social environment of Palaeolithic times—that is, small fam-

ily groups living in relative isolation. However perhaps in making a valuable

point that selection is environmentally determined they went too far. A

key feature of the human brain is that it is self-learning and plastic, and it

does not operate like a closed system. Thus, while we will have evolved with

constraints on the less plastic components of our biology such as metabolic

control, patterns of growth, development, and reproduction, this may not

apply to our brains. Not all aspects of human behaviour can be interpreted

purely as responses to a Stone Age environment. We prefer the view19 that

this is an overstated and oversimplified concept. But it does make one

point—that to understand modern humans we must consider how we

evolved and with what constraints.

Food and farming

Our ancestors in Africa lived as hunter-gatherers, relying on food from two

major sources—the collection of seeds, tubers, nuts, and fruits, and on hunt-

ing. There have been various estimates of the content of this Palaeolithic

diet and it is clear that it differed significantly in a number of respects from a

modern diet. The Palaeolithic diet was higher in fibre content and had a

much lower glycaemic index (ability to raise blood sugar rapidly) because

the foods were less refined. Wild honey would be the only source of concen-

trated sugars and it would have been a minor component of the diet. The
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diet had a very different mix of fatty acids, a higher protein content, and a

much lower salt but higher potassium content. There was no milk, butter or

cheese, and the meat was generally much leaner than today.20 Hunter-

gatherers dispersed in accordance with available food supplies. They could

choose their environments, within limits. There is no fossil evidence to sug-

gest that they suffered chronic malnutrition—quite the reverse, because the

data available from skeletons suggest that they achieved modern, or close to

modern, heights.21

The last Ice Age ended about 11,500 years ago with dramatic changes in

the landscape as sea levels rose and in vegetation when both temperate

zones expanded. Temperate and tropical forests expanded. For human popu-

lation groups this marked the start of what has been termed intensification.22

Rather than just taking what they could from their environment then mov-

ing on, humans started to use technologies to extract more and more from a

static environment. Domestication of animals and agriculture developed in

different ways at several times in various parts of the world. While agri-

culture appeared about 11,000 years ago in the fertile crescent extending

from the Levant to the Tigris and Euphrates, it did not develop in African

regions until 4,000–6,000 years ago and never developed in Australia (until

much later contact with European colonizers).23

As Jared Diamond has described in Guns, Germs and Steel, biogeographical

factors, and in particular the nature of the local vegetation and larger species

of wildlife, determined the particular path of development agriculture took

in each region. The climate changes at the end of the Ice Age induced huge

vegetation changes with corresponding major changes in the distribution of

animals; as forests expanded the large herbivores of the Eurasian steppe were

replaced by smaller species, making hunting more difficult and favouring

the development of pastoralism. In the fertile crescent the shifts in climate

and vegetation made foraging more difficult and favoured the development

of agriculture from about 11,000 years ago.24

Both plants and animals were domesticated by selection, in this case by

conscious or unconscious artificial selection to develop herds of animals

and crop plants. Herded animals were generally smaller than their wild

counterparts and plants were selected for early germination and larger seeds

with thinner skins. Interestingly the experiments of Belyaev already dis-

cussed, in which Siberian silver foxes were bred for tameness, suggested

that such selection exposes latent genetic and phenotypic variations which
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may have formed an important component of the development of

agriculture.

What caused Palaeolithic societies to turn to agriculture? It is important to

note that this switch occurred independently at least nine times in different

parts of the world and then spread out from these distinct nodes. It is also

clear that all societies did not necessarily turn to agriculture even when there

was local knowledge of it—foragers and farmers coexisted throughout Asia.

Presumably the combination of population expansion together with climate

change was the major impetus for the development of agriculture. Some of

the more affluent foraging communities had showed some form of semi-

permanent settlement in Palaeolithic times in localities where there was

sufficient food for them not to have to move constantly—for example the

mammoth hunters of the Ukraine had semi-permanent villages with storage

sites for meat some 20,000 years ago.25 Technology development such as

better fish hooks, spear-heads, blade edges for harvesting wild grains, and

animal traps allowed for more effective hunting and foraging, thus support-

ing population intensification and sedentary lifestyle. This would have

driven an increase in material exchanges between groups—the beginning of

trading—indeed it has been suggested that the first towns appeared at

exchange sites such as Jericho.26

Agriculture also brought a progressive change in diet—as plants became

more selected for cultivation, herding allowed the collection of milk as a

food source and there was access to fatter meat on a more consistent basis.

The inclusion of milk in the diet is highly significant. To absorb cow’s milk

we need to have the enzyme lactase in the gut, to digest the sugar lactose

found in milk. But ancestral humans are not thought to have commonly

had this gut enzyme. So they were not matched to such a diet, at least

initially. Now we find intestinal lactase throughout the European popula-

tion, although less so in other populations. It has been suggested that

humans who had lactase were positively selected in those farming popula-

tions herding cows, sheep, and goats and consuming milk, butter, and

cheese. Paradoxically we have now come to regard lactase deficiency as an

abnormal condition.27

But there were disadvantages to the development of farming. Herding and

domestication brought humans into much closer contact with both animals

and rodent pests and so there was an increased risk of infectious disease.

Many viral diseases such as the influenzas and some parasitic and bacterial
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diseases such as leptospirosis and salmonella have their origin in domestic

animal hosts. Often these viruses are endemic in animal and bird popula-

tions, where they may produce no symptoms. But the pandemics of flu in

1918, 1957, and 1968 show how devastating they can be once they have

found a way of infecting humans and evading our immune defences. The

pandemic of 1918 is estimated to have killed between 20 and 40 million

people worldwide, far more than the First World War it so closely followed.

The recent cases of avian flu in humans, caused by the H5N1 strain of the

virus, first arose in China where humans live in close contact with many

species of domesticated and wild birds, and they show how important this

threat remains. They are the most recent in a long line of such infections

reflecting the constant battle between the influenza virus and humans for

reproductive fitness. And there is another side to this story too. Because we

became adapted to living with high levels of some forms of bacterial patho-

gens, it is now suggested that our immune systems suffer from the lack of

such threats in our modern, cleaner world. This may partly explain the

increasing incidence of asthma and allergies, especially in children.28

Villages and towns

The development of agriculture brought very drastic changes in social

organization. Villages appeared, followed by towns and then cities. Some

people now lived in contact with much wider networks of others than they

would have had if they had maintained the hunter-gatherer or pastoralist

way of life. Echoes of the latter persist today. Much of the so-called develop-

ing world persisted with a hunter-gatherer/pastoralist approach until colon-

ization. The strength of colonizing powers was based on their technological

advantage arising from denser populations, networked collective learning,

and highly differentiated skills. It enabled them to achieve technological

dominance over people they generally viewed as more ‘primitive’.

We will first discuss those peoples for whom settlement became the domi-

nant way of life. It necessitated the construction of more permanent dwell-

ings. It also led to groups of people living together, and as these groups got

larger, skills started to be separated within society. Not everyone needed to

do everything—perhaps some wove and some made tools and some tended

the crops. Populations grew rapidly when times were good but settlement

made it harder to move in years when the harvest was poor.
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It is often thought that the life of the hunter-gatherer was one of feast and

famine. But most available data suggest that they were surprisingly healthy

and had a fairly stable diet and lifestyle. Not so the primitive farmers. In

years when the crops failed, in settlements where the population density

was high and where disease weakened the ability to cope even further, life

would have been very hard indeed. The settled population could not

migrate to follow the food supply as could hunter-gatherers. They were

trapped.

With larger population groups and the further apportioning of skills, social

stratification appeared. Power structures developed which had hierarchies,

and these brought even more skill specialization: kings, soldiers, scribes,

traders, tool-makers, priests, weavers, etc. Specialization necessitated living

in larger networked communities, because there is no sense in someone

specializing in making pots, for example, unless there is a sufficient demand

for them from a sizeable community. And the pot-maker will depend on

other specialists to ply his trade, for example he may need provision of

pigments to decorate his pots, or even someone to take them to markets for

sale. We can see how a simple interdependence of specialized labour can

build up. We can also see how a system of barter—‘I’ll make you a pot if you

milk my cows as well as your own’—will become impracticable as the com-

plexity of society increases. Around 4,000 years ago, at the time of origin of

cities in the ancient world, metal tokens of receipt for grain deposited in

granaries started to be used, the basis of modern coinage,29 it is possible that

writing largely evolved as a way of bookkeeping. Many of these cities were

located at strategically important sites, especially those connected with

trade, because this becomes an important aspect of the economy of a large

population when specialization and social structure develop. But as net-

works grew, so did the capacity for cultural as well as material exchange. This

knowledge exchange accelerated the collective learning of a community and

this in turn drove more technological development.

City life

Cities grew remarkably rapidly. Based on census records and on records

about the needs of the population for grain and water, it is thought that the

population of Rome had reached nearly half a million in the first century

bce, and that it had risen to nearly 1.5 million by the fourth century ce.
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Some of those citizens lived in the Roman houses that we associate with the

period, decorated like villas with small gardens and pools, and many

slaves.30 But there may have only been a thousand or so such houses. The

remainder of the population lived in the estimated 50,000 ‘insulae’ (or

Roman apartment blocks) in the city and its suburbs, with many families

occupying each building in cramped and squalid conditions—not so very

different from slum areas of many cities today. The lower levels were often

shops, taverns, or storerooms. These buildings often collapsed and the risk of

fire and disease was high.

Archaeologists delight in the system of sewers of ancient Rome, which

were first constructed in the sixth century bce and extended considerably as

the city grew. But for the urban poor at least, the water and sewerage systems

did not connect to the insulae and in any case there was little sanitation

above ground-floor level. Whilst the rich in their homes might have a

lavatory, perhaps even flushed by a channel from an aqueduct, this was a

rarity. Other citizens had to be content with shared toilet and bathing facil-

ities, sometimes on street corners, which must also have been highly effect-

ive ways of disease transmission.31 There would be raw sewage and even

corpses on the streets—one record32 has it that, while the Emperor Vespasian

was at breakfast one day, a dog from the street brought in a human hand and

deposited it under the table; there may have been much discussion about

whether or not this was an auspicious sign.

So life in cities changed human existence. Crowded living in close associ-

ation with animals promoted infectious disease and hygiene was poor.

Rooms about 10 square metres could house an entire family on some fourth-

floor levels in Rome. The food supplies became more unstable when there

was crop failure—indeed there are many recorded famines in the ancient

Greek and Roman world. Dietary balance changed, with little lean meat,

fish, or fruit and vegetables for much of the population. Carbohydrate intake

started to rise. There is clear evidence that health became increasingly com-

promised. Adult stature started to fall, reflecting the effects of infection and

undernutrition in childhood. After all that Homo sapiens had done to change

his environment by the use of ingenuity and the development of technol-

ogy, now the environment was proving to be unhealthy. It was becoming

outside the range for which our biology had equipped us. We had created

environments in which we could still reproduce, but the price of living with

the mismatch was becoming obvious.
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With the development of settlement came organized bureaucracy (and

taxes) and institutionalized religions.33 The institution of formal marriage,

even though not necessarily monogamous, probably appeared at the time of

settlement, although the social structures that preceded it remain highly

debated.

Urban populations continued to grow throughout many parts of the

world. For example from the year 1000 until the Black Death in the mid-

dle of the fourteenth century, the population of Europe increased from

about 30 to about 70 million—it fell dramatically after the Black Death by

about 25 per cent. Surprisingly simple technological innovations made

this rapid population increase possible. For example, from the eleventh

century there was a widespread shift from a two-field to a three-field crop

planting and rotation system. This simply meant that a population grow-

ing crops on half of the available land, and leaving the other half fallow

for a year to recover, now moved to leaving only one third of the land

fallow at any one time: where before only half the land yielded crops in

any year, now two-thirds of it would. Clearly this was an enormous

advantage, but it also necessitated an increase in the labour force and in

specialized trades such as smiths and carpenters. Mining also became

important because there was an urgent need for farm implements made

from iron.34

The living and employment conditions of much of the population at

this time were very poor. In the eleventh century it is estimated that 10–30

per cent of the workforce were slaves. These people naturally aspired to free-

dom, and with the advent of a more feudal system many were able to move

to populate new villages: now they were serfs rather than slaves, working as

indentured labourers or paying tithes to their master, but it is doubtful

whether their conditions were much better. No wonder that many of these

serfs sought the opportunities which city life seemed to offer: true wages for

the first time and a degree of legal status. The ancient proverb ‘Stadtluft

macht uns frei’ (‘Town air makes us free’) encapsulates this. We know a little

of the quality of the air they breathed and the conditions in which they felt

free—they seem horrifying slums by today’s standards. Nevertheless there

was a continual expansion and migration of population to towns and cities

during the medieval period, and history shows the establishment of sub-

stantial markets for the sale of specialized wares, and the building of civic

buildings such as churches, guild halls, jails, and even hospitals. The traffic
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in these urban areas, especially on market day, must have seemed no less

congested than today’s grid-locked cities.

Hard times

Charles Dickens wrote his novel Hard Times in 1854. He set it in the fictitious

Victorian industrial town of Coketown. Smoke belches from the chimneys

of the workers’ cottages, huddled together along badly drained cobbled

streets which gave no relief by having even a few trees. In fact to call the

squalid housing of the day ‘cottages’ seems to show an economy with the

truth of which an estate agent today might be proud. Most families did not

occupy an entire house, rather a room or two in a building with a communal

yard. These workers had moved to the city from the country, in part because

of poor agricultural conditions and the penury of indentured labour to land-

lord farmers, in part perhaps because they genuinely thought that city life

would be better.

It was not uncommon to have ten children in the family. So many

mouths to feed meant that for working-class families children had to work

as soon as they were able, usually around the age of 8 years. Family sizes

only started to fall when schooling was made compulsory, creating less

economic incentive to having many children. The crowded conditions of

life, the poor sanitation, and the polluted air resulted in constant infections.

While the energy demands were high, the diet was poor, and the average

caloric intake was only about 2,200 calories, of which most was poor-quality

bread and animal fat. Lean meat, vegetables, and fruit were rare com-

ponents of the daily diet—just as they had been in ancient Rome. Child and

infant mortality was high and this was reflected in an average life expectancy

of about 30 to 35 years.35

But what about way of life for those peoples across the globe who had

continued to be hunter-gatherers, pastoralists, or subsistence farmers in

small proto-states until they were colonized? When this happened their

lives were suddenly disrupted—in many cases the first contact proved disas-

trous, with the ravages of European infections such as measles and smallpox

decimating populations. Even larger proto-empires such as the Aztecs were

subject to rapid destruction by the military superiority afforded by the gun

and the horse, if not by disease. The environmental changes for these popu-

lations were rapid, and tragic. From living in relatively stable social and
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physical environments, from the hunter-gatherer Bushmen of southern

Africa to the large highly structured communities of the Andes, malnutri-

tion, infection, dispossession, and sometimes slavery and displacement to

very different physical environments became the norm. Peoples whose spiri-

tual beliefs were still very much linked in time and space to their land, such

as the Aborigine and Maori, found themselves displaced from their points

of identity and identification. In a book of this nature it is not possible

or appropriate to describe the enormous range of rapid environmental

and emotional shifts such peoples faced. But the net effect was that the

environmental changes which Europeans had experienced and adjusted to

over 100 to 200 generations were faced by colonized peoples in five gener-

ations or less. The opportunity for adjustment, both biologically and

through societal change, was thus much less. Many such societies are still

paying the price.

Recent times

In the middle of the eighteenth century life was hard for most people

in Europe. Samuel Johnson wrote that ‘many complaints are made of the

misery of life: and indeed it must be confessed that we are subject to calam-

ities by which the good and the bad, the diligent and the slothful, the vigil-

ant and heedless are equally affected’.36 In 1759 the archetypal cynic Voltaire

satirized his fictional character Dr Pangloss for declaiming that ‘all is for the

best in the best of all possible worlds’.37

By then Europe was reeling from the devastation of the Lisbon earth-

quake, estimated at force 8.7, and the three great tsunami waves over 13

metres high that followed, which killed between 30,000 and 70,000 people

on All Saints Day 1755 when many of them were attending church.38 The

disaster seemed to call into question the idea of a benevolent deity who had

a special regard for humans and would look after us. The world we lived in

was changing fast—the new ideas of the Enlightenment were beginning to

affect not just religion, but science and social structure too. And it has

changed faster and faster, at an accelerating pace, ever since then. More and

more humans have moved away from leaving their lives to chance, or from

propitiating a deity which they felt would improve that chance.

The Enlightenment gradually spread across Europe in the latter part of the

eighteenth century. Political change had been given impetus by the American
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and French revolutions and gradually democratic parliamentary systems

appeared across Europe. The concepts of individual rights and freedoms

grew. Some religious diversity appeared with the rise of less institutionally

and more personally focused forms of Christianity such as Methodism.

Agnosticism and Rationalism became more accepted. The scientific method

of logical analysis and thinking was increasingly developed. Literacy

increased; newspapers and books assisted emancipation by disseminating

knowledge. Awareness of the greater world increased, especially as a result of

information brought back from the expanding colonies.

During the mid-nineteenth century the dreadful conditions in the indus-

trialized cities started to be noticed. This was after all a period of enormous

development of science and technology. Many other disciplines can trace

their origins to this period too—from anthropology to sociology and psycho-

logy. The spirit of Empire associated with Britain at this period suggested

that there was no challenge too great, no part of our world that could not be

explored, conquered, and made comfortable for ‘civilized’ humans. So why

not improve conditions at home, in the cities where the workforce laboured

so hard for the production on which the Empire depended?

Some of the cotton or wool mill owners were mindful of the plight of their

workers. They attempted to give them some basic education and health care,

to restrict their access to the gin that seemed to give them the easiest escape,

and to build chapels to redeem their souls. By the mid-nineteenth century

some cities such as Glasgow started to give real emphasis to improving pub-

lic health. Sir William Gairdner (1829–87) was made Glasgow’s Medical

Officer of Health in 1863. He remodelled the city’s sanitary system and set

limits on the number of people who could live in a house at one time. The

Glasgow City Improvement Trust was established in 1866 and undertook to

clear slums and to widen streets. These were all changes for the better. But

they were not by any means universally adopted, nor were they without

critics.

Gradually governments became aware of their responsibilities to their

people—and the role and impact of the trade unions was critical in driving

this change. This culminated, after two world wars separated by a depres-

sion—through all of which the working classes fared far less well than the

upper classes—in the setting up of welfare systems in various western dem-

ocracies in the mid-twentieth century. These attempted to address the

inequalities in educational provision for children from different back-
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grounds. They greatly improved access to health care, making it free in

most cases, and introduced the infrastructure for improving nutrition, for

example by providing free milk to schoolchildren. The post-war growth

and health of children in such societies as the UK, many European states,

Canada and Australia increased substantially in a generation.

Measures of growth through childhood and of mature height are an

index of social, and particularly nutritional, conditions. During the mid-

nineteenth century the average height of working-class men at maturity was

about 13 cm less than that of their middle- and upper-class betters—that

differential has now been lost.39 In the last century there have been rapid

increases in the height of people in the industrialized and rich nations—

only now tailing off in countries such as Sweden and the Netherlands. For

example, the average height of young Dutch men increased from 168 cm in

1900 to 184 cm in 1997.40

Dramatic changes in growth were also observed in the children of

migrants from poorer parts of Europe such as southern Italy to the USA in

the early twentieth century. These children were noted by Boas41 to grow to

be significantly taller than their parents, reflecting the dramatically different

nutritional and health care conditions in North America from those experi-

enced by their parents as children in Europe. We still see big growth differ-

ences when people migrate from the developing to the developed world.42

Getting healthier

The shaman arrives at the patient’s dwelling bearing his traditional instru-

ments—gong and stick, rattle, finger bells, veil, divination blocks, and

sword. He prepares an altar, lights a candle, covers his face with the veil, and

puts on the finger bells. The relatives of the sick person confer with the

shaman and kneel to implore him to act. He assents. During the ceremony

he cannot communicate directly—he has entered another world to negoti-

ate with the evil spirits who cause disease, and the person who beats the

gong must pass on his messages. A diagnosis is made, and the shaman begins

a ritualistic chant intended to relieve pain and suffering. In return, the spirits

are offered the sacrifice of an animal.

Is this a scene from a late Neolithic village? In fact, we’re in an ordinary

suburban house in the USA at the beginning of the twenty-first century.

When the Hmong people from South-East Asia arrived in the USA as refugees
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from the Vietnam war, they brought with them a culture which emphasizes

the role of the shaman in healing—not of physical illness itself but rather of

the psychological and emotional distress associated with being ill.43 This is a

fundamental human need.

The beginnings of medicine are linked very much to the evolution of

religious belief. Healing gods became a focus for, and their priests the pro-

viders of, primitive medicines. Belief and healing became linked well before

medicine had a scientific basis. However we can assume that Palaeolithic

humans used a wide range of plants as remedies, many of which may have

had some efficacy because they had been discovered on a trial and error

basis. They had a rich natural pharmacopoeia of remedies from which to

choose. For example willow bark contains salicylic acid, the active principle

of aspirin, and has been used for many years in Europe to relieve pain and

fever. There is a long history of the use of extracts of poppy seeds, containing

opium, as an analgesic, and quinine from the bark of the South American

cinchona tree was used by native Americans as a muscle relaxant long before

its value as an anti-malarial was recognized. Many such remedies have been

handed down through the generations and may form the basis of ‘trad-

itional’ medicine in many societies. Recent field observation has shown that

even chimpanzees use a variety of plants as medications.44

Modern medicine and public health have had an enormous impact on

health and lifespan, at least in the developed world. We have now con-

quered many of the infectious diseases which claimed so many lives even in

the early part of the twentieth century—tuberculosis and polio to name only

two. Before the development of antibiotics such as streptomycin in 1943,

over 25,000 people died each year in the UK from tuberculosis. When an

effective polio vaccine was developed and widely used in 1955 the sight of

wards in many hospitals filled with ‘iron lungs’ for patients with polio dis-

appeared almost overnight. Humans in developed societies now live longer

than ever before—the average life expectancy in the UK has increased by

about ten years over the last generation. We now have far better early diag-

nostic tests for many cancers as well as rapidly improving treatments for

them; in addition to better targeted chemo- and radiotherapy we may soon

have vaccines against some forms of carcinoma. And even though the threat

of pandemics from viral infections such as SARS or avian flu are still very

much with us, we have better anti-viral drugs and the ability to produce and

distribute effective vaccines for new strains of virus quickly.
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There are many epidemiological examples which stress the importance of

the everyday environment in setting the risk of disease: in Victorian England

the risk of tuberculosis was higher in drapers than in grocers, perhaps

because in the draper’s shop the door was kept closed and gas lighting used

in its recesses to illuminate the wares. On a wider scale, as we clean up the

environments of our cities, we see fewer cases of the chronic respiratory

infections that led to so much misery fifty years ago. We not only have

cleaner air in the streets, and certainly not the London fog or the Los Angeles

smog of the 1950s, but our homes, offices, theatres, and shopping malls are

well ventilated.

As we improve our water supplies and sanitation, there are fewer acute gut

infections; many people in the USA or UK today have no relatives who died

of such things. Yet cholera, typhoid, and dysentery were once endemic in

New York, London, and many other capital cities. We now think of these

diseases as ‘tropical’. The same applies to the diseases spread by insect para-

sites, mosquitoes, ticks, fleas, and lice. Since the discovery by Sir Ronald Ross

in 1897 that malaria was spread by mosquitoes, we have made enormous

progress, although malaria still affects more than 300 million people world-

wide and still kills more than a million people every year.45 The quinine

added to the gin and tonic tipple so popular with the empire-builders of the

nineteenth century provided a partial protection against the symptoms

caused by the malarial parasite. But now that Bill Gates has pledged millions

of dollars to the development of an anti-malarial vaccine, a new chapter in

the story of our fight against this disease is beginning.

As a result of this progress in medicine, life expectancies in developed and

many developing countries have increased dramatically. At the same time

control over reproduction and, for many, expectations about family size

have changed. Together this has resulted in dramatic changes in the age

structure of many societies. While even 100 years ago the age pyramid was

indeed very much a pyramid, with very few people living to an advanced age

(and it would have been a much shallower pyramid 10,000 years ago), now

the pyramid has changed its shape as the proportion of people living beyond

the sixth decade has risen dramatically. The societal structure is changing

from many young and few old, to many old and fewer young people. Issues

about support structures and the question of who needs to support whom

become pressing.
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The reproduction revolution

This book is largely about biological processes of evolution, development,

and adaptation. Given the central role of reproduction in evolutionary

processes we need to consider how reproductive behaviour has changed.

In doing so we must limit our comments to western societies, for this

aspect of human behaviour is very culture-specific. In western societies

there has been a recent and dramatic change in reproductive behaviour,

one that we have created for ourselves through technological develop-

ment. It is often said that the part played by women in the war efforts of

the First and Second World Wars played a major part in their emanci-

pation. The post-First World War years led to universal suffrage, to the

improvement of social status and rights: these have been recurrent themes

throughout the twentieth century, and arguably are not fully achieved

even now, even in the West. The post-Second World War years were fol-

lowed by a second wave of feminism that revolved around rights to

employment and to control over reproduction. This second aspect has

been particularly important.

Various forms of contraception have existed for centuries, some of them of

rather dubious efficacy let alone safety. And there have always been abor-

tions performed, again not without risk to the woman. Infanticide was

probably a common part of family management in the hunter-gatherer and

remained so in such societies into recent times. In such societies, it was not

practical to have children too closely spaced—both mother and her other

children would be compromised.

But the advent of the contraceptive pill46 changed everything. It was very

effective, safe (or so it seemed), and, most important of all, it was in the

control of women. Now at last was it feasible for a woman to have control

over the timing of her pregnancy, in terms not only of the choice of a part-

ner but in relation to her age, career, and other considerations. Not surpris-

ingly, and partially as a result, the average family size across the globe has

fallen from 4.9 to 2.8 children per woman and in developed societies it has

fallen to well below 2.0. In parallel the average age at which women have

their first pregnancy has increased. In the UK the mean age of women at

birth of a first child has risen from 23.7 years in 1971 to 27.1 years in 200447

and over 25 per cent of women have not had a child by the age of 35. It

has been possible for societies such as China to restrict family size by
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legislation. The processes of conception and childbirth are now part of the

highly regulated world which we have developed for ourselves.

The science of reproductive technology has not stopped at the develop-

ment of contraception. It has provided methods to help conception in

couples who were previously infertile, through in vitro fertilization and more

refined techniques such as intra-cytoplasmic sperm injection (ICSI), in

which the sperm is actually injected directly into the egg under the micro-

scope, and genetic diagnoses on the test-tube embryo before it is implanted.

This is the field—the industry some would say—of assisted reproductive

technology. This aspect of human cultural evolution now divorces repro-

duction from Darwinian fitness. We have provided medical methods to

extend and to preserve life beyond what would have seemed possible 100

years ago. We have also made it possible for couples, whether fertile or not,

to conceive at almost any post-pubertal age by use of these technologies. In

2005 a retired Romanian professor gave birth to a child at the age of 66.48

Transitions

This necessarily brief account of some key points in the history of humans

has focused on highlighting several major transitions. The first was the evo-

lutionary transition to technologically competent, reflective, cultured

humans who communicated with language, which started in the middle

Palaeolithic some 50,000 years ago. The second was the transition from

hunter-gatherer to agriculturalist and settlement-dweller which started

some 10,000 years ago. This continued progressively to the development of

urbanization, complex power hierarchies, and the growth of cities, states,

and empires. It brought with it massive changes in the status of individuals,

their health, and the application of technology to all aspects of human life.

The third transition was the technological revolution in both agriculture

and industry starting about 250 years ago. The fourth, which in some

respects ran in parallel, is a consequence of the Enlightenment and the

greater recognition of the importance of protecting the human condition. In

some ways this extends to the emancipation and human rights movements

of the twentieth century—battles which are not yet completely over. Finally

we cannot ignore the newest transition to a knowledge-driven society by a

highly networked world with its rapid information transfer systems.

Each of these transitions in no small way led to human-driven changes in
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the environment, to which humans themselves then had to adapt. The

effects of these major changes in our environment, from the Palaeolithic to

the present, have put increasing pressure on our capacity to cope. Our basic

structure and most of our physiology was determined by selection pressures

which existed long before the modern era, and this must determine whether

we are matched to how we now live.

It is difficult to separate components of the environmental changes that

our species has faced, because nutritional, social, and societal changes are all

intertwined. But nevertheless in the next sections we will do just that, to

highlight specific aspects of these self-created environmental challenges.

The nutritional and work transitions

Our only source of energy is food. And we use energy in lots of ways. More

than 70 per cent of our total energy consumption is used just to keep the

body functioning. For example, the adult brain contributes about 20 per

cent to our energy consumption (yet is less than 5 per cent of our body

weight), and in the newborn this is over 60 per cent.49 We also consume

much energy in repairing body processes and, as we described earlier, one

major theory of ageing is that it occurs because the body limits its energy

investment in repair in order to invest it instead in growth and reproduc-

tion. The other major way we use energy is by physical work and exercise.

This is usually about 20–30 per cent of our total daily energy use, although it

can increase enormously in people who engage in vigorous exercise.

Growth, reproduction, and lactation are all additional and special forms of

energy consumption where the nutrients absorbed are sequestered in new

tissue formation or are transferred to the fetus and infant for its growth.

So on balance we generate energy by eating, and use it through growth,

operating our bodies, reproducing, and exercising. Any excess energy is

stored primarily as fat. The potential for different foods to generate energy

differs. Fats are high energy supplies, carbohydrates and proteins poorer

energy supplies. But the mere act of digesting, absorbing, and metabolizing

different foods itself consumes energy. The field of nutritional science is in

large part about understanding the ways in which the net effect of a particu-

lar food in a particular situation affects this energy balance.

There has been an enormous shift in this energy balance as we have

changed our world. The Palaeolithic diet had a high-protein, low-
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carbohydrate content and the nature of the fats in it was different. But diets

started to change with the development of agriculture and workloads started

to rise too. With settlement many people became dependent on others and

had to purchase or barter for food rather than directly controlling their own

provision. Agriculture brought a reduction in food security with periodic

famine induced by drought.

The second agricultural transition brought about by mechanized farming

coupled to industrial food production, packaging, and distribution also had

dramatic effects on the food–energy balance. In the twentieth century food-

stuffs started to be enriched not just for nutrient value but also to make them

taste better. Highly refined sugars were added to foods. Their net energy

value was much higher than the traditional carbohydrates, which are

digested more slowly and require energy consumption to utilize them. Con-

sumption of higher-fat diets followed greater use of farmed animals as a food

supply—farmed animals are usually fatter than their wild counterparts,

because they too have to consume less energy to get their food and because

there are economic incentives for the farmer to get his animals to gain

weight fast, often in the form of fat. Fatty meat also tastes better—hence the

high value placed on beef marbled with fat in Japan. The development of

fast food outlets, the impact of media in supporting food fads rather than

balanced nutrition, has become a runaway train. There can be no doubt that

the quality of our diet now is very different from that which we consumed

throughout the vast majority of our evolution.

While this change has been progressively accelerating in the developed

world, the rate of change has been even more dramatic in the developing

world where the ‘nutritional transition’ has been almost instantaneous.

People in many such societies only two or three generations ago still ate a

pre-industrial subsistence agricultural diet, or even a hunter-gatherer diet;

now such peoples are exposed to increasing amounts of foods produced in

the western style. This rapid transition is playing a major role in the epi-

demic of diabetes in countries such as India. Even in sub-Saharan Africa

where the general level of nutrition is often lower there is evidence that

obesity is greater in the urban rather than rural poor and that the incidence

of ‘lifestyle’ diseases such as diabetes is increasing.

But as much, or even greater, change is happening on the other side of

our energy balance equation. For if we expend less energy than we take in,

we store the excess as fat. In traditional societies most people played a role
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in food gathering and this consumed energy—this was true for hunters as

well as pastoralists and manual agriculturalists. With the development of

towns and cities, the dominant individuals in the social hierarchy avoided

hard physical work, but they were few in number and energy expenditure

probably remained high for the majority of people. Their situation may not

have been so very much different from that of the hunter-gatherer or it may

have even been worse.

Indeed, contrary to popular understanding, the hunter-gatherer, while

probably consuming more energy during the day, spent considerable time

neither hunting nor gathering and this time was presumably used in

social interaction.50 But with the industrial revolution all sorts of ‘energy-

saving’ technologies appeared—from the mechanical plough to the rail-

way engine. In a very short space of about 200 years energy expenditure

fell dramatically for many people. The task of obtaining food for ourselves

and our families changed from being very energy-consuming to minimal.

Now we can use the internet to order food to be delivered from a

supermarket.

The development and widespread availability of cars meant that transport

became much less personally energy consuming—although in terms of

energy use on the planet there has been an enormous increase. It is clear that

the appearance of childhood obesity in the past thirty years correlates with

two factors: the increased use of cars rather than legs for transport, and the

increased use of television and video screens for leisure rather than more

traditional pastimes which often involved physical activity. Even in coun-

tries such as India childhood obesity is appearing in those children who no

longer walk or cycle to school.

Social transitions

We can really only speculate about the social environment of Palaeolithic

humans. Prior to the development of settlement, humans lived in social

groups of less than 150 and perhaps as small as 20 to 50 people.51 These

would have been extended family groups, and this has been an important

component of our species’ success. For example there is evidence that child

survival is higher where the maternal grandmother lives with the mother

and child—she can help with childcare, cooking, and feeding and teach the

mother essential mothering skills. Only occasionally would bands coalesce
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with other bands; perhaps for trading and for dispersing adolescents to avoid

inbreeding.

With settlement, much larger numbers of people came into direct contact

with each other. Those who lived in cities came into contact with many

hundreds of people. From living in a small clan where individual roles and

relationships were clearly evident and the power hierarchy simple, humans

came to occupy complex networked social structures where roles were sub-

divided and separated and intricate power and control hierarchies emerged.

More recently with the emergence of a nuclear family the risk of isolation

from a social support network has increased and more people are lost in a

bewildering complex of rules and decision-making processes.

The pace of technological change was minimal in the Palaeolithic and, at

first, slow in the Neolithic. But as knowledge networks expanded and settle-

ment became more organized, the pace of this change started to accelerate.

In classical Greece, Egypt, Persia, and China and later in Meso-America,

mathematical, philosophical, and engineering progress was substantial. The

European post-Renaissance scientific revolution gave real impetus to science

and technology (Galileo, Copernicus, Newton, Leibniz, all spring to mind)

and scientific thought picked up further speed in the nineteenth century in

response to the technological needs of the industrial revolution. Through

the twentieth century we have seen an exponential increase in the complex-

ity and application of technology, much of it affecting our lives directly. In

one generation we have seen the appearance of the jet aeroplane, the rocket,

the computer, the internet, television, credit cards, fax machines, micro-

wave ovens, nuclear weapons; each one of these inventions provides some-

thing new to which we have to adjust.

There are serious questions about how much capacity we have to adjust to

wave after wave of new technology. Superficially we seem to cope, but con-

sider the change in response time in an interaction between the two authors

of this book. Fifty years ago an exchange of letters between us would have

taken twelve weeks. Then came airmail and it was reduced to two weeks,

then the fax reduced transmission of a long document to minutes. With

email we can send entire drafts of this book to each other almost instant-

aneously. Those involved in the study of business organization now recog-

nize that this creates a demand for instantaneous responses which induces

considerable stress in employees.
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Mismatched in our world

Humans can be distinguished from all other species in the way in which

they continually, and often intentionally, modify their environments, both

physically and socially. For much of our history we employed our unique

capacities of thinking, communication, planning, and use of technology in

rather limited ways to expand the range of environments we could inhabit.

When we stopped living as nomads we started using technology to intensify

our population density in specific and static environments. The pace of that

change has accelerated as technological developments have progressed.

Throughout our history as a species we have striven, by the use of our intel-

ligence, our ingenuity, and by sheer hard work, to improve the conditions

under which we live. It is better to be warm than cold; better to be replete than

hungry; better to live for another year than to die today of disease; better to

stroll to the refrigerator to prepare a sandwich than to walk for miles to collect

a few meagre nuts and berries. Life really is so much better than it was, at least

in developed societies, and only the most cynical person would deny it. We

have improved the lot of the human condition for ourselves, our families and

friends, and even for the particular society in which we live (our tribe if you

like) beyond all recognition since we migrated out of Africa.

And so we have come to design sophisticated ways of growing and distrib-

uting food, and of manufacturing the foods we seem to like best. We have

applied technology to reduce the amount of physical work most of us

expend every day. We have developed a complex economic system that

allows us to adapt to new environments by purchasing what is necessary in

order to deal with them. We have developed measures to prevent disease,

and to treat it if it occurs. We have promoted social structures to sustain the

lives of more frail members of a population. We have explored ways to allow

everyone to reproduce if they wish. Most of us now live for longer in a

cleaner, safer world, and we have the leisure to enjoy it. But the impact of

humans on the environment is increasingly apparent—as Polynesian islands

disappear under a rising sea,52 as polar ice caps melt and glaciers retreat, we

can truly reflect on how we have changed our environment.

Every ‘improvement’ we made by the use of technology has only further

changed the environment to which we had to adapt. We changed our nutri-

tional environment, our disease environment, our social environment, our

societal environment; we lived longer. As the degree and pace of change
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increase, so the question has to be asked—what limits in our biology might

be exceeded by the environments we are creating and what are the con-

sequences? This question comes into sharp focus because two aspects of our

biology have not changed. They are the two histories each of us carries with

us, from our evolutionary past and our individual developmental past. We

discussed them in Chapters 2 and 3 in the context of the ways in which

humans try to be matched biologically to their environment. If we had not

tried to be matched, we would not have survived to this day as a species. But

now we have changed that environment ourselves—changed many crucial

aspects of it, and changed them very fast. The health and social problems

which the Kanuri people faced when irrigation was introduced into their

more traditional farming practices might be faced by many of us around

the world, in different but no less important ways. Could it be that in trying

to make things better, we have become increasingly mismatched to our

environment?
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5

Constrained by our Pasts

Perspectives on time

History and biology do not just work on a single time scale. An evolutionary

biologist thinks in terms of tens of thousands if not millions of years, an

archaeologist in thousands of years, a geneticist might think in terms of a

few generations, a doctor or biographer in terms of a lifetime.1 The mis-

match paradigm tells us that we cannot shake off our biological pasts of

evolution and development. It continually reminds us that the range of

environments we evolved and developed to inhabit can be very different

from those we actually live in now.

The shaping of our genetic repertoire occurred as our species evolved and

dispersed around the globe. Our ancestors faced the challenges of diverse

physical environments and also their own impact on these environments:

these in turn affected their sources of food, their exposure to disease, and the

social grouping and structure within which they lived. The more recent part

of our individual journey started when our mother was an embryo and the

egg destined to make each of us formed in one of her developing ovaries

while she was still inside our maternal grandmother’s womb. We have seen

how the environment of that egg as it was fertilized and grew to be our

mother, who in turn incubated each of us and created an environment in

which we grew, has influenced us. After we were born other factors influ-

enced our biology in many ways. These environmental messages from our

many pasts have set constraints on our current biology.

Although we might wish to, we all eventually come to realize that we

cannot do everything we want to in our lives. We are bound by a wide

variety of constraints. Virtually everyone faces a significant financial con-

straint which limits their ability to indulge in their fantasies, e.g. of buying

an island or having a private jet. And there are social constraints on how we

behave. Our sexual mores are determined by the society we live in. Our
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families, friends, jobs, and social structure create emotional and other con-

straints. And we have obvious but poorly understood biological constraints

which prevent us living forever. Just as we inherit both financial and social

opportunities and constraints, so it is that our various pasts—evolutionary

and genetic, developmental and epigenetic, environmental, cultural—from

long ago and from more recent times—create opportunities and constraints

on how we can live healthily. We have implied in the last three chapters

that these constraints exist. Let’s now be more explicit about them and

bring our ideas together before discussing, in the second part of the book,

how the resulting mismatches affect our lives. While we might conveni-

ently think of constraints separately, they are really intertwined like the

strands of a rope.

The first strand: evolutionary constraint

The fundamental processes of evolution operate to match the organism

to the environmental range it inhabits. Evolutionary processes work by

selection of characteristics which confer a reproductive and survival advan-

tage. Key to the processes of evolution is the generation of variation in the

gene pool which in turn is driven by mutational processes. But there are

constraints on what variation can be selected.2 Some genetic changes will

interfere with basic body processes and are incompatible with life. The effect

of many other mutations will be covert and have no observable effect,

although an effect may be uncovered in a different environment. The effect

of any one change may be limited by the design features of the organism.

And there may be genetic variation in genes that regulate the expression of

other genes—this is seen as one way in which a coordinated change in

a range of body structures, functions, and behaviour can be induced by

a change in a single gene.3

Increasingly we recognize that much selection is not necessarily for a

characteristic per se but for the capacity of the individual to change that

characteristic in response to an environmental change. For example,

although all fish originated from a common ancestor some 400 million years

ago, some are adapted for salt water and some for fresh water. All fish must

maintain their internal composition constant or else they will die, so fish

living in the sea have different set points for their salt and water regulation

from those living in fresh water. But some fish can live in a broader range of
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salinities than others (some salmon and eels migrate from fresh to salt water

and back) and these must have evolved by selection to have a capacity

to regulate salt and water balance over a wider range than fish that can

only live in salt or fresh water. Through these processes all species become

matched to an environmental range; for some (specialist) species the range is

very specific and narrow, whereas for other (generalist) species it is broader.

Humans have evolved particular attributes including a large brain, the

capacity to plan, communicate, and use technology—this makes us the

ultimate generalist species because we have the ability to change our

environments. But even so, there are limits to our adaptive range. These

limits were established during our evolution, but the environments we

increasingly create for ourselves are different. To have a wardrobe full of

tropical clothes might be ideal if we live in Hawaii; it is rather problematic if

we find ourselves living in Anchorage. So it is with selection—it has given us

a repertoire of internal clothes to allow us to live and breed within a range of

environments. But the wardrobe was chosen at a different time and in a

different environment.

So humans are characterized by a greater ability to control their environ-

ment than any other species. This capacity was appreciably and progres-

sively enhanced with the technological explosion that came first with the

Bronze Age and has progressed exponentially to our nuclear and electronic

age. As the environment became more controlled, the need to respond by

evolutionary selection consequently declined. No longer did the human

species have to change its gene pool to adapt to the environment, it started

to change its environment to match its gene pool—we no longer had to rely

on our biological internal clothes to make our lives matched to our

environment. We started to go shopping for new external clothes. This does

not mean that evolutionary processes no longer exist, merely that shopping

became preferable (it still is—ask our daughters).

The potential for Darwinian evolution in humans remains—certainly

molecular studies of the human genome show that changes have occurred

in the DNA sequence of some genes within the last 10,000 years and some of

the genes reported to be altered are associated with nutrition and metabol-

ism.4 But if this reflects natural selection, much of this change was likely to

have been associated with the transition from hunter-gatherer to lifestyles

associated with farming and settlement several thousand years ago rather
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than being due to recent events. Indeed many of the pressures that would

previously have driven natural selection in humans have been relieved in

our more recent past.

Few human populations are now truly isolated. We generally respond to

changes in the environment by manipulating our environment to allow us

to cope—from astronaut’s suits to housing to clothing, to medical techno-

logy and medicines, even to food aid—these are all means used to change our

environment. We increasingly change reproductive fitness by allowing most

who wish to reproduce to do so, at least in western countries. So we provide

assisted reproduction technologies to those who are having problems con-

ceiving. Human evolution has continued but in many ways it may have

been dampened by our interventions. Yet selection pressures are likely to be

almost as important now in our responses to infection as they have always

been—they are only modified to the extent that medical treatment can

keep alive those who would otherwise have died. The risk of a pandemic

remains high, as the recent concerns over avian flu demonstrate. For all we

know, there may well be genetic determinants of who can survive the next

pandemic, as there appear to be to an extent for AIDS. If the virulence is

sufficiently high to kill young people or those of reproductive age in large

numbers, such an epidemic could alter the gene pool—this would be evolu-

tion at work. And there may be new challenges that could arise, for example

from a nuclear winter or global warming in which only a few individuals

with an appropriate phenotype might survive.

There is indeed evidence to show that our capacity to fight infection has

moulded how the human gene pool has evolved. Sickle cell anaemia is a

disease caused by a genetic variation in the structure of haemoglobin, the

protein in our red blood cells which carries oxygen. If a person has two

abnormal copies of the haemoglobin gene, they develop major problems

with the quality of their blood cells and they suffer all the effects of severe

anaemia and its complications. But oddly, if a person has only one copy of

the abnormal gene they are more resistant to malaria. It is thought that this

is the reason why the mutations leading to the sickle cell trait are so com-

mon in the gene pool in sub-Saharan populations where malaria is endemic.

About 8 per cent of African-Americans carry a single copy of the abnormal

gene and are carriers of sickle cell disease.

So while human evolution is not ‘dead’ as is sometimes suggested, the

reality is that how we manage our environment rather than changes in our
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gene pool will almost certainly determine our foreseeable future.5 This is

a fundamental constraint on what lies ahead of us.

The second strand: design constraints

Part of our evolutionary inheritance has been to acquire the tools of develop-

mental plasticity which allow us to adjust our developmental trajectories,

and thus our life-course strategy from early life onwards. This capacity has

obviously been fundamental to successful life on this planet, and indeed

many organisms—plant and animal, from single cell to the most complex—

have a plasticity toolkit. A major motivation behind writing this book is

to describe how important this particular toolkit is, and how we can use

knowledge about it to our future advantage.

Developmental plasticity extends the range of environments we can adapt

to. It has two fundamental components—a sensor and a responder. This is

just like a police radar trap for speeding drivers. This sensor is the policeman

checking speed with radar as we go past. He then sends a message to the

responder, saying, ‘Book that one’. The responder might be the local author-

ity that sends a speeding ticket through the post or it might even be another

policeman on a motorcycle further down the road who pursues us. Our

environmental sensors must work in multiple modalities as developmental

plasticity is about all the factors in the environment that might affect life

and reproductive success, and about which the organism must try to do

something. These environmental factors can include competition for food,

danger from predator species, conflicts within the species for food or sex,

and so forth. Our biological responders must also be complex and depend on

the system being evaluated by the sensor, just as the responses to a speed

detector and to a smoke detector are very different. The response system is

made more complex in biology in that the responses invoked can take effect

either immediately or later in life.

But developmental plasticity has one particular and critical component—

for most organs it is essentially irreversible and once a path is chosen we

cannot go back. This constitutes a very fundamental constraint. For

example, the number of kidney units (nephrons) is determined in fetal life

and this number can be influenced by nutritional and possibly hormonal

factors from the mother. If a kidney is damaged later in life, each of these

units may try to increase its function but no more units can be formed. The
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brain is an organ with some components irreversibly influenced by devel-

opmental plasticity and others which remain relatively plastic throughout

life. The location and number of brain cells is largely determined in fetal life

but many more neurones than are ultimately used are formed. Many die,

and the survival of the others depends on their connectivity and activity

within neuronal networks. For example, in the infant cat, covering one eye

for a critical period in the first three to six weeks of life, so there is no

stimulation of the visual pathway as it is developing, changes the pattern of

connectivity that forms within the brain and leaves the cat with permanent

monocular vision—a discovery that contributed to the award of the Nobel

Prize in Physiology or Medicine to David Hubel and Torsten Weisel in 1981.6

In contrast, learning is a form of plasticity which, while it has much greater

capacity in early life, can nonetheless continue to a degree throughout life—

youngsters can learn to play the piano or speak a new language much faster

than middle-aged people but even older people can learn these skills to some

extent.

Developmental plasticity can be mediated through changes in either

structure or function or both. Many of these changes in turn depend on

environmentally induced epigenetic modification of the DNA so that gene

expression is altered. But there are even further constraints. Whatever

developmental response occurs in relation to the environment, the change

in the organism must be viable. If the tadpole can develop either a short or a

long tail, whatever tail length it develops must allow it to swim and to feed

and be compatible with future metamorphosis into a frog. The need for all

options chosen to be viable creates an essential design constraint.

Another constraint is determined by the practical point that the nature of

the response depends on when in development it is induced. If you are

building a house you cannot go back and change the shape of the founda-

tions when you are putting the roof on. And you cannot put the roof on

until the walls are complete—there is an order in building and that basic

order cannot be changed very much. The sequence of events also matters in

development—once the limbs are formed they essentially cannot be

remoulded, the fingers cannot develop until the hand is formed, and so on.

Just as there would be an enormous cost to trying to reshape the foundations

of a house once the walls and ceiling are in place, so there would be a very

great biological (and hence fitness) cost to retaining the capacity to be infin-

itely plastic in every respect throughout life. The more differentiated and
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specialized the cells have become, the more complex the organs, the more

complete the physiological control settings, the harder it becomes. Thus for

each biological system and for each component within it there is a critical

window of time within which plasticity occurs and beyond which it is no

longer possible to change, because the costs and practical design constraints

would just be too high.7

But all this assumes that the sensors are working well. If the smoke

detector is faulty we may keep evacuating the house after false alarms; or

worse we might be suffocated if it doesn’t sound when it should. The larva in

a cocoon, the embryo in an egg, and particularly the fetus in the womb have

a very limited ability to sense the outside world directly. Nearly all the

information the fetus gets about the world out there comes to it by way of

signals from the mother. She acts as the sensor and the signals to which the

fetus responds are indirect.8 There are many opportunities for the informa-

tion to be corrupted before it reaches the fetus. Thus the fetal response may

become inappropriate to the environmental signal, and this is not without

consequences.

We have suggested that the developmental response to an environmental

signal can be short- or long-term. Short-term responses may be necessary to

respond to immediate threats to continued development. Longer-term

responses allow the individual to optimize its development and life-course

strategy to give it the best chance in the adult game of ‘food and sex’. It

is important to understand that these long-term responses are balanced

and integrated. We have evolved with a toolkit which allows us early in

development to tune our adaptive responses so that they match our pre-

dicted future environment. In evolutionary terms the ultimate goal is to

increase our reproductive fitness. So if we predict hard times, we have

evolved to use a strategy involving less investment in growth, development,

and tissue repair, and a preference to reduce energy expenditure by lowering

activity and favouring energy storage as fat. Conversely, if we predict that

times will be easier we will favour a strategy in which we maximize our

growth and plan for longevity. Where we are between these extremes

depends partly on how we read (or misread) our mother’s environment as a

fetus, and how we used this information to predict our future environment.

This is the way a match is induced—or alternatively developmental mismatch

arises.

An important issue in the use of short-term responses is whether they have
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costs that will have to be paid later. Often they do. Being born small may be a

short-term response to a poor fetal environment with limited nutrient sup-

ply. But a newborn animal that is born small is more likely to die, to lose in

the competition for food with members of its own species, or to be predated.

In humans, smaller babies are more likely to die in the period around birth

and the smaller we are at birth the greater the risk. But the consequences are

not restricted to the neonatal period, because as we shall see there is a price

to pay that extends throughout life.

For longer-term responses the key question is whether the choices made

on the basis of developmental forecasting are correct. To the extent that

predictive responses determine the developmental trajectory and later adap-

tive capacity, the fidelity of the prediction creates a major constraint. The

key question is how good the fetus is at predicting the environment outside

the womb. It can be misinformed because of detector problems but it can

also be influenced by what it has inherited. If the mother is of short stature

because of illness, or if she is very young or very old, then there will be

erroneous legacies passed on to the next generation. And we increasingly

recognize that environmental influences in one generation can induce epi-

genetic change that can be transmitted over several generations.

The fetus is totally dependent on its mother both for its nutrition and

for sensing the state of the nutritional environment into which it will be

born. But there is a very complex pathway from the environment that

mother lives in to that the fetus senses. While the fetus ultimately detects

those nutrient signals from the nutrients it takes up into its tissues, what

gets there is determined in part by the diet, health, metabolism of the

mother, and her physiology which controls the supply of nutrient-

containing blood to her uterus. Then there is the state of the placenta

itself—is it functioning optimally in transferring nutrients from the

maternal to fetal circulation, and how many of these nutrients does it

burn up to meet its own energy needs along the way? So, like a game of

Chinese whispers there are many points at which the message can get

garbled. The nutritional information the fetus gets may well not be an

accurate reflection of the nutritional environment to which the mother

is actually exposed. This is a design constraint—developmental plasticity

in the mammal depends on this rather inefficient sensor system. And

aspects of maternal behaviour such as smoking and unbalanced diet can

interfere with the process, as can maternal ill health and placental
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malfunction. This is the reality of mammalian development—it is not a

perfect process.

The third strand: the constraint of birth

Our success as a species depends primarily on our large brain. But the shape

of the pelvis has had to be altered to allow our hominid ancestors to walk on

two feet. The pelvis had to be changed in dimensions and in the position of

the hip sockets, narrowing the width of the pelvic aperture. But we have a

much bigger head than our primate cousins because of our larger brains. The

only way out of the problem was to evolve to be born in a very immature

state relative to other primates and to leave more of our brain development

until after birth. The baby chimp is fully mobile from birth; we have to wait a

year before we can even start to walk. While we are born prematurely with

respect to brain growth, the fit of the human baby’s head through the pelvis

remains very tight, in contrast to the very easy passage of the small mature

fetal chimp’s head through its mother’s relatively wider pelvic canal.9 Being

of the right size to allow us to be born is our key developmental bottleneck.

If fetal growth was controlled only by genetics the problem would be even

greater. Think of the scenario of a genetically large male mating with a small

female. Without mechanisms to override the paternal genetic influence

on fetal growth, the resulting fetal overgrowth in relation to maternal size

would be an evolutionarily very dangerous situation—the fetus would

certainly die and probably so would the mother.

The way human evolution appears to have resolved this potential conflict

is to magnify the importance of mechanisms already existing in other

mammals—namely to exploit the processes of maternal constraint.10 These

complex and poorly understood mechanisms make the control of fetal

growth in the second half of pregnancy largely dependent on the supply of

nutrients from mother to fetus. Maternal height and pelvic size are correl-

ated, and in turn pelvic size and the size of the uterus and its blood supply

are also correlated with each other and with maternal size. This means that

maternal size will determine in no small part how much nutrition can get to

the fetus. Thus fetal growth is closely linked to maternal size. This permits

the human fetus to limit its growth not by its genetic potential, but in

relation to its intrauterine environment. Thus the fetus can usually success-

fully pass through the pelvic canal and another generation is born. We
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believe this mechanism is critical in understanding how developmental

mismatches involving nutrition arise, because maternal constraint effect-

ively limits the messages to the fetus about the nutritional state of its future

environment.11

This constraining influence of the mother extends beyond birth. Infant

humans, like most mammals, are entirely dependent on their mother for

nutrition, but in humans this dependence even extends beyond weaning.

Weaned infants still do not have the skills to forage for adequate food or to

care for themselves. Weaning is thought to have occurred between the ages

of 2 and 4 years in Palaeolithic humans as it did until recently in Australian

Aborigines prior to European influences changing their way of life.12 This

seems a very long time by today’s standards, but in prehistory suckling aided

survival of offspring because it extends the period of maternal support by

expanding the birth interval.13 But well before weaning supplementary

foods may have been introduced. In modern humans we know that pro-

longed exclusive breast feeding beyond 6–12 months is associated with a

decline in nutrient quality. We also know that the quality of breast milk is

influenced by the mother’s health. Thus under poor conditions nutritional

influences constraining development extend well into infancy—we will see

how important this might be.

Weaving the strands

We have described in the first part of this book how we evolved to try to

match our biology to our environment to live within a comfort zone. How-

ever we have intrinsic constraints on how far we can adapt. Some of these

constraints are genetic in origin, others are developmental. But humans also

have a remarkable capacity to change their environment and we have been

responsible for some enormous changes in our environments in the last

10,000 years. As we confront these changes in our environment, our cap-

acity to respond is constrained by our various pasts. Our evolutionary past

tries to match the range of phenotypes we can develop, using our repertoire

of genes, to our environment—but that environment was largely deter-

mined more than 10,000 years ago. We have also been equipped through

our evolution with the toolkit of developmental plasticity. This allows us to

tune the degree of match with our environment further but there are limits

imposed by our design. Together these processes define the range of
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environments we can live in healthily. But there are boundaries to any com-

fort zone. The Sherpa and the Kanuri crossed these boundaries. And we

increasingly challenge these limits as our society and our environments

change at a rapid pace. The greater the degree of mismatch, the greater the

cost, and the more we need to understand it.
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PA R T  I I

Mismatch

In the second half of the book we reflect on how humans live in their

environments and how the combination of genetic and developmental

constraints can affect our lives. Do our new environments, which we our-

selves have created, match the range of adaptive processes which we can

express? If not then the risk of greater mismatch must have increased and

this will be manifest in altered disease risk. What are the consequences?

If we were to search for evidence of the effects of mismatch between our

inheritance and our environment where should we look?

In Chapter 6 we examine the maturational mismatch which has arisen

as our society has become more complex and children get healthier. The

coincidence of physical and psychosocial maturation at puberty which

existed throughout most of our history has been lost, and we will discuss

the profound consequences for modern society. They challenge the very

way we think about adolescence. In Chapter 7 we look at the con-

sequences of the dramatic changes in our diet, food intake, and energy

expenditure. This has led to increased levels of metabolic diseases such

as diabetes and obesity, and to linked conditions such as cardiovascular

disease. In Chapter 8 we discuss middle and old age, because selection

can only operate until the end of reproduction and humans now live

longer lives. Developmental trajectories selected in early life may not be

advantageous in later life. Mismatch can thus arise as the consequence

of living much longer and this gives a different perspective on ageing,

the menopause, and diseases of old age.

These scenarios are the starting points for the next phase of our journey

of discovery. We must confront the consequences for our health as indi-

viduals and for our society. In the final chapter of the book we bring

these ideas together to consider the mismatch paradigm in perspective,

to think of ways to ameliorate the effects of mismatch and thus how to

improve the human condition.
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Coming of Age

Soon after girls of the Masai tribe in Kenya experience their first menstru-

ation they are married. But boys from the same tribe, having spent the

first twelve years of their life tending the cows and goats, are diverted into

their ‘warrior period’ as soon as they enter puberty. With much ceremony

and dances evoking their future roles as warriors, they are separated from

the rest of the village. They will now live together, eat and sleep together,

learn together, and fight together. Their role shifts from juvenile cowherd to

tribal warrior and they now have to protect their tribal lands from intruders.

After about ten years as a warrior and with the same great ceremony they

experienced when they entered the warrior class, they then leave it to

become ‘elders’ (at the grand old age of 25). Only now do they marry the

much younger pubescent girls and settle down. As Robert Sapolsky puts it,

‘perhaps they then spend their days complaining about the quality of

today’s warriors’.1

On some small islands of the Gulf of Carpenteria in the tropical north of

Australia, the males of one indigenous tribe are similarly sequestered at

puberty at which time they are circumcised. Then, instead of speaking the

language they grew up with, they are taught a special sign language which

they only use during their initiation year. Then they face a second genital

mutilation—subincision (a crude operation to change the position of the

urethral (urinary) opening from the tip to the underside of the penis)—and

learn yet another, this time spoken, language. This uses quite distinct sounds

and has a different structure from their childhood language and only the

initiated men can use it.2 In most Aborigine societies prior to European con-

tact, as in many other hunter-gatherer societies, girls were married at about

14 as they completed puberty while men had to wait until 25 to 35 to receive

their first (and perhaps only) wife. In part such a system developed to cope

with the high neonatal mortality and the problem of an abnormal sex ratio

generated by selective infanticide of females used in such societies to try to
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match the population density to the capacity of the ecosystem to support

the clan.3

Puberty rites are common across cultures, particularly in traditional soci-

eties,4 and serve to mark the transition of child to adult. They provide an

important period of cultural learning and are very society-specific. There are

echoes of such ceremonies of life-course transition in the communion of

the Christian faith, in male circumcision in the Muslim faith, and in the

barmitzvah of the Jewish faith, which confers the status of adult on the

13-year-old boy.

Such rituals in traditional societies usually involve separation of the ado-

lescent from his or her parents, marking the transition from parental depend-

ency to independence. Sexes are segregated and often secluded, then instruc-

ted in adult gender roles and in elements of tribal wisdom. For males the

rituals may be very prolonged and involve pain and brutality, tests of strength

and courage and role-modelling as a warrior. For the female they tend to be

shorter and focused on the roles the woman must soon take because marriage

for the female almost always happens soon after. The learning requirements

for females, who will have already acquired many mothering skills while

assisting their own mothers or aunts, are generally perceived to be less than

for the male who is inducted into the tribal roles as warrior and hunter.

The timing of these events is informative. For girls these rites are always

linked to their pubertal maturation and they generally enter marriage

immediately after puberty. For boys, the timing is more variable, in part

because the markers of puberty are far less distinct and in part because in

many cultures young males are not allowed to have full reproductive rights

until they are much older.

The period of biological maturation and the transition to assuming the

responsibilities of adulthood are tightly linked, particularly in girls in trad-

itional societies. But in western societies, rather than being a distinct period

with both biological and psychosocial components, the transition from

child to adult is a long and sometimes arbitrary process of accumulating

rights. The timing varies somewhat between countries but follows the same

general pattern. For example in New Zealand at 12 one gains the ‘right’ to be

prosecuted for a crime, at 15 the right to drive a car, at 16 the right to buy

tobacco or have sexual intercourse and get married, at 18 the right to join

the army and to vote, at 20 the right to buy alcohol, and at 25 one is allowed

to hire a car.
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Put in this way, this long-drawn-out transformation, extending well over a

decade, seems illogical and in fact it is a recent phenomenon. Just three or

four generations ago puberty marked a relatively rapid transition from child

to adult—be it as a wife or as a worker. For women, marriage occurred in the

teenage years; but many teenage boys such as our grandfathers left home,

even emigrated without their parents, and worked quite independently.

Now it is becoming increasingly apparent in western countries that ado-

lescence and some level of dependency extends for many into the third

decade.

At the same time the western world has become very aware that the age of

physical maturation is getting earlier and earlier. Almost half the girls living

in countries such as Spain and Italy have started menstruating by the age of

12. It was not always this way—their grandmothers would have on average

started menstruating at 14–16. Is this earlier physical maturation a normal

or an abnormal (i.e. pathological) event—is this a phenomenon that can be

understood from the evolutionary context? Is something frightening going

on, for example as a result of our exposure to environmental toxins? And

what are the consequences of this early maturation? This is the topic of this

chapter. But because of the very important cultural differences in how ado-

lescence progresses between societies, with very different patterns of adult

acculturation, our discussion can only focus on modern western society and

the turmoil its adolescents face.

Growing up

For some animals reaching reproductive competence and ensuring the pas-

sage of their genes to the next generation is not only the most important

goal of their lives but also marks their impending death. The Australian

redback spider will become food for his mate—sacrificing his body to her

appetite after mating. Many insects spend most of their lives as larvae or

caterpillars, and have only a very short existence as an adult after meta-

morphosis, when they quickly lay or fertilize their eggs and then die. The

same is true even for some vertebrates. The salmon who struggle upstream to

the place where they were born in order to lay their eggs or sperm pay the

ultimate price for this incredible feat of navigation and physical strength:

they are so exhausted by the effort that they die. This strategy of total

investment in a single reproductive season—called semelparity—even
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occurs in some male marsupials. The marsupial mouse Antechinus stuarti is a

small and mainly nocturnal carnivore which lives amongst the logs and

leaves on the ground of south-eastern Australia. The male only survives for

about a year while the female has a lifespan of about five years. At about

11 months of age the males enter a mating frenzy where they copulate as

often as they can. Some die fighting other males but many perish from

weight loss and infection brought on by the stress of their sexual excess.

Within a couple of weeks all the males are dead. The benefits of such an

extraordinary life history, and how it evolved, are unclear.5

But most mammals can reproduce more than once although there are

some fundamental differences between the strategies employed. Some spe-

cies have relatively short lives but breed ‘like rabbits’ during them. So rabbits,

mice, weasels, rats, and voles have evolved a ‘fast and furious’ strategy based

on having many progeny and gambling on a few surviving to breed. Their

young mature fast and can reproduce at an early age, very soon after wean-

ing. The female rat has a pregnancy lasting twenty-one days; her pups are

weaned at twenty-one days and have completed puberty by fifty-five days of

age so they can reproduce soon after. After weaning her offspring, the female

rat makes no continued investment in them—it is more important for her

to get pregnant again and to leave her juvenile pups to fend for themselves.

She can be a grandmother within five months of being born herself.

Humans and the other large mammals such as elephants, horses, and

whales have a very different strategy. They grow and develop slowly, have

long lives, and invest an enormous amount of resource in the very few pro-

geny they have, each of which they nurture to increase its chance of surviv-

ing to adulthood. Humans play this game of maturation in a particularly

extreme way. We have a much larger brain to develop and, because of the

challenge of the passage through the pelvis, we do more of its growth after

birth than do other primates. Our brain size at birth is 25 per cent of adult

brain size whereas the baby chimp’s brain is nearly 50 per cent of adult

size at birth. So we must be nurtured though a long infancy, childhood,

and juvenile period before we are ready to encounter the challenges of the

transition to adulthood.

It has been suggested6 that our dependent childhood period is rather

unusual in contrast to most other large mammals where the progeny move

rapidly from being a suckled infant to a largely independent juvenile before

they become sexually mature. Even with late weaning at 3 to 4 years of age,
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as is the practice in many traditional foraging societies, dependency on par-

ents remains for some years. We all know that 4-year-olds still need plenty

of parental care for housing, clothing, food support, and to survive in the

community. By about 8 years of age children have just about learnt enough

life skills to survive independently—they can feed themselves and seek shel-

ter but their ability to cope with a complex and modern social situation may

be somewhat limited—we recognize this as the juvenile period. This critical

age for minimal life skills needed for some sort of survival is borne out by the

observation that the youngest street children in our urban ghettos are about

8 years old, although even then their survival generally depends on being

part of some form of pseudo-family until their teenage years.

Maturation to adulthood thus involves several elements; physical matur-

ation, psychosexual maturation, and psychosocial maturation. At the end of

adolescence the individual must be fully independent and competent across

these various domains. But in evolutionary terms it makes sense for the

timing of these different forms of maturation to be coordinated and thus to

have coevolved so that we matched the timing of our biological maturation

to that of our cognitive, psychosexual, and psychosocial maturation.

Immature social behaviour in infancy and the juvenile period is evident in

all species—kittens have very different behaviours from cats, lion cubs from

lions. But when they encounter their hormonal revolution they must be

ready to behave as a mature cat or lion. Survival requires that in every species

sexually mature animals know the social rules of their species and have the

skills to seek food, and (if they are mammals) to nurture their young. The

purpose of the pre-pubertal juvenile period, particularly in those species

which live in social groups like hyenas and lions, is to ensure that the juven-

iles do indeed learn the social skills needed to be adults. Primates are no dif-

ferent—consider the behaviour of chimpanzees. The juvenile males and

females role-play and gradually learn to be mature members of their clan.

And each clan has its rituals and behaviours—the Gombe chimps and the

West African chimps have to learn quite different ways of using tools to

extract termites from a termite mound. Chimps of the Gombe clan poke

grass stems or thin twigs stripped of side shoots into the nest, whereas the

West African chimps fray the ends of sticks by chewing them to make a

brush-like tool.7 The chimps of West Africa have learnt how to crack nuts

with stones and have done so for more than a century. It is a skill they learn

from their parents and it takes them many years to do so, but the chimps of
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eastern Africa do not have this learned ability.8 The social structures for

many primates can be quite complex and have to be learnt if the individual

is to survive in a clan and to reproduce.

For hominids, including humans, it would have been no different. Evo-

lutionary pressures would have closely matched the timing of biological

maturation to the timing of cognitive and social maturation. In our distant

female forebears, for biological puberty to occur prior to developing the

capacity to function as an adult would have been very disruptive, and prob-

ably have a high likelihood of death of the child. Even if the grandmother or

siblings were able to provide additional support, the probability of infant

survival would have been low. The importance of maternal maturity and

experience is reflected in the greater mortality of first-born offspring even

where biological and psychosocial maturation are matched. A first-born

savannah baboon has only a 29 per cent chance of surviving to adulthood; a

later offspring does much better but still only has a 63 per cent chance. A

small study in gorillas showed that their first-born only had a 40 per cent

chance of surviving the first year, but later offspring had an 80 per cent

chance of doing so.9

Given the shorter life expectancy of our ancestral hominids, matching of

reproductive and psychosocial maturation in the female would have assisted

reproductive fitness. Once a female was mature enough to be a mother psy-

chosocially it would make sense from an evolutionary point of view for her

biological capacity to reproduce to be present. Either that or biological mat-

uration must follow social maturation. Comparative studies do not provide

any examples of reproductive competence in the female preceding

behavioural maturity. The situation in the male may be different, in that in

some species such as the gorilla, and perhaps early humans, the male is

excluded from breeding opportunities until he achieves dominant status

much later in life.

There are different perspectives on the cognitive and psychosocial attrib-

utes of archaic humans.10 Some would argue that the skills needed to be a

hunter-gatherer are not greatly different from those of an average sedentary

office worker, and that a long childhood was needed to attain those skills.11

But others think these skills did not take long to acquire. Anthropologists

studying the Hazda tribe in Tanzania looked at the effects of childhood

schooling on the learning of bush skills. They found that those children who

did not go to school were no better hunters than those who had gone to
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boarding school, so childhood experience did not determine who became a

good hunter.12 Similarly studies on the Meriam people of the Torres Strait in

the north of Australia suggest that the main limitation to the development

of hunter-gatherer skills is simply physical—once muscular function is fully

developed in mid-childhood, it is the development of size and strength at

puberty, not prolonged learning, which determines efficiency in complex

foraging tasks.13

But perhaps even more important is the development of full competence

in social interactions. Abstract thought, which clearly existed by the time

art, religion, and ritual appeared 50,000 to 30,000 years ago, is forming by

about 7 or 8 years of age in modern humans. Older children can develop

insights into social interactions and can manage some quite complex situ-

ations.14 But the nature of society in Palaeolithic times was different, and the

range of interactions needed in a clan of perhaps 25–50 people15 was likely to

be limited compared to those of a young adult in Manhattan. Thus it is

reasonable to conclude that biological maturation and psychosocial matur-

ation were synchronous and that by 10–12 years of age the earliest members

of the species Homo sapiens were able to cope fully as adults. Thus there was a

temporal match—physical and psychosocial maturation at puberty were

appropriately timed. In females the first period (menarche) occurs late in the

pubertal process and so the temporal match would have been good, because

the woman by that age was psychosocially mature enough to be an adult

mother in the clan.

But are these two domains—physical and psychosocial—still temporally

matched in their development? Increasingly there is evidence that they are

not. We would not judge the 12- or 13-year-old child, who may nonetheless

have completed puberty, to be ready to face the world as a fully independent

adult, capable of earning a living, building a career, rearing and managing a

family, coping with a partner, and dealing with the complexities of taxes,

bureaucracy, and potentially hundreds of social interactions in London or

Chicago or Sydney. Clearly physical and psychosocial maturation in the

teenage years are no longer matched in western society. What has hap-

pened? To answer this we need to look separately at the processes of physical

and psychosocial maturation.
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Our changing bodies

Many animals are seasonal breeders. This ensures that their offspring are

born at a time of year—generally spring—when they are more likely to sur-

vive; it is warmer, and there is more food to support lactation. Seasonal

reproduction is regulated by seasonally dependent switches in the brain

controlling the secretion of reproductive hormones and permitting their

secretion for only a portion of each year. These switches are sensitive to

changing day length and are mediated by changing levels of the hormone

melatonin.16 For example in the male sheep the testes are shrivelled and do

not make functional sperm through spring and summer. But they are

reactivated and enlarge markedly in late summer and autumn in response to

stimulation by the reproductive hormones. Pregnant ewes will then give

birth five months later, in the spring. We can show this by tricking the ram

into earlier activation of the testes by artificially shortening the day length

or dosing him with melatonin, to make him think the nights are longer.

But humans have continuous rather than seasonal reproduction—when

we enter puberty at the end of the juvenile period we activate our sexual

hormonal systems definitively and without seasonality: it feels as if our

complex and life-altering encounter with our sex hormones has begun. But

actually puberty is our second major exposure to these hormones because

they were transiently active during fetal life and then inactivated in

infancy.17 While a male fetus has testes making the male hormone testoster-

one, needed for their genitalia to develop, female fetuses have active ovaries

supporting egg formation—indeed this is the only time in their lives they

will make eggs, which then stay in suspended development until puberty.

Only the male fetus is exposed to testosterone and this is important for

sex-specific brain development. There are structural and functional differ-

ences between the male and female brain—for example the neural control of

hormone secretion is quite different, and so is psychosexual function. The

size of some nuclei in the brain associated with these functions also shows

gender differences. There may be other differences but this is an area where

the politics of gender interact with biomedical science. The recent furore at

Harvard over the comments of former President Larry Summers,18 who

implied that gender differences in brain function extended to other

domains, has shown how easy it is for simple biomedical observations to be

misused in a sociopolitical arena.
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Even more complex is the issue of gender identity and sexual orienta-

tion—to what extent do structural and/or functional differences in brain

areas established in early life influence sexual orientation as an adult? This is

highly controversial and the science is still rather weak. Those who wish to

show that homosexuality has a biological basis will draw one conclusion

from the data while those who have an alternative view may claim that the

data shows the opposite.19 The problem is that while it has definitely been

shown in the infant rat and fetal sheep that exposure to testosterone is

essential for male sexual behaviour to develop,20 the equivalent period for

brain maturation in the human is much earlier (during fetal development)

and the data are very obscure and not compelling. Thus although there are

gender-based differences in some brain functions related to reproduction,

the evidence is far from conclusive that early life hormonal patterns relate to

gender identity.

Soon after birth the initial activation of the sex hormone system is cur-

tailed by mechanisms within the brain. It stays quiescent until that most

critical of hormonal revolutions: puberty. At that time the brain reactivates

the system which releases reproductive hormones from the pituitary gland.

This leads to the testis secreting testosterone and developing the capacity to

make mature sperm, and to the ovary starting to secrete oestrogen. In the

male, the testosterone causes pubic, facial, and axillary (armpit) hair to

develop, the larynx (voice-box) to change shape and shift its position

downwards in the neck leading to the voice deepening, and skeletal and

muscle growth. This is demonstrated from the lives of the ‘castrati’—Italian

eunuchs, castrated before puberty to ensure that they maintained a high

singing voice for services in the Roman Catholic Church. The last castrato of

the Sistine Chapel, Alessandro Morereschi, died in 1922. His is the only

castrato voice to have been recorded for posterity—it shows a quite distinct

and unusual timbre. In girls the sex hormones, particularly oestrogen, cause

the breasts to grow, pubic hair to develop, and promote the growth spurt.

The entire process of biological maturation takes several years. The first

sign of puberty in girls is breast development and in boys testicular enlarge-

ment. In both sexes this is accompanied by an acceleration in height. From

this point to the end of puberty takes three to five years. Puberty is over

when the individual is fully grown—and this is when the influence of the

sex hormones has led to fusion of the growth plates in the long bones and so

growth is no longer possible. After that time there will be still some further
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muscle development, and certainly in modern society there will be further

brain development, but the individual is now adult-sized and is repro-

ductively competent.

But there are big sex differences in the time at which reproductive com-

petence occurs during the pubertal process. Boys can produce sperm from

relatively early in puberty—much of their pubertal growth spurt follows the

development of their biological capacity to reproduce. Girls on the other

hand have virtually stopped growing before their first menstruation, which

in turn reflects the hormonal changes following their first ovulation. This

occurs late in puberty as a result of the brain’s pituitary hormone release

changing to a pattern that triggers maturation of an egg within the ovary,

followed by its expulsion into the Fallopian tube. A process of cyclic hor-

monal change is now established which leads to the uterine lining growing

then being shed (which creates the menstrual flow) on roughly a four-week

cycle.21 But many of the initial cycles are associated with failure of ovula-

tion of a mature egg and so the periods may be irregular for a year or so

and fertility is low for about one to two years before full reproductive

competence is reached.

Humans are different from other mammals, including other primates, in

having a growth spurt in skeletal size during puberty. Most other animals

terminate their growth at the time they enter puberty. Why is there this

difference? It is an intriguing question about which there are a variety of

views. One is that it arose because humans had to delay their growth because

they needed to invest the available energy in brain growth and thus delayed

skeletal growth until brain growth was complete.22 An alternative view,

which we favour, suggests that in males the pubertal growth spurt arose

through the process of sexual selection; the taller male either being more

attractive or more dominant in a mating hierarchy.

In the female natural selection must have played an important role in the

evolution of the growth spurt because of the critical importance of pelvic

size. Pelvic diameter is directly correlated with height and it is no accident

that it is not at its maximum until late in female puberty, at about the time

of attainment of full fertility—one or two years after menarche. Short stature

therefore leads to a smaller baby through the processes of maternal con-

straint, which limits food supply to the fetus, and smaller babies fare less

well. So natural selection will have operated to favour females who grew a

bigger pelvis by the time that they were reproductively competent.
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Adjusting the clock

There are genetic factors which influence the timing of puberty. The ten-

dency to early or late puberty runs in families, and some populations do

indeed have later or earlier menarche—northern Europeans for example

tend to have later menarche than southern Europeans by an average of

about seven months.23 But more importantly there are a number of ways in

which the environment can influence the timing of puberty. Of these nutri-

tion is critical but the effect of nutrition differs before and after birth. While

poor childhood nutrition delays puberty, poor fetal growth may lead to

earlier puberty.24

If fetal growth is impaired by deficient nutrient supplies the fetus may

predict that its future is going to be bad, and it thus chooses to adopt a life-

course strategy more like that of the smaller mammals—that is to accelerate

sexual maturation to ensure gene transmission to the next generation. There

is evidence that life-history biology applies to humans as much as it does to

insects. The effect of low birth weight to accelerate puberty is generally

small, perhaps advancing it by only a couple of months. However the effects

of postnatal nutrition are larger, so poor fetal nutrition combined with good

postnatal nutrition can advance puberty by well over a year.25 In that situ-

ation the fetus has sensed that it will be born into a dangerous world and

adopts the strategy of trying to accelerate maturation; but it can only do so,

at least in the female, if there is sufficiently good nutrition in adolescence for

her to be able to support a pregnancy. This is a situation where the pheno-

typic manifestation of the fetal environment is dependent on the postnatal

environment. This interaction is most dramatically observed in children

who were born in very poor societies but then adopted and brought up in

the richest countries—their rapid switch from poor early nutrition to good

childhood nutrition is associated with much earlier puberty—with some

girls having their first period as early as 6 to 8 years of age.26

In contrast poor nutrition and ill health in childhood delays puberty.

Some human biologists argue that this is a form of biological trade-off,

which enables more pre-pubertal growth to occur before reproductive

maturity. This may have been critical in the female to ensure that she did

not get pregnant until she was in an adequate metabolic state able to

support the nutritional demands of both herself and her fetus. This delaying

response appears to be a general strategy for slowly reproducing species such
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as humans—i.e. to postpone puberty in poor conditions in the hope that in

time conditions will improve.

Thus the timing of puberty seems to be influenced by at least three

things: genetic factors, the early developmental (prenatal) environment,

and the later nutritional environment of childhood. There are close parallels

between this and the discussion that will follow in the next chapter on the

factors determining metabolic regulation. This is not surprising. Growth and

metabolism are two key elements of every organism’s strategy to optimize its

fitness and maximize the chance of its genes being transmitted to the next

generation, and these processes are intimately linked. Indeed the brain

mechanisms used to regulate the timing of the onset of puberty overlap with

those regulating metabolism—so both at the level of the organism and at the

level of brain wiring, food and sex are linked.

The timing of puberty may also be confounded by other factors. One that

has received much recent attention concerns the levels of chemicals found

in the environment which interact with the sex hormone control mechan-

isms. Such chemicals abound in modern foods—whether they are naturally

occurring as in soya products, the widely used artificial growth promoters

found in meats, plasticizers in bottles, or the metabolites of oral contracep-

tives and hormone replacement therapy passing from urine into the water

supply. While these so-called ‘endocrine disruptors’ have been implicated in

changing patterns of hormonally related tumours such as breast cancer, the

evidence that they have a role in altering the timing of the onset of puberty

in modern humans is far less compelling.27 But it is an area that needs much

more research and one which has to be monitored carefully.

Some data also suggest that various forms of stress can either advance

or delay puberty by affecting the functional settings of the complex brain

networks controlling hormone release and again these effects may depend

on when in development the individual experiences stress. Thus there could

be spill-over into the systems controlling the onset of puberty.28

Palaeolithic puberty

Why did we evolve the capacity for the onset of puberty to be triggered

possibly at around 7 to 8 years in girls? The answer lies in our hominid pasts

and we have to rely on the detective work of archaeologists and anthropolo-

gists to infer the characteristics of life as it was more than 10,000 years ago.
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The fossil and skeletal evidence is obviously limited in terms of what can be

known for certain but considerable insight can nonetheless be gained, par-

ticularly where large numbers of skeletons can be examined. Other pieces of

information can be gleaned from modern hunter-gatherer societies but, in

contrast to those of 10,000 years ago, modern hunter-gatherers often live in

environments on the margins of colonization. These modern societies tend

to be somewhat deprived, at-risk populations, whereas Palaeolithic hunter-

gatherers lived in environments they selected for the adequacy of food

supplies and the security they provided. Fossil evidence does not suggest

malnutrition to be a major feature of human Palaeolithic lives—that came

later with the development of farming and towns.

But life expectancy was short in the Palaeolithic period. If one survived

childhood, and the chance of doing that might be only 50–60 per cent, then

living beyond middle age was still unlikely—and old age would be unusual.

We can do some simple calculations of the timing of puberty, based on our

best evidence about the variables which need to be taken into account—

namely the chance of living to adulthood, of dying in childbirth, and the

need for sufficient live children to survive to reproduce for the population

size to remain stable. We can factor in the spacing of the babies women

would have delivered—assuming breast feeding behaviour comparable to

that of modern hunter-gatherers and/or the practice of infanticide to ensure

child spacing. We must also allow for the fact that children need their

mother’s survival to an age when the youngest child required to ensure

population stability has reached reproductive maturity.

The formula makes some assumptions, and by far the biggest influence on

the calculation is the estimate of life expectancy. But if we do the arithmetic,

based on a generally accepted average Palaeolithic life expectancy of 35 years

for a female who survived infancy and childhood, an average of two chil-

dren surviving to adulthood (including at least one female) so that the popu-

lation could remain stable, and allowing the mother to live long enough to

support her youngest survivor to a fully independent existence, we find that

she requires a reproductive span of 16–18 years. That means there would be

advantage in being reproductively competent by 13–15, and this means hav-

ing menarche at 11–13 and breast development starting perhaps at around

7–8 years of age. We think that this is the underlying pattern of growth and

maturation which evolved for our species.
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Maturing minds

In both sexes the physical changes at puberty lead to the recognition

that the individual is under the influence of his or her hormones and par-

ental and social attitudes to the boy or girl start to change. The hormonal

influences on the brain drive the development of psychosexual function—

the development of concepts of self and views of one’s sexual identity

emerge during puberty. But psychosexual maturation cannot be separated

from reproductive maturation—they are co-dependent. Without a rise in sex

hormones at puberty psychosexual maturation will not occur, but hormonal

changes alone are not sufficient—the brain must be mature enough to

respond. Children with extreme abnormalities of development, for example

due to brain tumours, may undergo precocious puberty which gives them

the physical sexual characteristics of a much older individual, but they do

not become psychosexually mature until much later.

But there are also significant changes in other components of brain func-

tion. Many aspects of brain development such as cognitive maturation have

timetables independent of the sex hormones. That is why in high schools

there is no difference in examination performance between those 13-year-

olds who have completed puberty and those who have not. During ado-

lescence there is a burst of rewiring of brain circuitry.29 Indeed recent studies

using sophisticated imaging techniques show that the brain has its greatest

connective capacity in early puberty. But we are also learning from these

same studies that some changes in brain function and wiring continue until

much later and that these particularly involve the connections from the

prefrontal cortex. This brain region is the last to mature and is involved in

the development of attributes such as responsibility and self-control—it is

generally thought that the sometimes risky exploratory behaviour of early

adolescence reflects this immaturity of the prefrontal connections. We are

older but wiser when these late-maturing systems are fully active. Perhaps

the rental car agencies in New Zealand are right in not allowing rentals to

people under the age of 25?

Unfortunately we can never be certain from anatomical studies whether it

now takes longer for the brain to be fully mature in modern society, because

the necessary imaging techniques were not possible even five years ago.

Anecdotal evidence would suggest that it does. Two centuries or more ago

many teenagers could, and did, take on roles as mature adults. Midshipmen
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(junior officers) in the Royal Navy during the Napoleonic Wars were in their

early teens—the future Lord Nelson joined his first ship at the age of 12. Our

own grandfathers and great-uncles travelled the world independently of

their parents to build a new life and they started businesses in their mid-

teens. Has the cycle of building brain connections as we learn, then refining

and pruning these connections, changed? Or do adolescents need to know

so much more to become an adult in a complex society? Or is it that as

society has got more complex, we treat adolescents differently and inhibit

their maturation? Might external influences like the media and loss of tight

societal pressures have reinforced exploratory behaviour and altered the

development of behaviourally inhibitory pathways? It will be hard to

answer these and many other similar questions. Clearly adolescence is a

changing and complex psychodrama in action: it involves a cast of internal

and external characters. Our self-image, the image that others have of us,

and the functions of our brain all undergo dramatic changes as we move

from juvenile to adolescent. Our capacity for abstract thought develops in

late childhood but our brain connectivity continues to mature. Cognitive

and social ‘intelligence’ develop in the context of the society we live in, and

are related to what society provides and requires of us as individuals.

Changing times

So while we evolved 150,000 years ago with synchronous maturation of our

bodies and our brains at puberty, there have been significant changes in the

timing of both over the last 10,000 years. These can be understood in terms

of the major transitions we have faced. For quite separate reasons matur-

ation of both body and brain were delayed by environmental factors until

recently and therefore stayed in synchrony. But over the last hundred years

they have diverged; while psychosocial requirements have become more

demanding and full maturation appears to have been delayed, physical

maturation is getting earlier. A temporal mismatch has been created. Why

has this happened and what are the consequences? This is the topic of the

remainder of this chapter.

The development of agriculture brought settlement, and settlement

brought concepts of property and the development of a new social struc-

ture. Agriculture brought humans into proximity with animals and into

greater proximity with each other as populations grew—static settlements
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dependent on agriculture allowed more people to live at one place. The risks

of diseases from cross-infection were thus increased. In addition there were

fundamental changes in our nutrition. While hunter-gatherers had multiple

ways to obtain food, populations dependent on a fixed location for their

herd and crops became inevitably more at the mercy of climate and war.

Malnutrition and infection affect children first and their growth was

reduced. When childhood nutrition is poor, puberty becomes delayed and

so with changing patterns of settlement came a delay in puberty.

But at the same time social structures became more complex, and the skills

needed to thrive in society would have increased and probably taken longer

to learn. Even though changes in physical development on one hand, and

psychosocial development on the other, were not directly linked, the net

effect would have been roughly parallel, with both being progressively

delayed. The underlying drivers for delayed biological puberty and for

greater psychosocial skills as an adult were ultimately linked by a common

element—increased population density.

Larger populations also stratify tasks—there would be specialist tool-

makers, bakers, and soldiers. Settlement also created property rights, and

property rights bring hierarchies, and custom and law and taxes and power

structure, and these bring stratification of society—from the rich man in his

castle to the poor man at his gate. The history of Europe from 2000 bce to

the eighteenth century is one of increased population density, punctuated

by episodic declines during epidemics and wars, and increasing social com-

plexity. It culminated in hierarchical feudal and monarchal systems. But

from the perspective of the age of puberty, these social changes through to

the eighteenth century did not matter—the time to achieve status as an

adult may have been longer but so was the time of physical maturity. They

were still matched. Indeed if physical maturation occurred after psycho-

social maturation for the female then the match had a fail safe aspect—

women would not be placed in a position of reproduction until ready for it.

Thus while the timing of both physical and psychosocial maturation

changed we believe that the necessary relationship between them persisted

from when we first evolved until very recently. But suddenly, at least for

European populations, it has all changed.

The study of growth (sometimes called auxology) started in France in the

late eighteenth century when Count Philibert Gueneau du Montbeillard

measured the growth of his son over eighteen years from 1759 to 1777 and
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kept accurate records, just as so many parents do today using marks on the

door frame. He was the first to record that human growth could be episodic

and to document the pubertal growth spurt. By the mid-twentieth century

the growth rates of children and the final heights they achieved were being

used to monitor public health.30 While there might be genetic differences

between populations—pygmies from Zaire are short, the Watusi from

Tanzania are very tall, it was within population trends that economists and

public health officials particularly examined. It was noted that western

populations were getting taller and taller and that menarche was occurring

earlier and earlier. This is called a ‘secular trend’. Historical auxology became

a discipline and old records were examined to find out when such secular

trends had started.

Studies of the timing of menarche across western populations in the last

150 years have shown a dramatic decline in the age at which it occurs—

generally about three months’ decline in the age of first menstruation per

decade.31 The process is remarkably parallel in different countries, albeit

starting from different points which may in turn reflect underlying genetic

differences between populations. We must not however assume that the

European experience is universal. Many populations in the developing

world never showed menarche occurring as late as it did in Europe.32 This

may reflect genetic differences, or it may reflect the generally better condi-

tions of pastoralist or forager societies compared to the squalor of serfdom

and urban slums in pre-Enlightenment Europe. Neither would they have

confronted the complexities of large population densities, at least until

colonization.

We are led to the conclusion that this secular trend in the age of menarche

is the consequence of the great improvement in health, nutrition, and

maternal care in Europe. From the Enlightenment at the end of the eight-

eenth century came a greater focus on the plight of the child. In England

social reform movements appeared and by the mid-nineteenth century they

were in full swing. Child labour laws started to be enacted, nutritional sup-

port and charity for the poorest members of society began to appear. But

perhaps most importantly public health initiatives appeared. The open

sewers of the worst cities started to disappear. Concepts of hygiene and pub-

lic health arose and slowly this impacted on both the health and the life

expectancy of children.

Studies of the age of menarche show that the trend is now levelling off
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in those countries with the longest history of good child health. This sup-

ports our conclusion that the age of menarche is now returning to a time-

table set by evolutionary processes—i.e. approaching its age selected by evo-

lution as the constraints of undernutrition and poor child health are

removed.

But what about the society young people now live in? It is clearly much

more complex. The time needed to be fully functional as an adult has

increased markedly, indeed many young people appear not to be able to

stand alone in a twenty-first-century urban jungle until their twenties. For

the first time in our evolutionary history our psychosocial maturation

occurs after our physical maturation. But at what cost?33

Mismatched maturation

This maturational mismatch is a dominant issue for western society. Time

magazine puts it on its cover. While early puberty is blamed on exogenous

factors such as hormonal contaminants of foods etc. we do not think they

are the heart of this mismatch (although they may be very important to

other issues such as the changing incidence of breast cancer)—because the

trends of falling age of menarche started as social conditions started to

improve over 100 years ago, and the trend towards a progressively more

complex society started thousands of years ago.

So there is a growing problem—youngsters are biologically mismatched to

the society they live in, which was designed around the expectation of

adulthood appearing almost a decade later. And, rather than confronting its

origins, when the problem is discussed it is often medicalized—if girls enter

puberty too soon perhaps hormonal treatments should be offered to delay

puberty. But is this correct? We would argue that these children are simply

revealing their evolutionary origins—the constraints on their development

have been largely removed and they are entering puberty at an age little

different from their Stone Age forebears.

For these reasons we are concerned about the use of the term ‘precocious

puberty’ being applied to normal children having earlier puberty. Precocious

puberty is strictly a medical term to describe those with organic disease

which leads to pathologically early puberty34—for example some brain

tumours can lead to puberty being seen at 2–3 years of age. To use the term

‘precocious’ implies abnormality, when what has happened is that the
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timing of puberty has returned towards its genetically determined point,

albeit with consequences of the mismatch.

The mismatch of modern puberty is a fundamental and irreversible issue.

For the first time in our 150,000-year history as a species, the norm at least in

western society is now to achieve physical maturity well before psychosocial

maturity. Children are not (we hope) going to get less healthy and so they

will continue to enter puberty early—and as global health improves, more

and more children around the world will enter biological puberty between 7

and 10 years of age and be reproductively competent from a biological per-

spective by the age of 11 or 12. On the other hand society is not going to get

less complex, and the skills needed to be a successful adult are likely to

increase still further. We will need our increasingly long childhood to

acquire these skills.

In developed societies we expect a good deal of our young people—it is an

expectation driven by social emancipation and by the impact of media mes-

sages. As a society we confuse physical maturation with psychosocial matur-

ation so we have a tendency to assume a person who is biologically mature is

a full adult, and vice versa. In our growth clinics we see this so often: a

person with a growth problem leading to a severely short stature may be an

adult but is treated by society as a child; a 6-year-old with true precocious

puberty due to a disease may look like a 12-year-old and be treated that

way—impossible. This transference of impression and expectation increases

pressure on all our children, not just those with truly precocious puberty. It

is magnified by the media, the entertainment and advertising industries,

which put impossible pressures on these physically mature but psycho-

socially immature adolescents. Indeed, the media and marketing industries

play on this mismatch and exploit the latent sexuality of the late pre-teens

and younger teenager. Teen magazines, popular music videos, and television

programmes for this age group are increasingly dominated by latent or even

overt sexuality. This further complicates matters, by driving the psycho-

sexual expectations of these young people while their other psychosocial

skills remain underdeveloped for many years to come.

Many of the problems of our young people are exaggerated by this mis-

match. Think of a class of 15-year-olds in a school today, many of whom will

be physically mature, if not sexually active. Their acting out and exploratory

behaviours represent their attempts to live in a society which expects them

to function as adults just because they look physically like adults. They
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cannot do so consistently because their psychosocial maturation is not yet

complete—there are so many aspects of how society works which they can-

not get in perspective. Society hedges their behaviour around with rules and

regulations, dictating that they cannot be responsible to drive or vote until

they are older—to their even greater frustration.

And this has all happened very fast—their great-grandparents and even

their grandparents did not have to confront this issue—so parents and

grandparents, the generations in control, still perceive adolescence in

relation to their own pubescent experiences which were very different.

Indeed many of the structures of society which today affect young people,

such as the organization of middle and high schools, the mores to which we

expect young people to conform, our institutional attitudes to sex educa-

tion, etc., were largely established in Victorian times and have undergone

surprisingly little change since then.

But there is a further way in which the experience and attitudes of previ-

ous generations may make them uncomfortable or ill-equipped to advise

young people on these issues. For most of human history, sexual activity was

almost inevitably linked with reproduction and there were good societal,

economic, and biological reasons why societies developed an orderly proces-

sion of roles in life. In European societies this evolved into a sequence of

education, career (for men, anyway), courtship, marriage, sex, children.

Social convention, sometimes disguised as moral guidance but with a basis

in the realities of primate mating strategies, dictated that solid (and prefer-

ably legally or societally enforceable) relationships should be established

before reproductive activity was sanctioned. But in modern western society

the easy availability of reliable contraception means that sexual activity is

clearly distinct from reproduction. This separation may have encouraged

the commercialization of sex—the messy details of human birth don’t sell

many cars—but it has also changed the behaviour of young people, who are

now able to use sexual intercourse to begin and explore relationships with

much less regard for the biological consequences. We are seeing rapid cul-

tural evolution driven by a technology-induced change in behaviour – and a

discordance has developed between the attitudes of the young in our society

and the social structures established over previous generations.

Sex education seems to be based on the assumption that young people do

not ‘need to know’ until well into their teenage years. But is that any longer

realistic? Children as young as 7 and 8 must confront overt pubescent
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changes in their bodies and they need to understand what these changes

mean. These pre-adolescents can be reproductively competent by the age of

10 or 11. Is it proper or sensible that appropriate information about their

sexuality is not provided? Our own attitudes to adolescent sexuality are

driven by the prior assumption that biological and psychosocial maturation

are coincident. They are not now and are unlikely to be so in the future.

Biological maturation for many will precede psychosocial maturation by up

to a decade. Just saying ‘they don’t need to know’ and that they must prac-

tise abstinence appears increasingly unrealistic in biological let alone psy-

chosocial terms. These are very hard issues to grasp for those of us brought

up in a different time, whether of liberal tradition or not. They cause us

much internal conflict, and they pose hard questions to address.

But we need to find the answers—how should we help young people to

manage their biological maturation ahead of full social maturation? The

more we think about this mismatch the more challenging it is for us and our

society. Do we have to change the way we educate children and adolescents?

Do we have to adjust our mores and attitudes to the reality of earlier bio-

logical maturation? Can we learn from other societies that have evolved

with apparently much less adolescent turmoil? Can we find new approaches

to redress some of the pressures on young people in an age where the infor-

mation explosion and potential for exploitation is so much greater and con-

trols on their behaviour are so much more unrealistic? We do not know the

answers but what we are sure of is that ignoring the growing mismatch of

puberty and not recognizing its fundamental and irreversible nature is

harming our young people and our society.
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A Life of Luxury

The town of Albi sits on a bend in the river Tarn in southern France and is

dominated by an enormous Gothic cathedral. The Bishop of Albi and vice-

inquisitor Bernard de Castanet started building the cathedral in 1281 after

the conclusion of the Albigensian Crusade by the Roman Catholic Church

against the Cathar sect1—the sumptuous internal decoration is intended to

make a political and religious point of contrast against the extreme asceti-

cism of the Cathars. This cathedral is in a sense a memorial to the terrible

conflict over religious belief that has been a feature of the lives of Homo

sapiens for at least the last 2,000 years. But next to the cathedral lies an

extraordinary museum. It has two sections that might initially seem to be

totally discordant—but on reflection they suggest much about our evolution

as a species. The popular attraction is the Toulouse Lautrec gallery—for this

great documenter of hedonistic Parisian society of the late nineteenth cen-

tury was born in Albi. The magnificent paintings and posters of the

unhealthy lifestyle—of the dancers, the poseurs, the pimps and prostitutes,

usually in settings of smoky bars—were nonetheless drawn or painted with

pathos. But on the second floor of the museum is the regional archaeological

collection. One of the smallest items on display, easy to miss in a cabinet

with many other artefacts, is a small figurine carved some 25,000 years ago

by an unknown genius, for this region is where the magnificent artistic

expression of early Homo sapiens is first demonstrated in its full glory—the

caves of Lascaux with their exquisite drawings of animals from 17,000 years

ago are about 160 km away.

Venus figurines carved from ivory have been found at a number of sites

across south-west Europe.2 They were carved between 20,000 and 30,000

years ago and are some of the earliest pieces of representational art known.

They typically depict a buxom, well-rounded (or frankly obese) female.

We can only guess their purpose and significance. It is generally assumed

that they are fertility symbols that represent bounty, fertility, and health.
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Are they memorials to hope of a more productive kind than the circum-

stances represented by the enormous stark cathedral, or Lautrec’s paintings?

To us it seems ironic that some of our earliest representational art may reflect

the beauty of an obese figure yet obesity is arguably now our biggest health

concern.

As a result of the major changes in our environment there are now more

people across the globe suffering from the effects of being overweight or

obese than from undernutrition despite the dire poverty of sub-Saharan

Africa and parts of Asia. In the last few decades there has been a massive

rise in many countries in the incidence of so-called ‘lifestyle’ diseases and

in particular cardiovascular disease, obesity, and adult onset diabetes. In

part this increase is exposed by our longer lifespans, because these have been

generally considered diseases of middle and old age. But now we see a

rapid rise in the levels of obesity even in children as young as 3 years, and

the appearance of one of its major consequences, so-called ‘adult onset’

(non-insulin-dependent or Type 2) diabetes in the second and third decades

of life.

In large part these changes are ascribed to a new kind of lifestyle: less

exercise and more high-energy food. The average weight of North Americans

increased by 4.5 kg during the 1990s—it is estimated this cost the airlines an

additional 1,600 million litres of jet fuel to fly them around during 2000.3 A

new class of lawsuits has arisen where airlines have been sued because they

insist that an oversize passenger must buy two seats.4 Clothes shops now

order a very different size range of clothing than they did a decade ago. Even

the standards for toilet seats are being revised to cope with heavier people.5

In western countries well over 20 per cent of adults are now classed as obese.

The prevalence of overweight children rose from 8 per cent to 20 per cent in

the UK between 1984 and 1998. And even in a country undergoing eco-

nomic transition such as India, 10 per cent of urban middle-class children

can be classed as obese or overweight.6

Why should these changes in lifestyle lead to an increased disease risk?

After all humans are a generalist species who can live in almost any

environment. Why should living in a rich environment lead to increased

risk of disease?
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The human engine

Nutrition is much more than just type and amount of food consumed—it is

about the balance between fuel supply and expenditure. It is this balance

which creates our real energy crisis. Our human engine runs on energy, and

that energy ultimately comes from food. The major fuels are simple carbo-

hydrates. After digestion complex carbohydrates, fat, and proteins can be

turned into energy sources by conversion to glucose. This largely happens

in the liver and skeletal muscle. Without fuel no cell can function. After

glucose is taken into a cell, it is converted to energy through the action of

mitochondria,7 which are intracellular incinerators generating energy for

use in an enormous range of body processes. We use energy to run all our

cellular processes as well as to carry out integrated actions such as muscular

movements. The electrical processes in the brain are particularly energy con-

suming. And a further important use of energy is in the repair and mainten-

ance of our tissues—for example the cells of our skin and of our intestinal

lining need constantly to be renewed.

Growth is not possible without the adequate intake of fat, protein, and

carbohydrates—the so-called macronutrients, which provide the building

blocks for tissue growth (e.g. muscle, bones) as well as the energy that allows

cells to divide and multiply. But good nutrition for function and growth

must also include micronutrients such as the vitamins and trace minerals.

These are essential for specific body functions, often as the catalysts for

specific enzyme actions or as components of critical molecules. For example

iodine is essential in the body as a component of thyroid hormone.

But fuel supplies must be balanced by their consumption. If people

expend less energy than they take in they will gain weight. When excess

energy is left on board it is primarily stored as fat under our skin and within

our abdomen (so-called visceral fat). If we have a persistently excessive

energy intake, fat will also accumulate in our muscles and in the liver. Fat

stores are a long-term energy supply, just like the camel’s hump—an adapta-

tion in that species which evolved for surviving in an environment where

there is very intermittent access to food (the hump may also act as a thermal

insulator).

Fat has the highest energy content for its weight of any body constituent

and that is why animals deposit fat under particular situations where having

fuel reserves is important. For example a hibernating animal will have a very
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high body fat content when it enters hibernation and low levels when it

wakes from its winter sleep. Even more dramatic are migrating birds—in July

the bar-tailed godwit gorges on clams plucked from the inter-tidal mud in

the estuaries of the Alaskan peninsula. It eats and eats until its body fat forms

in thick rolls. At the same time its liver, kidneys, and intestines shrink dra-

matically. Fat will form over 55 per cent of its body weight at the start of its

11,000 km migration across the Pacific Ocean to New Zealand. These birds

fly in large numbers at 70 km per hour without stopping—a journey that

lasts four or five days. They do not eat during the journey, relying totally on

their body stores. The fuel supplies are totally exhausted by the time they

arrive in New Zealand—having completed the longest non-stop migration

of any bird.8

There have been considerable reductions in our personal energy expend-

iture since the industrial revolution, although this has been accompanied by

a massive increase in the other form of energy consumption through use of

electricity and transport fuels. In the developed world the burden of physical

labour in the course of work is greatly reduced by machinery. There is a

dramatic correlation between motor vehicle ownership and adult obesity in

China.9 In many parts of the developing world women and children still

expend much energy in order to collect water, firewood, and to do the wash-

ing, but these are trivial exercises in the developed world. In India, China,

and Thailand the rise in childhood obesity can be correlated with a reduc-

tion in walking, cycling, and other forms of exercise. Even in our leisure

we have replaced physical activity through sport with television or seden-

tary electronic games—the time spent watching television as a child or

adolescent predicts markers of poor health such as overweight, physical

unfitness, and blood cholesterol level as adults.10

The control of body weight is complex. People have different body

weights, not only because they are taller or shorter but because they have

stored different amounts of fat. And in the absence of significant changes in

habit, our body fat content remains relatively constant—winter or summer,

at work or on vacation. Thus part of the variation in body composition

between individuals appears to be innate; consequently it must have some-

thing to do with our individual underlying physiology. It cannot simply be

due to differences in supply or demand. It is true that some obese people

overeat, but equally it is true that some do not; they maintain a higher

weight even on a diet that might make others lose weight. Similarly, some of
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us manage to stay slim on a diet that will make others gain weight fast. The

differences lie in the complex control systems our bodies use to regulate fuel

supply and consumption, and as we will see the major settings of these

control systems are established early in life.

We have seen how species evolved to primarily live within their comfort

zones. Our energy system—that is, the nature of our metabolism including

the fuel it burns, how it burns it, and what it does with excess fuel, are all

the products of our evolutionary history and therefore of the environment

we inhabited in prehistory. But our metabolism was designed for environ-

ments very different from those we now inhabit. We need to examine the

consequences of this change.

Thrifty bodies

The idea that there might be a mismatch between our metabolic system and

the environments we live in was first proposed some three decades ago

by the geneticist Neel who suggested that genes had been selected in our

evolution to help us to survive as hunter-gatherers.11 He argued, probably

mistakenly, that hunter-gatherers experienced feast or famine and that

while the former posed no threat humans were selected with a repertoire of

‘thrifty genes’ to enable them to survive famine. Such genes affect a range of

metabolic processes including those designed to promote fat storage. When

humans live in a modern world of plenty, these same genes continually

drive fat deposition and so we suffer the consequences in terms of diseases

such as obesity and diabetes.

We now think that Neel’s original premise was incorrect, because hunter-

gatherers had relatively good nutrition, were able to move to follow food

supplies, and experienced relatively little famine compared to what followed

with the development of agriculture.12 Neel’s idea—the ‘thrifty genotype’

theory—led to a large industry of geneticists looking unsuccessfully for such

thrifty genes. But perhaps Neel had the story partially right, because genetic

variation probably does play some role in the origin of diabetes, although

it does so much more indirectly, because it changes the sensitivity of the

individual to his or her environment.13

An initially surprising set of observations has shifted our attention towards

the role of environment during development. The first clues came some fif-

teen years ago when an unexpected association was uncovered from a series
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of population-based studies—these showed that the smaller a baby at birth,

the higher the risk of its dying of heart disease or of developing diabetes in

middle and old age. The story of this discovery, made by our colleague David

Barker from Southampton, is described in The Fetal Matrix. Initially it was

met by disbelief among scientists including other epidemiologists. How

could it be that events happening before birth change one’s risk of develop-

ing heart disease or diabetes fifty or so years later? Many experts from a wide

range of disciplines have tried to refute such findings, but they have stood

the test of time and have now been confirmed by many other studies.14

In the last ten years we and others have shown that we could mimic these

observations in experimental animals and made a number of physiological

observations which gave a solid scientific basis to the association.15 Most

recently it has been shown that at least some of this biology is underpinned

by epigenetic modification of specific genes.16

These effects need not be unidirectional. Although we focus especially on

the more frequent scenario of moving from a more limited environment

early in life to a richer environment later, there are data which suggest that

switching from a rich environment in utero to a poorer environment after

birth can have consequences. In famine conditions in Ethiopia it is the

babies that are born larger who have a far greater risk of developing rickets, a

disease of bone which is due to inadequate amounts of vitamin D.17 And

although the data are limited they suggest that big babies who then face

poorer conditions are at greater risk of developing diabetes.18

These epidemiological, clinical, and experimental observations are part of

a bigger story about how developmental signals constrain and determine the

range of environments we can live in healthily. If we live outside that zone

then we are mismatched to that environment and we are more likely to get

disease. In turn this has led us to develop concepts about how develop-

mental processes operate and how they respond to the environment. This

science, sometimes called ‘ecological developmental biology’, is young and

until now has largely been the domain of those interested in plants, insects,

amphibia, and reptiles. We now see how it applies to human biology.

Within the womb

The concept that the fetus responds to environmental signals is both very

old and very new. Hippocrates realized that the health of the fetus was
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dependent on the health of the mother.19 Indeed, the work of embryologists

such as Spemann and Stockard in the early twentieth century revealed

critical periods of sensitivity to both internal and external environmental

stimuli during embryonic development.20 But it was not until much later

that doctors really started thinking seriously about how the fetus was

affected by factors impinging on it from the world outside. In the 1940s,

Norman Gregg, an ophthalmologist studying the origin of congenital catar-

acts, came to the tragic recognition that rubella (German measles) infection

during pregnancy could cause birth defects. In 1961, another Australian,

William McBride,21 recognized that thalidomide, a sedative prescribed in

pregnancy, could cause limb defects. In the 1960s, 1970s, and 1980s there

was an explosion of knowledge about the fetus due to the development of

experimental techniques for studying animal fetuses, particularly sheep

fetuses in the womb. We learnt that there are many other ways in which the

fetus is affected by the external world. If the mother got a fever, so did the

fetus; if the mother was stressed then some hormonal signals of stress, albeit

dampened, crossed the placenta from mother to fetus. If the mother’s nutri-

tion changed significantly, the fetus would detect changes in nutrient deliv-

ery across the placenta. If the mother had low blood oxygen levels due to

disease or being at altitude, the fetal oxygen level also fell—and many more

examples were found.

Against this background, several lines of research have taught us much

about how fetal growth was regulated. It has some very different features

from growth beyond infancy. Adult height is strongly influenced by genetic

factors—that is why there is a strong statistical relationship between parents’

and their children’s adult heights. But the genetic determinants of fetal

growth are much weaker and the mechanisms of growth control very differ-

ent.22 The size of the fetus is dependent on features of the maternally created

environment largely independently of genetic effects, so as to ensure that

the fetus can pass through the pelvic canal. In a classic experiment from the

1930s, Walton and Hammond crossed Shetland ponies with much larger

Shire horses and showed that it was maternal size which was the primary

determinant of the size of the foal at birth.23 More recently, with the devel-

opment of assisted reproductive technologies, these experiments have been

repeated in a more elegant way and the same conclusion reached—namely

that it is the environment created by the mother rather than her genes—or

indeed the fetal genes—which has the major influence on fetal growth.
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Indeed studies in humans where eggs have been donated show that birth

size is much more closely related to the recipient’s size than to that of the

donor.24

Fetal growth is ultimately dependent on how well the mother can supply

nutrients and oxygen across the placenta. There is no other way that the

fetus can get food and oxygen. The placenta must also remove waste. We

know a fair amount about how this complex supply line works in the last

two-thirds of pregnancy when the placenta is fully functional. We also know

that there are many ways it can be disrupted. First, if maternal health is

compromised then available nutrients will be prioritized to assist her and

the fetus will receive less. In evolutionary terms the fetus is expendable

because if the mother lives to have further pregnancies then her gene trans-

mission has been preserved. If however the mother dies, then so does the

fetus and there is no passage of genes to the next generation. Secondly, the

supply line is dependent on how well blood is pumped to the uterus. This

can be interfered with by disease. Thirdly, the placenta must function prop-

erly, but in doing so it will consume some of the oxygen and nutrients

provided by the mother. The placenta can be affected by infections such as

malaria and its blood vessels damaged by maternal diabetes and pre-

eclampsia (a disease which affects the blood vessels of the placenta). Only a

fraction of the nutrients consumed by the mother get to the growing fetal

tissues, and then only if the fetal heart is pumping well and if the fetal

hormonal state is favourable.

Thus what the fetus gets as nutrients is not simply what the mother eats.

She eats to meet both her own needs and those of the growing fetus but their

nutritional requirements are different. The placenta secretes hormones into

the mother to change her metabolic regulation, making it less dependent on

glucose, and this allows more of this fuel to be provided for the fetus. Mean-

while the mother’s metabolism becomes more dependent on other nutrients

such as fats. We now know that under famine conditions, when the mater-

nal food intake is below 800 kcal per day in mid- and late pregnancy, birth

weight is grossly reduced.

But even much more subtle changes in maternal diet can induce changes

in fetal growth and development.25 In developing countries both poorer

maternal nutrition and high workloads are associated with lower birth size.26

Indeed in developed countries those who undertake severe exercise in preg-

nancy such as running marathons give birth to smaller, leaner babies.27
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However in general the consensus is that moderate exercise provided it

is balanced by appropriate nutritional intakes is safe. But research now sug-

gests that even changes in the balance of the maternal diet which do not

alter birth size can nonetheless have echoes on the child for the rest of

its life.28

In both animals and humans, many of the most important changes in

gene expression occur during the first weeks of pregnancy, including the first

six to eight weeks when the woman may not even be aware that she is

pregnant. This is the time, particularly in the first week, when epigenetic

changes are occurring to the DNA determining the pattern of gene expres-

sion which will not only control the next stages of its development but also

some of the fetus’s attributes throughout life. It is a time of enormous inter-

action between the fetal genes and the environment. Studies show that as

well as nutrition in pregnancy having an influence on birth size, maternal

nutritional state at conception is important.29 This suggests that it is the

long-term nutritional state of the mother which determines how nutrients

are mobilized to support fetal development. This creates a major public

health issue—how can we optimize pregnancy outcomes when some of the

major factors involved include the time before conception? Less than 50 per

cent of women actively plan when they will conceive. The challenge may

not only be limited to the female; there are some data beginning to emerge

to suggest that environmental factors mediate epigenetic changes in sperm

which may also play some role in affecting prenatal development and the

later health of the offspring.30

We have focused on the provision of the major nutrients glucose and

oxygen because they dominate the regulation of fetal growth. But the fetus

must get the full repertoire of fats, amino acids, and micronutrients includ-

ing vitamins from the mother. Our studies in the Sherpa showed the con-

sequences to the fetus of iodine deficiency. If the mother is micronutrient

deficient so will be the fetus. This is why it is strongly advised that diet in

early pregnancy is supplemented with iron and folate. In many parts of the

world there is a much broader concern over deficiency in vitamin A, iodine,

zinc, vitamin B12, and many other micronutrients.

The fetus can also be overfed although that only really occurs in one con-

dition—maternal diabetes. If the mother’s glucose levels are high because of

diabetes or a diabetic tendency, fetal glucose levels are also elevated and

high fetal glucose will drive the fetal pancreas to release insulin. High fetal
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insulin levels lead to the fetus laying down fat (because insulin promotes

uptake of fatty acids into fat cells) and this is why babies of diabetic mothers

are usually large and fat at birth—their delivery can be problematic. These

babies are more likely to be fat as children and in turn to develop diabetes,

and so the cycle can be perpetuated. Because of the way in which the

mother’s metabolism is altered during pregnancy by placental hormones,

this is a time when a pre-diabetic state is frequently exposed. There is

an increasing concern about this pathway as the prevalence of obesity,

pre-diabetes, and diabetes rises globally.

While we have discussed the extremes of fetal growth and nutrition, the

biology of fetal development is continuous and the fetus can sense and

respond to the full range of nutritional signals coming from its mother. At

the extremes these can be manifest as alterations in growth, but within the

normal range of signals from mother to fetus, much more subtle things are

happening which can equally have lifelong consequences.

Fetal choices

Because of the way in which nutrient transfer to the fetus is regulated, it

responds to the nutritional environment of its mother. The evolution of the

processes underpinning the regulation of fetal development in all mammals

would have been based on the probability of a good relationship between

fetal nutrition and mother’s nutritional environment. Selection would have

focused on the normal pregnancy as pregnancies complicated by maternal ill

health or placental dysfunction would in the past have had a low probability

of the offspring surviving to adulthood. Thus the basic processes of develop-

ment evolved so that the fetus responds to environmental signals from the

mother, reflecting the state of the environment into which it will be born.

The more our research has considered the consequences of this capacity of

the fetus to sense its environment, the more it became apparent that the

fetus has evolved with the capacity to make some well-informed biological

choices. We divide these into two types—those that give the fetus an

immediate advantage and those that have an advantage much later in life.

We have argued that both types of choice have adaptive value and that is

why mammals have evolved with the capacity to make them both. We have

termed these two types of choice short-term, or immediate adaptive

responses, and predictive adaptive responses.31
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Short-term adaptive responses are those which allow the fetus to survive

an immediate environmental challenge. Some may be very transient and

simply involve internal control (homeostatic) processes similar to those of

adults.32 For example if the umbilical cord kinks transiently, leading to a

reduction in oxygen delivery, the fetus will conserve oxygen by reducing

unnecessary movements. But many of the environmental stresses to which a

fetus can be exposed exert an influence over days or weeks, and are induced

for example by a sustained level of maternal nutrition or health status.

Obviously if its nutrient supply is severely limited the fetus reduces its

growth. It does so in an asymmetrical way by limiting blood supply to the

muscles, gut, liver, and kidneys and thus protecting nutrient supply to the

brain and heart. The latter is essential because if the fetal heart does not

function adequately then blood cannot be pumped through the umbilical

cord to the placenta, and the fetus cannot extract the nourishment and

oxygen it needs.

The original observations of David Barker pointed us towards the class of

developmental choice we term predictive adaptive responses.33 We proposed

that the fetus can sense its environment from maternal signals and use this

information to predict—or forecast—its future postnatal environment. The

availability of food is one critical environmental signal, maternal stress

reflected in hormonal changes is likely to be another, but there are several

other environmental signals to which the fetus or neonate can respond such

as fluid deprivation, season of the year, and maternal behaviour.34 For

example in the rat, some mothers groom their babies a lot and some only a

little. Those whose mothers groom them a lot grow up with different

behaviours with less anxiety and a reduced stress hormone response.35

While extreme changes in the signals the fetus senses will induce immedi-

ate responses to ensure fetal survival, predictive responses are independent

of these and can be induced by smaller changes across the full range of

environments which the fetus senses. There is real advantage in trying to

match the physiology we develop in our plastic phase of development to the

environment we expect to inhabit. This will be more likely to give us max-

imal fitness and thus ensure transmission of our genes to the next gener-

ation. That is why the processes of developmental plasticity, including the

capacity to utilize prediction, have evolved. Prediction is valuable in try-

ing to improve the potential for lifelong match, because unfortunately we

cannot afford to be plastic throughout our entire lives.
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Many aspects of the control system for metabolism are established in early

development. The settings of every part of the regulatory system—the appe-

tite for food, the supply of food to tissues in the blood supply, the metabolic

needs of different tissues such as muscle and fat, the amounts of those tissues

themselves, the nervous and hormonal processes which regulate metabol-

ism, etc.—are all influenced by developmental factors. For example in

humans as in other mammals the number of muscle cells in the heart and in

skeletal muscle, the number of fat storing cells in the body, and even the

number of urine-forming units in the kidney (which helps control blood

pressure as well as making urine) are all set before birth.

Altered gene expression induced by epigenetic changes is fundamental to

these processes. Permanent changes in expression of genes involved in fat

and carbohydrate metabolism and in hormone responsiveness, in part

due to epigenetic modifications,36 are found in tissues taken from the

offspring of rat mothers whose nutritional state was changed during

pregnancy. The complexities of these developmental cascades and their

long-term consequences have barely started to be elucidated.

These processes of developmental plasticity tune further the match gener-

ated by selection. They allow us to adjust our physiological capacity to

match the range of environments we anticipate confronting and thus set our

comfort zone to match that predicted environment. This provides a survival

advantage. In doing so it does not eradicate genetic variation, indeed it pro-

tects it37—here is an adaptive solution based on a phenotypic response

rather than changes in the genotype.

Is the mother a reliable witness?

But the fetus can only base its predictive choices on what it forecasts the

future to be and this depends on the reliability of the sensor system; how

well does the information from its mother reflect the current, and particu-

larly the future, external environment? The sensor system detects various

nutrient and related signals (such as stress hormone signals) crossing the

placenta. But no forecasting system can be perfect and the predictive system

of fetal life is no exception. This does not matter in evolutionary terms—

other things being equal, provided that it is correct more often than it is

wrong, mathematical modelling shows that it will confer an advantage.38

There are many ways in which a fetus or neonate can be misinformed
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about its future. If the placenta is not working properly, for example if the

mother has pre-eclampsia, irrespective of what she eats fewer nutrients will

get to the fetus; that fetus will predict a poor postnatal environment and set its

nutritional and metabolic physiology accordingly. The chances are increased

that the physiology adopted will be mismatched with the environment

that follows. This is an increasingly common scenario—the fetus predicts

an adverse environment and makes decisions accordingly which leave it

mismatched with the enriched environment of the child and adult.

Maternal smoking impedes nutrient supply to the fetus and leads it

to predict a nutritionally deprived future. Many women, even in affluent

societies, eat an unbalanced diet at the time they become pregnant and in

early pregnancy. This may be because they are dieting to lose weight,

because they are unaware of the composition of a balanced diet, or because

of other lifestyle factors. A recent study in Southampton showed that up to

50 per cent of women were eating what was evaluated as an imprudent diet

at the time of conception.39 This was particularly the case in women of low

educational attainment, highlighting the importance of education about

diet, pregnancy, and fetal health. In Japan, birth weight is actually falling

because women diet before pregnancy and their obstetricians believe in

drastic limitations on weight gain in pregnancy because they think it

reduces the incidence of pre-eclampsia.40 In many cultures women diet in

late pregnancy because they believe that this reduces the risks of difficult

childbirth. Throughout the world, a high proportion of pregnancies are

unplanned, so it is hardly surprising that women are often not prepared

for the event. But in being so they risk misleading the fetus about the

nutritional environment it will face in later life.

But even if the woman is consuming a well-balanced diet, the growth and

development of her offspring is nonetheless influenced by the normal pro-

cesses of maternal constraint. These operate to some degree in all pregnan-

cies, and particularly in first pregnancies, in twin pregnancies, and in women

having their first baby at the extremes (both young and old) of reproductive

age. This constraint generates an upper limit on how much nutrition the

fetus can sense, and thus on the range of environments it can predict. This

may not have mattered prior to the development of agriculture because

energy-dense environments did not exist then—but it certainly matters now.

We have suggested that maternal constraint, by dampening the

nutritional information the fetus receives, may have given our species an
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adaptive edge during our evolution, because the predictive responses always

made us expect to live in a slightly harsher environment than existed during

our gestation. Thus as a species we are pre-adapted to expect worse than we

may experience, and this would have given us an inbuilt safety margin, some

degree of energetic reserve.41 But as our nutritional environments have got

richer, the discordance between prediction created by these constraint

mechanisms and reality has got greater. Rather than being evolutionarily

advantageous, these prenatal forecasts have now become disadvantageous.

A changing world

For the remainder of this chapter we focus on the very common scenario of

developing in a constrained environment and then living in a richer one—

one which is significantly richer in energy terms than predicted. So the indi-

vidual faces a developmentally induced metabolic mismatch.

The mismatch can happen for several reasons: because the developing

offspring has made an inappropriate prediction due to unbalanced maternal

diet or illness; because maternal constraint has been followed by exposure to

an affluent environment of excess nutrition and a sedentary lifestyle. Or the

environment can change within the time of a single generation. The ado-

lescent who migrates from a rural village in the Indian subcontinent to a city

such as Mumbai will suddenly be potentially exposed to a nutritionally

richer lifestyle associated with less physical activity. Economic migrants and

refugees usually move from poorer to richer conditions. They will not be

developmentally matched for the lifestyle they will then experience.

Imagine a fetus which is developing in expectation of living in a poor

environment postnatally because its mother has signalled this to it. What

predictive responses would it be best for that fetus to make? It will make

adjustments to its development and physiology which favour successful life

after birth in a nutritionally limited environment. It will reduce its muscle

bulk, adjust its biology to favour laying down fat whenever it can as a form

of energy reserve, and set its appetite to favour eating high-fat foods when

available. It will make many other trade-offs because it will adopt a fast and

furious strategy and forecast a short rather than a long life. It will form a

smaller number of kidney units—predicting that it will not live long enough

to need the reserve capacity. It will reduce the ability of insulin to drive

glucose into muscle cells so that its demands for energy are less.42
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In practice the changes made are very subtle; a slight change in musculo-

skeletal development, a small alteration in metabolic pathways in the liver,43

and so on. In themselves such subtle changes would have little significance

provided the individual lived in a environment matched to that predicted—

but the reality is that increasingly we are born into a rich environment with

a biology that makes it easy to lay down fat and the integrated effects of

these small changes can be very significant indeed.

Most infants lose a small amount of weight and fat shortly after birth and

they do not show a ‘rebound’ in fatness until about the age of 5. Because

normal prenatal development involves a degree of maternal constraint,

almost every infant experiences a degree of mismatch between the pre- and

postnatal environment. The important question concerns the size and the

timing of this mismatch. For this reason either excess or deficient infant

nutrition can have later and surprisingly similar consequences.44

Through the neonatal period and infancy, nutrition is still determined by

the mother and her circumstances. Milk quality is affected by maternal

health. In traditional societies neonatal mortality rises where mothers are ill,

and maternal death in such a society inevitably leads to infant death (sadly

500,000 women still die during pregnancy and childbirth every year world-

wide). The infant remains dependent on the mother for food and support

both before and after weaning. Poor infant nutrition extends the period of

constraint from before birth well into infancy and such children are then

primed to put on fat rapidly when food becomes available. On the other

hand excess infant nutrition due to the use of cow’s milk may do the same

because this milk is energy rich compared to breast milk. Recent studies

show that cow’s milk-fed infants are much more likely to get obese as they

grow older. From these observations three conclusions can be drawn. First,

events in early life which involve changes in nutrition have long-term con-

sequences because developmental plasticity and predictive responses can

lead to permanent changes in metabolic control. Secondly, while we do not

have adequate knowledge about neonatal nutrition infants should not be

allowed either to get excessively fat or to be undernourished. Thirdly, under

virtually every circumstance, breast milk is best for the baby.
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Mismatched metabolism

We can see why the consequences of metabolic mismatch become manifest

as heart disease and diabetes. The developmentally induced preference for

high-calorie and -fat content food, coupled with the setting of the fat con-

trol system, will lead to weight gain and eventually obesity. The resistance to

insulin in the presence of high levels of energy intake will begin to damage

the lining of blood vessels and this allows inflammation and atherosclerotic

plaques to form. This damage then links with other effects, the obesity itself,

the smaller number of kidney units, and the reduced density of capillaries,

which all predispose to high blood pressure and then to heart disease. The

individual who forecast a poor environment but who now lives in a rich one

will get obese, insulin resistant, and have high blood pressure. This group of

disorders is so common that it is now known as the ‘metabolic syndrome’. In

people with metabolic syndrome, the risk of diabetes, heart disease, and

stroke is greatly increased, and the more symptoms of the syndrome they

have the shorter their life expectancy. This is increasingly the picture we see

in westernized societies.45

The problem is particularly important among sections of the population

who have inadequate education or are in lower socioeconomic groups in

both the developed and developing world. Middle-class people, and those

with good education, will frequently find out the best way to optimize their

lifestyle—from diet to physical activity, where they live, and so on. They will

devote resources that might have been used on more ephemeral things to

sustaining and promoting their health and that of their offspring. They can

reduce the degree of their mismatch even though their lifestyle predisposes

to it. Less favoured are the poor, who like everyone else have not only

inherited and developed the consequences of metabolic mismatch, but who

sometimes worsen their situation through inadequate education, inability

or lack of opportunity to act. The range of foods they can afford often has a

higher fat and carbohydrate content. This compounds their degree of mis-

match. The poor are more at risk and poverty is a major contributor to

chronic disease.

What becomes manifest as disease later in life starts as subtle changes in

physiology that we can detect in childhood. Increasingly the first signs of

obesity appear in childhood and we can relate these to greater degrees of

developmental constraint. For example being a first-born child predisposes
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to childhood obesity,46 unbalanced maternal nutritional status in pregnancy

is associated with occurrence of childhood and adolescent obesity47 and to a

greater risk of developing diabetes in later life.48 But what two decades ago

were subtle changes in childhood physiology are now becoming manifest as

overt changes in health as the degree of mismatch rises—children are

exposed to higher-energy foods and exercise less and less frequently. There is

a growing pandemic of adult onset diabetes appearing in children and ado-

lescents. A generation ago this was rare and individual cases were written up

in the medical journals. Now it is common—this is the price our children

pay for video games rather than soccer balls, for burgers rather than fruit and

vegetables.

In many ways we are paying the price of our success as a species. The prob-

lem is not confined to developed societies, because the mismatch concept can

apply across the full range of socioeconomic conditions, from poor environ-

ments switching to better in the developing world, and optimal switching to

excessive in the developed world. And so we are beginning to see an epi-

demic of metabolic syndrome in developing societies because they are going

much more rapidly through the nutritional transition that was more gradual

in the developed world. In India it is estimated that the number of those

suffering from hypertension will rise from an already high 118 million in

2000 to 214 million people in 2025. In the same time the number of dia-

betics will more than triple from 19 million to 57 million people.49 These are

enormous health burdens and have enormous personal, social, economic,

and political costs.

In countries such as India, women give birth to small babies who predict a

poor postnatal environment and yet face a rapid nutritional transition to a

relatively westernized diet, or a richer Asian diet, one for which their devel-

opmental processes have not matched them. Some children show a different

pattern but the consequences of developing diabetes later are the same.

These children have mothers who themselves were born small but who have

already gone through the nutritional transition and are thus more likely to

develop diabetes in pregnancy. In both scenarios the starting point is poor

fetal development, either of the individual or the mother, followed by a

nutritional mismatch.

Why do women on the Indian subcontinent give birth to small babies?

In part the answer lies in the generations of women who had poor status,

leading to undernutrition and stunting in childhood. Women start child-
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bearing at a very young age and their nutrition before and during pregnancy

is often poor; sometimes the workloads expected of them are high. Specific

micronutrient deficiencies associated with vegetarianism may also contrib-

ute.50 There are obviously fundamental social, cultural, and attitudinal issues

to address if the mismatch challenge is to be met. This is such a prevalent

issue that Indians were once thought to have a particular genetic risk of

developing the metabolic syndrome—along the lines of Neel’s thrifty

genes—but it now seems more likely to reflect the particular features of this

population in their particular conditions. Indeed we are now seeing the

emergence of the metabolic syndrome in sub-Saharan Africans as they face

the nutritional transition.

Addressing the problem

A mismatch can be addressed either by changing the prediction or by trying

to correct the environment in later life to be closer to that predicted in early

life. Most public health measures in the developed world focus on the lat-

ter—the promotion of healthy eating and exercise. The logic behind such an

approach is compelling but it may be of limited value for many; the degree

of adjustment necessary to achieve a match may be too much and therefore

unrealistic and it may require pharmacological intervention rather than just

lifestyle changes.

A gross misinterpretation of these ideas would be to conclude that a baby

born in a particularly limited environment because of the poor socio-

economic and nutritional circumstances of its mother is successfully

adapted to its environment51 and is therefore able to cope with limited nutri-

tion after birth. Within limits, as we and others52 have suggested, impaired

growth and reduced energy consumption are an appropriate adaptive

response to a poor environment, but these responses are not without costs. If

nutrition is limited, then cognitive development is impaired and the risks of

infection increase. These will impact far more severely on the developing

child. The distinguished nutritionist John Waterlow argued eloquently53

that ‘We should not accept a status quo that requires children to become

stunted in order to survive and then, by labeling it as an adaptation, regard it

as a respectable solution.’ We agree with Waterlow—moral and ethical

imperatives determine that every child in such circumstances must be given

the optimal chance to grow and develop normally, but the nutritional
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support and energy environment must be appropriate to avoid their devel-

oping gross obesity which will generate other costs. There is an even greater

imperative to find ways to intervene earlier in the life course so that fewer

children are born small and at risk.

Thus the alternative, not mutually exclusive, approach is to try to promote

fetal and infant health and thus change the forecast. We have argued54 that

this is likely to be a more effective and indeed a particularly appropriate point

of intervention in countries such as India where there is a strong history of

intergenerational stunting and of lack of societal investment or empower-

ment of girls and young women. The capacity for a better match following

improvements in pregnancy care could be significant. There are some simple

measures that would make a large difference but, while these are straight-

forward in principle, they are extremely difficult to apply in the context of

the social and cultural milieu in which these women live. Those measures for

which the evidence is reasonably compelling include delaying the age of first

pregnancy until the woman’s pelvis is fully grown—that is until at least four

years after menarche—ensuring adequate nutritional status for young

women so that they are nutritionally fit at conception and that there is

adequate nutritional support and a reduction in workload during preg-

nancy.55 Another apparently simple measure is encouraging people not to

smoke. Smoking and the fetus are incompatible and there are good data to

show that infants of smoking mothers are at greater risk of mismatch.56

Taking a more futuristic approach, recent experimental work57 raises the

possibility that therapeutic intervention in the newborn, when there is still

some plastic capacity, might be able to change the degree of match. New-

born rats can be tricked into thinking that they are fatter than they really are

by giving them injections of a hormone that is normally made by fat. This

has no effect in normal pups. But in those of undernourished mothers,

which were destined to get obese and insulin resistant, the hormone injec-

tion stopped the development of obesity even when the pups were fed a

high-fat diet. Is this kind of strategy possible in the human?

In this chapter we have suggested that the increasing incidence of heart

disease and diabetes have their origin in no small part from the mismatch

that arises from the interplay between developmental plasticity and the

postnatal environment. We have focused on developmental influences in

determining the origin of this mismatch but there are also genetic factors. A

growing number of genes have been identified which appear to alter the

MISMATCH
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sensitivity of the fetus to sense or respond to environmental signals.58

Whether any of these have been specifically selected during our evolution,

as was originally suggested by Neel, is not known.

We might have hypothesized that evolutionary processes would have

worked to exclude such nasty fates for our species. They have not because by

and large these issues do not interfere with our reproductive fitness. These

diseases until recently only appeared in middle age, well after reproduction

has been completed. Evolution cannot select against traits appearing after

reproduction has ceased59 and in any event it has all happened too fast—

longevity to middle age and beyond is largely a phenomenon of the twentieth

and twenty-first centuries.

But while we have focused this discussion on the metabolic component of

the mismatch, these changes in metabolic physiology do not occur in isol-

ation. Setting metabolic regulation to match predicted food availability is an

important component but other things happen in parallel. In a predicted

poor environment the offspring can choose to invest in early reproduction

and hence those born smaller tend to have earlier puberty, as we discussed in

the previous chapter. The offspring will invest less in repair and mainten-

ance because longevity is not likely to be a successful strategy and hence

both animals and humans born smaller tend to have shorter lives.

Evolution has provided the tools for us to try to match our life course to

the environment we predict we will face. But while this was a brilliant strat-

egy for raising the probability of reproductive success within the environ-

ments in which we evolved, it is now failing. The degree of shift in our

environment is far greater than our biology could possibly allow for without

a cost and our species has been very good at changing our environment. We

really have made things hard for ourselves.

A LIFE OF LUXURY
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Four Score Years and Ten

Despite the biblical references to Methuselah who is reputed to have lived

until he was 969, the human who had the longest documented lifespan was

the Frenchwoman Madame Calment who died in her 123rd year. Biblical or

not, our best guess for the average life expectancy of our Palaeolithic ancestors

is about 25 years. This is a little misleading because a large number of children

died soon after birth or in infancy. Recalculated and based on the inter-

pretation of the skeletal record it seems that, provided we survived child-

hood, then our average life expectancy would have been about 35–40 years.1

This number may seem low but what is surprising is that life expectancy

in relatively modern times was not so very different.

The Nobel laureate Robert Fogel, in his book The Escape from Hunger and

Premature Death,2 documents life expectancy in populations over the past

400 years. In England life expectancy was only 32 years in 1725 although it

was 50 for those who were able to migrate to the better conditions of North

America. At the time of the industrial and political revolutions at the begin-

ning of the nineteenth century, life expectancy in England and France was

still below 40. By 1900, England and France had almost caught up with their

American cousins, but average life expectancy was still only 48. But by 1950

it had leapt to 68, by 1990 to 77, and it is projected to reach as much as 90

years by the year 2050. Japanese women already have a life expectancy in

excess of 80 years.

Equally dramatic, although delayed, changes in life expectancy have

occurred in countries undergoing rapid economic transition. In India the

life expectancy was 39 in 1950, but only forty years later in 1990 it was 50.

In China, life expectancy is reported to have moved from 41 to 70 over the

same period. So to have large numbers within a population reaching

middle and old age is a rather new phenomenon. While there have always

been some individuals who reached old age, our species is really facing a

dramatically new age structure.
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This change in lifespan uncovers a number of potential mismatches. Were

we designed to live this long—are some of the ravages of ageing a result of

living beyond the evolved lifespan of our body functions and tissues? By

living longer does our cumulative exposure to toxins exceed our capacity to

cope with them? By living longer, women now have a much longer post-

menopausal phase. Was their physiology designed to allow for this, or are

there deleterious consequences of an extended period of post-reproductive

life? These are all potential mismatches that arise from the reduced risk of

early death which the new environments of the last 100 years have

produced.

Wearing out

The last century saw the rise of the consumer culture. The new manufactur-

ing processes as well as the new middle classes fuelled a boom in production

of consumer items, from ballpoint pens to cars. A new breed of advertising

professionals became adept at persuading the public to buy their product. In

the developed world the demand seemed insatiable. Would it last? This

question plagued industrialists who wanted to see continued expansion of

their industries following steadily rising sales figures and continued invest-

ment. But could it last? Wouldn’t there inevitably come a time when every-

one had all the goods they wanted? Obviously this point must be reached

eventually, and no matter how gimmicky and fashionable this year’s model

of car or food blender could be made to seem, there must come a point when

the public desire to purchase it would become sated—unless they had to buy

new toasters or cars to replace ones that had simply worn out. If these things

broke down and were not repairable, then the market opportunities would

be virtually unending. And so there was no advantage in manufacturers

designing models to last. We all know how this works. You buy a new vac-

uum cleaner because it has all the features that you are sure you need—a

high-powered motor and hoses which will allow unpleasant detritus to be

captured in the remotest recesses of your living room, dust filters and clever

mechanisms for keeping the cable wound up, and so on. It comes with a

guarantee—parts and labour to be covered for twelve months, or maybe

even longer. But no matter how long the period of guarantee is, the wretched

thing goes horribly wrong a few weeks after that period has elapsed. No, your

retailer tells you, it is no longer covered under the guarantee but . . . ‘We
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could send it away for repair, but this may take a long time and we cannot

estimate the cost. Have you considered buying a new one?’

Humans share some similarities with these consumer ‘durable’ items. We

tend to become ill as we get older; sometimes this degeneration is not easily

fixed, or costs a good deal of money; and often it seems all too predictable.

The health and life insurance industry is based on those elements of pre-

dictability and likely cost. But there are two important questions. First,

why do our bodies wear out? And secondly, which is really related,

why is there is a period of ‘guarantee of youth’ during which it is un-

likely that parts of our bodies will wear out? From our earlier discussions,

we can see that the answers are likely to lie in thinking not only about the

wear and tear of adult life, but also about developmental and evolutionary

biology.

Running repairs

Development is characterized by plasticity, a period when it is possible to

change the structure and function of the body not only to meet immediate

demands but in prediction of future needs. But this period of plasticity has

to come to an end at some point, at a time well before the individual is fully

mature. It would be far too expensive in biological terms to extend plasticity

indefinitely. But after this time these body parts must still be maintained,

serviced, and be subject to necessary minor repairs. In the same way, the

guarantee on a new car will only be honoured if we keep up the obligation to

have the car serviced at the agreed mileages or times. So, to maintain a

youthful body in a healthy state, it needs servicing and repairs to rectify any

minor damage. The obvious examples are healing of the skin after minor

cuts and abrasions and the repair of bone fractures, but the processes literally

go much deeper and affect nearly every cell in the body.

These repair processes are inevitably energetically expensive, and so they

cannot be kept going forever. In evolutionary terms there is little value

in investment in an organism once it has completed its reproduction. For

humans, our short lifespan during most of our evolutionary history meant

that there would have been little if any selection pressure to support repair

into old age, just as the vacuum cleaner manufacturer would not have opted

to develop a model that would last indefinitely. Thus our species evolved

with a life-history strategy of investing most in maintaining its younger,
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reproductively active members, to ensure the transmission of genetic

information to the next generation.

Ultimately any car will break down—they all do. Similarly, the repair pro-

cesses of the human body will ultimately decline, and we see this decline as

ageing. Inevitably the decline is most evident in the tissues that have the

highest maintenance requirements, those with continually dividing cells

such as the skin and the lining of the gut. Repair to these becomes far less

effective in the elderly. Similar processes occur in the cells lining the blood

vessels, which make the vessel walls more susceptible to damage and leak-

age. And so we can see the inevitable failure of the body’s critical systems

that will lead ultimately to disease and death.

But humans are probably unique among animals in knowing the certainty

of death, and we do everything within our power to delay it. We use religion

to deny it through concepts of an afterlife. We no longer tolerate the evo-

lutionary imperative of decline and demise after reproduction. We are happy

that the body, like the car, has its guarantee and inbuilt repair processes

operating during youth, but we also want that guarantee to last for as long as

possible, long after newer replacement models are on the road. The thrust of

much medicine has been to eradicate communicable disease from infections,

as these kill prematurely. There have been many victories here—over small-

pox, polio, and measles—but the battle continues against AIDS, influenza,

malaria, and even bilharzia, as we saw earlier. In addition, there has been

much attention paid to other aspects of life that promote health, such as

better nutrition, clean air and water, protection from hazardous substances

such as asbestos, radiation, or coal dust in the environment at home or at

work. We have legislation to penalize employers who allow preventable

accidents to occur to employees, and educational programmes to promote

safety in the home to prevent fire or electrocution. The result has been a

dramatic increase in the lifespan of humans over the past 100 years, driven

originally by a progressive reduction in childhood mortality but more

recently by a reduction in age-specific mortality (the chance of dying at any

age) as well.

Living longer

One cost of living longer has been the rapid rise in the occurrence of diseases

of degeneration and of middle and old age. These include cancer, diabetes,
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neurodegeneration, heart disease, and conditions which some would regard

as a normal part of ageing, such as osteoporosis, osteoarthritis, and a decline

in mental ability. For some of these conditions, their appearance as we age

is due to the failure of repair and maintenance systems. However there is

ongoing debate amongst gerontologists about the specific processes involved

in ageing.3 Either the body may simply not be able to afford additional

maintenance; or the impact of progressive environmental insults on cellular

function accumulates; or there is some inherent process of senescence that

gives a finite life to particular tissues because they have not been designed

to last. While there are multiple theories of the biology of ageing they all

basically come down to this cluster of possibilities. We favour the group of

theories (there are several variants on the theme) that there is a trade-off

between the lifetime investment in growth, reproductive, and repair

systems.4 According to this theory those species and individuals which

anticipate a short life invest less in repair and more in early reproduction

and vice versa.

Once an individual has ceased reproduction and support of their progeny,

there can be no selection pressures acting on them (with one possible excep-

tion we will shortly consider) and therefore there will not be selection

against the inherent processes of ageing. Females have an absolute end to

reproduction at menopause but reproductive capacity declines from about

the age of 35, probably because the eggs which were all formed in a woman’s

fetal life are growing old and are less viable.

In males reproduction is possible throughout life after puberty but, while

we can only speculate about Palaeolithic social structures, it is probable that

male reproductive opportunity also declined with age. There are some

important clues to support this idea. For example males are bigger than

females and this can be taken as evidence of competitive selection for size in

males. This implies that the larger and stronger males, and therefore prob-

ably younger, healthier males, had mating dominance. So again selection

would not have worked to the advantage of the older male. The older male

past his mating prime may have been like the old male lion, banished from

the pride by the younger male, doomed to a lonely death. Alternatively, as in

some primate species such as the gelada baboon, the older male remains

with the colony but makes no attempt to re-enter the mating game.

In some pre-colonial societies the old and infirm were intentionally

allowed to die. Yet in other societies such as the Nicobarese and some
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indigenous American and Australian peoples, the aged were treated with the

greatest of respect.5 In some societies old age mattered greatly in that it may

have conferred the capacity of the clan to pass information through cultural

inheritance with greater fidelity. Wisdom, experience, and knowledge could

be important to survival under extreme conditions such as drought and this

was most likely to be held in the memories of the oldest. Recent studies in

the African elephant, which lives in small herds dominated by a matriarch,

show that the presence of the grandmother elephant confers collective

memory on the herd. It is used for example to recognize other herds of

elephants as non-threatening even when previous contact with them has

been infrequent.6

We evolved with a life-history strategy that was characterized by living in

small clans at the forest edge, caring for big-brained, slowly maturing off-

spring. This meant that we had to space our pregnancies out appropriately.

But even once her children were through infancy the Palaeolithic mother

had still to support her older children until they were fully independent. A

high percentage of offspring survived to reproduce—about 50 per cent, one

of the highest in the animal kingdom. This strategy of having a small num-

ber of children and high parental investment led to social structures where

there was some stable bonding between mother and father so that the father

was also involved in child support. This was not simply altruistic because

it also ensured that his genetic endowment was protected. Although the

environment we lived in generally led to death from trauma, childbirth,

or infection by the end of the fourth decade, in any event by then our

reproductive role was effectively over.

So it is reasonable to assume that we evolved living in an environment

where reproduction was largely complete by 35 years of age and life expect-

ancy was not much longer. In such a system there would be little evolution-

ary pressure, and in fact potentially significant cost, to having repair systems

that were effective for a period of many subsequent decades, although there

would have always been some individuals who survived longer.7 This may

explain why our repair and maintenance systems become less effective in

middle and old age, and it is this decline that creates one of the mismatches

of ageing. We now enjoy an average a lifespan more than twice that antici-

pated by our Palaeolithic ancestors. The repair systems are not designed for

this, and they cannot cope.
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Ageing and trade-offs

Why has it worked this way? Other species can live markedly longer lives,

The golden eagle can live over 80 years, the white sturgeon over 100 years,

and tortoises up to 150 years. Many trees such as the giant redwoods and

bristlecone pines of California and the kauri of New Zealand live for

thousands of years. The creosote bush can live for more than 10,000 years.

Longevity runs in families and this suggests that genetic determinants

may be involved. A study in Boston found that women who were able to

conceive children naturally after the age of 40 had a four times greater

chance of living to 100.8 There are several other studies showing the rela-

tionship between a late menopause and longevity and others showing the

reverse, namely that early menopause is a marker for a shorter lifespan.

Such studies suggest that the capacity to reproduce late is a marker for

genetic determinants of a slower tempo of life course. Experimentally in

fruit flies, roundworms, and mice it is possible to select animals artificially

for longevity, showing that it has indeed genetic determinants: the genes

involved are those associated with growth and metabolism.9 This finding

was surprising at first but on reflection it is what we would expect. The

developing organism can make trade-offs between different components of

its life-course strategy in response to environmental signals and in doing so

it tunes the evolutionary settings of this strategy. If it predicts a threatening

environment it will invest less in growth, metabolism, repair, and longevity

and try to hasten its reproduction. Conversely if it predicts a benign

environment it will invest in greater longevity. Thus in mice, prenatal

undernutrition leads to reduced longevity10 whereas postnatal undernutri-

tion leads to a marked prolongation of the lifespan.11

There is some indirect evidence to show that these developmental trade-

offs between components of the life-course strategy also exist in humans.

For example women who develop diabetes in middle age turn out to have

had a significantly earlier puberty than female siblings who did not develop

the disease.12 This fits with our predictive model if the life-course strategy is

chosen on the basis of forecasting a poor fetal environment but becomes

mismatched in a rich environment. The fetal information led to both

an earlier puberty (as detailed in Chapter 6) and a greater risk of diabetes

(Chapter 7). Such a prediction would have tipped the balance towards a ‘fast

and furious’ life course and be associated with investing less in repair and
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maintenance and living a shorter life. Indeed the lifespan of those who are

born smaller is generally shorter.13

These concepts of trade-offs can also be used to understand why ageing

affects particular tissues. For example, bone density is established during

development as part of an adaptive strategy. Strong bones are necessary to

support a large body. Bone mineral content peaks in the third and fourth

decade of life and then starts to decline; this happens more rapidly in the

female after the menopause. This suggests that bone strength was evolution-

arily important until reproduction was completed in both sexes, but less

critical at older ages. But if the prenatal environment is poor the investment

in bone mineral deposition is less and the risks of developing osteoporosis in

old age are correspondingly greater.14 Thus those born small have a greater

risk of osteoporosis and associated bone fracture late in life.

A tired brain

The number of brain cells laid down in fetal life is in considerable excess of

the number we use as adults. There is a progressive loss of these cells from

birth and throughout life because they are essentially not renewed. There are

a few stem cells in the brain but the evidence that they contribute to

ongoing maintenance of brain function in humans is minimal. This is in

contrast to some birds where brain cells are renewed throughout life, by

death of old cells and their replacement using a well-regulated process of

stem cell induction.15

Experimentally the brains of animals which have been exposed to adverse

intrauterine conditions show many alterations: there is a reduction in the

number of cells in some regions, in the number of connections or synapses

between them, and in the amount of nerve fibres in white matter. Recent

studies using new imaging techniques in the growth-retarded human infant

show that the cerebral hemispheres are smaller and the amount of grey

matter is less: they appear not to catch up after birth.16 Perhaps this is why

growth-retarded infants are more likely to have later cognitive, attention,

and learning deficits.17 Does this imply that there has been a trade-off in

utero? Does the fetus predict a dangerous and therefore shorter postnatal life

and thus does not invest in a larger brain, with its greater flexibility and

reserve capacity and higher metabolic demand? Whereas once such growth-

retarded infants had a markedly higher chance of dying in infancy, many
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more now survive. Is this a mismatch which originated through a trade-off

in early life but is exposed by the improvements in child survival?

This argument can be extended further—although we have to admit that

it is speculative. The number of brain cells we are born with was matched by

evolution to a maximum lifespan of the order of 45–50 years. But while we

are living longer, we are not born with more spare brain capacity—is that

why dementias appear once we exceed that age range? On the other hand

there is evidence that keeping an active brain throughout life by stimulation

through learning and activities such as crossword puzzles will slow the loss

of brain cells—perhaps because an active brain makes growth factors which

inhibit the processes of cell death.18 This suggests that perhaps we have do

have some capacity to override the cognitive impairments associated with

the mismatch of ageing.

The major neurodegenerative diseases are Alzheimer’s disease and

Parkinson’s disease. We do not know what causes them although there is

some evidence that viral or toxic agents, as well as genetic factors, might be

involved. But diseases associated with ageing could be induced either

because of a cumulative injury throughout life or because the inherent

obsolescence of the brain becomes exposed when its reserve is lost through

the normal processes of ageing. These diseases are exceptionally rare in

younger people and thus are a direct consequence of our living much longer,

but we do not know which of the possible mechanisms are involved.

A similar idea about failure of repair can be applied to virtually every other

system in the body. Ageing-related disease can be seen as the result of a

trade-off between early life function and later life repair, coupled with the

onslaughts of modern life taking their toll over many decades.

Longer exposure

Cancers are a problem of uncontrolled cellular growth and are also much

more common as we grow older. Every time cells divide there is the risk of

damage to DNA, either from mistakes in the copying process or incorrect

sorting of the genetic material in the chromosomes. All cells (except red

blood cells which do not have a nucleus in humans) have enzymes within

them that are used to maintain the integrity of DNA and to rectify copying

errors. This hidden servicing of the DNA declines with age, leaving it

more prone to mistakes in copying or to damage, induced for example by
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oxidizing processes or toxins. And this underlies the early changes in some

cancers. Inevitably they affect cells which divide most, those of the skin and

those which line the gut, the lungs, the bladder, and the reproductive

organs.

There is another way in which cancers may have their origin in develop-

mental and evolutionary mismatch.19 Some cancers appear to be caused by

exposure to toxins or radiation. These are components of the modern

environment to which we were not exposed when our ancestors evolved.

Perhaps we do not have the necessary repair systems to deal with these

new sustained exposures. The rising incidence of skin cancers including

malignant melanoma in countries such as Australia can be related to more

sunbathing and to the growing hole in the ozone layer of the atmosphere.

One of the functions of the liver is to detoxify substances we absorb which

might otherwise poison us. Some species have evolved mechanisms to deal

with specific toxins in their environment. For example the poison pea in

south-west Australia has high levels of the toxin fluoroacetate. The banded

hare wallaby can eat this plant happily while even the tiniest dose kills its

predators, the dingo and fox and other species that would otherwise be its

competitors for food.20 The monarch butterfly feeds on milkweed which

contains cardiac toxins but is not harmed by them; but this protects it from

predation because it itself becomes poisonous after it eats this plant. Its

predators must have learned that it forms a very dangerous meal.

We have similarly evolved toxin-clearing mechanisms based on exposures

to them in the environments in which we evolved. They are not designed to

allow us to cope with the host of modern chemicals to which we are now

exposed. We are only beginning to understand the many developmental

effects of new toxins in our environment; for example non-detoxified

bisphenols derived from plastics may interfere with hormones during our

early fetal development, play a role in the increasing problem of male

infertility and abnormalities of the male genitalia, and contribute to the

rising incidence of breast cancer.21 Smoking is another form of exposure to

novel toxins. Such a form of mismatch arises because we are exposed to

chemicals that we have not evolved to detoxify.

Diet has been implicated in many cancers. Our modern diets, low in

fibre and anti-oxidants, play a role in several cancer types, particularly of the

colon and pancreas.22 Our high-energy intakes also drive release of growth

factors which may play a role in inducing breast and prostate cancer.23
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Indeed larger babies are at greater risk of breast cancer.24 One explanation is

that these babies have predicted a rich environment and set their growth

factor profile higher because this will give them both a survival and a

reproductive advantage.

The menopause

The menopause is generally a sign of health—indicating that a woman has

lived long enough to terminate naturally her reproductive phase of life. But

why do women have the menopause? Studies suggest that the timing of

the menopause has been relatively stable over the past century, occurring at

a median age of about 50 years.25 We can only speculate about the timing of

menopause in Palaeolithic times but women of the !Kung, a hunter- gatherer

group in the Kalahari desert in Africa, do have an earlier menopause at about

40.26 Does this variation represent genetic determinants acting on timing, or

does it suggest the influence of a different environment—perhaps a variant

on the ‘live a faster life’ strategy? There is some evidence that environmental

factors such as smoking or rate of early growth can influence the timing of

the menopause but the size of the effect is small and, although women now

smoke, the timing of the menopause has remained relatively constant in

developed societies over the last 100 years.

The menopause is defined by the termination of menstruation, but gener-

ally fertility starts to fall well before then and the last cycles are not fertile.

Once the ovary no longer releases viable eggs the menopause is inevitable

and the cyclical pattern of hormone secretion is lost. Soon the repetitive

cycle of the uterine lining growing and then being shed in response to these

hormonal changes stops. The menopause thus reflects the end of a function-

ing ovary and the loss of oestrogen and progesterone secretion. The lack of

these ovarian hormones has a number of consequences for the postmeno-

pausal woman including a thinner skin, a dry vagina and loss of bone

mineral.

The menopause is essentially unique to humans. The only other species in

the wild in which a significant proportion of females have complete cessa-

tion of ovarian function is the pilot whale (Globicephala macrorhynchus)

which appears to have menopause around 40 but a life expectancy of more

than 50 years.27 However many other species show a decline in their repro-

ductive competence as they get older. Female African elephants show a 50
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per cent decline in reproduction beyond 50 years of age, but only about one

in twenty female elephants lives longer than this anyway. Rhesus monkeys

also show a reproductive decline as they age beyond 20 years, but again this

is roughly their lifespan.28 Recently it has been reported that gorillas in zoos

may also have the menopause.29 But one of the difficulties is that there can

be big differences in life expectancy between life in the wild and in captivity:

a mouse rarely survives more than 300 days in the wild but may live over

twice that long in the laboratory. Thus there may be an innate tendency to

ovarian failure in animals that is not seen under natural conditions, but

which is exposed if they live artificially longer when housed in zoos. Maybe

we humans had much shorter lives when we evolved but now live in a zoo of

our own creation.

So there are considerable difficulties of interpretation about the origins of

the menopause. Is it an evolutionary accident, a form of design mismatch,

which arises because we were designed for shorter lives and now live much

longer? Or did evolution select the menopause because it offered us some

specific adaptive advantage?

The menopause is not simply the reverse of puberty. While puberty is

caused by the activation of brain-induced triggering hormones (or gonado-

tropins) which in turn in females induce the ovaries to function, the meno-

pause is associated with ovarian failure while the brain triggering system is

still fully functional. This leads to continued release of the gonadotropins

after the menopause and these cause some of the symptoms of the post-

menopausal state—for example the hot flushes. This fundamental difference

between the mechanisms turning on reproductive function at the time of

puberty, and turning it off at menopause might give us important clues

about why the menopause occurs. Many species such as sheep, which are

seasonal breeders, have no problem in turning on and off their brain trigger-

ing repeatedly every breeding season. Humans also do it twice—it is active in

fetal life, inactivated in the infant and then activated again at puberty. Such

considerations would suggest that if humans had evolved to have meno-

pause, then the most efficient way to turn off reproductive function would

have been to use the brain trigger mechanism once again. As this is not the

case it reinforces the importance of the question: did humans evolve to have

the menopause or is the menopause an incidental outcome of living longer?

Let’s examine the possibility that the menopause is purely a result of liv-

ing longer. The argument would run as follows. Evolution led to humans
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having a life-history strategy based on reproduction being completed in the

third decade and this was accompanied by minimal selection pressure to live

longer. Thus we evolved with a median life expectancy (excluding child

mortality) of about 35. Few of us would have lived past 51 years of age, the

median age of menopause in modern humans, so perhaps very few women

lived long enough to experience it. As our previous discussion on ageing has

suggested, there is an inherent biological trade-off between the energy

expended to keep cells alive and functioning and energy devoted to repro-

duction. Eggs must be nurtured to stay alive by the cells surrounding them

in the ovary so that they can be fit to ovulate. It seems as if we evolved so

that eggs have a finite life of a maximum of fifty years, remembering that

many are lost or have declined in viability before then. Sufficient survive to

allow healthy reproduction until towards the end of the fourth decade and

then maintenance beyond that point is energetically wasteful.

Then look at the other possibility. Certainly women show a decline in

fertility from well before menopause—starting around 35 years of age. This

may reflect the phenomenon of ageing eggs but there may well also be an

adaptive advantage in doing so. Mothers needed to nurture their children

well into childhood for them to have a higher probability of surviving

to reproduce. The probability of having more surviving offspring can be

shown by modelling to be enhanced if a woman stops having children in

time to support the development of her youngest child. This is a better

strategy in terms of the number of her surviving children than risking death

with her next pregnancy and childbirth, a risk that rises with age.30 If she

continued to have children up until her death then her later children would

be unlikely to survive. Thus in evolutionary terms it is better to stop having

children well before the expected time of death and to invest in those

already born.

An extension of this argument is the ‘grandmother hypothesis’. Kristen

Hawkes, an anthropologist from Utah,31 and others have suggested that the

post-menopausal period evolved in humans because there was survival

advantage in grandmothers being around to support their own children in

being mothers. The presence of grandmothers would make it easier for their

own daughters to raise their children to adulthood. These effects may be

simply to assist the mother in the practical necessities of childcare or they

may involve transmission of wisdom and experience, a form of cultural

inheritance. If the grandmother effect is genetically based then the
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grandchildren who benefited would be more likely to survive and in turn

pass the genes common to them and their grandmother on to the next

generation. Thus valuable characteristics could be selected through the sup-

port of women who have completed their own reproduction.

There is no doubt from studies in West Africa32 and in French Canada33

that the presence of a maternal grandmother does aid child survival. But the

skeletal record suggests that very few people in the Palaeolithic lived

beyond 45 years of age34 and the menopause in all groups of healthy women

is generally at a later age. This is evidence against the grandmother hypoth-

esis. And mathematical modelling based on studies of a Taiwanese farming

community suggests that the grandmother effect alone cannot explain the

origin of the menopause—the fitness advantage conferred is not sufficient

for evolution to have favoured it.35 However any modelling on a single data-

set is of limited value and cannot be seen as conclusive. When the advantage

of the presence of the grandmother is combined with the need for the

mother to live long enough to nurture her youngest child, and so to have no

further children for some years before her death, the mathematical model

does allow for the possibility that the menopause may have an adaptive

origin. This is a subject of ongoing active debate.

On balance the post-menopausal period, like ageing and its consequences,

has to be considered as the inevitable outcome of the mismatch between our

design and how we now live. We evolved in an environment where life was

short and there would have been little selection pressure to invest in systems

to maintain the body for longer life. But through our ingenuity as a species

we now live much longer and we find ourselves confronting a number of

mismatches as a consequence. We have to find safe means to ameliorate the

potential detrimental effects of these mismatches.

The post-menopausal symptoms of some women highlight the difficul-

ties. If women did not evolve to have exposure to ovarian hormones for

more than thirty-five years of their lifespan (starting from puberty), then the

use of hormone replacement therapy after menopause to replace those hor-

mones may create a further mismatch. We should not be surprised that there

are health consequences with such continued hormone replacement. On

the other hand if menopause is a by-product of longer life then perhaps

women were designed to have oestrogenic exposure for the whole of their

adult life, however long it turned out to be. We do not know the answer.
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The challenges of longevity

The rapid increase in lifespan has implications for the distribution of

resources in all societies. Social structures are changing as a greater percent-

age of the population lives well beyond retirement age and there are fewer

children to later enter the workforce. Societies are struggling to find the best

forms of support for the elderly—what kind of communities should they live

in, what kind of activities do they need to keep them as healthy and valued

contributors to society, and how can we best use the knowledge and expert-

ise of this growing repository of human capital?

A specific problem concerns the allocation of health care resources,

because greater longevity is likely to be associated with a longer period of

chronic disease necessitating support, especially for those suffering from the

most debilitating of degenerative diseases such as dementia. It raises the

question of how such care should be paid for. Pension payments are unlikely

to meet the bill. These operate by definition over a long period of time and

for many in these schemes the calculations used to estimate contributions

were based on assumptions of much shorter lifespan than has been the real-

ity. There is much concern that a drastic shortfall in funds will leave many

people very poorly provided for in retirement. The solution to this is not

obvious. Senior citizens in many industrialized societies are already among

the poorest sections of the population so the situation can only get worse.

Perhaps the retirement age should be raised? This might suit some people,

and it is true that the increase in longevity is associated with better health in

those about to retire than even twenty years ago. Against this, we might

argue that many people will not want to work for longer—they may wish to

enjoy a longer retirement, and certainly most have lived their lives and

made their plans in expectation of retiring at 65.

The demography of society is changing in all sorts of ways. To those of us

(like the ageing authors of this book) who grew up in the youth-oriented

culture of the 1960s, the change is dramatic. Politicians now have to think

about how to attract the ‘grey vote’. The demands within families have

changed—the burden of looking after elderly family members for many

more years than was the case even twenty years ago puts pressures on life-

styles and finances. There may be demands placed upon family resources by

elderly relatives who, perhaps having worked all their lives to pay off a

mortgage, may need to sell their property to meet the rising costs of nursing
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care. Yet their children may be at a stage in their lives when costs are high, in

terms of university fees, etc. And the grandchildren, now young adults, may

wish to place a deposit on a house of their own or raise capital to start a

business. Much of the fabric of society in the West has been built on some

expectations about the investment and inheritance of capital. These expect-

ations are changing, and the resulting mismatch between expectations and

reality will have to be reckoned with in some way or another.

We must end this chapter on a challenging note. There is a danger that

currently ageing members of a population will divert resources from the

next generation, at the risk of increasing that generation’s health problems.

We have seen how many of the problems of health in middle age have their

origins in early life and this demands resources. But these resources are

increasingly needed for the elderly. Addressing the mismatches associated

with ageing is a real conundrum.
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9

Match and Mismatch

The mismatch paradigm represents a shift in how we think about our place

in the world. It provides a new approach to understanding some of the

conditions of human existence—because in many ways we are increasingly

mismatched to the world we now inhabit. The simplest conclusion we could

draw is that a long, healthy life requires us to be as biologically matched as

possible to the environment we inhabit, but paradoxically longevity itself

brings with it further ways of being compromised. Such mismatches have

been created by the very success of our species. While the history of many

species has been one of evolution, population growth, then decline and

extinction, our ingenuity and our unique capacity to foresee and manipu-

late the future should, we hope, permit us to avoid such a fate (although

judged by the political response to issues such as global warming we cannot

be confident).

The fundamental challenge in trying to achieve a better match is that

we cannot easily override the evolutionary and developmental constraints

of our constitution. The situations of the Kanuri and the Sherpa demon-

strate that our innate capacities cannot overcome certain forms of naturally

occurring or man-made mismatch. But we must not allow ourselves to

become down-hearted about the situation. Many aspects of the problem exist

precisely because human health is now better than ever before. Hygiene,

public health, nutrition, and medicine allow us to live significantly longer.

We have done much to control, or even to eradicate, some types of infec-

tious disease. It seems increasingly likely that there will soon be a vaccine to

protect against malaria. Many illnesses are treated by specific therapies. So

we can be optimistic. After all, if humans have achieved so much, surely

they can do some more? We do not have to accept that increased longevity

will be associated with more years of suffering chronic disease. We should be

able to get closer to everyone’s ideal—to live as long as possible as healthily

as possible, and then to die as peacefully as possible.
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Complex processes of inheritance and development evolved to match

animals and plants to their environments. We are no different, except that

the evolved characteristics of our species have given us a remarkable ability

to change our environments, with many consequences. A good match

would imply an optimal strategy for our life course. But as we have seen,

physical, nutritional, and social environments vary and change over time.

The impact of our species on our environment gets greater and more far-

reaching by the day. We have seen how this framework produces new ways

of thinking about the human condition at several levels. New ways of think-

ing pose new challenges and problems, but they can also indicate novel

solutions.

We have to recognize that much of the environment we inhabit is increas-

ingly out of the optimal range for which our body’s internal control systems

were designed by the processes of evolution. This is exemplified in our

description of metabolic mismatch. Many aspects of the environment have

been dramatically altered by human action particularly in our recent past. So

it is not surprising that our evolutionarily selected processes of plasticity and

adaptive capacity are simply not able to cope. Our description of the mis-

matches associated with alterations in the timing of puberty, greater longev-

ity, and perhaps the menopause, highlight the consequences of components

of our biology operating on one, evolutionarily set, programme whilst

environmental influences operate and make demands on another—it is like

an orchestra attempting to play simultaneously to different conductors who

insist on maintaining a different tempo.

Mismatch creates cost. The consequences of the mismatch paradigm are

seen in the timing of puberty, which leads to young people being biologic-

ally mature at an age long before they are considered to be responsible adults

by society. What are the consequences for their behaviour and for our atti-

tudes to them? Our mores and attitudes to young people were moulded by a

different generation in a different time, when this mismatch did not occur.

The consequences of metabolic mismatch are seen in the high levels of

chronic non-communicable disease such as heart disease, obesity, and dia-

betes that are—or are becoming—endemic in many societies. They are seen

increasingly as populations include a greater number of ageing members.

But far from being merely diseases of these older members, there are

now high levels of obesity and related disease even in young children and

teenagers. What hope do they have for future health? How will society bear
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the cost of their disease? The marked increase in our lifespan has exposed

mismatches between our inbuilt repair mechanisms and our life course, and

an extended post-menopausal period is now a common rather than

uncommon event. Again, how will society cope with the increasing cost of

diseases such as osteoporosis and dementia associated with this changed

age distribution within the population?

The scope of mismatch

In the previous chapters we have described important examples of mis-

match. There are many others. Once we begin to think in these terms

we look differently at many issues affecting the human condition. To

make this point without merely repeating what has been said in earlier

chapters, we will briefly present three other examples. Each has important

implications.

The tragedy of bottle-feeding of infants in the developing world is an

example of how best intentions wrongly applied can cause mismatch.

Women were persuaded by western-owned food companies that their chil-

dren would do better if bottle rather than breast fed. It was promoted as a

sign of social and economic advancement to bottle-feed. Well-intentioned

women wanting to do the best for their children responded to this market-

ing. We now know that this created a mismatch which cost the health and

lives of many infants. All mammals evolved to be fed until weaning by the

mother and bottle-feeding with milk from another species cannot be

matched to the needs of the human infant. The specific nutritional com-

position of mother’s milk has been matched by evolutionary processes to

the nutritional demands of the infant and different species have very differ-

ent infant growth patterns and nutritional demands. Cow’s milk is more

energy and protein dense than is human milk.1 No wonder that bottle-

feeding with artificial formula or cow’s milk has long-term consequences for

the human infant. There is much evidence that children who have been

bottle fed are more likely to get infections as infants, to develop obesity,

have poorer cognitive development, and may be at greater risk of disease in

later life.2 This is a simple and preventable mismatch. Human babies should

receive human milk.

Our second example illustrates how a mismatch can arise from a recent

change in lifestyle or environment. The form of nearsightedness called
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juvenile onset or school myopia is very rare in modern hunter-gatherer

societies, and yet about one-quarter of Inuit children are reported to have

developed myopia when they first started going to school.3 Why might this

have happened? We know that such myopia usually appears in children at

about 8 to 14 years of age, and is caused by the size of the growing eye being

incorrect in relation to the power of its lens, leading to a problem in achiev-

ing a sharp focus for distant objects. Normally the growing eye responds to

any change in focus on the retina by altering growth in a precise way so that

focus is re-established. But in nearsighted children the control of that

growth is abnormal.4 In some populations mild myopia may now be present

in over 80 per cent of adolescents. The cause is not genetic because there has

been a dramatic increase in myopia over the last twenty years in Taiwanese

schoolchildren—and this is genetically a very homogeneous group.5 Instead

it appears that the increased incidence of myopia is associated with urban-

ization and increased education—the more reading and artificial light, the

more myopia.6 So even if the predisposition to develop myopia exists in us

all, and presumably will have done so in our ancestors for millennia, it is

only exposed by intensive close work and/or working under artificial light as

a growing child. Why is this a recent problem? Middle and distance vision

were essentially all humans needed prior to the development of writing and

fine machinery—our ancestors simply did not read as much as we do. But

now school and homework in children ‘tricks’ the eye into thinking that it

should set its focal length (and so its growth) primarily for close rather than

distance vision. The result is that many of us now grow up mismatched,

unable to clearly see much of our environment beyond this page without

wearing our spectacles or contact lenses.

Thirdly, let us look at a psychological example of mismatch. Humans

evolved to live in small social groups; perhaps no more than 50 to 120

people formed a Palaeolithic clan and probably most clans were smaller.7 But

now we live in enormous aggregations—sometimes tightly packed in small

boxes piled on top of each other. We have social hierarchies and a mixture of

interactions well beyond our evolved experience. How well are our brains

matched to these challenges? To what extent might some mental illness be a

reflection of a mismatch between our evolved brains and these dramatic

social changes? There is a growing and respected school of psychologists

who believe that such a mismatch is indeed fundamental to the ecology of

mental illness.8 However such arguments must be distinguished from the
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much more tenuous conclusions drawn by some workers in the discipline

of sociobiology, who attempt to explain most human behaviour in neo-

Darwinian terms. We would agree with those who think that the extension

of adaptationist thinking into the sociobiology of human behaviour is dubi-

ous.9 As we have discussed, there is great flexibility in behavioural develop-

ment, humans live successfully in many different social structures, and our

capacity for cultural learning is large.

Genes and the environment

Our thinking has moved a long way from simplistic views of the interaction

between genes (nature) and the developmental environment (nurture). We

view development as a series of sequential interactions between environ-

mental factors and the phenotype at each point in development; in turn that

phenotype reflects previous genetic and environmental interactions which

did not just start at conception but, through the processes of epigenetic or

non-genomic inheritance, extended from our parents’ and grandparents’

lives. Each developmental interaction may not only induce immediate

phenotypic changes but also delayed responses, the effects of which depend

on their predictive fidelity. So while we inherit a basic template in our genes,

how we develop and function in life is much more complicated.

Some components of selection do not act on the absolute degree of a char-

acteristic (such as ear length in rabbits) but rather on the capacity to alter that

trait in response to a specific environmental stimulus (e.g. the ability to

adjust ear length during development in response to the thermal environ-

ment). This is how phenotypic diversity, particularly at a physiological level,

can arise from a given genotype and how even subtle changes in the

environment can mould phenotypes. The real power of developmental plas-

ticity is in the tuning of the degree of match between the environment and

the organism’s ability to respond to changes in that environment.

But it would be biologically inefficient for every small and transient

environmental change to have long-term or irreversible consequences.10 The

sequential mechanisms of developmental plasticity provide some smooth-

ing of environmental influences during the most plastic phase of develop-

ment so that the tuning is set in response to the environment over a period

of time rather than to an instantaneous cue. This smoothing effect adds to

the accuracy of predictive responses, because the forecast is made on the
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basis of an integrated assessment of the environment. So we can envisage

the genotype as providing the crude settings for the organism’s develop-

ment of its mature phenotype. Epigenetic and other forms of developmental

plasticity drive the phenotype towards a better match. But as we have seen

there are circumstances in which the resulting phenotype can turn out to be

inappropriate, with deleterious consequences.

Within our generic life-course strategy, there is much individual variation.

Some girls have their first period at 9 years, others at 16 years of age; some

humans grow tall, others remain short; some children grow fast, some more

slowly; some are lean, others become obese; some have thick bones, others

thin; there are variations in the numbers of filtering units in the kidney and

brain cells in the memory region of the brain; some of us have exaggerated

stress responses, others have dampened responses; some will live to over

100, others will die before the age of 50. Part of this variation is genetic.

Familial tall people secrete higher levels of growth-promoting hormones

because of genetic differences in the control regions of the genes for these

hormones and their regulators.11 But much of the variation between indi-

viduals is induced by the processes of developmental plasticity and such

variation is likely to involve coordinated changes in different life-history

characteristics—we have seen the linkage between fetal development and

puberty, and between fetal development and later body composition. This

integrated tuning of our life-course strategy by the processes of develop-

mental plasticity is designed to match each individual to the environment

predicted, even if the adjustments are not always correct.

The mismatch paradigm

The mismatch paradigm as applied to humans is based on the same bio-

logical processes as operate in other species. This is important for two

reasons. First, it means that experimental studies in animals may help us to

understand our predicament, and the importance of such research needs to

be publicly recognized, prioritized, and given appropriate funding. Secondly

it reminds us that by changing the environment we not only create a poten-

tial mismatch for ourselves, but we also do so for other species. That humans

have been responsible for the extinction of many species by over-hunting

since Palaeolithic times, and that by destroying rainforests and other eco-

systems we threaten the survival of many more, is well known. But the
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parallel has not been commonly drawn between the mismatch we have

created for ourselves and that which we have imposed on other species. Even

quite subtle environmental shifts can produce substantial changes in the

percentage of the population of a species which falls into the mismatched

category. The magnificent golden toad of the Monteverde Cloud Forest in

Costa Rica was discovered in 1966 and was extinct only twenty years later. It

lived underground for most of the year and surfaced during daylight only

during a short period in April and May to reproduce. Why did it become

extinct? The number of mistless days on the mountain had increased

because of global warming. As a result when golden toads were above the

ground, their very permeable skin dried out, and this was fatal.12 Sadly many

other species in Monteverde and elsewhere are affected in a similar way by

the devastating human impact on the environment.

This paradigm leads to a model in which the constitution of the individual

is determined both by the processes of inheritance, particularly genetic, and

by developmental plasticity, including its predictive components. The con-

sequence later in the life course is that the individual is either well matched

to his or her environment or is not. The greater the degree of mismatch, the

greater the risk of disease, although these need not be proportionately

related. With lesser degrees of mismatch we may be able to cope at least

transiently and there may be a threshold beyond which disease becomes

much more likely. Many Sherpa were able to cope with iodine deficiency at

the cost of some enlargement in the thyroid glands but for others, in whom

a threshold of iodine deficiency had been exceeded early in development,

cretinism resulted.

The end result of a potential mismatch will depend on those com-

ponents of the environment to which a person is mismatched. As we saw

in the previous chapters, metabolic mismatch enhances the risk of diabetes

and heart disease in the face of unbalanced nutrition and a sedentary

lifestyle, maturational mismatch causes problems for teenagers (or their

parents depending on one’s perspective) in our contemporary social

environment, infant feeding mismatch increases the risk of childhood

death, and so on.
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An additional model of disease causation

A major lesson from this book is that human biology produces adaptive

responses across the whole range of environments. The adaptive range for

each individual varies within the broader range encompassing the whole

species. And just as in other species adverse consequences, including disease,

occur if an individual is faced with a set of environmental conditions that

generate a challenge which goes beyond his or her ability to adapt fully. This

perspective is radically different from the common view of the aetiology

(origin) of disease, which is that either individuals are healthy until they

somehow mysteriously ‘develop’ a disease because of the role of an external

agent or that they are born with the gene for that disease. The classical

causes of disease detailed in many pathology textbooks (trauma, inflamma-

tion, infection, toxic, neoplastic, drugs, metabolic, genetic, congenital, and

idiopathic) give emphasis to such views of disease aetiology.

Such classical views of disease causation are illustrated most clearly by

Robert Koch’s concept from the later nineteenth century that major diseases

such as anthrax and tuberculosis were produced by pathogenic organisms

which were transmitted from an infected individual, who had the disease, to

another person, who then developed the disease.13 This model of disease was

given enormous weight by the identification of organisms responsible for

disease by pioneers such as Pasteur, and in a more general sense by the

development of the subject of pathology—the study of the diseased body—

during the late nineteenth century. The model was reinforced by the

discovery of ways of preventing infectious disease by vaccination, and of

treating infected individuals successfully with drugs such as penicillin,

which not only saved their lives but helped to limit the further spread of the

disease. When the science of epidemiology, the study of patterns of disease

in populations, was developed with its emphasis on finding specific external

causes, more spectacular successes in medicine were achieved. Every cigar-

ette packet now carries a heath warning, based on the indisputable link

established between smoking and cardiovascular disease, cancer and effects

on fetal development.

There have been many expansive claims about how knowledge of the

sequence of the human genome will change our lives. It has without doubt

been one of the most fundamental knowledge revolutions in our history,

but it has not yet brought solutions to specific problems—for example, the
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claims that we will benefit from personalized drug treatment based on an

individual’s genotype have yet to be demonstrated, and effective gene

therapy remains elusive. However knowledge of the genome has proved of

enormous value to medical science and the pharmaceutical industry and

we will see the development of therapies based on application of that

knowledge. But for most common diseases there is no magic bullet because

there is not a single gene causing the disease—there is not a gene for diabetes

or a gene for heart disease or a gene for Parkinson’s disease.

So the idea that disease could occur in human populations as part of their

normal biology and be induced by their interaction with their seemingly

normal environment is relatively new. It adds a new class of causation of

disease to the pathology student’s list. The concept of an adaptive range for

an organism is well established in comparative biology, and it is clear from

studies of a wide range of species including humans that the adaptive range

is very largely set by evolution and early development. From this perspec-

tive, a disease caused by a pathological degree of mismatch occurs if the

individual’s capacity to cope with or adapt to the environment is exceeded.

This model only applies to some diseases but it does explain the pattern of

those such as heart disease, diabetes, and osteoporosis where neither a single

causative factor nor a single genetic cause can be found. And the genetic

make-up of an individual may make the person more or less susceptible to

mismatch disease. For example the outcome of a developmental mismatch

leading to a greater risk of osteoporosis is dependent on the individual’s

particular variant of the gene coding for the vitamin D receptor.14

A new medical discipline

One of the central themes of this book is human evolution and develop-

ment. New knowledge about the biology of development offers hope for

ways to manipulate the development of the individual to achieve a better

match. Furthermore an increased awareness of the ways in which environ-

mental factors affect gene expression is essential to redress the balance in an

increasingly genocentric world. Many diseases are a result of the interaction

between the individual’s constitution and the environment and we have

seen the wide range of factors which can influence this interaction. The

reality is that the genomic revolution will mean little unless we develop an

understanding of how to regulate the expression of genes and explore the
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extent to which environmental and developmental signals can turn them

on or off either permanently or transiently.

These ideas fit well with the field of ecological developmental biology or

‘eco-devo’, a form of biological thinking that has had a renaissance over the

past decade and which is different from, although related to, the more

molecular study of development known as evolutionary developmental

biology or ‘evo-devo’. It is the new application of eco-devo to human medi-

cine which is at the heart of this book. Eco-devo fills the gap left by the

exponents of the Modern Synthesis in evolutionary thinking in the 1930s

and 1940s, who found development hard to fit into their conclusion that

genetics explained the basis of Darwinian biology. The knowledge necessary

to understand how genetics and development interact did not exist at that

time and so they had no mechanistic framework on which to extend their

ideas. Further, development by its very nature involves epigenetic changes—

lifelong alterations in gene expression produced by the developmental

environment and underpinned by complex biochemical processes which

we are only now beginning to understand.

The complexities of development and embryology were effectively

ignored by geneticists for most of the first two-thirds of the twentieth cen-

tury, except in the work of Schmalhausen in Russia and Waddington in

Edinburgh. They identified many of the basic principles that now underpin

our understanding of how the environment influences developmental plas-

ticity, allowing one genotype to produce multiple phenotypes and, of even

more importance, how it influences the environmental range over which an

individual’s adaptive responses can operate successfully. Their work was

largely overlooked in the enthusiasm of the post-DNA era. It is only in

the last few years that biologists have again focused their attention on the

interaction between evolution and development.15

The application of evolutionary principles in any form to medicine is

relatively new. In an important book, Why We Get Sick: The New Science of

Darwinian Medicine, published in 1994,16 Randolph Nesse and George

Williams present an adaptationist analysis of human disease. Their ideas

show great insight, but remain poorly incorporated into medical thinking—

many medical schools do not include evolutionary biology within their

curricula. Nesse and Williams even use the term ‘maladaptive mismatch’ in

their preface.

Our own ideas proceed a step further and take advantage of a new
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understanding of how the developmental synthesis adds to the modern

genetic and evolutionary synthesis to produce a more complete understand-

ing of how mismatch might develop. Perhaps the age of eco-devo medi-

cine—and a new developmental perspective on why we get sick—is

emerging.

The new science of epigenetics provides one mechanistic basis for

this perspective. As we were writing this chapter, a new scientific journal,

Epigenetics, was launched. Human epigenome projects are now under way,

aimed at mapping the potential sites of epigenetic modification in our gen-

ome. An exciting new vista of research is opening up and there is much more

to discover about developmental epigenetics. Why is it that some genes are

more accessible to modification, how is specificity generated so that the

promoter for one gene is affected while that for another is not, and what are

the mechanisms by which epigenetic processes operate in specific organs

during specific developmental periods? Could there be a few key genes

whose regulation in early development is fundamental to inducing the par-

ticular life-course strategy that is chosen? This is an exciting area of science

and it will advance rapidly in the next few years.

A life-course approach is particularly important to diseases caused by, or

where the risk of developing the disease is enhanced by, mismatch. There are

at least three aspects to consider: the various strands of inheritance, the

environment experienced during development, and the environment now

being faced. We cannot learn much about how such diseases originate, or

their later consequences, simply by looking at a snapshot of the situation

taken at one point in time, any more than we can tell much about where the

passengers in a car have come from or where they are going by peering

through the window of the stationary car. The life-course approach is of

necessity a time-consuming one, and it will not be popular when govern-

ments or health administration authorities want to achieve rapid results.

However the mismatch paradigm, as part of a life-course approach to under-

standing disease causation, can explain and even predict the patterns of

health and disease which are developing rapidly, from the consequences of

the dietary excesses of the western world to diseases appearing in popula-

tions in rapid economic transition. It may hold the key to interventions

which could pay off over the short term and should therefore be given

greater attention even by makers of short-term policy. Society will pay heavily

if the life-course perspective remains marginalized.
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The challenge of mismatch

So what is to be done? A logical conclusion from this book is that to

improve the human condition we must increase the degree of match

between the biology of members of our species and their current and future

environments. This will not only make them healthier and improve their

quality of life but will also reduce the risk of disease in subsequent

generations.

But can we reduce the degree of mismatch we face? In some cases, such as

metabolic mismatch, we clearly can; in others, such as maturational and

longevity mismatches, we probably cannot but even so understanding them

helps us to think of ways of minimizing their impact. Logically, to improve a

match we either have to change the environment or to change the biology.

The environment of the twenty-first century—even in the most deprived of

modern societies—is very different from that in which pre-agricultural hom-

inids evolved. Somewhat late in our evolutionary history the development

of agriculture led to settlement. In turn this increased population density

and led to new power hierarchies and social complexity. But agriculture

and settlement also brought a greater risk of undernutrition and infection.

These issues were magnified greatly during the industrial revolution of

the eighteenth to nineteenth centuries and the technology explosion of

the twentieth to twenty-first centuries. We live in an environment which in

metabolic and other terms is well beyond the capacities that our biology has

evolved to cope with over the last 150,000 years. One of the most important

attributes we have inherited through both genetic and cultural means is our

ability to change our environment. We therefore need to change our

environment again, to achieve a better match with our biology. This is not to

say that we have to revert to some neo-Stone Age existence. But it does mean

that we must now focus on how the built environment of our homes and

workplaces can be modified to promote the amount of exercise we take every

day. We must give far greater emphasis to promoting good nutrition and

access to healthier foods to allow more people to eat a balanced diet better

matched to their physiology. And because these lifestyle changes are much

easier for the better-off members of society, we will have to give special

attention to the poor, caught in a poverty trap—because the challenges of

helping them to address the problems of metabolic mismatch are so much

harder.
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In the book we also examined the possibility of changing the other group

of factors contributing to mismatch, namely our fundamental biology. Of

the components of inheritance we reviewed in Chapter 2, there does not

seem much chance of changing our genes, our inherited genotype, which

are the product of millennia of evolution—not until the as yet rather disap-

pointing progress towards gene therapy advances to the point where it could

be widely and ethically employed to modify the human genome. At best

such approaches may address diseases such as cystic fibrosis which originate

from a defect in a single gene. The possibility that they can be used to alter

the multi-factorial biology which underpins the bulk of human disease

seems remote.

We might however be able to modify the epigenetic component of our

inheritance, as this constitutes the point of interaction between the geno-

type and the environment. We already know a fair amount about the pro-

cesses of such epigenetic modifications, so it may be possible to develop

environmental tools to alter the epigenetic expression of genes. We

described one experiment in which undernourished newborn rats could be

tricked into thinking they were fatter than they were: their response altered

their development and made them able to withstand the potential mis-

match of being fed a high-fat diet later in their lives.17 Even relatively subtle

changes in nutrition, for example adding extra folic acid to the diet in preg-

nancy, can have dramatic epigenetic effects, and research is ongoing to see if

such processes operate in humans.

A further advantage of focusing our attention on epigenetic processes is

that they can be detected early in the life course, even if their full effects do

not become manifest until much later. So we can envisage measuring epi-

genetic markers such as methylation changes in genes in young people, or

even in the placenta of a newborn baby, in order to give lifestyle advice or

perhaps prophylactic therapy in time to reduce the risk of disease arising

from a possible mismatch in later life.

A focus on epigenetic processes cannot be divorced from paying far greater

attention to the initial components of the human life course. Some of the

interventions would need to be made just before or during early pregnancy

and this is a real challenge at a population level because about half of preg-

nancies even in developed countries are not planned. Any population-based

approach would require optimizing the diet and body composition of all

women of reproductive age. A further important goal should be reducing the
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number of teenage pregnancies—a problem of major proportions in many

parts of the developing world where girls are married at puberty. We need to

monitor infant and early childhood growth far more carefully, especially in

children who were smaller than average or were excessively large at birth.

While the biological framework for such interventions is straightforward,

their application in practice to any society might be very difficult: cultural

attitudes to women and children vary enormously across the globe, and

in many societies they remain the most disadvantaged members of the

population.

Then we must not ignore the ways in which cultural inheritance can affect

future generations. What mothers, grandmothers, and aunts tell their chil-

dren, grandchildren, and nieces can dramatically influence how they choose

to live. Whether or not we believe that the menopause evolved to give

grandmothers a particular role, there can be no doubt that mentorship plays

an important part in improving or harming the quality of the maternal–

infant interaction and thus influencing the child’s life course. Children who

are born smaller are more at risk of cognitive impairment. But if the level of

maternal–infant interaction is high, the impairment can be overcome and

cognitive function can be optimized.18 Put this in the context of many soci-

eties where there is a high rate of low birth weight—in how many families is

the infant swaddled and subject to minimal stimulation while the mother

returns to tilling the fields or to the carpet factory?

The costs of these problems are almost unbearable, even for developed

societies. Yet they come at a time when we desperately want to help develop-

ing societies to go through economic transition. We know that this transi-

tion will only increase the burden of metabolic mismatch, but we must

accept that this may initially only be a secondary concern; the disadvantages

of economic transition leading to increasing mismatch are outweighed by

the advantages of addressing immediate issues such as malaria, HIV, food

insecurity, safe water supplies, or maternal and infant mortality. But when

plans are made to promote such socioeconomic transitions, we should look

at the same time for ways to minimize the adverse consequences.

So economic transition can create a dilemma. In many parts of the

world—the Indian subcontinent being one—some sections of the popula-

tion are well advanced in the transition and are already confronting the

childhood obesity, reduced exercise, and the overnutrition route to diabetes

and cardiovascular disease. Simultaneously, other more disadvantaged
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sections of the same population suffer relative deprivation, and are born to

pregnancies compromised by maternal stunting and undernutrition. Some-

times they attend the same school and are exposed to the same social inter-

vention programmes. But whilst for the first group of children vigorous

exercise and control of diet is the obvious way out, for the second it may well

aggravate the problem. For girls in the latter group it could exacerbate their

lack of metabolic capacity to sustain an optimal pregnancy, and so perpetu-

ate the problem into yet another generation. The challenges of designing

appropriate intervention programmes in such mixed populations will

stretch the inventive capacity of any public health service. The will and,

slowly, the funding for such interventions is there: but despite the urgent

need to intervene, we must remember that targeted rather than global

approaches will be needed.19

Can we evolve our way out of mismatch?

We have spent much of this book discussing the processes of evolution and

how evolutionary processes have operated to develop an optimal degree of

match. And there are now many examples in the biological world of evolu-

tion in action on a surprisingly fast time scale.20 So could our own further

Darwinian evolution be part of the solution to the many mismatches we

face?

If there were evolutionary solutions to some forms of mismatch, they

could not act to reduce those consequences of mismatch appearing in the

post-reproductive period and so unfortunately they cannot provide a solu-

tion to those mismatches associated with our increased longevity. And selec-

tion can only act where the result is a change in reproductive fitness—rapid

evolution would only be possible if there were a very large differential effect

on survival and thus on fitness. But our skills in medicine, public health,

technology, and in manipulation of the environment mean that even those

mismatches which appear before or during the reproductive period will not

be allowed to affect our ability to have children.

Only if the ravages of the obesity epidemic become so severe and medical

science fails, with the result that young people die of the complications

of the metabolic syndrome before they have families, could we envisage

natural selection contributing to the way ahead—and such a scenario seems

to be in the realm of science fiction. While selection would impact massively
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on our species if we face a catastrophic epidemic of infectious disease or a

nuclear winter, the route to reducing the impact of our many mismatches

lies in technological, environmental, and cultural development rather than

in Darwinian evolution.

Changing our priorities

We know that there will inevitably be inertia and opposition to some of the

ideas expounded in this book. Politicians are inherently sceptical of any

solution that has a long time scale (a cynic would say that it has something

to do with the length of the electoral cycle). The policy maker would argue

that they are bombarded with requests for all sorts of interventions and the

balance of priorities has to be towards the short term, where the cost–benefit

ratio is easier to calculate. Indeed mothers, fetuses, and children are dis-

advantaged by the complexities of economic models in assessing the long-

term cost–benefit of an early life intervention because such calculations

depend on the so-called ‘discount rate’. This is the function used by econo-

mists to assess the changing value over time of an investment made now. It

can be envisaged as the opposite to the interest rate in a compound interest

formula such as that used in calculating mortgage payments—in other

words it represents the loss of capital growth which results from spending on

health interventions now, rather than keeping the funds invested, in rela-

tion to the saving on health costs which is eventually made. The longer the

time interval between intervention and benefit, the less certain we are about

the level at which to set the discount rate, and we think that it has generally

been set too low. Nonetheless the scientific basis for intervention is solid and

the benefits, however difficult to quantify precisely, are obviously very large

indeed.

A further problem is that there is a large vested interest in the pharma-

ceutical sector, and indeed in the electorate, in retaining the focus of health

care spending on the immediate problems of diseases which become mani-

fest in the ageing population. Because pharmaceutical companies need to

recover the costs of drug development they tend to concentrate their efforts

on diseases of the more affluent parts of the world where governments or

individuals can afford to pay for medication. Much clinical medicine is simi-

larly oriented, if only to keep waiting lists to acceptable levels. Even some

leading medical scientists have problems with the life-course approach
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because it is very different from the traditional epidemiological approach.

The tools of epidemiology are designed to identify the more immediate or

proximate causes of disease (e.g. smoking and lung cancer) while the more

distal causes (e.g. the role of smoking in pregnancy as a causative factor

in osteoporosis in the offspring in later life) are difficult to identify. An

exception may come from prospective cohort studies, but by definition it

takes seventy years or more to quantify the link between prenatal life and for

example cognitive decline in the elderly, and in such studies the relevance of

what happened seventy years ago to a new generation of pregnancies is

debatable. In turn this becomes a further excuse for some to ignore the

conclusions already reached from research in this area.

This constitutes a strong argument for more research into the causes

and consequences of mismatch. Such research will necessitate experi-

mental studies that are robust and supported mechanistically by recent

breakthroughs in epigenetic technology. It will require setting up new

series of clinical studies. It may not be easy, but the implications of not

redirecting investment in health research and care into this area cannot

be ignored.

A fisherman speaks

Professor Zulfiqhar Bhutta from Pakistan is one of the world’s most dis-

tinguished and respected public health paediatricians. He tells of visiting a

poor fisherman’s family in a village near Karachi. In a pleading tone, one of

the fishermen said to him, ‘Dr Sahib, please help us. Our children are sick,

they are sick even before they are born.’ If this fisherman can understand the

importance of helping people to be healthy from the time before they are

born, and can see it as vital and urgent, why can’t health policy makers and

politicians? Invoking a life-course approach and using maternal, fetal, and

infant health measures to reduce the risks of chronic disease are simply not

on the policy agenda—this is indefensible. The scientific logic is clear. The

humanity and equity of the approach is obvious.

We will have to devote a greater proportion of our resources to promoting

optimal conditions for the early years of our lives. This may involve realloca-

tion of tax income unless new resources can be found within the GNP of

developed countries. For developing countries the problem will possibly be

even more acute and may involve redeploying resources from external aid
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agencies. In both situations it may mean reducing the relative investment

deployed on our later, post-reproductive years. This will involve a major

reappraisal of how human society invests its capital, and of our priorities. It

will involve greater investment in younger people, who at the time may

appear superficially to be healthy.

But the science we have described in this book leads to an optimistic

conclusion. The mismatch paradigm does not just result from our genes: if it

did it would be very hard to correct. It involves our development and the

environment we have constructed for ourselves, and aspects of each of these

can be changed. Many aspects of our lives can be improved.
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Epilogue

Ang Pasang was the headman of a village situated at about 4,000 metres in a

high Himalayan valley. He was a brave climber and an outstanding leader of

men. He led the Sherpa team on many successful high altitude expeditions,

involving climbers from all over the world. He had three sons. The first was

a severe cretin who suffered cerebral palsy and gross mental retardation.

Tragically he died in childhood. The second was a delightfully cheerful

young man, but he was totally deaf-mute. He was also a cretin, although less

severely affected than his brother. But the third son, Tsering, would be a joy

for any parent—bright, intelligent, enthusiastic. What had happened? Why

were two children badly affected, one more so than the other, and yet the

third child was so healthy? It turned out that as Ang Pasang went on climb-

ing expeditions he brought home foods from the expeditions—western

foods with iodine in them. Gradually his wife’s iodine levels rose. Her

second son was less badly impaired than her first and finally, when she was

pregnant with Tsering, her iodine deficiency no longer existed. So Tsering

developed normally. His biological need for iodine and his access to it had

been in harmony from his conception. Mismatch had changed to Match.
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Notes

Introduction

1. S. B. Ortner, Life and Death on Mt. Everest: Sherpas and Himalayan Mountaineering.

Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1999. J. F. Fisher, Sherpas: Reflections on

Change in Himalayan Nepal. Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California

Press, 1990.

2. This form of internal constancy acting on a very short-term time scale is known as

homeostasis: this concept, although not the name, was the major contribution of

the great French physiologist Claude Bernard (1813–78).

3. H. K. Ibbertson, Endemic goiter and cretinism. Clin Endocrinol Metab 1979/8:

97–128.

4. H. B. Gibson et al., Seasonal epidemics of endemic goitre in Tasmania. Med J

Australia 1960/47: 875–80.

5. N. E. Levine, The Dynamics of Polyandry: Kinship, Domesticity and Population on the

Tibetan Border. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1988.

6. We owe this subtitle to our colleague Sir Patrick Bateson, who has written per-

suasively on the interplay between genes and environment in determining indi-

vidual development (P. Bateson, Design for a life. In D. Magnusson (ed.), The

Lifespan Development of Individuals: Behavioral, Neurobiological, and Psychosocial

Perspectives: A Synthesis. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996) and fur-

ther developed the concept in an important book with Paul Martin (Design for a

Life: How Behaviour Develops. London: Vintage, 2000).

7. John Dupré in Darwin’s Legacy: What Evolution Means Today (Oxford: Oxford

University Press, 2003) refers to this common use of the design metaphor in

evolutionary biology literature as ‘Dennett’s dangerous metaphor’, referring to

Daniel Dennett’s book Darwin’s Dangerous Idea: Evolution and the Meanings of Life

(New York: Simon & Schuster, 1995). But the metaphor is well ensconced.

8. The ecologist Larry Slobodkin proposed the concepts of ‘ecological time’ and

‘evolutionary time’ (Growth and Regulation of Animal Populations. New York: Dover

Publications, 1961). Ecological time spans just a few generations, whereas evo-

lutionary time may be hundreds of thousand of years, adequate time for popula-

tions to evolve. Hairston and colleagues have emphasized the importance of

including evolutionary processes in the analysis of how ecological systems

change with time (N. G. Hairston et al., Rapid evolution and the convergence of

ecological and evolutionary time. Ecol Lett 2005/8: 1114–27) and it is increasingly
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recognized that evolution can work on a much faster time scale. For example, in

the Galapagos Island finches, Peter and Rosemary Grant have demonstrated that

natural selection and evolution of beak size can occur in a generation in response

to climactic change caused by an El Niño event (B. R. Grant and P. R. Grant,

Evolution of Darwin’s finches caused by a rare climatic event. Proc R Soc Lond B

1993/251: 111–17). Similarly, the collapse of the cod fishery in the North Atlantic

in the late 1980s and early 1990s was preceded over the previous decade by an

accelerated rate of maturation of the surviving fish which was attributed to

exploitation-induced evolution (E. M. Olsen et al., Maturation trends indicative

of rapid evolution preceded the collapse of northern cod. Nature 2004/428:

932–5). In Australia, the accelerating rate of spread over the last fifty years of

the cane toad, which was introduced to control insect pests but has overwhelmed

native ecosystems and is toxic to predators, is associated with increased leg length

in those which migrate fastest (B. L. Phillips et al., Invasion and the evolution

of speed in toads. Nature 2006/439: 803). Evolution of tropical guppies both in

their natural habitat and in the laboratory can occur rapidly (D. N. Reznick and

C. K. Ghalambor, Selection in nature: experimental manipulations of natural

populations. Integr Comp Biol 2005/45: 456–62). The rapid evolution of a new

species of honeysuckle maggot arising through hybridization between two other

species has been recently described (D. Schwarz et al., Host shift to an invasive

plant triggers rapid animal hybrid speciation. Nature 2005/436: 546–9).

9. Teleology proposes that there is purpose or direction in natural processes. In

evolutionary terms, implications of directionality and the use of words such as

‘design’, although the latter is almost inevitable, carry the danger of falling into a

teleological mindset. See n. 7 above.

10. Darwin was not complimentary about the Fuegians—he described them as ‘the

most abject and miserable creatures I anywhere beheld’ and as existing ‘in a lower

state of improvement than in any part of the world’. He wrote: ‘These poor

wretches were stunted in their growth, their hideous faces bedaubed with white

paint, their skins filthy and greasy, their hair entangled, their voices discordant,

and their gestures violent. Viewing such men, one can hardly make oneself

believe that they are fellow creatures and inhabitants of the same world. It is a

common subject of conjecture what pleasure in life some of the lower animals

can enjoy; how much more reasonably the same question may be asked with

respect to these barbarians. At night, five or six human beings, naked and scarcely

protected from the wind and rain of this tempestuous climate, sleep on the wet

ground coiled up like animals’ (C. Darwin, The Voyage of the Beagle, 2nd edn.

London: J. M. Dent, 1845). Darwin’s negative view may partly have arisen from

his surprise at the behaviour of the several Fuegians who were also passengers on

the Beagle. These individuals had previously been taken to England, during which

visit they were presented to the royal family, but they quickly reverted to their

naked existence on their return to South America.
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11. See Jared Diamond’s Collapse: How Societies Choose to Fail or Succeed (New York:

Viking, 2005); note the use in the title of ‘choose’ in another non-intentional

context. Ecological collapse on Easter Island may have occurred even more

quickly after human occupation than previously thought, according to recent

radiocarbon dating (A. Gibbons, Dates revise Easter Island history. Science 2006/

311: 1360).

12. In the 1950s, consumption of seafood contaminated with methylmercury origin-

ating from industrial waste caused an epidemic of neurological symptoms in

Japanese fishermen and their families living in Minamata Bay. Toxicity was

also seen in newborns as a result of transfer of methylmercury both across the

placenta and into breast milk (K. Kondo, Congenital Minamata disease: warnings

from Japan’s experience. J Child Neurol 2000/15: 458–64).

13. In 1860, shortly after publication of On the Origin of Species by Means of Natural

Selection, Darwin wrote to a friend that ‘Embryology is to me by far the strongest

class of facts in favour of change of forms.’ The earlier embryological laws of Karl

von Baer, together with his own observations on the resemblances between the

larval forms of barnacles and shrimps, and between the embryos of reptiles and

mammals, had helped to form Darwin’s view of evolutionary divergence and of

how similar (homologous) structures in organisms could arise by descent from

a common ancestor.

14. Darwin’s embryology (n. 13 above) has evolved into the disciplines of evolution-

ary developmental biology (evo-devo) and ecological developmental biology

(eco-devo). Two useful introductions are B. K. Hall, Evolutionary Developmental

Biology, 2nd edn. Dordrecht: Kluwer Academic Publishers, 1999, and S. F. Gilbert,

Developmental Biology, 7th edn. Sunderland, Mass.: Sinauer Associates, 2003.

Gilbert has also reviewed the history of how the evolutionary synthesis was slow

to incorporate developmental perspectives (S. F. Gilbert, The morphogenesis of

evolutionary developmental biology. Int J Dev Biol 2003/47: 467–77; S. F. Gilbert,

Opening Darwin’s black box through developmental genetics. Nature Rev Genet

2003/4: 736–41; S. F. Gilbert, Ecological developmental biology: developmental

biology meets the real world. Dev Biol 2001/233: 1–12). Mary-Jane West-

Eberhard’s book Developmental Plasticity and Evolution (New York: Oxford Uni-

versity Press, 2003) is a comprehensive synthesis of the emergent view which

gives far greater weight to developmental plasticity and phenotypic components

in determining evolutionary processes.

15. This should be distinguished from a looser use of the word in developmental

medicine by which one ‘predicts’ the future pattern of development (for example,

height) from measurements taken earlier in life. In this book we use prediction to

mean a form of endogenous response made in early life in expectation of a future

forecasted environment.

16. P. Bateson, Fetal experience and good adult design. Int J Epidemiol 2001/30:

928–34.
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17. In our recent book (P. D. Gluckman and M. A. Hanson, The Fetal Matrix: Evolution,

Development, and Disease. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2005) we

recount the story of the Pennsylvanian meadow vole in more detail. The stimulus

for the altered fur thickness is changing day length, which is detected by the fetus

as changing melatonin levels in its circulation. Melatonin is secreted when ambi-

ent light is low and thus the mother’s levels of melatonin are cyclical with the

characteristics of the cycle changing with different day length. Melatonin is

secreted for more of the 24-hour period as the days shorten towards winter and is

secreted less as the days lengthen towards the summer solstice. Melatonin can

cross the placenta and so the fetus also experiences the same cyclical patterns of

melatonin secretion. These appear to be purely predictive responses with no

immediate adaptive advantage but are clearly adaptive for the organism later in

its life when it confronts the more extreme climates of summer and winter—the

temperature in the nest is identical at the time the pups are born but the different

coat thicknesses prepare the pup to survive the anticipated hot or cold weather

once it can leave the nest (see also T. M. Lee and I. Zucker, Vole infant develop-

ment is influenced perinatally by maternal photoperiodic history. Am J Physiol

1988/255: R831–8).

18. D. A. Krueger and S. I. Dodson, Embryological induction and predation ecology

in Daphnia pulex. Limnol Oceanogr 1984/26: 219–23.

19. Darwin started The Origin of Species with a chapter discussing ‘artificial selection’,

that is, selection on domestic animals for specific characteristics by farmers and

bird breeders. He recognized this could change the inherited determinants of the

phenotype and that similar considerations might apply in nature. He used the

term ‘natural selection’ to describe how the impact of the natural conditions of

life changed the inherited characteristics in a manner analogous to those

achieved in artificial selection by the breeder.

20. Lactose is also found in human milk, but nearly all babies can produce lactase to

digest this. In people with lactase deficiency, production of the enzyme ceases

after early childhood and the symptoms appear at that time if milk is consumed.

21. The British surgeon James Lind observed in 1747 that citrus fruit prevented

scurvy, and a regular daily ration of fresh lemon or lime juice was introduced in

the Royal Navy in 1795, leading to the name ‘Limeys’. But although James Cook

did carry fruit juice on his ships during his Pacific explorations of 1768–79, it had

been boiled to reduce its volume, destroying all the vitamin C. Cook believed,

wrongly, that malt was active against scurvy, but it was probably the sauerkraut

(pickled cabbage) and ‘portable soup’ (a vegetable extract) in his stores that actu-

ally prevented serious problems with scurvy in the crews on his long voyages.

Curiously, primates are among the very few vertebrates unable to synthesize

vitamin C, leading to speculation about the evolutionary significance of this

mutation (I. F. F. Benzie, Evolution of dietary antioxidants. Comp Biochem Physiol

A 2003/136: 113–26).
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Chapter 1

1. J. Weiner, The Beak of the Finch: A Story of Evolution in our Time. New York: Alfred A.

Knopf, Inc., 1994.

2. Darwinian processes cannot act if the animal cannot reproduce, although there

is at least one exception to this rule, as pointed out by the great evolutionist

William Hamilton (1936–2000). In many species of insects such as ants and ter-

mites, much of the colony is comprised of infertile individuals whose role is to

assist the reproductive success of their queen, to which they are closely related.

Thus they ensure that their genes are passed on by assisting their kin—that is the

queen—to reproduce. So here natural selection operates on the kinship rather

than the individuals. There is ongoing interest amongst sociobiologists as to the

importance or otherwise of kin selection in determining human behaviour.

Although Hamilton did not originate the concept of kin selection, he developed

‘Hamilton’s rule’ as a formal statement of the process. The rule relates the benefit

(expressed as increased fitness of a particular gene) to the closeness of the rela-

tionship and the reproductive cost to the donor (W. D. Hamilton, The genetical

evolution of social behaviour. I and II. J Theoret Biol 1964/7: 1–16, 17–52). A

derivative of this concept is in the ‘grandmother hypothesis’ which focuses on

the role of a grandmother in assisting the survival of her daughter’s children—a

matter returned to in Ch. 8.

3. P. Ball, Natural talent. New Scientist 29 Oct. 2005: 50–1.

4. Some species reproduce asexually, including most single-celled organisms, many

plants, a few insects, and a very limited number of vertebrates. All whiptail lizards,

which are desert species from the south-western USA, are female and reproduce

by parthenogenesis, a process in which eggs develop without fertilization.

Asexual reproduction might appear advantageous: you don’t have to waste time

or energy looking for a mate, and all your genes are passed on to the next

generation but it reduces genetic variation. Some species, such as the water flea

Daphnia, can reproduce asexually or sexually, and the conditions under which

each strategy is used provide a clue as to the benefits of each approach. Generally,

asexual reproduction occurs under conditions of low stress (for example, a stable

environment with abundant food and few predators) that allows a rapid increase

in population number. Conversely, sexual reproduction occurs under high stress

(in our example, little food and many predators). Under these conditions, the

genetic recombination that occurs during gametogenesis and the mixing of

maternal and paternal alleles in the offspring lead to variation and the survival of

better-adapted individuals. The geneticist William Hamilton even suggested that

the primary function of the variation arising from sexual reproduction is to allow

organisms to stay one step ahead of a particular form of stress—parasites. For a

popular account of theories of sexual reproduction, see Matt Ridley’s book The

Red Queen: Sex and the Evolution of Human Nature. London: Viking, 1993.
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5. Evolutionary biologists Stephen Jay Gould and Richard Lewontin famously used

the architecture and decoration of the cathedral of San Marco in Venice, Italy, to

caution against the assumption of the adaptationist school of evolution that any

particular feature has evolved to perform its present function. They pointed out

that while it is possible to admire how well spandrels (the approximately triangu-

lar areas between the upper parts of adjacent curved arches supporting a dome)

‘function’ to provide surfaces for ecclesiastical art, the very existence of the span-

drels is merely a by-product of the true functional feature, the arches themselves

(S. J. Gould and R. C. Lewontin, Spandrels of San Marco and the Panglossian

paradigm: a critique of the adaptationist program. Proc R Soc Lond B 1979/205:

581–98). Indeed, ‘spandrels’ has been adopted as a term for features arising as

by-products of evolution—such as nipples in males.

6. The mutation, named after the Australian farm where it was first observed, is in

the receptor for a signalling molecule that controls the rate of development of

ovarian follicles. In female sheep with the mutation, the maturation of the

follicles is accelerated and more eggs are produced in each oestrus cycle (C. J.

Souza et al., Bone morphogenetic proteins and folliculogenesis: lessons from the

Booroola mutation. Reprod Suppl 2003/61: 361–70).

7. For a popular explanation, see Matt Ridley’s book Genome: The Autobiography of

a Species in 23 Chapters. London: Fourth Estate, 1999.

8. The use of the terms polymorphism and mutation differs somewhat between

evolutionary geneticists and clinicians. Clinicians often use polymorphism to

refer to a neutral mutation with no obvious effect and mutation where there is

a clear and clinically important outcome.

9. A recent study has examined epigenetic changes in DNA methylation and his-

tone acetylation, two ‘epigenetic marks’ that are known to affect gene expression

during the lifetime of human twins. Differences were found that became more

pronounced in older twins. Twins who had spent less of their lifetime together, or

who had different health or medical histories, were more different than were

twins of the same age who had spent more of their lifetime together, or who had

similar health or medical histories. This study confirms that environmental

exposure in development induces progressive epigenetic change (M. F. Fraga et al.,

Epigenetic differences arise during the lifetime of monozygotic twins. PNAS 2005/

102: 10604–9).

10. Darwin returned from his voyage on HMS Beagle in 1836, and began to develop

his ideas of evolution in 1837 (although he did not use the term ‘evolution’ until

his later book, The Descent of Man, first published in 1871). Such ideas were then

controversial from both scientific and religious perspectives, and Darwin worked

slowly and in secret to perfect his theory. He was even concerned about his wife’s

reaction to the ideas, which impacted on her religious beliefs. In 1856, Darwin

became aware that Wallace was developing similar ideas and began to prepare his

own thoughts for publication. On 18 June 1858 Darwin was alarmed to receive
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from Wallace, working in what is now Indonesia, a paper proposing natural selec-

tion as a mechanism for evolution. Fearing that he had been overtaken by Wallace,

Darwin appealed to his scientific colleagues and friends Charles Lyell and Joseph

Hooker, who proposed a joint presentation. On 1 July 1858, Wallace’s paper and

excerpts from an unpublished book by Darwin were read to the Linnaean Society,

although Darwin could not attend because of the death of his son. Finally, Darwin

published On the Origin of Species by Means of Natural Selection in November 1859.

The first printing sold out almost instantaneously. Eventually six editions were

published before Darwin’s death in 1882.

11. Although Charles Darwin (1809–82) and Gregor Mendel (1822–84) were near-

contemporaries, Darwin never knew about Mendel’s work on inheritance in

plants. Darwin published The Origin of Species in 1859. Although Mendel pub-

lished a paper reporting his results in 1866, sixteen years before Darwin’s death, it

appeared in an obscure Austrian journal and its significance was not appreciated

until the early twentieth century. Mendel had read a German translation of

The Origin of Species before publishing his paper, but made no attempt to set his

observations in a wider context.

12. This concept is emphasized in Kirschner and Gerhart’s recent book (M. W.

Kirschner and J. Gerhart, The Plausibility of Life: Resolving Darwin’s Dilemma. New

Haven: Yale University Press, 2005). They argue that selection based on tran-

scriptional factors might be a rapid way to coordinated change in a phenotype

and thus explain the evolution of novelty.

13. For an excellent series of papers summarizing current understanding about

variation see B. Hallgrimsson and B. K. Hall (eds.), Variation: A Hierarchical

Examination of a Central Concept in Biology. San Diego: Elsevier Academic Press,

2004.

14. The most widely used definition of a species invokes reproductive isolation, char-

acterizing a species as a population that is unable to interbreed with other

morphologically similar populations, but other definitions exist and there is

much disagreement among biologists on definitions (not least on how to define a

species in organisms that do not have sexual reproduction). In some cases one

species evolves into another (anagenesis) and in other cases new species arise

from a common precursor (cladogenesis). A clade is a group of species all des-

cendent from a common precursor species. Cladistics, a concept introduced

by William Hennig (1913–76), groups organisms according to shared evolved

characteristics, allowing classification based on evolutionary relationships rather

than morphological similarities and differences.

15. Conrad (‘Hal’) Waddington in Britain and Ivan Schmalhausen in Russia, working

concurrently but independently in the middle of the 20th century, were the first

to recognize and formulate ideas on these mechanisms. Waddington, who like so

many geneticists worked with the fruit fly Drosophila, proposed what he called

canalization to explain observations of the lack of variability of organisms and the
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implication that minor genetic variations have minimal effects on the course of

development (C. H. Waddington, The Strategy of the Genes: A Discussion of

Some Aspects of Theoretical Biology. London: George Allen & Unwin Ltd, 1957).

Waddington used the analogy of an ‘epigenetic landscape’, an interconnecting

system of valleys, to describe how a ball (symbolizing a developing organism)

rolling through this landscape might initially have several possible paths. As the

valleys become deeper and narrower, development is constrained (or channelled)

into one particular path (C. H. Waddington, Canalisation of development and

the inheritance of acquired characters. Nature 1942/150: 563–5). That paper also

described how disruption of canalization by more extreme conditions—a process

that Waddington likened to pushing the ball over the ridge between two valleys

of his epigenetic landscape—could apparently lead to the inheritance of acquired

characteristics. In a related but distinct concept, Waddington observed that a

particular wing structure in Drosophila, called crossveinless because the connecting

veins in the wing do not form properly, could be induced by exposure of the

flies to high temperature and that after several generations of selection by heat

treatment crossveinless was expressed without exposure to high temperature.

Waddington called this process ‘genetic assimilation’—what was really happen-

ing was that the crossveinless genetic trait already existed in the flies but was

selected and enriched by environmental stress until selection pressure led to it

being expressed even in the absence of stress. Over fifty years later, modern bio-

logy has provided a molecular basis for Waddington’s observation. The heat shock

proteins or HSPs, as their name suggests, were originally discovered because they

are formed in large amounts in many organisms after exposure to environmental

stressors such as high temperature. HSPs are now known to act as ‘molecular

chaperones’, binding to and protecting various critical signalling molecules in

the cell; even under normal conditions, HSPs are among the most abundant

proteins in cells. Rutherford and Lindquist, again using Drosophila as an experi-

mental model, showed that reduction of the amount of one specific HSP, HSP90,

by genetic or pharmacological means caused many different sorts of abnormal-

ities in the flies. Selection for particular abnormalities over several generations

caused them to be assimilated and expressed even if levels of HSP90 were returned

to normal—an exact parallel with Waddington’s observations. HSP90, pre-

sumably by its interaction with signalling molecules, appears to act as a buffer

against the expression of genetic variation, and when the amount of HSP90 is

reduced and buffering capacity is exceeded, the variation is expressed. More

broadly, HSP90 or genes acting in a similar way can be seen as providing a

mechanism for control of evolvability—an organism’s ability to evolve—since

changes in their activity will control the expression of genetic variation and in

turn the opportunity for selection (S. L. Rutherford and L. Lindquist, Hsp90 as a

capacitor for morphological evolution. Nature 1998/396: 336–42).

Schmalhausen also recognized that the normal development of organisms is
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protected against genetic variation and environmental change, and termed the

process by which this is achieved ‘stabilising selection’ (I. I. Schmalhausen,

Factors of Evolution. New York: Blakiston/McGraw-Hill, 1949). If developmental

stability results from a particular optimum pattern of gene expression, then

stabilizing selection will act against individuals with phenotypes that deviate

from this optimum, resulting in a population with an intermediate phenotype

and little variability. Stabilizing selection may be seen as the mechanism that

generates the epigenetic landscape—if a particular trait has a high adaptive value,

then selection for it will be stronger and the corresponding valley of canalization

will be deeper; in other words, the organism is less able to tolerate variation from

the norm of that trait.

Belyaev introduced the term ‘destabilising selection’ to describe the outcome

from his fox domestication studies in which intensive selection for one trait dis-

rupted canalization of other traits (for an accessible English-language review of

this work, see L. N. Trut, Early canid domestication: the farm-fox experiment.

Amer Sci 1999/87: 160–9). The primary effect of continuous selection for tame-

ness appeared to be changes in stress hormone response. These hormones also

control the expression of a range of other genes, particularly neural and endo-

crine, responsible for the timing of developmental processes. We can perhaps

consider such genes that regulate the expression of other genes in development

to be canalizing genes. Genetic variation in such genes may allow a coordinated

change in a range of body structures and functions to be induced by a single

variation.

16. The phenotypes developed may include intermediate forms as well as the two

extreme phenotypes described (S. W. Applebaum and Y. Heifetz, Density depend-

ent physiological phase in insects. Annu Rev Entomol 1999/44: 317–41; S. M. Rogers

et al., Mechanosensory-induced behavioural gregarization in the desert locust

Schistocerca gregaria. J Exp Biol 2003/206: 3991–4002).

17. The silver fox is a colour variant (about 25% of the population) of the common

European and North American red fox Vulpes vulpes. Belyaev’s study took place at

the Institute of Cytology and Genetics of the Russian Academy of Sciences in

Novosibirsk, Siberia, and studies are still continuing, although on a reduced scale.

During this time, 45,000 silver foxes have been bred at a rate of one generation

per year for a propensity to being tamed, which was carefully controlled by

scheduling human contact. Now, after more than forty generations, 70–80% of

animals are strongly domesticated. For further discussion and references, see

n. 15 above.

18. In 1846, Charles Darwin had formulated an outline of his theory of evolution but

was hesitant about its reception, in part because of his limited experience as a

naturalist. Indeed, he wrote that ‘no one has the right to examine the question of

species who has not minutely described many’. Rebecca Stott (Darwin and the

Barnacle. London: Faber & Faber, 2003) tells how an unusual barnacle collected
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during the Beagle voyage prompted a study that led to eight years of work, the

receipt and dissection of thousands of specimens, the publication of four books,

the award of a Royal Society medal, and the acknowledgement of Darwin’s status

as a professional biologist.

19. R. I. M. Dunbar, Reproductive Decisions: An Economic Analysis of Gelada Baboon

Social Strategies. Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1984.

20. These ideas draw heavily on the concepts of kin selection—see n. 2 above and for

a popular account see Matt Ridley’s The Origins of Virtue (London: Viking, 1996).

21. See n. 14 above.

22. The common ancestor of humans and chimpanzees existed about 6 to 7 million

years ago and the human clade diverged from the human/chimp clade about

5 million years ago. A good candidate for an early member of the hominid clade is

Ardipithecus. There is then strong evidence for the emergence of a number of

hominid species (perhaps twenty or more), of which the gracile (slim) australo-

pithecines such as Australopithecus afarensis, living in southern Africa 3 to 4 million

years ago, are most likely to form part of the human lineage. The first member of

our lineage to be assigned to the genus Homo, although somewhat contro-

versially, was Homo habilis (‘handy man’) who has been dated to 2.3 million years

ago. About 1 million years ago, Homo habilis was displaced by a species called

Homo erectus (called Homo ergaster by some anthropologists), who were the first

hominids to migrate out of Africa and whose remains have been found in south-

ern and eastern Asia. The Neanderthals, once thought to be a subspecies of Homo

sapiens, are now known to have diverged from modern humans at least 500,000

years ago and are placed in a separate species (Homo neanderthalensis)—it is most

likely that they descended from Middle Eastern populations of Homo erectus. The

other fossil hominid species found in Europe, Homo heidelbergensis and Homo ante-

cessor, are representatives of the lineage between erectus and neanderthalensis.

Between 250,000 and 100,000 years ago, Homo erectus in Africa was gradually

replaced by Homo sapiens. Until recently there was much controversy about the

contribution of non-African populations of Homo erectus to the human lineage,

but molecular mapping has shown all modern humans are derived from a second

African exodus of Homo sapiens about 65,000 years ago. Finally, we cannot help

but mention the recent discovery of what appears to be the remains of a diminu-

tive hominid, Homo floresiensis, on an Indonesian island, who may have evolved

from Homo erectus and was probably made extinct by a volcanic eruption less than

20,000 years ago (P. Brown et al., A new small-bodied hominin from the Late

Pleistocene of Flores, Indonesia. Nature 2004/431: 1055–61).

23. Recent changes in taxonomic classification mean that a ‘hominid’ is considered

to be a member of the family Hominidae, which includes all the great apes (whose

living members are humans, chimpanzees, gorillas, and orangutans), and that

when specifically referring to humans and their direct and near-direct ancestors

(the bipedal apes) we should use the term ‘hominin’. However, the sense of
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‘hominid’ to mean human or near-human is more likely to be familiar to readers,

and we will use the term in that way while being mindful of the changed usage.

24. R. Dawkins, The Ancestor’s Tale: A Pilgrimage to the Dawn of Life. London: Weiden-

feld & Nicolson, 2004.

25. A value of 98.5% is often quoted. However, this refers to microvariation in the

positions of bases which are actually present in both sequences and does not

include insertion or deletion of whole blocks of sequence (R. J. Britten,

Divergence between samples of chimpanzee and human DNA sequences is 5%,

counting indels. Proc Natl Acad Sci USA 2002/99: 13633–5). Direct comparison of

the human and chimpanzee chromosomes 22 found many thousand such

‘indels’ with major consequences for the sequences of the proteins coded

(H. Watanabe, DNA sequence and comparative analysis of chimpanzee chromo-

some 22. Nature 2004/429: 382–8).

26. Roundworms, or nematodes, are perhaps the most numerous multicellular ani-

mals on earth—so numerous and ubiquitous that they led biologist Nathan A.

Cobb to make his famous statement in 1915 that ‘if all the matter in the universe

except the nematodes were swept away, our world would still be dimly recogniz-

able . . . represented by a film of nematodes’. Nematodes can be free-living or

parasitic—there are nearly 20,000 known species and their size ranges from

0.3 mm to over 1 metre. Human parasitic nematodes have enormous medical

impact, infecting an estimated 3 billion people and causing diseases such as intes-

tinal roundworm and lymphatic filariasis (elephantiasis). Plant parasitic nema-

todes are economically important because of their effects on crop yields. But the

nematode most familiar to biologists is the free-living soil nematode Caenorhabdi-

tis elegans, just 1 mm long, which rivals the mouse, the fruit fly, and the bac-

terium Escherichia coli as a ‘model organism’. The attraction of C. elegans as a

laboratory animal is its simplicity—the adult animal has just 959 cells, of which

302 cells form a simple nervous system, and how each of these cells develops has

been mapped in detail.

27. The precursor to active vitamin D is in our diet and is now frequently sup-

plemented in processed foods such as milk. But vitamin D has to be activated by

the action of ultraviolet light—a reaction that occurs in the skin. Rickets is a

disease of childhood caused by insufficient vitamin D in early life, and osteo-

porosis is the long-term consequence of inadequate bone mineral. Dark-skinned

people moving to temperate climates where there is less sunlight may be at

particular risk. The sunlight in the tropics was adequate to generate enough acti-

vated vitamin D to prevent rickets in their offspring, but the move to environ-

ments with less sunlight and greater body coverage with clothing puts them at a

disadvantage. This is particularly the case for women wearing traditional total

body coverings. Such effects may even be seen in sunny regions such as Australia

(R. S. Mason and T. H. Diamond, Vitamin D deficiency and multicultural

Australia. Med J Australia 2001/175: 236–7).
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28. C. Cooper et al., Review: developmental origins of osteoporotic fracture. Osteoporos

Int 2006/17: 337–47.

29. One of the most common ways of trying to look at genetic components of a

characteristic or disease trait is to use twin studies. The concept is that if one sees a

greater correlation between traits in identical twins with the same genetic make-

up than in non-identical twins or singleton siblings then the magnitude of the

difference implies a genetic component. This may be generally so, but identical

twins also share a more common intrauterine existence than do non-identical

twins because they generally share a placenta. Similarly, there are many cultural

factors that lead to identical twins being treated more similarly and much has

therefore been made of those studies where the twins are reared separately from

birth.

30. Whether there are specific genes for plasticity or whether plasticity is implicit in

the normal variability of gene expression has been the subject of lively debate. For

a historical account of this discussion, see S. Sarkar, From the Reaktionsnorm to

the evolution of adaptive plasticity. In T. J. DeWitt and S. M. Scheiner (eds.),

Phenotypic Plasticity: Functional and Conceptual Approaches. New York: Oxford Uni-

versity Press, 2004. See also S. Via and R. Lande, Genotype-environment inter-

action and the evolution of phenotypic plasticity. Evolution 1985/39: 505–22;

C. D. Schlichting and M. Pigliucci, Phenotypic Evolution: A Reaction Norm Perspec-

tive. Sunderland, Mass.: Sinauer Associates, 1998; M. J. West-Eberhard, Develop-

mental Plasticity and Evolution. New York: Oxford University Press, 2003.

31. H. P. Guler et al., Small stature and insulin-like growth factors: prolonged treat-

ment of mini-poodles with recombinant human insulin-like growth factor I. Acta

Endocrinologica 1989/121: 456–64.

32. F. Aubret et al., Evolutionary biology: adaptive developmental plasticity in

snakes. Nature 2004/431: 261–2.

33. R. S. Corruccini, An epidemiologic transition in dental occlusion in world popu-

lations. Am J Orthodontics 1984/86: 419–26; J. Varrela, Dimensional variation of

craniofacial structures in relation to changing masticatory-functional demands.

Eur J Orthodontics 1992/14: 31–6.

34. Queen-bee rearing occurs in three situations—when the old queen leaves with a

swarm of workers to establish a new colony, when the old queen is failing and

needs to be replaced, and in an ‘emergency’ when the queen dies suddenly or is

removed (for example, by humans). In non-emergency situations, eggs that are

destined to become queens are placed in special large ‘queen cells’ in the hive and

receive royal jelly. In emergencies, some worker cells are quickly adapted and

these larvae are also fed royal jelly. The workers do not raise one new queen but

several, and when these emerge they must either leave the nest with some work-

ers to form a new nest or fight the other virgin queens (and the old queen if she is

present), until only one survives. The queen fights are vicious and the queens

have large, early developing venom glands combined with reusable stingers to
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kill their rivals. Queens may also identify rivals in their cells from olfactory and

acoustic signals, and assassinate them before they even emerge. Queen fighting is

unusual in social insects as most species use workers to remove extra queens, but

honey bees leave it to the queens to fight it out. In a ‘queenright’ colony over

99.9% of workers are sterile. A few workers can lay eggs but worker reproduction

is policed by other workers who eat worker-produced eggs. These are identifiable

due to a lack of the pheromone that marks queen-eggs. Although it is repro-

ductively beneficial for a worker to produce sons, a nephew (offspring of another

worker) is less related than a brother (offspring of a queen) so it is in the interest of

the workforce as a whole to prevent individual workers from reproducing. Thus

these egg-laying workers are also attacked by other workers. In a queenless situ-

ation, up to about 50% of the workers have activated ovaries. This is due to the

absence of pheromones that normally repress worker reproduction which are

produced by the queen and the brood. But some investigators think that the

workers refrain from their own reproduction when the colony is functioning

normally, and the queen and brood pheromones are simple signals of queen

fecundity.

35. See D. W. Pfennig and P. J. Murphy, How fluctuating competition and phenotypic

plasticity mediate species divergence. Evolution 2002/56: 1217–28; S. F. Gilbert,

The genome in its ecological context; philosophical perspectives on interspecies

epigenesis. Ann NY Acad Sci 2002/981: 202–18; R. A. Newman, Adaptive plasticity

in amphibian metamorphosis. BioScience 1992/42: 671–8; R. A. Relyea and J. R.

Auld, Predator- and competitor-induced plasticity: how changes in foraging

morphology affect phenotypic trade-offs. Ecology 2005/86: 1723–9. Denver has

shown that the neurohormonal mechanism that the Scaphiopus toad uses to trig-

ger accelerated development under conditions of environmental stress is very

similar to that used by the mammalian fetus to initiate parturition if conditions

within the uterus deteriorate, suggesting an ancient origin of this response

(R. J. Denver, Environmental stress as a developmental cue: corticotropin-

releasing hormone is a proximate mediator of adaptive phenotypic plasticity in

amphibian metamorphosis. Horm Behav 1997/31: 169–79).

36. This is discussed at length in P. D. Gluckman and M. A. Hanson, The Fetal Matrix:

Evolution, Development, and Disease. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2005.

37. C. K. Williams and R. J. Moore, Phenotypic adaptation and natural selection in

the wild rabbit, Oryctolagus cuniculus, in Australia. J Anim Ecol 1989/58: 495–507.

38. See Introduction n. 8.

39. S. J. Phillips and P. W. Comus, A Natural History of the Sonoran Desert. Berkeley and

Los Angeles: University of California Press, 2000.

40. Even more problematically, an evolutionary biologist’s definition of an adapta-

tion requires proof of effects on reproductive fitness—this is a very hard test

and generally cannot be achieved. Thus an adaptation is usually inferred rather

than proven. In lay terminology, ‘adaptation’ is used more broadly to refer to
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any matching response irrespective of whether it is generated by evolutionary

processes. More correctly, such broader responses should be referred to as

adaptedness. It may seem pedantic to the casual reader but these are important

differences. When we wish to ensure that the difference is appreciated we use

adaptedness and adaptation in their technical sense.

41. M. S. Croxson et al., The acute thyroidal response to iodized oil in severe endemic

goitre. J Clin Endocrinol Metab 1976/42: 926–30.

42. A rise in temperature of 1 or 2 degrees may seem unimportant to us, but some

other species are affected in ways that alter entire ecosystems. Studies in Europe

and the USA have found that flowering times are steadily becoming earlier with

rising temperatures. In the UK, flowering time has advanced an average of 4.5 days

during the past ten years compared with the previous forty years, and some spe-

cies have advanced as much as fifteen days in a decade (A. H. Fitter and R. S. R.

Fitter, Rapid changes in flowering time in British plants. Science 2002/296: 1689–

91). These changes can have significant effects on the reproductive success of

some species, particularly when reproduction depends on another seasonal spe-

cies such as pollinating bees. In many areas, rising temperatures are causing the

migration times of insects such as butterflies to shift to earlier in the year. Birds

are also breeding and migrating earlier, but in the case of species such as the pied

flycatcher they have not kept up with the earlier peak in abundance of their insect

prey. This mistimed reproduction has led to selection for individuals that breed

even earlier (C. Both et al., Climatic effects on timing of spring migration and

breeding in a long-distance migrant, the pied flycatcher Ficedula hypoleuca. J Avian

Biol 2005/36: 368–73).

43. There is good evidence that control and use of fire arising from natural sources

such as grass fires caused by lightning dates back at least 1 million years—the

capacity to generate fire de novo is much more recent. Possession of fire allowed

cooking of meat (making it tastier and easier to chew, which has implications for

the development of human jaws and teeth) and the use of deep caves for shelter.

Before then, human habitation had taken the form of rock shelters (shallow

caves). The earliest evidence for built shelters dates from perhaps 500,000 years

ago, with clear evidence that humans in Europe constructed quite sophisticated

shelters 30,000 years ago. Although it is likely that unmodified animal pelts were

used for warmth as hominids migrated from the tropics to cool temperate zones,

clothing may have been a surprisingly recent innovation—a recent study of the

time of divergence of the human body louse from the human head louse,

an event that the investigators postulated to correlate with the introduction of

clothing, indicated a date of about 70,000 years ago (R. Kittler et al., Molecular

evolution of Pediculus humanus and the origin of clothing. Curr Biol 2003/13:

1414–17). In support of this, the earliest known needles, a tool specifically associ-

ated with manufacture of clothing, date from about 40,000 years ago. The earliest

human tools known are crude pebble choppers dating from over 2 million years
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ago, with more formed hand axes appearing perhaps 500,000 years ago and

advanced flake and blade stone tools 40,000 years ago.

44. Some biologists have proposed that this process of ‘niche construction’ has

significant implications for the evolutionary process. They argue that organisms

acquire not only genes from their ancestors but also an ‘ecological inheritance’

consisting of the physical changes made in the environment by previous gener-

ations. Incorporating niche construction into evolutionary and ecological think-

ing may provide new tools for the study of complex biological systems (K. Laland

and J. Odling-Smee, Life’s little builders. New Scientist 15 Nov. 2003: 42–5;

F. J. Odling-Smee et al., Niche Construction: The Neglected Process in Evolution

(Monographs in Population Biology, vol. 37). Princeton: Princeton University

Press, 2003).

45. Sir Charles Lyell (1797–1875) was a Scottish geologist whose work, particularly

his 1830 book Principles of Geology, was largely responsible for the general accept-

ance of the view that the features of our present natural environment are pro-

duced by gradual changes acting through long periods of geological time, in

contrast to the then dominant view of catastrophism which saw geological trans-

formation as based on sudden change and thus allowed science to incorporate

the story of the biblical flood of Noah. Charles Darwin took the first volume of

Lyell’s work on his voyage on the Beagle (1831–6) and its conclusions, as well as

Lyell’s approach of presenting facts and drawing broad inferences from them,

strongly influenced his subsequent thought. Darwin wrote, ‘The great merit of

the Principles was that it altered the whole tone of one’s mind, and therefore that,

when seeing a thing never seen by Lyell, one yet saw it partially through his eyes.’

Lyell did not initially accept Darwin’s view of evolution, but later did so, prompt-

ing Darwin to comment, ‘Considering his age, his former views, and position in

society, I think his action has been heroic.’

46. The—apparent—large gaps in the fossil record are often attributed to the

discontinuity of fossil-bearing sediments. But one of the implications of the

punctuated equilibrium model of evolution, as proposed by Gould and Eldredge

in 1972, is that these gaps are real. Gould and Eldredge suggested that instead of

gradual morphological evolution the process proceeds in a series of abrupt trans-

formations separated by long periods of stasis. Species will gradually accumulate

genetic change with little change in form (which we can perhaps relate to

Waddington’s and Schmalhausen’s ideas of canalization and stabilization). Then

some, possibly external, factor will lead to a burst of morphological change and

the formation of a new species. Another implication of punctuated equilibrium is

that evolution occurs as the result of the formation or extinction of species, pro-

cesses that may be influenced by chance events or accidents, rather than from

classical natural selection. This view is clearly at odds with that of the many

biologists such as Richard Dawkins who consider that evolutionary processes act

in a continuous manner primarily on the gene.
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47. Convention on Global Biodiversity. Global Biodiversity Outlook, 2nd edn., 2006.

Available online from: www.biodiv.org/doc/gbo2/cbd-gbo2.pdf.

48. There is an excavation in Israel which suggests that contact between these two

hominid species may have occurred 100,000 years ago. Presumably in Africa there

was frequent coexistence of multiple hominid species and we await further

discoveries from the island of Flores.

49. S. E. Moore et al., Prenatal or early postnatal events predict infectious deaths in

young adulthood in rural Africa. Int J Epidemiol 1999/28: 1088–95; A. M. Prentice

and S. E. Moore, Early programming of adult diseases in resource poor countries.

Arch Dis Child 2005/90: 429–32.

Chapter 2

1. It is probable that RNA was the initial replicator, since in addition to being

an information-coding molecule RNA can also catalyse a range of chemical reac-

tions, including self-splicing. There may have been a primitive ‘RNA world’

before the appearance of DNA and protein. Later in evolution, these functions

separated, with DNA becoming the replicator and proteins taking over as the

catalysts. RNA still persists in our cells as the intermediate in the information flow

from DNA to RNA to protein. Recent studies have revealed several previously

unsuspected roles of RNA in the control of gene expression and the evolution of

the genome. For discussion of the RNA world see Simon Conway Morris’s book

Life’s Solution: Inevitable Humans in a Lonely Universe. Cambridge: Cambridge Uni-

versity Press, 2003; for a review of the role of RNA signalling in cellular regulation,

see J. S. Mattick and I. V. Makunin, Small regulatory RNAs in mammals. Hum Mol

Genet 2005/14: R121–32.

2. Jared Diamond has argued for multiple origins of agriculture with good evidence

for domestication of plants and, in some regions, animals arising independently

in south-west Asia, China, Central America, the Andes, and what is now the

eastern USA. There is some evidence to suggest that the African Sahel, tropical

West Africa, Ethiopia, and New Guinea should be added to this list (J. Diamond,

Guns, Germs and Steel. London: Chatto & Windus, 1997).

3. Eva Jablonka from Tel Aviv has been at the forefront of those who argue that there

is more to evolution than genes. A decade ago, her championing of epigenetic

inheritance was largely ignored, but recent studies have provided a secure

experimental foundation for the concept. See E. Jablonka and M. J. Lamb, Epi-

genetic Inheritance and Evolution: The Lamarckian Dimension. Oxford: Oxford

University Press, 1995; E. Jablonka and M. J. Lamb, Evolution in Four Dimensions:

Genetic, Epigenetic, Behavioral, and Symbolic Variation in the History of Life.

Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 2005.

4. See Introduction n. 8.
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5. The idea of the inheritance of acquired characteristics did not originate with

Lamarck: it was not even his principal idea although it is a theory now almost

pejoratively known as Lamarckism. Lamarck’s major idea was that the real basis

of biological change was progress up a putative ladder of life with humans at the

top; the inheritance of acquired characteristics was seen as a secondary process

that could explain some variations. Darwin acknowledged Lamarck as an

originator of the concept of the evolution of species. See Michael Ruse’s book The

Evolution–Creation Struggle. Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 2005.

6. See n. 3 above.

7. R. E. Simmons and L. Scheepers, Winning by a neck: sexual selection in the

evolution of giraffe. Am Nat 1996/148: 771–86.

8. It is important to distinguish sexual selection, mediated by reproductive competi-

tion between individuals of the same sex, from sexual conflict, which arises from

the different reproductive investments of males and females. See n. 24 below and

Ch. 3 n. 4, and G. Arnqvist and L. Rowe, Sexual Conflict. Princeton: Princeton

University Press, 2005.

9. The issue of sexual selection was one of the intellectual differences between the

two discoverers of evolution by the process of selection. Darwin spent much time

in The Descent of Man discussing whether animals had the equivalent of an aes-

thetic sense and believed that exaggerated and costly male traits evolved because

the female based her mating choice on aesthetics. But Wallace, who understood

the argument well, came to believe that most male-specific features such as a

larger body size or antlers or the lion’s mane were selected because of their value

in competition between males. Current opinion sees both an aesthetic and a

utilitarian component. The peahen is responding to those characteristics of the

peacock’s tail such as size and symmetry which are good indicators of strength

and health and therefore of fitness. From the female’s point of view, this is both

utilitarian (the outcome is healthier chicks) and aesthetic (she has been attracted

by the features of the tail).

10. The Irish elk played a small part in the history of evolutionary theory, by being

one of the species no longer living but found only as fossils which allowed the

French zoologist Georges Cuvier to establish in 1812 that extinction is a fact. The

idea of extinction had previously been strongly contested by those who believed

that a creator of a perfect world would not allow whole species to disappear. The

story is told in full elsewhere (S. J. Gould, The misnamed, mistreated, and mis-

understood Irish elk. In Ever Since Darwin. New York: W. W. Norton, 1997).

11. M. Potts and R. Short, Ever Since Adam and Eve: The Evolution of Human Sexuality.

Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1999.

12. The alternative views are that the loss of body hair was an adaptation to assist

heat loss, or that less hair may help protect against skin disease and parasites. See

Jonathon Kingdon’s book Lowly Origins: Where, When and Why our Ancestors First

Stood Up. Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2003.
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13. The Palaeolithic (Old Stone Age) period is generally considered to begin around

2 million years ago with the introduction of stone tools by hominids such as

Homo habilis and to end with the introduction of farming around 11,000 years

ago at the beginning of the Neolithic (New Stone Age) period. The Neolithic ends

with the widespread adoption of metal tools 4,000 to 3,000 years ago (Bronze and

then Iron Ages).

14. The defect is in the enzyme 5α-reductase that converts testosterone to dihydro-

testosterone. But their testis can make the other hormone, Mullerian inhibitory

factor, which stops the internal female features (uterus and cervix) developing.

However dihydrotestosterone is needed to make the external genitalia into the

male form and ordinary testosterone cannot do so (without dihydrotestosterone

the penis does not develop properly and the scrotum is not properly formed); the

male children are born looking more like a girl, but with a big clitoris (the under-

developed penis) and thick labia (the two halves of an unfused scrotum). But

internally they do not have a uterus or cervix. At puberty the testis starts making

much more testosterone than it could as a fetus and even in its weaker form the

amount made is sufficient to make the penis grow and to induce development of

pubic and facial hair (I. Imperato-McGinley, Androgens and male physiology: the

syndrome of 5α-reductase-2 deficiency. Mol Cell Endocrinol 2002/198: 51–9).

15. See Introduction n. 19.

16. C. Darwin, The Variation of Animals and Plants under Domestication. London: John

Murray, 1868.

17. Darwin struggled with this gap in his understanding and attempted to come up

with a theory of inheritance, what he termed panglossia, an unsatisfactory part of

his writings. It contrasts with the insights he developed when he based his ideas

on his firm knowledge of what had been observed in the natural world.

18. The acceptance of the Modern Synthesis was preceded by a vigorous debate in the

early years of the 20th century between two schools of thought about the nature

of variation. The Mendelians, led by William Bateson, argued for variation occur-

ring in the discontinuous manner typified by Gregor Mendel’s peas—green or

yellow, round or wrinkled—whereas the biometric school, represented by Karl

Pearson and Walter Weldon, pointed to much other experimental evidence indi-

cating continuous variation. The beginning of the reconciliation between the

two schools was the demonstration by Ronald Fisher in 1918 that Mendelian

inheritance acting across many genes could account for continuous variation.

19. Eugenics refers to studies of the genetic improvement of human populations by

use of social policies. The term originates with the English statistician Francis

Galton, a cousin of Charles Darwin, in the late 19th century. Eugenic pro-

grammes were instigated in many countries in the early 20th century, but the

scientific foundations of these programmes (a biological basis for race and the

belief that single genes are responsible for the majority of human physical, men-

tal, and behavioural traits) are now accepted to be false. Eugenics has never
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recovered from its association with the death camps of Nazi Germany, and even

today any biomedical research that offers the possibility of modifying human

genes is considered highly controversial. For further reading, see Diane B. Paul’s

collected essays on eugenics (The Politics of Heredity: Essays on Eugenics, Biomedicine,

and the Nature–Nurture Debate. Albany, NY: SUNY Press, 1998).

20. Two of the methods by which gene expression may be modified by epigenetic
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expression involves binding of various transcription factors to DNA sequences,

called promoters, adjacent to the actual gene coding regions. Promoters are

commonly rich in cytosine-guanosine (CpG) dinucleotides, and the process of

DNA methylation involves transfer of methyl groups to these cytosine residues, a

reaction catalysed by an enzyme called DNA methyltransferase. Methylation of

the CpG islands in the promoter will ‘silence’ gene expression by interfering in

some way with its ability to bind transcription factors. Histones are small proteins

that package the DNA in cells into bead-like structures called nucleosomes,

formed by regular wrapping of the DNA around the histone core. Chemical

modification of these histones can change the tightness of the wrapping of DNA

around the core and increase or decrease the accessibility of the DNA to the

various factors involved in gene expression. For example, acetylation of histones

stimulates gene expression by relaxing chromatin structure, whereas deacetyla-

tion has the opposite effect. Epigenetic marking of DNA in these ways appears to

have roles in imprinting, a non-genetic method by which information is trans-

ferred between generations, and in the development of cancer. The chemical

processes of epigenetic marking are dependent on adequate supplies of the

required substrates and cofactors, and effects of diet on imprinting and cancer

development are well established. For a discussion of the role of methylation in

genomic imprinting, see J. F. Wilkins, Genomic imprinting and methylation:

epigenetic canalization and conflict. Trends Genet 2005/21: 356–65 and for an

account of epigenetic changes as a target in cancer therapy see J. Gilbert et al., The

clinical application of targeting cancer through histone acetylation and

hypomethylation. Clin Cancer Res 2004/10: 4589–96. For a discussion of the

different ways of changing DNA methylation during development and of the role

of another epigenetic marking system, Pc-G/trx protein complexes, that mediates

epigenetic effects in Drosophila and possibly also mammals, see A. Bird, DNA

methylation patterns and epigenetic memory. Genes Dev 2002/16: 6–21.
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22. P. N. Schofield et al., Genomic imprinting and cancer; new paradigms in the

genetics of neoplasia. Toxicol Lett 2001/120: 151–60.

23. Prader–Willi syndrome and Angelman syndrome are human genetic diseases that

affect physical and/or neurological development and are caused by loss of

function of imprinted genes on chromosome 15. Some cases of these disorders
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have been shown to be caused by imprinting defects involving the same gene

locus—Prader–Willi syndrome involves loss of paternal gene expression because

of the aberrant presence of a maternal imprint, whereas Angelman syndrome

involves loss of maternal gene expression because of the aberrant presence of a

paternal imprint (K. Buiting et al., Epimutations in Prader–Willi and Angelman

syndromes: a molecular study of 136 patients with an imprinting defect. Am J

Hum Genet 2003/72: 571–7).

24. The genetic conflict theory proposed by David Haig and colleagues suggested that

in mammals the interests of males and females in their offspring may not

coincide—the father’s interest is to maximize the size of the offspring by extract-

ing as many resources as possible from the mother, whereas the mother’s interest

is to conserve resources for subsequent pregnancies and for her own survival.

Haig suggested that this conflict would be mediated by imprinting of genes in the

fetus—and indeed, there seems to be a tendency for paternally expressed

imprinted genes to promote fetal growth whereas maternally expressed imprinted

genes restrain fetal growth. An example in some mammals is the growth factor

IGF-2, which is produced by the fetus from the paternal copy of its gene. A mol-

ecule called IGF-2 receptor, which ‘mops up’ and inactivates IGF-2 and so tends to

restrain growth, is produced from the maternal copy of its gene (D. Haig and C.

Graham, Genomic imprinting and the strange case of the insulin-like growth

factor II receptor. Cell 1991/64: 1045–6; D. Haig, Genetic conflicts in human

pregnancy. Q Rev Biol 1993/68: 495–532). This conflict theory is by no means

generally accepted and the imprinting of the IGF-2 receptor is not universal—for

example, in humans the IGF-2 gene is imprinted but that for the receptor is not.

25. The most obvious form of gene silencing occurs in the sex chromosomes. In

mammals, females have two X chromosomes (one inherited from each parent)

and males only one—instead males have a Y chromosome inherited from their

father. The Y chromosome is much smaller than the X chromosome and there are

only a few genes that the two forms of sex chromosome have in common. For

most of the genes on an X chromosome only one copy is sufficient and so after

some initial cell divisions the female embryo silences one copy of the entire X

chromosome in every cell. This silencing also involves chemical restructuring of

the DNA including DNA methylation, although there is debate about whether

this targets sections of the genome which are already transcriptionally silent

because of other processes.
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islands. Oxf Surveys Evol Biol 1992/8: 259–88.

27. Vernalization is the promotion of flowering in some plants by exposure to a
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winter is mediated by epigenetic gene silencing (R. Bastow et al., Vernalization

requires epigenetic silencing of FLC by histone methylation. Nature 2004/427:

164–7).
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28. Epigenetics must be distinguished from ‘epigenesis’, which is an obsolete term

referring to the concept that an organism develops from an undifferentiated form

by progressive development—as opposed to the preformationist view that each

individual is created in its final form and only grows during development. Until

about 200 years ago the preformationist belief that the sperm was a miniature

version of the infant and that the egg merely provided the nourishment was

widely held, including by the discoverers of spermatozoa, the Dutch microscop-

ists Antoni van Leeuwenhoek (1632–1723) and Nicolaas Hartsoeker (1656–1725).

Eventually this preformationist concept of the homunculus, as symbolized by

Hartsoeker’s 1694 drawing of a tiny man in a human spermatozoon, was eradi-

cated by better microscopy and the science of embryology. For an account of

the history of this debate, including the controversy among the preformationists

of whether the sperm or the egg held the preformed individual, see Carla

Pinto-Correia’s book The Ovary of Eve: Egg and Sperm and Preformation (Chicago:

University of Chicago Press, 1997).
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36. Some critics would disagree with the use of the term ‘inheritance’ in this context,

on the grounds that for humans much of what is passed between generations

culturally involves a degree of conscious choice and selection by each successive

generation. Using the term inheritance might be misleading if it downplayed the

importance of the enormous potential for acquired behaviour and choice

throughout human life. For definitions and discussion of types of inheritance see

E. Jablonka and M. J. Lamb, Evolution in Four Dimensions: Genetic, Epigenetic,
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41. The emergence of language provided the ancestors of modern humans with an

adaptive advantage over other coexisting hominid species. But when, and how,

did language appear? And in discussing these issues, should we consider language

and speech separately? After all, many hearing impaired humans communicate

successfully by sign language. The palaeontological record is not helpful in this

context. There is no sudden and dramatic increase in hominid brain size that can

be correlated with the emergence of language, so the change appears to be associ-

ated with brain wiring rather than capacity. Similarly, although speech requires

certain anatomical structures such as vocal cords, larynx, and tongue, these soft

tissues are not preserved in fossils. However, speech-associated structures can

leave imprints on the skeleton, and there are some indications from fossil skel-

etons that Homo erectus of about 1 million years ago might have had primitive

speech. But modern speculations about the origins of language take us further

back in time to the development of bipedalism about 4 million years ago—the

hominid hand was now available to make gestures. We can perhaps envisage

that successful communication by gestures and facial expressions—‘Lion! Over

there!’—selected for brain structures facilitating such actions and allowed their

use for symbolic representation—at a later date, vocalizations, and even later

speech, would have been added to the repertoire of communication methods.

Supporters of this theory point to the existence of a brain function in primates

called the ‘mirror system’ that is involved in both making and seeing gestures.

This function can be localized to a specific part of the brain, and in humans the

homologous structure is called Broca’s area, which is also known to be involved

in speech production—providing a link between gesturing and speech (M. A.

Arbib, From monkey-like action recognition to human language: an evolutionary

framework for neurolinguistics. Behav Brain Sci 2005/28: 105–24). Archaeological

evidence suggests that the evolution of language and speech was essentially com-

plete by perhaps 40,000 to 30,000 years ago, because at that time there was a

‘cultural explosion’ in, for example, tool-making, art, and social practices that can
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be best explained by efficient communication among the humans living at that

time. Finally molecular geneticist colleagues are beginning to get involved in this

area of neurolinguistics. A family with an inherited defect in speech has been

shown to have a mutation in a gene for a transcription factor called FOXP2, and a

brain scan study has linked this defect to underactivity in Broca’s area. And,

intriguingly, FOXP2 in humans has evolved rapidly since the hominid clade split

from the chimpanzee lineage (M. C. Corballis, FOXP2 and the mirror system.

Trends Cogn Sci 2004/8: 95–6).
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Chapter 3

1. The process of retaining juvenile characteristics in adults is called paedo-

morphosis. In general, newts and salamanders live in aquatic environments as

the juvenile gilled form and then metamorphose into adult forms that can live in

both aquatic and terrestrial environments. However, the life-history strategies of

particular species can vary widely from this typical model. Some species exist

only as gilled, but mature, aquatic forms (obligate paedomorphosis) whereas

others develop directly into the adult form without a gilled stage. Others follow

the canonical strategy of a juvenile form always followed by an adult form (obli-

gate metamorphosis). Along with several other species, the alpine newts have the

ability to ‘choose’ their life history according to environmental conditions,

resulting in a mixture of mature aquatic adults and metamorphosed terrestrial

adults in the same population (facultative paedomorphosis) Facultative paedo-

morphosis can be interpreted as risk spreading, as the two forms can live in differ-

ent niches in their environment and the species is therefore more able to resist

changes in factors such as food supply or presence of predators (M. Denoel et al.,

Evolutionary ecology of facultative paedomorphosis in newts and salamanders.
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mostest’. That done, his problem is to prevent sperm from subsequent copula-

tions with rivals from fertilizing the female, and one tactic to do that is semen

coagulation, where the ejaculate forms a plug that prevents other sperm from

passing up the female’s reproductive tract. In primates, sperm coagulation

involves a protein called semenogelin that is produced by the prostate gland.
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seminal protein gene SEMG2 correlates with levels of female promiscuity. Nature
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The benefits depend on the accuracy of the prediction, the pattern of environ-

mental change, and the extent of match or mismatch to the new environment—

the consequences for survival of being wrong. These need not be symmetrical

between states and the environment. Getting the prediction wrong in one direc-

tion may have a greater cost than getting it wrong in another. If you predict a

sunny day and do not have an umbrella with you when it rains, then the cost of

the wrong prediction is greater than predicting a wet day and having an umbrella

with you that you did not need to use. But if the umbrella was very heavy and
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27. See Introduction n. 17.
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Dobe !Kung could be satisfied by little more than two days of work each week

prompted Marshall Sahlins to contrast the ability of hunter-gatherer societies to
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industrial society (R. B. Lee, What hunters do for a living, or, how to make out on

scarce resources; M. Sahlins, Notes on the original affluent society. In R. B. Lee

and I. Devore (eds.), Man the Hunter. New York: Aldine Publishing Co., 1968).
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in humans. Behav Brain Sci 1993/16: 681–735). For a discussion of human groups
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52. Global warming is unequivocally the result of human impact on the environ-

ment (see the report from the US National Research Council Climate Change
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l?onpi_newsdoc06062001)—denial will not address the issues. Careful calcula-
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development of agriculture in eastern Asia and the domestication of rice, because

paddy fields are a major source of methane (T. Flannery, The Weather Makers: The

History and Future Impact of Climate Change. Sydney: Text Publishing, 2005).

Chapter 5

1. But much of our body works on a very short time scale. Our biological clocks are

entrained by a part of the brain called the hypothalamus which ensures that our

daily rhythm of hormone secretion and body functions such as sleeping is

coordinated with night and day, because we are a species designed to largely

function by day and sleep by night. Our rhythms are very tightly controlled. For

example, the secretion of our primary stress hormone, cortisol, by the adrenal

gland is timed for the early morning to set our body activities for the day, our

secretion of a fat mobilizing hormone, growth hormone, occurs at the beginning

of our first deep sleep cycle and this mobilizes stored fuels to allow us to fast

overnight. Our body temperature has a fundamental 24-hour rhythm, and so

does our heart rate and many other aspects of our physiology.

The two authors know a lot about jet lag. It happens because we shift our

position in the light cycle very rapidly by flying across twelve time zones from

Auckland to London or vice versa in twenty-six hours. The body does not have
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time to readjust its settings to synchronize its various biological rhythms to the
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tinued in humans since the upper Palaeolithic. A recent paper (B. E. Voight et al.,

A map of recent positive selection in the human genome. PLoS Biology 2006/4:

446–58) reports scanning the human genome for single nucleotide polymor-

phisms in three separate human populations from Africa, Europe, and East Asia.

They analysed several hundred thousand polymorphisms and looked for differ-

ences within and between populations. They identified genes that they con-

cluded showed signs of recent (within 10,000 years) selection, including genes

associated with nutrition and metabolism (among them the lactase gene) and a

number associated with reproduction and fertility. Other studies (P. D. Evans

et al., Microcephalin, a gene regulating brain size, continues to evolve adaptively

in humans. Science 2005/309: 1717–20; N. Mekel-Bobrov et al., Ongoing adaptive

evolution of APSM, a brain size determinant in Homo sapiens. Science 2005/309:
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isms remains contentious. On the one hand, for example, Christopher Wills

argues in his book Children of Prometheus: The Accelerating Pace of Human Evolution

(New York: Perseus Books, 1998) that the human willingness to explore extremes,

both of environment and of experience, and the consequences of our

unprecedented ability to alter our surroundings are leading to an accelerating rate

of evolutionary change with each human generation. The molecular evidence for

selection continuing since the upper Palaeolithic is reviewed in n. 4 above. On

the other hand, some evolutionary biologists, such as Steve Jones, have argued

that natural selection is of much lesser importance for the modern human in

determining our destiny as a species (www.open2.net/truthwillout/evolution/

article/evolution_jones.htm). Our view, as detailed in the text, is that while
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selection was important in the major transitions of agriculture and settlement
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Chapter 7

1. The Cathars, or Albigensians, were an ascetic religious group who appeared in

Europe in the 10th century and prospered in the liberal atmosphere of the area of

southern France known as the Languedoc during the 12th and early 13th centur-

ies. There is debate over whether Catharism should be considered a Christian

heresy or a separate religion, but their beliefs brought them into conflict with the

Catholic Church, and after peaceful attempts to convert the Cathars had failed

Pope Innocent III proclaimed the Albigensian Crusade in 1209. The resulting

war and the subsequent inquisition, driven both by religious fervour and by the

territorial claims of northern France, resulted in the deaths of half a million

people—the last execution of a Cathar occurred in 1321. Some historians see the

success of this internal European crusade, in contrast to the dubious achieve-

ments of the crusades in the Middle East, as a grim precedent for later European

religious wars and ‘ethnic cleansing’.

2. www.geocities.com/triple-moon/articles/venusfig.html.
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5. www.guardian.co.uk/australia/story/0,,1725977,00.html.

6. Childhood obesity is an acute health crisis, according to the World Health Organ-

ization. Globally, 10% of schoolchildren between 5 and 17 years old are over-

weight or obese; (www.who.int/mediacentre/news/releases/2004/pr81/en/).

The prevalence of childhood obesity appears to be increasing rapidly. Different

studies have looked at different age groups and used different definitions of

obesity, so global comparisons are difficult. In the USA, 25% of children aged 10

to 16 years are affected (I. Janssen et al., Comparison of overweight and obesity

prevalence in school-aged youth from 34 countries and their relationships with
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physical activity and dietary patterns. Obes Rev 2005/6: 123–32). In Europe, the

prevalence of overweight and obesity in children aged 7 to 11 years ranges from

10% in the Russian Federation to 35% in Italy (T. Lobstein and M.-L. Frelut,

Prevalence of overweight among children in Europe. Obes Rev 2003/4: 195–200).
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of obesity and associated risk factors in urban children in India and Pakistan.
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urban children in China and Brazil (www.who.int/mediacentre/news/

releases/2004/pr81/en/). Childhood obesity is related to socioeconomic status

in both developed and developing countries—but the direction of the relation-
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In the developing world, obesity is a problem of wealthier urban children in
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13% in 1997 in Brazil (sources above and www.euro.who.int/document/

mediacentre/fs1305e.pdf). It is difficult not to attribute these alarming increases

in part to a toxic environment of aggressively marketed food products of

poor nutritional quality coupled with an increasingly sedentary lifestyle (C. B.

Ebbeling et al., Childhood obesity: public-health crisis, common sense cure.

Lancet 2002/360: 473–82).

7. Mitochondria themselves have a fascinating evolutionary history. They are

ancient bacteria which got incorporated into single-cell organisms billions of

years ago and started using the cell’s machinery to aid their reproduction. This

symbiosis morphed into a permanent arrangement by which mitochondria

became a permanent part of the cell’s machinery. Because of this history, mito-

chondria have their own mini-chromosome that carries the genes for mitochon-

drial enzymes involved in energy metabolism. But sperm have no mitochondria

and eggs have many. Thus, all the mitochondria in every cell in our body come

from our mother. Hence mitochondrial DNA is only inherited from our mother,

and it is this knowledge that is used in some modern genomic studies of human

ancestry.
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New York: North Point Press, 1999.
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with long-term consequences. We propose that such long-term effects are driven
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latter are driven by immediate adaptive needs. However, had it not been for the

original birth weight observations, this whole field would not have been

uncovered. For recent reviews of this subject see P. D. Gluckman and M. A. Hanson,

Developmental origins of disease paradigm: a mechanistic and evolutionary
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20. The experimental skill of the German embryologist Hans Spemann (1869–1941)

in manipulating amphibian eggs and embryos led him to discover that particular

parts of the embryo, which he referred to as organizers, could direct the develop-

ment of structures such as limbs even when transplanted to inappropriate areas.

For this concept of ‘embryonic induction’ he was awarded the Nobel Prize in

Physiology or Medicine for 1935. The American anatomist Charles R. Stockard

(1879–1939), working at Cornell Medical College in New York, studied the effects

of the external environment on the development of the embryos of a number of

species. By changing the ionic composition of the growth medium or by treating

the growing embryos with poisons such as alcohol, he was able to show that the

effects of such factors depended on the timing of their application, thus defining

‘critical moments’ in development.

21. Worldwide, thalidomide caused about 12,000 babies to be born with deformities

including lack of limbs. Dr William McBride’s suspicions that thalidomide was

the cause of these birth defects were initially received with scepticism by both the

scientific community and the manufacturer of the drug. In 1961, The Lancet

finally published a letter stating his claims and the drug was removed from the

market. When the scale of the damage done by thalidomide became clear,
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In the early 1980s, McBride came to believe that another anti-nausea drug,
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30. Much of Ch. 3 discusses mechanisms by which intergenerational effects can arise

through the mother, but can the father’s history or environment affect his

children? And if so, by what mechanism, since sperm is formed continually dur-

ing a man’s life? We know from clinical and experimental studies that mutations

induced by exposure of males to chemicals or radiation can cause birth defects in
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their offspring. More subtly, the large number of cell divisions involved in sperm-

atogenesis suggests an opportunity for genetic or epigenetic damage to the

precursor cells of sperm, and such damage might accumulate during ageing

(R. L. Glaser and E. W. Jabs, Dear old dad. Sci Aging Knowledge Environ 21 Jan. 2004:

2004(3):re1). Indeed, there are some intriguing hints of a link between a man’s

age when he fathers a child and subsequent disease in that child—for example,

the relationship between paternal age and schizophrenia (A. Sipos et al., Paternal

age and schizophrenia: a population based cohort study. BMJ 2004/329: 1070),

although in such studies it is always difficult to disentangle inherited from
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its consequences for each and every one of us, very much depends on avoiding

mismatch.

P.D.G

M.A.H.

Auckland, Southampton, and places in between

February 2006
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